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PREFACE.

.....\;;

"

...

IN preparing this version m English of Fourier's

.j

celebrated treatise on Heat, the tmnslator has followed
faithfully the French original.

He has, however, ap-

pended brief foot-notes, in which will be found references
to other writings of Fourier and modern authors on
the subject: these are distinguished by the initials A. F.
The notes marked R. L. E. are taken from pencil memomnda on the margin of a copy of the work that
formerly belonged to the late Robert Leslie Ellis,
Fellow of Trinity College, and is now in the pOBBession
of St John's College.

It was the translator's hope to

have been able to prefix to this treatise a Memoir
of Fourier's life with BOme account of his writings;
unforeseen circumstances have however prevented its
completion in time to appeal" with the present work.
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m-n=(II-n) I+P'
The value of P is

~ (~ + ~ +h-) ,m is the temperature of the internal
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the penetrability of the heated surface 11', that of the inner surface of the
boundarJ " and u.t of the external surface,; e is the thickness of the
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elf) K elt"
III
Iii = CD tk' - ODS f).
The arc II: measures the distance of a section from the origin 0; f) is
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the eeotion
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Observation of the

temperatures "l, "I' "a of three consecutive points gives the measure
. g:
A we have ~ =q, ""-qw+I=O, and It =,
8(108w)1
of the ratio
Aloge •

"+".

"

The distanoe between two oonsecutive points is~, and log w is the decimal
logarithm of one of the two values of "
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.,.+ dy'+ . . =0;
"is the temperature at a point whose coordinates are:li, y,'
12., 125. Equation relative to the state of the surface and to that of the
first section
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126-181. The system of variable temperatures is determined by three
equations; one expresses the internal sate, the seClond relates to the
state of·the surfaee, and the third expresses the initial state •
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182-189. Elementary proof 'of properties of the uniform movement of heat
in a solid enolosed betw~ six orthogonal planes, the CODBtant tem·
peratures being expreBBed by the linear equation,

,,=A -GIII-br-cz.
The temperatures cannot change, since each point of the solid receives
as much heat as it gives off. The quantity of heat which during the
unit of time oroaaea a plane at right angles to the axis of I is the BaJDe,
through whatever point of that aDs the plane paBll8S. The value of this
common flow is that which would niBt, if the ooe1Jioients II and 6
104
were nul •
1'0, In. Analytical expreBBion of the flow in the interior of any solid. The
equation of the temperatures being

,,=J(z, 11,

I,

t) the function - Kw ~

expresaea the qUantity of heat which during the instant dt croBaea an
infinitely small area w perpendioular to the axis of I, at the point whose
coordinates are :r, Vi I, and whose temperature is " after the time ,
baa e1epaed
109
142-145. It is easy to derive from the foregoing theorem the general
equation of the movement of heat, namely

d"iii = OJ)K(d'"
rl:c' + d'
fill'" + d"'
th' ) ... (A).

• 112

SECTION VII.
GBNBRAL EQUATION

RBL.\TIVII ro

TJIII S11BI'A.CB.

146-154. It is proved that the variable temperatures at points on the
surface of a body, which is oooling in air, satisfy the equation
d"

d"

dtI

h

"'di +"ilN +P a. + gtHl=o;

md<i:+tad,+pda=O,

being the differential equation of the surface which bounds the solid,
and q being equal to (mt+Rt+p')~. To diBoover this equation we
CODBider a molecule of the envelop which bounds the solid, and we express
fact that the temperature of this element does not ohange by a finite
magnitude during an infinitely small iDBtant. This condition holds and
continues to exist after that the regular action of the medium baa been
exerted during a very small instant. Any form may be given to the
element of the envelop. The case in which the molecule is formed by
reotangula'r aeotiona presents remarkable properties. In the moat simple
case, which is that in which the base is parallel to the tangent plane,
the truth of ~e equation is evident •
• 115
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156, 156. In applying the general equation (A) to the case of the eylinder
and of the iphere, we find "the same equations as those of Section DI.
and of Section II. of thie chap_
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157-162. "Func1amental considerations on the DAture of the quantities
Z, t, II, K. h, 0, D, whioh enter into all the analytical expressions of the
Theory of Heat. Each of these quantities has an exponent of dimension
which relates to the length, or to the duration, or to the temperature.
These exponents are found by makin8 the units of measure vary.
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CHAPTER III.
Propagation of Heat in an infinite rectangular IOlid.
SECTION I.

163-166. The constant temperaturel of a reota.ngu1a.r plate included between two parallel infinite sides. maintained at the temperature 0, aro
•

dw"

dw"

expressed by the equation dzI + dg" =0 •

lSI

167-170. If we considor tho state of the plate at a very great distance from
the transverse edge, the ratio of the temperatures of two points whose
ooordinakB are 1I:t, 71 and ~,,I changes according I I the value of 1/
inor8B888; Zt and ; preserving their respeotive values. The ratio has
a limit to which it approaches more and more, and when 11 is infinite,
it is expressed by the product of a funotion of z and of a function of ,.
This remark II1IfJloea to disclose the general form of ". namely,

",.e

II=~'-l

",e

-IJI-U..
(2i - 1) .y.
• 008

It is easy to ascertain how the movement of heat in the plate is
effected,
134

b2
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40=_1_ ~ (-I)ttl
... 1(-1..
'

or
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1
1
1
,=00"-jOO8&1+600a&l-70087z+.. •

SEOTION
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m.
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the number til. of terms is supposed to be llinited, and the series becomes
a function of II: and fII. This function is developed according to powers of
the reciproaa1 of fII, and fII is made infinite
• 1"6
182-184. The same proceBB is applied to several other series
• 14.7
185-188. In the- preceding development, which gives the value of the
function of II: and tII., we determine rigorously the limits within which the
sum of all the terms is included, starting from a given term •
160
189. Very simple proceBB for forming \he series
..

i ... (-1)'

i=- ~c- Ii -1 cos (2i -1) z.

•

• 168

BEOTION IV.

190, 191. Analytioal npreaaion 01 the movement of heat in • reetangular
slab; it is decomposed into simple movements
192-196. Measure of the quantity of heat which croBBe8 an edge or Bide
parallel or perpendioular to the base. This expression of the flow II1lflicea
to verify the solution
•
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considered as forming part of an inflnite plane; \he solution expresses
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•
200-204. It is proved that the problem proposed admits of no other 801u.
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•
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•
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•

SECTION VI.
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SO'l-214. The development obtained by determining the values of the unknown coe1JioielltB iD the following equations idDite ill number ~
.A =G+2b+Sc+U+&o.,
B=G+2I b+8'e+4Itd+&O.,
O=G+II'6 + 81c + 4'4 + &0.,
D=G+lI7b+Blc+4f 4+&O.,
&0.,
&0.
To 801ve theae equations, we first suppose the number of equations to be
... and thai the number of unknowns G, b, c, cl, &0. is m only, omitting
all the subsequent terms. The unknowns are determined for a oertain
value of the number ... and ,he limits to which the values of the coeftl·
cients continually approach are sought; these limits are the quantities
which it is required to determine. Expression of the values of G, b, C, eI,
&0. when m is infinite
• 168
215,216. The funotion Ijl(z) developed u.der the form
G

sinz+b sin 2a:+c sin Bz+d sin 4:1:+&0.,

whioh is tlrst supposed to contain only odd powers of z •
• 179
217, 218. Ditlerent expression of the same development. Application to the
function e" - c-or
• 181
219-2111. Any function whatever Ijl (z) may be developed under the form
4J sin z + lis sin.2z+ IIa sin 8z + ... + lis sin iz +&0.
The value of the genaraJ ooem.oient lie is
derive the very simple theorem
jl/l(z) ... sinll
whence

m, 2IIS.

r.

daljl(a.}sina.+sin2a:

!

r _Ijl (z) sin i4D. Whence we

"J.

f.. daljl(a.} sin ta. +sin Bz;:.daljl(a.} sinBa.+&o.,

~• I/I(z}=Z
sin ia: r daljl(a.) sin'"
...1
Jo ·

• 184

Application of the theorem: from it is derived the remarkable

lI8rles,

• 188
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224, 296. 8e00nd theorem on the development of functiona in bigono.
mebical series:

Applications: from it we derive the remarkable aeries

! ... siD':I:=!'- col!2z _ COBU _ COB 6~ -&0.
4

I

1.B

B.o

190

0.7

226-230. The preoeding theorems are applicable to disoontinuous functions,
and solve the problems which are based upon the analysis of Daniel
Bernoulli in the problem of vibrating cords. The value of the Beries,
•
•
1 ' 2 1veram
1 ' 2II + ii
1lID
. .... v........ B11+ .....
.....
am
~ V8l'IDD II + 2 am
,
D _ · ....._

is

i, if we atbibute to ~ a quantity (!l'e&ter than 0 and leaa than II; and

the value of the aeriea is 0, if ~ is any quantity included between II and i'l'.
Application to other remarkable examples; curved linea or s111'faces which
coincide in a pad of their course, and di1rer in all the other pads.
• 193
F(~),

231-288. Any function whatever,

may be developed in the form

F( )-A + S"I cou+/Iw cos 2z+/Iw COB &1:+&0.,
~ 161 siD~+6. siD 2:1+6, Bin 8~+&o.

Each of the coefiicients is a definite integral. We have in general

.

91rA

=f _+....cbP(~),
.

and

ftc =

f -+....

tkP(~)

.

cos ..

i +....dzP(z) siD ""

ft, =

We thuB form the general theorem, which is one of the chief elements of
our analysis:
. 2"'P(~)='Z"'+«O (COSiZ!+"IIaP(II) COB la+siD
t--_

-..

iz!+"daP(a) siD is),
-W'

199
The values of F(~) which correspond to values of z included
between - ' I ' and +'1' must be regarded as entirely arbitrary. We may
also choose any limits whatever for z
• 204
280. Divers remarks on the use of developments in bigonomebic aeries
• 206
284.

SECTION VII.
Al'PLlCA'l'IOK '1'0 'l'JIJI ACrtlAL PBOBLJIK.

286, 287. Expression of the permanent temperature in the infinite ractangnlar
Blab, the state of the VanBverse edge being represented by an arbitrary
function .
209
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equidistant nodes. All these partial movements BUOOessively disappear,
excep1 the fint; and in general the heat distnDuted throughout the solid
asaumes a regular disposition, independent of the iniUal staw
• III

,,=.11.,......,.

SECTION II.

947-160. Of the commtmicauon of heat between two maBsel. Expression
of the variable temperatuteB. Remark on the value of the ooeJ!ioient
which measures the conduoibility
•
151-165. Of the commtmication of hea1 between " separate maBBeB, ar.
rauged in a straight line. Expression of the variable temperature of each
mass j it is given as a function of the time elapsed, of the coefficient
which measures the conduoibility, and of all the initial temperatures
regarded lUI arbitrary
•
•
156, 257. Bemarkable consequences of this soluuOD
258. Application to the case in whioh the number of muses is infinite.
•
159-266. Of the commtmicauon of heat between R separate masses arranged
circularly. Differential equations suitable to the problem j integration of
these equations. The variable temperature of each of the masses is ex.
pressed as a funotion of the coefficient which measures the conduoibility,
of the time which has elapaed since the instaut when the oommunication
bepn, and of all the initial temperatures, whioh are arbitrary; but in
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272, 278. Formation of ille general aolution: aDalytioal expression of ille
result
274-276. AppUoation and coDBequenC8B of Urla aolution
•
277. 278. Examination of ille case in which ille number" is mpposed infinite.
W$ obtain ille solution relative to a solid ring, set forill in Article 241,
and ille illeorem of Article 284. We ilius aaoerlain ille origin of ilie
analysis which we have employed to aolve ille equation relating to con·
tinuous bodies •
279. Analytical expression of ille two preceding results
1180-282. U is ~oved Ulat ille problem of the movement of heat in a ring
admits no other solution.

The integral of the equation : ' =

k:

268
266

269
2611

is

evidently ille most general which can be formed

CHAPTER V.
Of tM Propagation of Heat in a solid sphere.
SECTION L
GB1'IBIUL BoL11TJ01'l.

283-289. The ratio of the variable temperatures of two points in ille aolid
is in ille first place considered to approach continually a definite limit.
This remark leads to ille equation

t1=,.{

sin ftZ e-ll.." which expreasetl
:I:
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The number " baa an

in~nity. of

t":~x = I-AX.

values given by ille definite equation

The
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s'
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..

G+bz+Ci+ 1i 2.8 +&0.,
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,I'

g'-

G+ji + 21.41+ 21.41.61+&0.,
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.!.
~ dul,6(C ainu).
.".Jo
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. 01'

TO I'.IID

MoVBJIBu.

01'

lIB4'l'

IN All

IxI'DIJ'l'II

LINE.
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i' F(:I:) = i.e tbJ

008 q:l:

t,

da F{IJ) cos qIJ,
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tPtI

tPtI

d'v

CU = rkl + dyl + dzs
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it is deri1'ed also from the particular value
or from this;

...

.,-4i

.... ,Jc'
which both satisry the equation :: = : . . The

~en~ty of

the in-

tagrala obtained is follDded upon the following proposition, which may be
regardod as. self-evident. Two functions of the variables z", .. C are
neoessarily identical, if they satisfy the di1Ierential equation
dtI dill dill flItI
dt=dz2+fly,+dzl'

and if at the same time they have the _saDle value for a certain value
~c

m
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d'"
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PRELIMINARY DISCOURSE.
PnlllARY causes are unknown to US; but are subject to simple
and constant laws, which may be discovered by observation, the
study of them being the object of natural philosophy.
Heat, like gravity, penetrates every substance of the universe,
its rays occupy all parts of space. The object of our work is to
set forth the mathematical laws which this element obeys. The
theory of heat will hereafter form .one of the most important
branches of general physics.
1.'he knowledge of rational mechanics, which the most ancient
nations had been able _to acquire, has not come down to us, and
the history of this science, if we except the first theorems in
harmony, is not traced up beyond the discoveries of Archimedes.
This great geometer explained the mathematical principles of
the equilibrium of solids and fluids. About eighteen centuries
elapsed before Galileo, the originator of dynamical theories, discovered the laws of motion of heavy bodies. Within this new
science Newton comprised the whole system of the universe. The
successors of these philosophers have extended these theories, and
given them an admirable perfection: they have taught us that
the most diverse phenomena are subject to a small number of
fundamental laws which are reproduced in all the acts of nature.
It is recognised that the same principles regulate all the movements of the stars, their form, the inequalities of their courses,
the equilibrium and the oscillations of the seas, the harmonic
vjbrations of air and sonorous bodies, the transmission of light,
capillary actions, the undulations of fluids, in fine the most complex effects of all the natural forces, and thus has the thought
1

~a
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of Newton been confirmed: quod. tam paw tam multa prtBBtet
geometria glmiatur1•
But whatever may be the range of mechanical theories. they
do not apply to the effects of heat. These' make up a special
order of phenomena, which cannot be explained by the principles
'of motion and equilibrium. We have for a long time been in
possession of ingenious instruments adapted to measure many
of these effects; valuable observations have been collected; but
in this manner partial results only have become known. and
not the mathematical demonstration of the laws which include
them all
I have deduced these laws from prolonged study and attentive comparison of the facts known up to this time: all these
facts I have observed afresh in the course of several years with
the most exact instruments that have hitherto been used.
To found the theory, it was in the first place necessary to
distinguish and define with precision the elementary properties
which determine the action of heat. I then perceive,l that all the
phenomena which depend on this action resolve themselves into
a very small number of general and simple facts; whereby every
physical problem of this kind is brought back to an investigation of mathematical analysis. From these general facts I have
concluded that to determine numerically the most varied movements of heat, it is sufficient to submit each substance to three
fundamental observations. Different bodies in fact do not possess
in the same degree ~e power to contain heat, to recsive or tra1l8mit
it a.ct'OBB their IlUrfac6l. nor to conduct it through the interior of
their masses. These are the three specific qualities which our
theory clearly distinguishes and shews how to measure.
It is easy to judge how much these researches concern the
physical sciences and civil economy, and what may be their
influence on the progress of the arts which require the employment and distribution of heat. They have also a necessary connection with the system of the world. and their relations become
known when we consider the grand phenomena which take place
near the surface of the terrestrial globe.
1 Philolophi<e fJ4turalil principia mathtmatica. .A uctoril prttJatio ad kctortffl.
Ao gloriatur geometria quod tam paucia prinoipiil aliunde peUtia tam multa
p1'llBtel [A. F.]
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In fact, the radiation of the sun in which this planet is
incessantly plunged, penetrates the air, the earth, and the waters;
its elements are divided, change in direction every way, and,
penetrating the mass of the globe, would raise its mean temperature more and more, if the heat. acquired were not exactly
balanced by that which escapes in rays frOm all points of the
surface and expands through the sky.
Different climates, unequally exposed to the action of solar
heat, have, after an immense time, acquired the temperatures
proper to their situation. This effect is modified by several accessory causes, such as elevation, the form of the ground, the
neighbourhood and extent of continents and seas, the state of the
surface, the direction of the winds.
The succession of day and night, the alternations of the
seasons occasion in the solid earth periodic variations, which are
repeated every day or every year: but these changes become
less and less sensible as the point at which they are measnred
recedes from the surface. No diurnal variation can be detected
at the depth of about three metres [ten feet] j and the annual
variations cease to be appreciable at a depth much less than
sixty metres. The temperature at great depths is then sensibly
fixed at a given place: but it is not the same at all points of the
same meridian j in general it rises as the equator is approached.
The heat which the sun bas communicated to the terrestrial
globe, and which bas produced the diversity of climates, is now
subject to a movement wbich bas become uniform. It advances
within the interior of the mass which it penetrates throughout,
and at the same time recedes from the plane of the equator, and
proceeds to lose itself across the polar regions.
In ~e higher regions of the atmosphere the air is very rare
and transparent, and retains but a minute part of the heat of
the solar rays: this is the cause of the excessive cold of elevated
places.. The lower layers, denser and more heated by the land
and water, expand and rise up: they are cooled by the very
fact of expansion. The great movements of the air, such as
the trade winds which blow between the tropics, are not determined by the attractive forces of the moon and sun. The
action of these celestial bodies produces scarcely perceptible
oecillations in a fluid so rare and at 80 great a distance. It

1-2
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is the changes of temperature which periodically displace every
part of the atmosphere.
The waters of the ocean are differently exposed at their
surface to the rays of the sun, and the bottom of the basin
which contains them is heated very unequally from the poles
to the equator. These two causes, ever present, and combined
with gravity and the centrifugal force, keep up vast movements
in the intel'ior of the seas. They displace and mingle all the
parts, and produce those general and regular currents. which
navigatQrs have noticed.
Radiant hent which escapes from the surface or all bodies,
and travarsell elastic media, or spaces void of air, has special
laws, and occurs with widely varied phenomena. The physical
explanation of many of these facts is already known; the mathematical theory which I have formed gives an exact measure of
them. It consists, in a manner, in a new catoptrics which
has its own theorems, and serves to determine by analysis all
the effects of heat direct or reflected.
The enumeration of the chief objects of the theory sufficiently
shews the nature of the questions which I have proposed to
myself. What are the elementary properties which it is requisite
to observe in each substance, and what are the experiments
most suitable to determine them exactly 1 If the distribution
of heat in solid matter is regulated by constant laws, what is
the mathematical expression of those laws, and by what analysis
may we derive from this expression the complete solution of
the principal problems 1 Why do terrestrial temperatures cease
to be variable at a depth so small with respect to the radius
of the earth? Every ineqUJility in the movement of this planet
necessarily occasioning an oscillation of the solar heat beneath
the surface, what relation is there between the duration of its
period, and the depth at which the temperatures become constant 1
What time must have elapsed before the climates could acquire
the different temperatures which they now maintain; and what
are the different causes which can now vary their mean heat 1
Wfty do not the annual changes alone in the distance of the
sun from the earth, produce at the surface of the earth very
considerable changes in the temperatures?
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From what characteriRtic can we ascertain that the earth
has not entirely lost its original heat; and what are the exact
laws of the loss?
If, as several observations indicate, this fundamental heat
is not wholly dissipated, it must be immense at great depths,
and nevertheless it has no sensible influence at tho present time
on the mean temperature of the climates. The effects which
are observed in them are due to the action of the solar rays.
But independently of these two sourcE'S of hea.t, the one fundamental and primitive, proper to the terrestrial globe, the other due
to the presence of the sun, is there not a. more universal cause,
which determines the temperature of the hea'IJen8, in that part
of space which the solar system now occupies! Since the observed facts necessitate this cause, what are the consequences
of an exact theory in this entirely new question; how shall we
be able to determine that constant value of the temperature of
, apace, and deduce from it the temperature which belongs to each
planet?
To these questions must be added others which depend on
the properties of radiant heat. The physical cause of the re:8ection of cold, that is to say the reflection of a lesser degree
of heat, is very distinctly known; but what is the mathematical
expression of this effect?
.
On what general principles do the atmospheric temperatures
depend, whether the thermometer which measures them receives
the solar rays directly, on a surface metallic or unpolished,
or whether this instrument remains exposed, during the night,
under a sky free from clouds, to contact with the air, to radiation
from terrestrial bodies, and to that from the most distant and
coldest parts of the atmosphere 1
The intensity of the rays which escape from a point on the
surface of any heated body varying with their inclination according to a law which experiments have indicated, is there not a
necessary mathematical relation between this la.-w and the general
fact of the equilibrium of heat; and what is the physical cause of
this inequality in intensity?
Lastly, when heat penetrates fluid masses, and determines in
them internal movements by continual changes of the temperature
"nd density of each molecule, can we -still express, by differential
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equations, the laws of such a compound effect; and what is the
resulting change in the general equations of hydrodynamics ,
Such are the chief problems which I have solved, and which
have never yet been submitted to calculation. If we consider
further the manifold relations of this mathematical theory to
civil uses and the technical arts, we shall recognize completely
the extent of its applications. It is evident that it includes an
entire series of distinct phenomena, and that the study of it
cannot be omitted without losing a notable part of the science of
nature.
The principles of the theory are derived, as are those of
. rational mechanics, from a very small number of primary facts,
the causes of which are not considered by geometers, but which
they admit as the results of common observations confirmed by all
experiment.
The differential equations of the propagation of heat express
the most general conditions, and reduce the physical questions to
problems of pure analysis, and this is the proper object of theory.
They are not less rigorously established than the general equations
of equilibrium and motion. In order to make this comparison
more perceptible, we have always preferred demonstrations analogous to those of the theorems which serve as the foundation
of statics and dynamics. These equations still exist, but receive
a different form, when they express the distribution of luminous
heat in transparent bodies, or the movements which the changes
of temperature and density occasion in the interior of fluids.
The coefficients which they contain are subject to variations whose
exact tileasllre is not yet known; but in all the natural problems
which it most concerns us to consider, the limits of temperature
differ so little that we may omit the variations of these coefficients.
The equations of the movement of heat, like those which
express the vibrations of sonorous bodies, or the ultimate oscillations of liquids, belong to one of the most recently discovered
branches of analysis, which it is very important to perfect. After
having established these differential equations their integrals must
be obtained; this process consists in passing from a common
expression to a particular solution subject to all the given conditions. This difficult investigation requires a special analysis
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founded on new theorems, whose object we could not in this
place make known. The method which is derived from them
]eaves nothing vague and indeterminate in the solutions, it leads
them up to the final numerical applications; a necessary condition
of every investigation, without which we should only arrive at
useless transformations.
The same theorems which have made known to us the
equations of the moveinent of heat, apply directly to certain problems of general analysis and dynamics whose solution has for a
long time been desired.
0
source of matheProfound stud of nature is th
matt
discoveries.
ot only has this study, in offering a derermmate object to lUvestigation, the advantage of excluding
vague questions and calculations without issue; it is besides a
sure method of forming analysis itself, and of discovering the
e]ements which it concerns us to know, and which natural science
ought always to preserve: these are the fundamental elements
which are reproduced in all natural effects.
We see, for example, that the same expression whose abstract
properties geometers had considered, and which in this respect
belongs to general analysis, represents as well the motion of light
in the atmosphere, as it determines the laws of diffusion of heat
in solid matter, and enters into all the chief problems of the
theory of probability.
The analytical equations, unknown to the ancient geometers,
which Descartes was the first to introduce into the study of curves
and surfaces, are not restricted to the properties of figures, and to
those properties which are the object of rational mechanics j they
extend to all general phenomena. There cannot be a language
more universal and more simple, more free from errors and from
obscurities, that is to say more worthy to express the invariable
relations of natural things.
Considered from this point of view, mathematical analysis is as
extensive as nature itself; it defines all perceptible relations,
measures times, spaces, forces, temperatures j this difficult science
is formed slowly, but it preserves every principle which it has once
acquired j it grows and strengthens itself incessantly in the midst
of the many variations and errors of the human mind.
Its chief attribute is clearness j it has no marks to express con-
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fused notions. It brings together phenomena the most diverse,
and discovers the hidden analogies which unite them. If matter
escapes us, as that of air and light, by its extreme tenuity, if
bodies are placed far ·from us in the immensity of space, if man
wishes to know the aspect of the heavens at successive epochs
separated by a great number of centuries, if the actions of gravity
and of heat are exerted in the interior of the earth at depths
which will be always inaccessible, mathematical analysis can yet
lay hold of the laws of these phenomena. It makes them present
and measurable, and seems to be a faculty of the human mind
destined to supplement the shortness of life and the imperfection of the senses; and what is still more remarkable, it follows
the same course in the study of all phenomena '; it interprets them
by the same language, as if to attest the unity and simplicity of
the plan of the universe, and to make still more evident that
unchangeable order which presides over aU natural causes.
The problems of the theory of heat present so many examples
of the simple and constant dispositions which spring from the
general laws of nature; and if the order which is established in
these phenomena could be grasped by our senses, it would produce
in us an impression comparable to the sensation of musical sound.
The forms of bodies are infinitely varied; the distribution of
the heat which penetrates them seems to be arbitrary and confused ;
but all the inequalities are rapidly cancelled and disappear as time
passes on. The progress of the phenomenon becomes more regular
and simpler, remains finally subject to a definite law which is the
same in all cases, and which bears no sensible impress of the initial
arrangement.
All observation confirms these consequences. The analysis
from which they are derived separates and expresses clearly, 1° the
general conditions, that is to say those which spring from the
natural properties of heat, 2° the effect, accidental but continued,
of the form or state of the surfaces; 3° the effect, not permanent,
of the primitive distribution.
In this work we have demonstrated all the principles of the
theory of heat, and solved all the fundamental problems. They
could have been explained m~re concisely by omitting the simpler
problems, and presenting in the first instance the most general
results; but we wished to shew the actual origin of the theory and
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its gradual progress. When this knowledge has been acquired
and the principles thoroughly fixed, it is preferable to employ at
once the most extended analytical methods, as we have done in
the later investigations. This is also the course which we shall
hereafter follow in the memoirs which will be added to this work,
and which will form in some manner its complement 1; and by this
means we shall have reconciled, so far as it can depend on ourselves, the necessary development of principles with the precision
which becomes the applications of analysis.
The subjects of these memoirs will be, the theory of radiant
heat, the problem of the terrestrial temperatures, that of the
temperature of dwellings, the comparison of theoretic results with
th~ which we have observed in different experiments, lastly the
demonstrations of the differential equations of the movement of
heat in fluids.
The work which we now publish has been written a long time
since; different circumstances have delayed and often interrupted
the printing of it. In this interval, science has been enriched by
important observations; the principles of our analysis, which had
not at first been grasped, have become better known; the results
which we had deduced from them have been discussed and confirmed. We ourselves have applied these principles to new
problems, and have changed the form of some of the proofs.
The delays of publication will have contributed to make the work
clearer and more complete.
The subject of our first analytical investigations on the transfer
of heat was its distribution amongst separated masses; these have
been preserved in Chapter Ill, Section II. The problems relative
to continuous bodies, which form the theory rightly so calJed, were
solved many years afterwards; this theory was explained for the
first time in a. manuscript work forwarded to the Institute of
Frunce at the end of the year 1807, an extract from which was
published in the Bulletin des &ience8 (Societe Philomatique, year
1808, page 112)~ We added to this memoir, and successively forwarded very extensive notes, concerning the convergence of series,
the diffusion of heat in an infinite prism, its emission in spaces
1

These memoirs were never collectively published

as a sequel or complement

to the TIIeork .dnalytiqut dt fa Chaleur. But, DB will be seen presently, the author
had written most of them before the pUblication of that work in 1822. [A. F.]
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void lIf air, the constructions suitable for exhibiting the chief
theorems, and the analysis of the periodic movement at the surface of the earth. Our second memoir, on the propagation of
heat, was deposited in the archives of the Institute, on the 28th of
September, 1811. It was formed out of the preceding memoir and
the notes already· sent in; the geometrical constructions and
those details of analysis which had no neceB88.I'Y relation to the
physical problem were omitted, and to it was added the general
equation which expreBBeB the state of the surface. This second
work was sent to press in the course of 1821, to be inserted in
the collection of the Academy of Sciences. It is printed without
any change or addition; the text agrees literally with the deposited
manuscript, which forms part of the archives of the Institute 1.
In this memoir, and in the writings which preceded it, will be
found a fil'Bt explanation of applications which our actual work
It appears as a memoir and supplement in volumes IV. and V. of the Mi·
For cODvenience of comparison with the table
of contenw of the .lfMl"ticlll TMory 0/ Heat, we subjoin the titles and heads of
the chapters of the printed memoir :
TJdoBlB DU KOUTBKBN'r DB Ll OJIALJIUB D.-a LBa COBPI BOLIDBI, P.lB M.
FoUBlBB. [Mblloiru th f.lfcadlmie Ror/ale del SClenCU th Z'IMtit'" th Frame.
TollUl IV. (for year 1819). Parill8t'-l
.1

molru th Z' .lfcadlmie del 8cimeu.

I.

Ezporitiora.
NotioM ghllralu et cUjlllitioM pr6Umina.lru.
EquatioM tlu moIWemetlt de l4 chaleur.
IV. Du mouvern.emJiniaireet "arU de l4 chaleur daM une a"""Ue.
V. De l4 propagatiora th l4 chaleur daM une l4me rectafllUlairedOllt lu tetnplraturu
IOIIt coutalltU.
VI. De l4 co""""nicatioll th la. chaleur entre del IIIIJItU dWjoilltU.
vn. Du _"emetlt "am de l4 chaleur daM VRe 'PUre .0Uth.
VIII. Du
"arilf de l4 chaleur daM Ufl Cflliftdre .olith.
IX. De la. propa.gatioll th l4 chaleur daM UII priIme do'" Z'eztl'6111iU "" CllltfitUie
a URe temp6ra.ture _taRte.
X. Du
"am th l4 chaleur da", UII .olith th /Orftlll cubique.
XL Du _"ern.em ZiMaire et "am de l4 chaleur da", let cOrpl dofIt URe dimenriora
ut inftnie.

n.
m.

_"emme

_"_fit

BUlD DU '-OIU

mTrrULB:

TDoBlB DU KOUTBJIBN'r DB Ll OJIALJIUB D.-I

M. FouBIBB. [Mimolru th Z'.lfcacUmiil Rot/ale del SciilRC/I,
de fI",titut de France. Tome V. (for year 1820). Paril,1826.]
m. Du tempbature, terrutru, /It du _"emetlt de l4 chaleur cia", Vint6ritUr
d't.CIIt 'PUre roUth, dofIt la.lIlf'/aclI elt a.rlUjdtie a del changtmeM pbiodique,
LBa COBPa SOLlDBB j P.lB

th t/lmp6rature.
Du loi. _tM_tiqvet th flquilibre th l4 chaleur rayoraMftte.
XlV. Compa.railora del r61ultatl de l4 ,Marie a,,1IC CtUZ th divtTlIII ezp6rimee••
(A. F.]

xm.
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does not contain; they will be treated in the subsequent memoirs 1
at greater length, and, if it be in our power, with greater clearness. The resnIts of our labours concerning the same problems
are also indicated in several articles already published. The
extract inserted in the Annalea de Ohimie et de Physique shews
the aggregate of our researches (Vol. III. page 350, year 1816).
We published in the Annalu two sepamte notes, concerning
radiant heat (VoL IV. page 128, year 1817, and Vol. VI. page 259,
year 1817).
Several other articles of the same collection present the most
constant results of theory and observation; the utility and the
extent of thermological knowledge could not be better appreciated
than by the celebrated editors ofthe Annales·.
In the Bulletin des Sciences (Societe philomatique year 1818,
page 1, and year 1820, page 60) will be found an extract from
a memoir on the constant or variable temperature of dwellings,
and an explanation of the chief consequences of our analysis of
the terrestrial temperatures.
M. Alexandre de Humboldt, whose researches embrace all the
great problems of natural philosophy, has considered the observations of the temperatures proper to the different climates
from a novel and very important point of view (Memoir on Isothermal lines,8ociiU d'Arcueil, VoL w. page 462); (Memoir on
the inferior limit of perpetual snow, Annales de Ohimi6 Bt de
Physique, VoL v. page 102, year 1817).
As to the differential equations of the movement of heat in
fluids' mention bas been made of them in.the annual history of
the Academy of Sciences. The extract from our memoir shews
clearly its object and principle. (Analyse des trava~ de f Aeaaemie des Sciences, by M. De Lambre, year 1820.)
The examination of the repUlsive forces produced by beat,
which determine the statical properties of gases, does not belong
1 See note, page 9, and the notes, pages 11-18.
I Gay.LUS88C and Arago. Bee Dote, p. 18•
• Mlmoira tU r .dcadlmil da Scimcu, TOfIW XII., Pam, 1888, contain on pp.
607-61" Mlmoire tl/JftQJ,..
_"emenC tU lei chaleur damlu jluitU., par M.
Fourier. Lv a ".dca4l1nil Borak ,u, SciIftcu, 4 &po 1820. It is followed on pp.
615-680 by Eztrait lit. fIOU. _HUlm'u comertllt. par Z'au'tur. The memoir
is signed Jh. Fourier, Paris, 1 Bep. 1820, but was published after the death of the
author. [A. P.)

_l.
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to the analytical subject which we have colUlidered. This question
connected with the theory of radiant heat has just 1>een discussed
by the illustrious author of the Yecanique celeste, to whom aU
the chief branches of mathematical analysis owe important
discoveries. (Connai8sance des Temps, years 1824-5.)
The new theories explained in our work are united for ever
to the mathematical sciences, and rest like them on invariable
foundations; an the elements which they at present possess they
will preserve, and will continually acquire greater extent. Instruments will be perfected and experiments multiplied. The analysis
which we have formed will be deduced from more general, that
is to say, more simple and more fertile methods common to many
classes of phenomena. For all substances, solid or liquid, for
vapours and permanent gases, determinations will be made of all
the specific qualities relating to heat, and of the variations of the
coefficients whioh express them t. At different stations on the
earth observations will be made, of the temperatureR of the
ground at different depths, of the intensity of the solar heat and
its effects, constant or variable, in the atmosphere, in the ocean
and in lakes; and the constant temperature of the heavens proper
to the planetary regions will become known I. The theory itself
1 M4moirt. tk l'.dcad4mu dt. ScUncu, T07M VIII., Pari. 1829, contain on
pp. 581-622, Mimoire IVr la TMorie .dnalytiqllt dt la Chaleur, par M. Fourier.
This was published whilst the author was Perpetual Secretary to the Academy.
The first only of four parts of the memoir is printed. The contents of all are
stated. I. Determines the temperature at any point of a prism whose terminal
temperatures are funotions of the time, the initial temperature at any point being
a funotion of it. distance from one end. fi. Examines the ohief consequences of
the general solution, and applies it to two distinct oases, according as the temperatures of the ends of the heated prism are periodio or not. m. Is historioal,
&numerates the earlier experimental and anaIytioal researches of other Writers
relative to the theory of heat; considers the nature of the transoendental equations
appearing "in the theory; remarks on the employment of arbitrary funotions:
replies to the objections of M. Poisson; adds some rentarks on a problem of the
motion of waves. IV. Extends the application of the theory of heat by taking
account, in the analysis, of variations in the speciflo coefficients which measure
the capacity of substances for heat, the permeability of solids, and the penetral1ility of their ·smaoes. [A. F.]
1 M4moirt. tk l'.dcaMmie du ScUftce., Tome VII., Pam, 1827, oontain on
pp. 569-604, M4moire IVr lei kmpiraturu du globe krrutrt lit du eqactl planlCaire., par M. Fourier. The memoir is entirely desorlptive; it was read before the
Academy, 20 and 29 Bop. 1824 (Annalu de Chimie d tk PhyrilJ'U, 1824, XXVII.
p.136). [A. F.]
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will direct aU these measures, and assign their precISIOn. No
considerable progress can hereafter be made which is not founded
on experiments such as these j for mathematical analysis can
deduce from general and simple phenomena the expression of the
laws of nature; but the special application of these laws to very
complex effects demands a long series of exact observations.
The complete list of the Articles on Heat, published by H. Fourier, in the
el de Phylique, Smu 2, is as follows :
1816. m. pp. 850-875. Thlurie de la Chaleur (Eztrait). Description by the
author of the 4to volume afterwards published in 1822 without the chapters on
radiant heat, solar heat as it affects the earth, the comparison of analysis with
experiment, and the history of the rise and progress of the theory of heat.
1817. IV. pp. 12~145. Note IUr la Chaleur rayonnante. Mathematical
.ketch on the sine law of emiBBion of heat from a surface. Provea the author's
pal'lAlox on the hypotheais of equal intensity of emission in all directions.
1817. VL pp. 259-803. Que,tiona IUr la tMorie phylique de la chaleur
rayomaanfll. An elegant physieal treatise on the discoveriea of Newton, Pictet,
Wells, Wollaston, Leslie and Prevosi.
1820. XIII. pp. 418--438. Sur,le re!roidil,ment ,~culatre de la fIlrre (Eztrail).
Sketch of a memoir, mathematical and descriptive, on the waste of the earth's
initial heal
1824. XXYn. pp. 136-167. Remarque, ghbale, fUr let temp4rature, du glob,
fIlrrutre et de, elp4Cu plamtaire,. This is the deacriptive memoir referred to
above, MhR. A.cad. d. Sc. Tome VII.
1824. XXVIL pp. 236-281. R&umI thlorique de, propri~U. de la chaleur
raYOfttl4nfll. Elementary analytical account of surface-emiBBion and absorption
baaed on the prinoiple of equilibrium of temperature.
1825.
pp. 887-866. Remarque. IUr la thlorW mathlmatique de la
chaleur rayonnante. Elementary analysis of emission, absorption and rellection
by walls of enclosure uniformly heated. At p. 364, H. Fourier promises a TMurie
phyrique de la chaleur to contain the applications of the ThlorW A.nalytique
omilied from the work published in 1822.
1828. XXXVIL pp. 291-816. Recherchu uplrifllllfttale. "'" la !aculU conduetrice de. carpi minct••oumil a l'action de la chaleur, et de.cription d'un nouveau
'hmRom~e de contact. A thermoscope of contact intended for lecture demonstra.
tions iB alBo described. H. Emile Verdet in his Con!~rmcu de Phy,ique, Paril,
1872. Part L p. 22, has stated the practical reasons against relying on the
theoretical indications of the thermometer of contact. [A. F.]

A.MlJlu de Chimie

xxvm.

Of the three no.tieea of memoirB by H. Fourier, contained in tbe Bulletin de,
Sciencu par la Sacilll Philomatique, and quoted here at pages 9 and 11, the first
was written by H. Poisson, the mathematical editor of the Bulletin, the other two by
H. Fourier. [A. F.)
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION.

FIRST SECTION.
8tatemM&t of eM Object of eM Work.
1. THE effects of heat are subj~t to constant laws which
cannot be discovered without the aid of mathematical analysis.
The object of the theory which we are about to explain is to
demonstrate these laws; it reduces all physical researches on
the propagation of heat, to problems of the integral calculus
whose elements are given by experiment. No subject has more
extensive relations with the progress of industry and the natural
sciences; for the action of heat is always present, it penetrates
all bodies and spaces, it influences the processes of the arts,
and occurs in all the phenomena of the universe.
When heat is unequally distributed among the different parts
of a solid mass, it tends to attain equilibrium, and passes slowly
from the parts which are more heated to those which are less;
and at the same time it is dissipated at the surface, and lost
in the medium or in the void. The tendency to uniform dis.
tribution and the spontaneous emission which acts at the surface
of bodies, change continually the temperature a.t their different
points. The, problem of the propagation of heat consists in
1

Cf. Plato, Tinuew, 68,

B.

np

1ST. /I' brex'lPfiT'O /CotIp.EIIIStu. rei "P,
"pWrOP /Cal oyijeo n1 Up« n1 (;1Iwp .... , ....
'''''X'IJ'f&rClla.ro [elBfOr) dlfll' re /Cal dpcS"""f. [Ao F.)
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determining what is the temperature at each point of a body
at a given instant, supposing that the initial temperatures are
known. The following examples will more clearly make known
the nature of these problems.
2. If we expose to the continued and uniform action of a
source of heat, the same part of a meta1lic ring, whose diameter
is large, the molecules nearest to the source will be first heated,
and, after a certain time, every point of the solid will have
acqUired very nearly the highest temperature which it can attain.
This limit or greatest temperature is not the same at different
points; it becomes less and lesll according as they become more
distant from that point at which the source of heat is directly
applied.
When the temperatures have become permanent, the source
of heat supplies, at each instant, a quantity of heat which exactly
compensates for that which is dissipated at all the points of the
external surface of the ring.
If now the source be suppressed, heat will continue to be
propagated in the interior of the solid, but that which is lost
in the medium or the void, will no longer be compensated as
formerly by the supply from the source, so that all the temperatures will vary and diminish incessantly until they have become equal to the temperatures of the surrounding medium.
3. Whilst the temperatures are permanent and the source
remains, if at every point of the mean circumference of the ring
an ordinate be raised perpendicular to the plane of the ring,
whose length is proportional to the fixed temperature at that
point, the curved line which passes through the ends of these
ordinates will represent -the permanent state of the temperatures,
and it is very easy to determine by analysis the nature of this
line. It is to be remarked that the thickness of the ring is
supposed to be sufficiently small for the temperature to be
sensibly equal at all points of the same section perpendicular
to the mean circumference. When the source is removed, the
line which bounds the ordinates proportional to the temperatures
at the different points will change its form continually. The
problem consists in expressing, by one equation, the variable
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form of this curve, and in thus including in a single formula
all the successive states of the solid.
4. Let. be the constant temperature at a point m of the
mean circumference, te the distance of this point from the source,
that is to say the length of the arc of the mean circumference,
included between the point m and the point 0 which corresponds
to the position of the source; z is the highest temperature
which the point m can attain by virtue of the constant action
of the source, and this permanent temperature z is·a function
fete) of the distance te. The first part of the problem consists
in determining the function j(te) which represents the permanent
state of the solid.
Consider next the variable state which succeeds to the former
state as soon as the source has been removed; denote by t the
time which has passed since the suppression of the source, and
by 11 the value of the temperature at the point m after the
time t. The quantity tJ will be a certain function F (a:, t) of
the distance te and the time t; the object of the problem is to
discover this function F (te, t), of which we only know as yet
that the initial value is f (0:), so that we ought to have the
equation J (:r) = F (0:, 0).
5. If we place a solid homogeneous mass, having the form
of a sphere or cube, in a medium maintained at a constant temperature, and if it remains immersed. for a very long time, it will
acquire at all its points a temperature differing very little from
that of the fluid. Suppose the mass to be withdra\Vll in order
to transfer it to a cooler medium, heat will begin to be dissi.
pated at its surface; the temperatures at different points of the
mass will not be sensibly the same, and if we suppose it divided
into an infinity of layers by surfaces parallel to its external surface, each of those layers will transmit, at each instant, a certain
quantity of heat to the layer which surrounds it. If it be
imagined that each molecule carries a separate thermometer,
which indicates its temperature at every instant, the state of
the solid will from time to time be represented by the variable
system of all these thermometric heights. It is required to
express the successive. states by analytical formulre, so that we
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may know at any given instant the temperatures indicated by
each thermometer, and compare the quantities of heat which
flow during the same instant, between two adjacent layers, or
into the surrounding medium.
6. If the mass is spherical, and we denote by a: the distance
of a point of this mass from the centre of the sphere, by t the
time which has elapsed since the commencement of the cooling,
and by tI the variable temperature of the point m, it is easy to see
that all points situated at the same distance II: from the centre
of the sphere have the same temperature 17. This quantity tI is a
certain function F (11:, t) of the radius II: and of the tim~ t; it must
be such that it becomes constant whatever be the value of 11:, when
we suppose t to be nothing; for by hypothesis, the temperature at
all points is the same at the moment of emersion. The problem
consists in determining that function of a: and t which expresses
the value of tI.
7. In the next place it is to be remarked, that during the
cooling, a certain quantity of heat escapes, at each instant, through
the external surface, and passes into the medium. The value of
this quantity is not constant; it is greatest at the beginning of the
cooling. If however we consider the variable state of the internal
spherical surface whose radius is 11:, we easily see that there must
be at each instant a certain quantity of heat which traverses that
surface, and passes through that part of the mass which is more
distant from the centre. This continuous flow of heat is variable
like that through the external surface, and both are quantities
comparable with each other; their ratios are numbers whose varying values are functions of the distance 11:, and of the time t which
has elapsed. It is required to determine these functions.
8. If the mass, which has been heated by a long immersion in
a medium, and whose rate of cooling we wish to calculate, is
of cubical form, and if we determine the position of each point m by
three rectangular co-ordinates 11:, '!I, II, taking for origin the centre
of the cube, and for axes lines perpendicular to the faceR, we see
that the tempemture tI of the poi'lt m after the time t, is a function of the four variables 11:, '!I, II, and t. The quantities of heat

2

~H.
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which flow out at each instant through the whole external surface
of the solid, are variable and comparable with each other; their
ratios are analytical functions depending on the time t, the expression of which must be assigned.
9. . Let us examine also the caSe in which a rectangular prism
of sufficiently great thickness and of infinite length, being submitted at its extremity to a constant temperature, whilst the air
which surrounds it is maintained at a. less temperature, has at last
a.rrived at a fixed state which it is required to determine. All the
points of the extreme section at the base of the prism have, by
hypothesis,JIo common and permanent temperature. It is not the
same with a section distant from the source of heat; each of the
points of this rectangular surface parallel to the base has acquiroo.
a fixed temperature, but this is not the same at different points of
the same section, and must be less at points nearer to the surface
exposed to the air. We see also that, at each instant, there flows
across a given section a certain quantity of heat, which always
remains the same, since the state of the solid has become constant.
The problem consists in determining the permanent temperature
at any given point of the solid, and the whole quantity of heat
which, in a definite time, flows across a section whose position is
given.
10. Take as origin of co-ordinates x, y, z, the centre of the
base of the prism, and as rectangular axes, the axis of the prism
itself, and the two perpendiculars on the sides: the permanent
temperature v of the point m, whose co-ordinates are x, '!I, z, is
a function of three variables F (x, '!I, z): it has by hypothesis a
constant value, when we suppose x nothi~g, whatever be the values
of '!I and z. Suppose we take for the unit of heat that quantity
which in the unit of time would emerge from an area equal to a
unit of surface, if the heated mass which tha.t area bounds, and
which is formed of the same substance as the prism, were continually maintained at the temperature of boiling water, and immersed
in atmospheric air maintained at the temperature of melting ice.
We see that the quantity of heat which, in the permanent
state of the rectangular prism, flows, during a unit of time, across
Po certain section perpendicular to the axis, has Po determinate ratio
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to the quantity of heat taken as unit. This ratio is not the same
for all sections: it is a function cf> (m) of the distance m, at which
the section is situated. It is required to find an analytical expression of the function cf> (m).
11. The foregoing examples suffice to give an exact idea of
the different problems which we have discussed.
The solution of these problems has made us understand that
the effects of the propagation of heat depend in the case of every
solid substance, on three elementary qualities, which are, its capacity for heat, its own conducibility, and the exterior conducibility.
It has been observed that if two bodies of the same volume
and of different nature have equal temperatures, and if the same
quantity of heat be added to them, the increments of temperature
are not the same; the ratio of these increments is the ratio of
their capacities for heat. In this manner, the first of the three
specific elements which regulate the action of heat is exactly
defined, and physicists have for a long time known several methods
of determining its value. It is not the same with the two others ;
their effects .have often been observed, but there is but one exact
theory ~hich can fairly distinguish, define, and measure them
with precision.
.
The proper or interior conducibility of a body expresses the
facility with which heat is propagated in passing from one internal
molecule to another. The external or relative conducibility of a
solid body depends on the facility with which heat penetrates the
surface, and passes from this body into a given medium, or passes
from the medium into the solid. The last property is modified by
the more or less polished state of the surface j it varies also according to the medium in which the body is immersed j but the
interior conducibility can change only with the nature of the
solid.
•
These three elementary qualities are represented in our
formulm by constant numbers, and the theory itself indicates
experiments suitable for measuring their values. As soon as they
are determined, all the problems relating to the propagation of
heat depend only on numerical analysis. The knowledge of these
specific properties may be directly useful in se\"eral applications of
the physical sciences; it is besides an element in the study and
2-2
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description of different substances. It is a very imperfect knowledge of bodies which ignores the relations which they have with
one of the chief agents of nature. In general, there is no mathematical theory which has a closer relation than this with public
economy, since it serves to give clearness and perfection to the
practice of the numerous arts which are founded on the employment of heat.
12. The problem of the terrestrial temperatures presents
one of the most beautiful applications of the theory of heat; the
general idea to be formed of it is this. Different parts of the
surface of the globe are unequally exposed to the influence of the
solar rays; the intensity of their action depends on the latitude of
the place; it changes also in the course of the day and in the
course of the year, and is subject to other less perceptible inequalities. It is evident that, between the variable state of the
surface and that of the internal temperatures, a necessary relation
exists, which may be derived from theory. We know that, at a
certain depth below the surface of. the earth, the temperature at a
given place experiences no annual variation: this permanent
underground temperature becomes less and less according as the
place is more and more distant from the equator. We may then
leave out of consideration the exterior envelope, the thickness of
which is incomparably small with respect to the earth's radius,
and regard our planet as a nearly spherical mass, whose surface
is subject to a temperature which remains constant at all points
on a given parallel, but is not the same on another parallel. It
follows from this that every internal molecule has also a fixed temperature determined by its position. The mathematical problem
consists in discovering the fixed temperature at any given point,
and the law which the solar heat follows whilst penetrating the
interior of tJIe earth.
This diversity of temperature interests us still more, if we
consider the changes which succeed each other in the envelope
itself on the surface of which we dwell. Those alternations of
heat and cold which are reproduced every day and in the course of
every year, have been up to the present time the object of repeated
observations. These we can now submit to calculation, and from
a common theory derive all the pa.rticular facts which experience
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has taught UII. The problem is reducible to the hypothesis that
every point of a vast sphere is affected by periodic temperatures;
analysis then tells us according to what law the intensity of these
variations decreases according as the depth increases, what is the
amount of the annual or diurnal changes at a given depth, the
epoch of the changes, and how the fixed value of the underground
temperature is deduced from the variable temperatures observed
at the surface.
13. The general equations of the propagation of heat are
partial differential equations, and though their form is very simple
the known methods 1 do not furnish any general mode of integrating them; we could not therefore deduce from them the values
of the temperatures after a definite time. The numerical interpretation of the results of analysis is however necessary, and it
is a degree of perfection which it would be very important to give
to every application of analysis to the natural sciences. So long
as it is not obtained, the solutions may be said to remain incomplete and useless, and the truth which it is proposed to
discover is no less hidden in the formulm of analysis than it was
in the physical problem itself. We have applied ounrelves with
much care to this purpose, and we have been able to overcome
the difficulty in all the problems of which we have treated, and
which contain the chief elements of the theory of heat. There is
not one of the problems whose solution does not provide convenient and exact means for discovering the numerical values of the
temperatures acquired, or those of the quantities of heat which
Por the modern treatment of these equations consult
Partie," Diffwentialglekhungm, "on B. Riemama, Braunschweig, 2nd Ed., 1876.
The fourth section, BevJegung dw WanM i. !uem .K3rpma.
Corm tk phyrique mathlmatiqtu, par E. Matthieu, Paris, 1878. The parts
relative to the ~erentia1 equationi of the theory ,of heat.
TM FU7ICtiCIIII o! Laplact, LamA, arul Belld, by I. Todhu.tw, London, 1876.
Chapters XXI. XXV.-XXIX. which give sottle of Lam6's methods.
ConJIrn&Cu tk Phyrique, par E. Ywdtt, Paris, 1872 [(Euwu, Vol. IV. Part I.].
u~ mr la propagation tk la claaltur par coruluctibiliU. These are followed by
a very extensive bibliography of the whole subject of conduction of heat.
Por an interesting sketch and application of Pourier's Thcory see
TMM?! o! Heat, by Pro!. Ma.nodl,London,1876 [4th Edition]. Chapter XVIII.
On the cWJusion of heat by conduction.
Natural Philtnophy, by Sir W. Thomlon arul Prof. Tait, Vol. I. Oxford, 1867.
Chapter
Appendix D, On the secular cOoling of the earth. [A. P.]
1
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have flowed through, when the values of the time and of the
variable coordinates are known. Thus will be given not only the
differential equations which the functions that express t4e values
of the temperatures must satisfy; but the functions themselves
will be given under a form which facilitates the numerical
applications.
H. In order that the~e solutions might be general, and have
an extent equal to that of the problem, it was requisite that they
should accord with the initial state of the temperatures, which is
arbitrary. The examination of this condition shews that we may
develop in convergent series, or express by definite integrals,
functions which are not subject to a constant law, and which
represent the ordinates of irregular or discontinuous lines. This
property throws a new light on the theory of partial differential equations, and extends the employment of arbitrary functions
by submitting them to the ordinary processes of analysis.
15. It still remained to compare the facts with theory. With
this view, varied and exact experiments were undertaken, whose
results were in conformity with those of analysis, and gave them
an authority which one would have been disposed to refuse to
them in a new matter which seemed subject to so much uncerta.inty. These experiments confirm the principle from which we
started, and which is adopted by all physicists in spite of the
divemity of their hypotheses on the nature of heat.
16. Equilibrium of temperature is effected not only by way
of contact, it is established also between bodies separated from
each other, which are situated fer a long time in the same region.
This effect is independent of contact with a medium; we have
observed it in spaces wholly void of air. To complete our theory
it was necessary to examine the laws which radiant heat follows,
on leaving the surface of a body. It result.'1 from the observations
of many physicists and from our own experiments, that the intensities of the different rays, which escape in all directions from any
point in the surface of a heated body, depend on the angles which
their directions make with the surface at the same point. We
have proved that the intensity of a ray diminishes as the ray
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makes a smaller angle with the element of surface, and that it is
proportional to the sine of that angle 1. This general law of
emission of heat which different observations had already indicated, is a necessary consequence of the principle of the equilibrium
of temperature and of the laws of propagation of heat in solid
bodies.
Such are the chief problems which have been discussed in
this work; they are all directeJ to one object only, that is to
establish clearly the mathematical principles of the theory of heat,
and to keep up in this way with the progress of the useful arts,
and of the study of nature.
17. From what precedes it is evident that a very extensive
class of phenomena exists, not produced by mechanical forces, but
resulting simply from the presence and accumulation of heat.
This part of natural philosophy cannot be connected with dynamical theories, it has principles peculiar to itself, and is founded
on a method similar to that of other exact sciences. The solar
heat, for example, which penetrates the interior of the globe, distributes itself therein according to a regular law which does not
depend on the laws of motion, and cannot be determined by the
principles of mechanics. The dilatations which the repulsive
force of heat produces, observation of which serves to measure
temperatures, are in truth dynamical effects; but it is not these
dilatations which we calculate, when we investigate the laws of
the propagation of heat.
18. There are other more complex natural effects, which
depend at the same time on the influence of "heat, and of attractive forces: thus, the variations of temperatures which the movements of the sun occasion in the atmosphere and in the ocean,
change continually the density of the different parts of the air
and the waters. The effect of the forces which these masses obey
is modified at every instant by a new distribution of heat, and
it cannot be doubted that this cause produces the regular winds,
and the chief currents of the sea; the solar and lunar attractions
occasioning in the atmosphere effects but slightly sensible, and
not general displacements. It was therefore necessary, in order to
I

Him. .dead. tl. Se. Tome V. Parls,1826, pp. 179-218. [A. F.]
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submit these grand phenomena to calculation, to discover the'
mathematical laws of the propagation of heat in the interior of

masses.
19. It will be perceived, on reading this work, that heat attains in bodies a regular disposition independent of the ·original
distribution, which may be regarded as arbitrary.
In whatever manner the heat was at first distributed, the
system of temperatures altering more and more, tends to coincide
sensibly with a definite state which depends only on the form of
the solid. In the ultimate state the temperatures of all the points
are lowered in the same time, but preserve amongst each other the
same ratios: in order to express this property the analytical formulre contain terms composed of exponentials and of quantities.
analogous to trigonometric functions.
Several problems of mechanics present analogous results, such as
the isochronism of oscillations, the multiple resonance of sonorous
bodies. Common experiments had made these results remarked,
and analysis afterwards demonstrated their true cause. As to
those results which depend on changes of temperature, they could
not have been recognised except by very exact experiments j but
mathematical analysis has outrun observation, it has supplemented
our senses, and has made us in a manner witnesses of regular and
'
harmonic vibrations in the interior of bodies.
20. These considerations present a singular example of the
relations which exist between the abstract science of numbers
and natural causes.
When a metal bar is exposed at one end to the constant action
of a sou{Ce of heat, and every point of it has attained its highest
temperature, the system of fixed temperatures corresponds exactly
to a table of logarithms j the numbers are the elevations of thermometers placed at the different points, and the logarithms are
the distances of these points from the source. In general heat
distributes itself in the interior of solids according to a simple law
expressed by a partial differential equation common to physical
problems of different order. The irradiation of heat has an evident
relation to the tables of sines, for the rays which depart from the
same point of a heated surface, differ very much from each other,
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and their inteosity is rigorously proportional to the sine of the
angle which the direction of each ray makes with the element of
surface.
1£ we could observe the changes of temperature for every instant at every point of a solid homogeneous mass, we should discover in· these series of observations the properties of recurring
series, as of sines and logarithms; they would be noticed for
example in the diurnal or annual variations of temperature of
different points of the earth near its surface.
We should recognise again the same results and all the chief
elements of general analysis in the vibrations of elastic media, in
the properties of lines or of curved surfaces, in the movements of
the stars, and those of light or of fluids. Thus the functions obtained by successive differentiations, which are employed in the
development of infinite series and in the solution of numerical
equations, correspond also to physical properties. The first of
these functions, or the fluxion properly so called, expresses in
geometry the inclination of the tangent of a curved line, and in
dynamics the velocity of a moving body when the motion varies;
in the theory of heat it measures the quantity of heat which flows
at each point of a body across a given surface. Mathematical
analysis has therefore necessary relations with sensible phenomena;
its object is not created by human intelligence; it is a pre-existent
element of the universal order, and is not 10 any way contingent
or fortuitous; it is imprinted throughout a.ll nature.
21. Observations more exact and more varied will presently
ascertain whether the effects of heat are modified by causes which
have not yet been perceived, and the theory will acquire fresh'
perfection by the continued comparison of its results with the
results of experiment; it will explain some important phenomena
which we have not yet been able to submit to calculation; it will
shew how to determine all the thermometric effects of the solar
rays, the fixed or variable temperature which would be observed at
different distances from the equator, whether in the interior of
the earth or beyond the limits of the atmosphere, whether in the
ocean or in different regions of the air. From it will be derived
the mathematical knowledge of the great movements which result
from the influence of heat combined with that of gravity. The
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same principles will serve to measure the conducibilities, proper or
relative, of different bodies, and their specific capacities, to distinguish all the causes which modify the emission of heat at the
surface of solids, and to perfect thermometric instruments.
The theory of heat will always attract the attention of mathematicians, by the rigorous exactness of its elements and the
analytical difficulties peculiar to it, and above all by the extent
and usefulness of its applications; for all its consequences concern at the same time general physics, the operations of the arts,
domestic uses and civil economy.

SECTION II.

Preliminary definiti(1M and general notions.
22. OF the nature of heat uncertain hypotheses only could be
formed, but the knowledge of the mathematical laws to which its
effects are subject is independent of all hypothesis; it requires only
an attentive examination of the chief facts which common observations have indicated, and which have been confirmed by exact
experiments.
It is necessary then to set forth, in the first place, the general
results of observation, to give exact definitions of all the elements
of the analysis, and to establish the principles upon which this
analysis ought to be founded.
The action of heat tends to expand all bodies, solid, liquid or
gaseous j this is the property which gives evidence of its presence.
Solids and liquids increase in volume, if the quantity of heat which
they contain increases j they contract if it diminishes.
When all the parts of a solid homogeneous body, for example
those of a mass of metal, are equally heated, and preserve without
any change the same qllantity of heat, they have also and retain
the same density. This state is expressed by saying that throughout the whole extent of the mass the molecules have a common
and permanent temperature.
23. The thermometer is a body whose smallpst changes of
volume can be appreciated j it serves to measure temperatures by
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the dilatation of a.fluid or of air. We assume the construction,
use and properties of this instrument to be accurately known.
The temperature of a body equally heated in every part, and
which keeps its heat, is that which the thermometer indicates
when it is and remains in p6Tfect contact with the body in
question.
P6Tfect contact is when the thermometer is completely im·
memed in a fluid mass, and, in general, when there is no point of
the external surface of the instrument which is not touched by one
of the points of the solid or liquid mass whose temperature is to be
measured. In experiments it is not always necessary that this con.
dition should be rigorously observed; but it ought to be assumed
in order to make the definition exact.
24. Two fixed temperatures are determined on, namely: the
temperature of melting ice which is denoted by 0, and the temperature of boiling water which we will denote by 1: the water is
supposed to be boiling under an atmospheric pressure represented
by a certain' height of the barometer (76 centimetres), the mercury
of the barometer being at the temperature O.
25. Different quantities of heat are measured by determining
how many times they contain a fixed quantity which is taken as
tbe unit. Suppose a mass of ice having a definite weight (a kilo.
gramme) to be at temperature 0, and to be converted into water at
the same temperature 0 by the addition of a certain quantity of
heat: the quantity of heat thus added is taken as the unit of
measure. Hence the quantity of heat expressed by a number 0
contains 0 times the quantity required to dissolve a kilogramme
of ice at the temperature zero into a mass of water at the same
zero temperature.
26. To raise a metallic mass having a certain weight, a kilogramme of iron for example, from the temperature 0 to the
temperature I, a new quantity of heat must be added to that
'which is already contained in the mass. The number
which
denotes this additional quantity of heat, is the specific capacity of
iron for heat; the number 0 has very different values for different
substances.

a
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27. H a body of definite nature and weight (a kilogramme of
mercury) occupies a volume Vat temperature 0, it will occupy a
greater volume V + 4, when it has acquired the temperature 1,
that is to say, when the heat which it contained at the temperature 0 has been increased by a new quantity a, equal to the
specific capacity of the body for heat. But if, instead of adding
this quantity a, a quantity .0 is added (z being a number
positive or negative) the new volume will be V + 8 instead
of V + 4. Now experiments shew that if 8 is equal to i, the
increase of volume 8 is only half the total increment 4, and
that in general the value of 8 is 84, when the quantity of heat
added is .0.
28. The ratio • of the two quantities sO and a of heat added,
which is the same as the ratio of the two increments of volume 8
and 4, is that which is called the temperature j hence the quantity
which expresses the actual temperature of a body represents the
excess of its actual volume over the volume which it would occupy
at the temperature of melting ice, unity representing the whole
excess of volume which corresponds to the boiling point of
water, over the volume which corresponds to the melting point
of ice.

29. The increments of volume of bodies are in general proportional to the increments of the quantities of heat which
produce the dilatations, but it must be remarked that this proportion is exact only in the case where the bodies in question are
subjected to temperatures remote from those which determine
their change of state. The application of these results to all
liquids must not be relied on; and with respect to water in
particular, dilatations do not always follow allgnlentations of
heat.
In general the temperatures are numbers proportional to the
quantities of heat added, and in the cases considered by us,
these numbers are proportional also to the increments of
vohtme.
30. Suppose that a body bounded by a plane surface having
. a certain area (a square metre) is maintained in any manner
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whatever at oonstant temperature I, common to all its points,
arId that the surface in question is in contact with air maintained
at temperature 0: the heat which escapes continuously at the
surface and pMSes into the surrounding medium will be replaced
always by the heat which proceeds from the constant cause to
whose action the body is exposed; t~us, a certain quantity of heat
denoted by h will flow through the surface in a definite time (a.
minute).
This amount h, of a flow continuous and always similar to
itself, which takes place at a unit of surface at a fixed temperature,
is the measure of the external conducibility of the body, that is
to say, of the facility with which its surface transmits heat to the
atmosphelic air.
The air is supposed to be continually displaced with a given
uniform velocity: but if the velocity of the current increased, the
quantity of heat communicated to the medium would vary also:
the same would happen if the density of the medium were
increased.
31. If the excess of the constant temperature of the body
over the temperature of surrounding bodies, instead of being equal
to I, as has been supposed, had a less value, the quantity of heat
dissipated would. be less than h. The result of observation is,
as we shall see presently, that this quantity of heat lost may be
regarded as sensibly proportional to the excess of the temperature
of the body over that of the air and surrounding bodies. Hence
the quantity h having heen determined by one experiment in
which the surface heated is at temperature 1, and the medium at
temperature 0; we conclude that hz would be the quantity, if the
temperature of the surface were c, all the other circumstances
remaining the same. This result must be admitted when s is a
small fraction.
32. The value h of the quantity of heat which is dispersed
across a heated surface is different for different bodies; and it
varies for the same body according to the different states of the
surface. The effect of irradiation diminishes as the surface
becomes more polished; 80 that by destroying the polish of the
surface the value of h is considerably increased. A heated
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metallic body will be more quickly cooled if its external surface is
covered with a black coating such as will entirely tarnish its
metallic lustre.
33. The rays of heat which escape from the surface of a body
pass freely through spaces void of air; they are propagated also
in atmospheric air: their directions are not disturbed by agitations
in the intervening air: they can be reflected by metal mirrors
and collected at their foci. Bodies at a high temperatureo, when
plunged into a liquid, heat directly only those parts of the mass
with which their surface is in contact. The molecules whose distance from this surface is not extremely small, receive no direct
heat; it is not the same with aeriform fluids; in these the rays of
heat are borne with extreme rapidity to considerable distances,
whether it be that part of these rays traverses freely the layers of
air, or whether these layers transmit the rays suddenly without
altering their direction.
34. When the heated body is placed in air which is maintained at a sensibly constant temperature, the heat communicated
to the air makes the layer of the fluid nearest to the surface of the
hody lighter; this layer rises more quickly the more intensely it is
heated, and is replaced by another mass of cool air. A current
is thus established in the air whose direction is vertical, and
whose velocity is greater as the temperature of the body is higher.
For this reason if the body cooled itself gradually the velocity of
the current would diminish with the temperature, and the law
of cooling would not be exactly the same as if the body were
exposed to a current of air at a constant velocity.
35. Whcn bodies are sufficiently heated to diffuse a vivid light,
part of their radiant heat mixed with that light can traverse transparent solids or liquids, and is subject to the force which produces
refraction. The quantity of heat which posscl!ses this faculty
becomes less as the bodies are less inflamed; it is, we may say,
insensible for very opaque bodies however highly they may be heated.
A thin transparent plate intercepts almost all the direct heat
which proceeds from an ardent mass of metal; but it becomes
heated in proportion as the iutercepted rays are accumulated in
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it; whence, if it is formed of ice, it becomes liquid; but if this
plate of ice is exposed to the rays of a torch it allows a sensible
amount of hcat to pass through with the light.
36. We have taken as the measure of the external conduci-.
bility of a solid body a coefficient k, which denotes the quantity of
heat which would pass, in a definite time (a minute), from the
surface of this body, into atmospheric air, supposing that the surface had a definite extent (a square metre), that the constant
temperature of the body was I, and that of the air 0, and that
the heated surface was exposed to a current of air of a given invariable velocity. This value of k is determined by observation.
The quantity of heat expressed by the coefficient is composed of
two distinct parts which cannot be measured except by very exact
experiments. One is the heat communicated by way of contact to
the surrounding air: the other, much less than the first, is the
radiant heat emitted. We must assume, in our first investigations,
that the quantity of heat lost does not change when the temperatures of the body and of the medium are augmented by the same
sufficiently small quantity.

37. Solid substances differ again, as we have already remarked,
by their property of being more or less permeable to heat; this
quality is their conducibility proper: we shall give its definition and
exact measure, after having treated of the uniform and linear proP'oaation of heat. Liquid substances possess also the property of
transmitting heat from molecule to molecule, and the numerical
value of their conducihility varies according to the nature of the
substances: but this effect is observed with difficulty in liquids,
since their molecules change places on change of temperature. The
propagation of heat in them depends chiefly on this continual displacement, in all cases where the lower parts of the mass are most
exposed to the action of the source of heat. If, on the contI'ary,
the source of heat be applied to that part of the mass which is
highest, as was the case in several of our experiments, the transfer
of heat, which is very slow, does not produce any displacement.,
at least when the increase of temperature does not diminish the
volume, as is indeed noticed in singular cases bordering on changes
of state.
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38. To this explanation of the chief results of observation, a
general remark must be added on equilibrium of temperatures;
which consists in this, that different bodies placed in the same re·
gion, all of whose parts are and remain equally heated, acquire also
a common and permanent temperature.
Suppose that all the parts of a mass M have a common and
constant temperature a, which is maintained by any cause whatever: if a smaller body m be placed in perfect contact with the
mass M, it will assume the common temperature a.
In reality this result would not strictly occur except after an
infinite time: but the exact meaning of the proposition is that if
the body m had t.he temperature a before being placed in contact,
it would keep it without any change. The same would be the case
with a multitude of other bodies n, p, q, r each of which was
placed separately in perfect contact with the mass H: all would
. acquire the constant temperature a. Thus a thermometer if successively applied to the different bodies m, n,p, q, r would indicate
the same temperature.
39.· The effect in question is independent of contact, and
would still occur, if every part of the body m were enclosed in
the solid H, as in an enclosure, without touching any of its parts.
For example, if the solid were a spherical envelope of a certain
thickness, maintained by some external cause at a temperature a,
and containing a space entirely deprived of air, and if the body m
could be placed in any part whatever of this spherical space, with.
out touching any point of the internal surface of the enclosure, it
would acquire the common temperature a, or rather, it would preserve it if it had it already. The result would be the same for
all the other bodies ft, p, q, r, whether they were placed separately
or all together in the same enclosure, and whatever also their su~
stance and form might be.
40. Of all modes of presenting to ourselves the action of
heat, that which seems simplest and most conformable to obsen-ation, consists in comparing this action to that of light. Molecules separated from one another reciprocally communicate, across
empty space, their rays of heat, just as shining bodies transmit
their light.
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H within an enclosure closed in all directions, and maintained
by some external cause at a fixed temperature a, we suppose different bodies to be placed without touching any part of the boundary, different effects will be observed according as the bodies,
introduced into this space free from air, are more or less heated.
If, in the first instance, we insert only one of these bodies, at the
same temperature as the enclosure, it will send from all points of
its surface as much heat as it receives from the solid which surrounds it, and is maintained i.n its original state by this exchange
of equal quantities.
If we insert a second body whose temperature b is less than a,
it will at first receive from the surfaces which surround it on
all sides without touching it, a quantity of heat greater than that
which it gives out: it will be heated more and. more and will
absorb through its surface more heat than in the first· instance.
The initial temperature b continually rising, will approach without ceasing the fixed temperature a, so that after a certain time
the difference will be almost insensible. The effect would be opposite if we placed within the same enclosure a third body whose
temperature was greater than a.

41. All bodies have the property of emitting heat through
their surface; the hotter they are the more they emit; the
intensity of the emitted rays changes very considerably with the
state of the surface•
. 42. Every surface which receives rays of heat from surrounding bodies reSects part and admits the rest: the heat which is not
reSected, but introduced through the surface, accumulates within
the solid; and so long as it exceeds the quantity dissipated by
irradiation, the temperature rises.
. 43. The rays which tend to go out of hea.ted bodies are
arrested at the surface by a force which reSects part of them into
the interior of the mass. The cause which hinders the incident
rays from traversing the surface, and which divides these rays into
two parts, of which one is reflected a.nd the other admitted, acts in
the same manner on the rays which are directed from the interior
of the body towards external space.
3
F. H.
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If by modifying the state of the surface we increase the force
by which it reflects the incident rays, we increase at the same time
the power which it has of reflecting towards the interior of the
body rays which are tending to go out. The incident rays introduced into the mass, and the rays emitted through the surface, are
equally diminished in quantity.

44. If within the enclosure above mentioned a number of
bodies were placed at the same time, separate from each other
and unequally heated, they would receive and transmit rays of heat
so that at each exchange their temperatures would continually
vary, and would all tend to become equal to the fixed temperature
of the enclosure.
This effect is precisely the same as that which occurs when
heat is propagated within solid bodies; for the molecules which
compose these bodies are separated by spaces void of air, and
have the property of receiving, accumulating and emitting heat.
Each of them sends out rays on all sides, and at the same time
receives other rays from the molecules which surround it.
. 45. The heat given out by a point situated in the interior of
a solid mass can pass directly to an extremely small distance only;
it is, we may say, intercepted by the nearest particles; these particles only receive the heat directly and act on more distant points.
It is different with gaseous fluids; the direct effects of radiation
become sensible in them at very considerable distances.
. 46. Thus the heat which escapes in all directions from a part
of the surface of a solid, passes on in air to very distant points; but
is emitted only by those molecules of the body which are extremely
near the surface. A point of a heated mass situated at a very
small distance from the plane superficies which separates the mass
from external space, sends to that space an infinity of rays, but
they do not all arrive there; they are diminished by all that quantity of heat which is arrested by the intermediate molecules of the
solid. The part of the ray actually dispersed into space becomes
less according as it traverses a longer path within the mass. Thus
the ray which escapes perpendicular to the surface has greater intensity than tbat which, departing from the same point, follows
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an oblique direction, and the most oblique rays are wholly intercepted.
The same consequences apply to all the points which are near
enough to the surface to take part in the emission of heat, from
which it necessarily follows that the whole quantity of heat which
escapes from the surface in the normal direction is very much
greater than that whose direction is oblique. We have submitted
this question to calculation, and our analysis proves that the intensity of the ray is proportional to the sine of the angle which
the ray makes with the element of surface. Experiments had
already indicated a similar result.
. 47. This theorem expresses a general law which has a necessary connection with the equilibrium and mode of action of beat.
H the rays which escape from a heated surface had the same intensity in all directions, a thermometer placed at one of the points
of a space bounded on all sides by an enclosure maintained at a.
constant temperature would indicate a temperature incomparably
greater than that of the enclosure I. Bodies placed within this
enclosure would not take a common temperature, as is always
noticed; the temperature acquired by them would depend on the
place which they occupied, or on their form, or on the forms of
neighbouring bodies.
The same results would be observed, or other effects equally
opposed to commop experience, if between the rays which escape
from the same point any other relations were admitted different
from those which we have enunciated. We have recognised this
law as the only one compatible with the general fact of the equilibrium of radiant heat.
. 48. H a space free from air is bounded on all sides by a solid
enclosure whose parts are maintained at a common and constant
temperature a, and if a thermometer, having the actual temperature a, is placed at any point whatever of the space, its temperature
will continue without any change. It will receive therefore at
each instant from the inner surface of the enclosure as much heat
as it gives out to it. This effect of the rays of heat in a given
space is, properly speaking, the measure of the temperature: but
1

See p~f by M. Fourier, .dnn. d. Ch. tt Ph. Ser. 2,

IV.

p. 128. [A. F.]
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this consideration presupposes the mathematical theory of radiant
heat.
If now between the thermometer and a part of the surface of
the enclosure a body M be placed whose temperature is a,· the
thermometer will cease to receive rays from one part of the inner
surface, but the rays will be replaced by those which it will receive from the interposed body M. An easy calculation proves
that the compensation is exact, so that the state of the thermometer will be unchanged. It is not the same if the temperature
of the body j [ is different from that of the enclosure. When
it is greater, the rays which the interposed body M sends to the
thermometer and which replace the intercepted rays convey more
heat than the latter; the temperature of the thermometer must
therefore rise.
If, on the contmry, the intervening body has a temperature
less thana, that of the thermometer must fall; for the rays which
this body intercepts are replaced by those which it gives out, that
is to say, by rays cooler than those of the enclosure; thus the
thermometer does not receive all the heat necessary to maintain
its temperature a.
'49. Up to this point abstraction has been made of the power
which all surfaces have of reflecting part of the rays which are
sent to .them. If this property were disregarded we should have
only a very incomplete idea of the equilibrium of radiant heat.
Suppose then that on the inner surface of the enclosure, maintained at a constant temperature, there is a portion which enjoys,
in a certain degree, the power in que~tion; each point of the reflecting surface will send into space two kinds of rays; the one go
out from the very interior of the substance of which the enclosure is
formed, the others are merely reflected by the same surface against
which they had been sent. But at the same time that the surface
repels on the outside part of the incident rays, it retains in the
inside part of its own rays. In this respect an exact compensation
is established, that is to say, every one of its own rays which the
surface hinders from going out is replaced by a reflected ray of
equal intensity.
The same result would happen, if the power of reflecting rays
nffected in nny degree whatever other parts of the enclosure, or the
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surface of bodies placed within the same space and already at
the common temperature.
Thus the reflection of heat does not disturb the equilibrium
of temperatures, and does not introduce, whilst that equilibrium
exists, any change in the law according to which the intensity of
rays which leave the same point decreases proportionally to the
sine of the angle of emission.
. 50. Suppose that in the same enclosure, all of whose parts
maintain the temperature a, we place an isolated body M, and
a polished metal surface R, which, turning its concavity towards
the body, reflects great part of the rays which it received from the
body; if we place a thermometer between the body M and the reflecting surface R, at the focus of this mirror, three different effects
will be observed according as the temperature of the body M is
equal to the common temperature a, or is greater or less.
In the first case, the thermometer preserves the temperature
a; it receives 1°, rays of heat from all parts of the enclosure not
hidden from it by the body M or by the mirror; 2', rays given out
by the body; 3°, those which the surface R sends out to the focus,
whether they come from the mass of the mirror itself, or whether its
surface bas simply reflected them; and amongst the last we may
distinguish between those which have been sent to the minor by
the mass H, and those which it has received from the ellclosure.
All the rays in question proceed from surfaces which, by hypothesis, have a. common temperature fI, so that the thermometer
is precisely in the same state as if the space bounded by the enclosure contained no oth~r body but itself.
In the second case, the thermometer placed between the heated
body M and the mirror, must acquire a temperature greater than
a. In reality, it receives the same rays as in the first hypothesis;
but with two remarkable differences: one arises from the fact that
the rays sent by the body M to the mirror, and reflected upon the
thermometer, contain more heat than in the first case. The other
difference depends on the fact that the rays sent directly by the
body H to the thermometer contain more heat than formerly.
Both causes, and chiefly the first, assist in raising the temperature of the thermometer.
In the third case, that is to say, when the temperature of the
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mass M is less than a, the temperature must assume also a temperature less than a. In fact, it receives again all the varieties of
rays which we distinguished in the first case: but there are two
kinds of them which contain less heat than in this first hypothesis,
that is to say, those which, being sent out by the body M, are
reflected by the mirror upon the thermometer, and those which
the same body M sends to it directly. Thus the thermometer does
not receive all the heat which it requires to preserve its original
temperature a. It gives out more heat than it receives. It is
inevitable then that its temperature must fall to the point at
which the rays which it receives suffice to compensate those which
it loses. This last effect is what is called the reflection of cold,
and which, properly speaking, consists in the reflection of too
feeble heat. The mirror intercepts a certain quantity of heat, and
replaces it by a less quantity.
51. If in the enclosure, maintained at a constant temperature
a, a body M be placed, whose temperature a' is less than a, the
presence of this body will lower the thermometer exposed.to its
rays, and we may remark that the rays sent to the thermometer
from the surface of the body M, are in general of two kinds,
namely, those which come from inside the mass }.l, and those
which, coming from different parts of the enclosure, meet the surface M and are reflected upon the thermometer. The latter rays
bave the common temperature a, but those which belong to the
hody M contain less heat, and these are the rays which cool the
thermometer. If now, by changing the state of the surface of the
body M, for example, by destroying the polish, we diminish the
power which it has of reflecting the incident rays, the thermometer will fall still lower, and will assume a temperature a" less
than a. In fact all the conditions would be the same as in the
preceding case, if it were not that the body M gives out a greater
quantity of its own rays and reflects a less quantity of the rays
which it receives from the enclosure; that is to say, these last rays,
which have the common temperature, are in part replaced by
cooler rays. Hence the thermometer no longer receives so much
heat as formerly.
If, independently of the change in the surface of the body M,
we place 0. metal mirror adapted to reflect upon the thermometer
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the rays which have left M, the temperature will assume a value
The mirror, in fact, intercepts from the thermometer part of the rays of the enclosure which all have the temperature a, and replaces them by three kinds of rays; namely.
1°. those which come from the interior of the mirror itself, and
which have the common temperature; ~,those which the different
parts of the enclosure send to the mirror with the same temperature, and which are reB.ected to the focus; 3°, those which, coming
from the interior of the body M, faIr upon the mirror, and are
reB.ected upon the thermometer. The last rays have a temperature less than a; hence the thermometer no longer receives 80
much heat as it received Pefore the mirror was set up.
.
.Lastly, if we proceed to change also the state of the surface of
the mirror, and by giving it a more perfect polish, increase its
power of reB.ecting heat, the thermometer will fall still lower. In
fact, all the conditions exist which occurred in the preceding case.
Only, it happens that the mirror gives out a less quantity of its
own rays, and replaces them by those which it reflects. Now.
amongst these last rays, all those which proceed from the interior
of the mass M are less intense than if they had come from the
interior of the metal mirror; hence the thermometer receives still
less heat than formerly: it will 888Ume therefore a temperature
a"" less than a".
By the same principles all the known facts of the radiation of
heat or of cold are easily explained.

a" lesS than a".

52. The effect~ of heat can by no means be compared with
those of an elastic fluid whose molecules are at rest.
It would be useless to attempt to deduce from this hypothesis
the laws of propagation which we have explained in this work,
and which all experience has confirmed. The free state of heat is
the same as that of light; the active state of this element is then
entirely different from that of gaseous substances. Heat acts in
the same manner in a vacuum, in elastic B.uids, and in liquid Of
solid masses, it is propagated only by way of radiation, but its
sensible etfects differ according to the nature of bodies.
53. Heat is the origin of all elasticity; it is the repulsive
force which preserves the form of solid masses, and the volume of
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liquids. In solid masses, neighbouring molecules would yield to
their mutual attraction, if its effect were not destroyed by the
heat which separates them.
This elastic force is greater according as the temperature is
higher; which is the reason why bodies dilate or contract when
their temperature is raised or lowered.
. 54. The equilibrium which exists, in the interior of a solid
mass, between the repulsive"orce of heat and the molecular attraction, is stable; that is to say, it re-establishes itself when disturbed
by an accidental" cause. If the molecules are arranged at distances
proper fqr equilibrium, and if an external force begins to increase
this distance without any change of temperature, the effect of
attraction begins by surpassing that of heat, and brings back the
molecules to their original position, after a multitude of oscillations
which become less and less sensible.
A similar effect is exerted in the opposite sense when a mechanical cause diminishes the primitive distance of the molecules;
such is the origin of the vibrations of sonorous or flexible bodies,
and of all the effects of their elasticity.
" 55. In the liquid or gaseous state of matter, the external
pressure is additional or supplementary to the molecular attraction, and, acting on the surface, does not oppose change of form,
but only change of the volume occupied. Analytical investigation
will best shew how the repulsive force of heat, opposed to the
attraction of the molecules or to the external pressure, assists in
the composition of bodies, solid or liquid, formed of one or more
elements, and determines the elastic properties of gaseous fluids;
but these researches do not belong to the object before us, and
appear in dynamic theories.
56. It cannot be doubted that the mode of action of heat
always consists, like that of light, in the reciprocal communication
of rays, and this explanation is at the present time adopted by
the majority of physicists; but it is not necessary to consider the
phenomena under this aspect in order to establish the theory of heat.
In the course of this work it will be seen how the laws of equilibrium and propagation of radiant heat, in solid or liquid fbasses,
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can be rigorously demonstrated, independently of any physical
explanation, as the necessary consequences of common observations.

SECTION" III.

Principle of the communication of heat.
"57. We now proceed to examine-what experiments teach us
concerning the communication of heat.
If two equal. molecules are formed of the same substance and
have the same temperature, each of them receives from the other
as much heat as it gives up to it; their mutual action may then be
rega.rd.ed as null, since the result of this action can bring about no
change in the state of the molecules. H, on" the contrary, the first
is hotter than the second, it sends to it more heat than it receives
from it; the result of the mutual action is the difference of these
two quantities of heat. In all cases we make abstraction of
the two equal quantities of heat which any two material points
reciprocally give up; we conceive that the point lDost heated
acts only on the other, and that, in virtue of this action, the first
loses a certain quantity of heat which is acquired by the second.
Thus the action of two molecules, or the quantity of heat which
the hottest communicates to the other, is the difference of the two
quantities which they give up to each other.
"08. Suppose that we place in air a solid homogeneous body,
whose different points have unequal actual temperatures; each of
the molecules of which the body is composed will begin to receive
heat from those which are at extremely small distances, or will
communicate it to them. This action exerted during the same
instant between all points of the mass, will produce ap infinitesi.
mal resultant change in all the temperatures: the 8Olic;l will ex·
perience at each instant similar effects, 80 that the variations of
temperature will become more and more sensible.
Consider only the system of two molecules, m and n, equal and
extremely near, and let us ascertain what quantity of heat the
first can receive from the second during one instant: we may
then a}'ply the same reasoning to all the other points which are
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near enough to the point m, to act directly on it during the first
instant.
The quantity of heat communicated by the point n to the
point m depends on the duration of .the instant, on the very small
. distance between these points, on the actual temperature of each
point, and on the nature of the solid substance; that is to say, if
one of these elements happened to vary, all the other remaining
the same, the quantity of heat transmitted would vary also. Now
experiments have disclosed, in this respect) a general' result: it
consists in this, that all the other circumstances being the same,
the quantity of heat which one of the molecules receives from the
other is proportional to the difference of temperature of the two
molecules. Thus the quantity would be double, triple, quadruple, if
everything else remaining the same, the difference of the tempe1'&ture of the point n from that of the point m became double, triple,
or quadruple. To account for this result, we must consider that the
action of ft on m is always just as much greater as there is a greater
difference between the temperatures of the two points: it is null,
if the temperatures are equal, but if the molecule n contains more
heat than the equal molecule m, that is to say, if the temperature
of 1n being v, that of n is ,,+ 4, a portion of the exceeding heat
will pass from n to m. Now, if the excess of heat were double, or,
which is the same thing, if the temperature of n were v + 24, the
exceeding heat would be composed of two equal parts corresponding to the two halves of the whole dift'erence of temperature 24;
each of these parts would have its proper effect as if it alone
existed: thus the quantity of heat communicated by n to m would
be twice as great as when the difference of temperature is only 4.
This simultaneous action of the different parts of the exceeding
heat is that which constitutes the principle of the communication
of heat. It follows from it that the sum of the partial actions, or
the total quantity of heat which m receives from n is proportional
~ the difference of the two temperatures.
.59. Denoting by v and ,,' the temperatures of two equal molecules m and ft, by p, their extremely small distance, and by dt, the
infinitely small duration of the instant, the quantity of heat which
m receives from ft during this instant will be expressed by
(v' - v) ~ (P) ,de. We denote by ~ (p) a certain function' of the
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distance p which, in solid bodies and in liquids, becomes nothing
when p has a sensible magnitude. The function is the same for
every point of the same given substance j it varies with the nature
of the substance.
.
. 60. The quantity of heat which bodies lose through their surface is subject to the same principle. If we denote by tT the area,
finite or infinitely small, of the surface, all of whose points have
the temperature '" and if a represents the temperature of the
atmospheric air, the coefficient h being the measure of the external conducibility, we shaJ1 have tTk (v - a) dt as the expression
for the quantity of heat which this surface tT transmits to the air
during the instant dt.
When the two molecules, one of which transmits to the other
a certain quantity of heat, belong to the same solid, the exact
expression for the heat communicated is that which we have
given in the preceding article; and since the molecules are
extremely near, the difference of the temperatnres is extremely
small. It is not the same when heat passes from a solid body into
a gaseous medium. But the experiments teach us that if the
difference is a quantity sufficiently sma.11, the heat transmitted is
sensibly proportional to that difference, and that the number "
may, in these first researches \ be considered as having a constant
value, proper to each state of the surface. but independent of the
temperature.
. 61. These propositions relative to the quantity of heat communicated have been derived from different observations. We
see first, as an evident consequence 'of the expressions in question,
that if we increased by a common quantity aJ1 the initial temperatures of the solid mass, and that of the medium in which it is
placed, the successive changes of temperature would be exactly
the same as if this increase had not been made. Now this result
is sensibly in accordance with experiment; it has been admitted
by the physicists who first have observed the effects of heat.
1

-

More exact laws of cooling investigated experimentally by Dulong and Petit
XI. pp. 2M-294,

will be found- in the Joo77l4l de l'Ecok Polytechniqtul, Tome
Paris, 1890, or in Ja1llin, Coon de Phy'ique, ~ 47. [A. F.]
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. 62. H the medium is maintained at a constant temperature,
and if the heated body which is placed in that medium has
dimensions sufficiently small for .the temperature, whilst falling
more and more, to remain sensibly the same at all points of the
body, it follows from the same propositions, that a quantity of heat
will escape at each instant through the surface of the body proportional to the excess of its actual temperature over that of the
medium. Whence it is easy to conclude, as will be seen in the
course of this work, that the line whose abscissm represent the
times elapsed, and whose ordinates represent the temperatures
corresponding to those times, is a logarithmic curve: now, observations also furnish the same result, when' the excess of the
temperature of the solid over that of the medium is a sufficiently
small quantity.
. 63. Suppose the medium to be main{ained at the constant
temperature 0, and that the initial temperatures of different
points a, b, 0, d &c. of the same mass are a, fJ, "I, 8 &c., that at the
end of the first instant they have become r/, {J', r{, 8' &c., that at
the end of the second instant they have become a.", fJo" "I", 8" &c.,
and so on. We may easily conclude from the propositions enunciated, that if the initial temperatures of the same points had
been g'1, gfJ, 91, g8 &c. (g. being any number whatever), they
would have become, at the end of the first instant, by virtue of
the action of the different points, gi, gf1, gr{, go &c., and at the
end of the second instant, ga.", gfJ", 9"f", g8" &c., and so on. For
instance, let us compare the case when the initial temperatures
of the points, a, h, 0, d &c. were a, fJ, "I, 8 &c. with that in which
they are 2a, 2fJ, 2ty, 28 &c., the medium preserving in both cases
the temperature O. In the second hypothesis, the difference of
the temperatures of any two points whatever is double what it
was in the first, and the excess of the temperature of each point,
over that of each molecule of the medium, is also double; consequently the quantity of heat which any molecule wha.tever
sends to any other, or tha.t which it receives. is, in the second
hypothesis, double of that which it was in the first. The change
of temperature which each point suffers being proportional to the
quantity of heat acquired, it follows that, in the second case, this
change is double what it was in the first case. Now we have
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supposed that the initial temperature of the first point, which was
a, became a' at the end of the first instant; hence if this initial
temperature had been 2~ and if all the other _temperatures had
been doubled, it would have become 22'. The same would be the
case with all the other molecules b, c, d, and a similar result
would be derived, if the ratio instead of being 2, were any number
whatever g. It follows then, from the principle of the communication of heat, that if we increase or diminish in any given ratio
all the initial temperatures, we increase or diminish in the same
ratio all the successive temperatures.
This, like the two preceding results, is confirmed by observa.tion. It could not have existed if the quantity of heat which
passes from one molecule to another had not been, actually, proportional to the difference of the temperatures•

.. 64.

Observations have been made with accurate instruments,
on the permanent temperatures at different points of a bar or of a
metallic ring, and on the propagation of heat in the same bodies
and in several other solids of the form of spheres or cubes. The
results of these experiments agree with those which are derived
from the preceding propositions. They would be entirely different if the quantity of heat transmitted from one solid molecule to
another, or to a molecule of air, were not proportional to the
excess of temperature. It is necessary first to know all the
rigorous consequences of this proposition; by it we determine the
chief part of the quantities which are the object of the problem.
By comparing then the calculated values with those given by
numerous and very exact experiments, we can easily measure the
variations of the coefficients, and perfect our first researches.

SECTION IV.

On tM uniform a.nd linea.r motIement of Mat.
65. We shall consider, in the first place, the uniform movement of heat in the simplest· case, which is that df an infinite
solid enclosed between two parallel planes.
We suppose a solid body formed of some homogeneous substance to be enclosed between two parallel and infinite planes;
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the lower plane A is maintained, by any cause whatever, at a
constant temperature a j we may imagine for example that the
mass is prolonged, and that the plane .A is a section common to
the solid and to the enclosed mass, and is heated at all its points
by a constant source of heat j the upper plane B is also maintained by a similar cause at a fixed temperature b, whose value is
less than that of a j the problem is to determine what would be
the result of this hypothesis if it were continued for an infinite
time.
H we suppose the initial temperature of all parts of this body
to be h, it is evident that the heat which leaves the source .A will
be propagated farther and farther and will raise the temperature
of the molecules included between the two planes: but the tem. perature of the upper plane being unable, according to hypothesis
to rise above h, the heat will be dispersed within the cooler mass,
contact with which keeps the plane B at the constant temperature
h. The system of temperatures will tend more and more to a
final state, which it will never attain, but which would have the
property, as we shall proceed to shew, of existing and keeping
itself up without any change if it were once formed.
In the final and fixed state, which we are considering, the permanent temperature of a point of the solid is evidently the same
at all points of the same section parallel to the base; and we
shall prove that this fixed temperature, common to all the points
of an intermediate section, decreases in arithmetic progression
from the base to the upper plane, that is to say, if we represent
the constant temperaturea a and b by the ordinates All and BfJ
Jt

.R

.-------J.!I-----t
AI--_ _ _~.
-------A'~------.i

Fig. 1.

(see Fig. 1), raised perpendicularly to the distance AB between the
two planes, the fixed temperatures of the intermediate layers will
be represented by the ordinates of the straight line afJ which
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joins the extremities a and 13; thus, denoting by. the height of
an intermediate section or its perpendicular distance from the
plane A, by 6 the whole height or distance AB, and by v the
temperature of the section whose height is ., we must have the

.

h-a

equation v = a + --lIS.
e
In fact, if the temperatures were at first established in accordance with this law, and if the extreme surfaces .A and B were
always kept at the temperatures a and h, no change would
happen in the state of the solid. To convince ourselves of this,
it ,!ill be sufficient to compare the quantity of heat which would
traverse an intermediate section A' with that which, during the
same time, would traverse another section B'.
Bearing in mind that tlie final state of the solid is formed
and continues, we see that the part of the mass which is below
the plane.A' must communicate heat to the part which is above
that plane, since this second part is cooler than the first.
Imagine two points of the solid, 'Tn and m, very near to each
other, and placed in any manner whatever, the one 'In below the
plane .A', and the other m above this plane, to be exerting their
action during an infinitely small instant: 'In the hottest point
will communicate to tn' a certain quantity of heat which will
cross the plane .A'. Let a:, y, • be the rectangular coordinates
of the point 'In, and a:', y', .' the coordinates of the point 'In':
consider also two other points n and n' very near to each other,
and situated with respect to the plane B', in the same manner
in which m and
are placed with respect to the plane A': that
is to say, denoting by ~ the perpendicular distance of the two
sections.A' and B', the coordinates of the point n will be a:, y, 15 + ~
and those of the point 'It, a:', y', .' + ~; the two distances """,,'
and nn' will be equal: further, the difference of the temperature
11 of the point m above the temperature v' of the point m will
be the same as the difference of temperature of the two points
nand n'. In fact the former difference will be determined by
substituting first. and then z' in the general equation

m

h-a

lI=a+--

e

lIS,

and subtracting the second equation from the first, whence the
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b-a
result v- v' == - - (. -a'). We shall then find, by the sube
stitution of • + ~ and 6' +~, that the excess of temperature of
the point n over that of the point ,{ is also expressed by
b--a
,
-e- (.-a).
It follows from this that the quantity of heat sent by the
point m to the point m' will be the same as the quantity of heat
sent by the point n to the point n', for all the elements which
concur in determining this quantity of transmitted heat are the
same.
It is manifest that we can apply the same reasoning to every
system of two molecules which communicate heat to each other
across the section .A' or the section H; whence, if we could
sum up the whole quantity of heat which flows, during the same
instant, across the section .A' or the section B', we should find
this quantity to be the same for both sections.
From this it follows that the part of the solid included between A' and H receives always as much heat as it loses, and
since this result is applicable to any portion whatever of the
mass included between two parallel sections, it is evident that
no part of the solid can acquire a temperature higher than that
which it has at present. Thus, it has been rigorously demonstrated that the state of the prism wilT continue to exist just as it
was at first.
Hence, the permanent temperatures of different sections of a
solid enclosed between two parallel infinite planes, are represented
by the ordinates of a straight line ap, and satisfy the linear
.
b-a
equatIOn v == a + - - a.
e
66. By what precedes we see distinctly what constitutes
the propagation of heat in a solid enclosed between two parallel
and infinite planes, each of which is maintained at a constant
temperature. Heat penetrates the mass gradually across the
lower plane: the temperatures of the intermediate sections are
raised, but can never exceed nor even quite attain a certain
limit which they approach nearer and nearer: this limit or final
temperature is different for different intermediate la.yers, and
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decreases in arithmetic progression from the fixed temperature
of tbe lower plane to the fixed temperature of the upper plane.
The final temperatures are thosl3 which would have to be
given to the solid in order that its state might be permanent;
the variable state which precedes it may also be submitted to
analysis, as we shall see presently: but we are now considering
only the system of final and permanent temperatures. In the
last state, during each division of time, across a section parallel
to the base, or a definite portion of that section, a certain
quantity of heat flows, which is constant if the divisions of time
are equal. This uniform flow is the same for all the intermediate
sections; it is equal to that which proceeds from the source, and
to that which is lost during the same time, at the upper surface
of the solid, by virtue of the cause which keeps the temperature
constant.
. 67. The problem now is to measure that quantity of heat
which is propagated uniformly within the solid, during a given
time, across a definite part of a section parallel to the base: it
depends, as we shall see, on the two extreme temperatures a
and h, and on the distance 6 between the two sides of the solid;
it would vary if anyone of these .elements began to change, the
other remaining the same. Suppose a second solid to be formed
of the same substance as the fil'st, and enclosed between two

Fig. 2.

infinite parallel planes, whose perpendicular distance is 6' .(see
fig. 2): the lower side is maintained at a fixed temperature a',
and the upper side at the fixed temperature b'; both solids are
considered to be in that final and permanent state which has
the property of maintaining itself as soon as it has been formed.

,

~a
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Thus the law of the temperatures is expressed for the first body
by the equation
tion " == a' +

b'

11 ==

,

-; a
e

a + 11 - a te, and for the second, by the equae

in the first solid, and "in the second, being
_
the temperature of the section whose heigbt-is teo
This arranged, we will compare the quantity of heat which,
during the unit of time traverses a. unit of area taken on an
intermediate section L of the first solid, with that which during
the same time traverses an equal area. taken on the section L'
of the second, E being the height common to the two sections,
that is to say, the distance of each of them from their own
base. We shall consider two very near points " and ,,' in the
first body, one of which" is below the plane L and the other
,,' above this plane: 11:, y, 16 are the co-ordinates of n: and 11:', i, .'
the co-ordinates of ",', E being less than IS', and greater than 16.
We shall consider also in the second solid the instantaneous
action of two points p and p, which are situated, with respect
to the section E, in the same manner as the points nand n with
respect to the section L of the first solid. Thus the same coordinates 11:, y. z, and 11:', y', IS' referred to three rectangular axes
in the second body, will fix also the position of the points p
and p'.
Now, the distance from the point " to the point n is equal
to the distance from the point p to the point p', and since the
two bodies are formed of the same substance, we conclude, according to the principle of the communication of heat, that the
action of '" on ",', or the quantity of heat given by n to ",', and
the action of p on P'. are to each other in the same ratio as the
differences of the temperature tI- tI' and ,,- ,,'.
Substituting v and then 11' in the equation which belongs to
16, 11

the first solid, and subtracting, we find

11- 11' == b - a

e
b'

ha.ve also by means of the second equation" _" ==

C. - ..);

we

,

-: a
e

(IS -

.').

whence the ratio of the two actions in question is that of a ~ b to

a' -b'

-6-'-
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We may now imagine many other systems of two moleculeR,
the first of which sends to the second across the plane L, a certain
quantity of heat, and each of these systems, chosen in the first
solid, may be compared with a homologous system situated in the
second, and whose action is exerted across the section L'; we
can then apply again the previous reasoning to prove that the
. 0 f t he two actlOns
. .IS a1ways t hat 0 f a--b to a'
ratio
- ,-b'
-•
6

6

Now, the whole quantity of heat which, during one instant,
crosses the section L, results from the simultaneous action of a
multitude of systems each of which is formed of two points;
hence this quantity of heat and that which, in the second solid,
crosses during the same instant the section L', are also to each
.
a-b
a'-b'
other 1D the ratio of - - to --,- •
6

6

It is easy then to compare with each other' the intensities of
the constant flows of heat which are propagated uniformly in the
two solids, that is to say, the quantities of heat which, during
unit of time, cross unit of surface of each of these bodies. The
a-b
ratio of these intensities is tbat of the two quotients - - and
6

a'-b'
- , - . If the two quotients are equal, the flows are the same,
6

whatever in other respects the values a, b, e, a', b',6', may be;
in general, denoting the first flow by F' and the second by F',
F a-b a'-b'
we shall have F = -- + -,-.
6

6

68. Suppose that in the second solid, the permanent temperature a' of the lower plane is that of boiling water, 1; that the
temperature 6' of the upper plane is that of melting ice, 0; that
the distance e' of the tw.o planes is the unit of measure (a
metre); let us denote by K the constant flow of heat which,
during unit of time (a minute) would cross unit of surface in
tbis last solid, if it were formed of a given substance; K expressing a certain number of units of beat, that is to say a certain
number of times the heat necessary to convert a kilogramme
of ice into water: we shall ha.ve, in general, to determine the
~2
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constant flow F, in a solid formed of the same substance, the
. F a-b
a-b
equatlOn X= - 6 - or F= K -6 - .
The value of F denotes the quantity of heat which, during
the unit of time, passes across a unit of area of the surface taken
on a section parallel to the base.
Thus the thermometric state of a solid enclosed between two
parallel infinite plane sides whose perpendicula.r distance is e,
and which are maintained at fixed temperatures a aild h, is
represented by the two equations:
h-a
a- b
dlJ
v=a+--z, and F=K-- or F=-K -d •

e

6

Z

The first of these equations expresses the law according to
which the temperatures decrease from the lower side to the
opposite side, the second indicates the quantity of heat which,
during a given time, crosses a definite part of a section parallel
to the base.
. 69. We have taken this coefficient K, which enters into
the second equation, to be the mea..'1ure of the specific conducibility of each substance; this number has very different values
for different bodies.
It represents, in general, the quantity of heat which, in a
homogeneous solid formed of a given substance and enclosed
between two infinite parallel planes, flows, during one minute,
across a surface of one square metre taken on a section parallel
to the extreme planes, supposing that these two planes are maintained, one at the temperature of boiling water, the other at
the temperature of melting ice, and that all the intermediate
planes have acquired and retain a permanent temperature.
We might employ another definition of conducibility, since
we could estimate the capacity for heat by referring it to unit
of volume, instead of referring it to unit of mass. All these
definitions are equally good provided they are clear .and precise.
We shall shew presently how to determine by observation the
value K of the conducibility or cond~ctibility in different sub·
stances.
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·70. In order to establish the equations which we have
cited in Article 68, it would not be necessary to suppose the
points which exert their action across the planes to be at extremely small distances.
The results would still be the same if the distances of these
points had any magnitude whatever j they would therefore apply
also to the case where the direct action of heat extended within
the interior of the mass to very considerable distances, all the
circumstances which constitute the hypothesis remaining in other
respects the same.
We need only suppose that the cause which maintains the
temperatures at the surface of the solid, affects not only that
part of the mass which is extremely near to the surface, but that
its action extends to a finite depth.

The equation

=a -

a-b

--z
e
will still represent in this case the permanent temperatures of
the solid. The true sense of this proposition is that, if we give
to all points of the mass the temperatures expressed by the
equation, and if besides any cause whatever, acting on the two
extreme laminoo, retained always every one of their molecules
at the temperature which the same -equation assigns to them,
the interior points of the solid would preserve without any change
their initial state.
If we supposed that the action of a point of the mass could
extend to a finite distance e, it would be necessary that the
thickness of the extreme laminre, whose state is maintained by
the external cause, should be at least equal to E. But the
quantity e having in fact, in the natural state of solids, only
an inappreciable value, we may make abstraction of this thick.
ness j and it is sufficient for the external cause to act on each
of the two layers, extremely thin, which bound the solid. This
is always what must be understood by the expression, to maintain
the temper.ature of the (fUrface comtant.
tI

·71. We proceed further to examine the case in which the
same solid would be exposed, at one of its faces, to atmospheric
air maintained at a constant temperature.
Suppose then that the lower plane preserves the fixe(t tem.,
perature a,' by virtue of any external cause whatever, and that
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the upper plane, instead of being maintained as formerly at a
less temperature b, is exposed to atmospheric air maintained
at that temperature b, the perpendicular distance of the two
planes being denoted always bye: the problem is to determine
the final temperatures.
Assuming that in the initial state of the solid, the common
temperature of its molecules is b or leRS than b, we can readily
imagine that the heat which proceeds incessantly from the source
A penetrates the mass, and raises more and more the temperatures of the intermediate sections; the upper surface is gradually
heated, and permits part of the heat which has penetrated the
solid to escape into the air. The system of temperatures continually approaches a final state which would exist of itself if
it were once formed; in this final state, which is that which
we are considering, the temperature of the plane B has a fixed
but unknown value, which we will denote by fJ, and since the
lower plane .A preserves all!O a permanent temperature a, the
system of temperatures is represented by the general equation

" = a + /3 -6

a z,

tJ

denoting always the fixed temperature of the

section whose height is I. The quantity of heat which flows
during unit of time across a unit of surface taken on any section
whatever is k ~ f! , k denoting the interior conducibility.

e

We must now consider that the upper surface B, whose
temperature is fJ, permits the escape into the air of a certain
quantity of heat which must be exactly equal to that which
crosses any section whatever L of the solid. If it were not IlO,
the part of the mass included between this section L and the
plane B would not receive a quantity of heat equal to that
which it loses; hence it would not maintain its state, which is
contrary to hypothesis; the constant flow at the surface is therefore equal to that which traverses the solid: now, the quantity
of heat which escapes, during unit of time, from unit of surface
taken on the plane B, is expressed by k (fJ - b), b being the
fixed temperature of the air, and k the measure of the conducibility of the surface B; we must therefore have the equation

k a - fJ = h (ft - b), which will determine the value of fJ.
e
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he (a- b)
From this may be derived a - fJ = he + Ie ' an equation

whose second member is known; for the temperatures a and b
are given, as are also the quantities h, k, 6.
Introducing this value of a - fJ into the general equation
tI

=

a + fJ - a 16, we shall have, to express the temperatures of any.

.
section

6

f t h e soI'd
h
.
Az (a - b).
0
1 , t e equatlOn a-v= he + Ie- , In

h' h

W lC

known quantities only enter with the corresponding variables
andz.

11

.72. So far we have determined the final and permanent state
of the temperatures in a solid enclosed between two infinite and
parallel plane surfaces, maintained at unequal temperatures.
This first case is, properly speaking, the case of the linear and
uniform propagation of heat, for there is no transfer of heat in
the plane pc'l.rallel to the sides of the solid; that which traverses
the solid flows uniformly, since the value of the flow is the same
for °all instants and for all sections.
We will now restate the three chief propositions which result
from the examination of this problem; they are sllsceptible of a
great number of applications, and form the first elements of our
theory.
1st. If at the two extremities of the thickness e of the solid
we erect perpendiculars to represent the temperatures a and b
of the two sides, and if we draw the straight line which joins
the extremities of these two first ordinates, all the intermediate
temperatures will be proportional to the ordinates of this straight
line; they are expressed by the general equation a _

1'= a

- b te,
6

denoting the temperature of the section whose height is z.
2nd. The quantity of heat which flows uniformly, during
unit of time, across unit of surface taken on any section whatever
parallel to the sides, all other things being equal, is directly
proportional to the difference a - b of the extreme temperatures,
and inversely proportional to the distance 6 which separates
V

these sides.

The quantity of heat is expressed by K 0: - b I or
6
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r.

if we derive from the general equation the value of

which is constant; this uniform flow may always be repre-

sented, for a given substance and in the solid under examination,
by the tangent of the angle included between the perpendicular
e and the straight line whose ordinates represent the temperatures.
3rd. One of the extreme surfaces of the solid being submitted
always to the temperature a, if the other plane is exposed to air
maintained at a fixed temperature h; the plane in contact with
the air acquires, as in the preceding case, a fixed tempel'ature {3,
greater than h, and it permits a quantity of heat to escape into
the air across unit of surface, during unit of time, which is expreBSed by h (fJ - h), I, denoting the external conducibility of
the plane.
The same flow of heat k (fJ - b) is equal to that which
traverses the prism and whose value is K (a - {3); we have thel'efore the equation k (fJ - h)
of {3.

=K

a-{3

---, which gives the value

e

SECTION V.
LaID of the permanent temperatures in a prism of 8maU

thicknes8.
. 73. We shall easily apply the principles which have just
been explained to the following problem, very simple in itself,
but one whose solution it is important to base on exact theory.
A metal bar, whose form is that of a rectangular parallelopiped infinite in length, is exposed to the action of a source of
heat which produces & constant temperature at all points of its
extremity...4. It is required to determine the fixed temperatures
at the different sections of the bar.
The section perpendicular to the axis is supposed to be a
square whose side 2l is so small that we may without sensible
error consider the temperatures to be equal at different points
of the same section. The air in which the bar is placed is main-
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tained at a constant temperature 0, and carried away by a
current with uniform velocity.
Within the interior of the solid, heat will pass successively
all the parts situate to the right of the source, and not exposed
directly to its action; they will be heated more and more, hut
the temperature of each point will not increase beyond a certain
limit. This maximum temperature is not the same for every
section; it in general decreases as the distance of the section
from the origin increases: we shall denote by v the fixed temperature of a section perpendicular to the axis, and situate at a
distance :1: from the origin A.
Before every point of tlie solid has attained its highest degree
of heat, the system of temperatures varies continually, and approaches more and more to a fixed state, which is that which
we consider. This final state is kept l1p of itself when it has
once been formed. III order that the system of temperatures
may be permanent, it is necessary that the quantity of heat
which, during unit of time, crosses a section made at a distance :r:
from the origin, should balance exactly all the heat which, during
the same time, escapes through that part of the external surface
of the prism which is situated to the right of the same section.
The lamina whose thickness is d;r, and whose external surface
is 8ldlE, allows the escape into the air, during unit of time, of
a quantity of beat expressed by 8Alv. rk, h being the measure of
the external conducibility of the prism. Hence taking the integral f8klv. d.I: from :1: = 0 to :r: = !Xl , we shall find the quantity
of heat which escapes from the whole surface of the bar during
unit of time; and if we take the same integral from :1: = 0 to
:1: =:1:, we shall have the quantity of heat lost through the part
of the surface included between the source of heat and the section
made at the distance:1:. Denoting the first integral by a, whose
value is conatant, and the variable value of the second by
f8hlv. d.I:; the difference a- J8hlv • rk will express the whole
quantity of heat which escapes into the air across the part of
the surface situate to the right of the section. On the other
hand, the lamina of the solid, enclosed between two sections
infinitely near at distances :r: and IE + d:r:, must resemble an infinite solid, bounded by two parallel planes, suhject to fixed
temperatures v and tI + dv, since, by hypothesis, the temperature
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does not vary throughout the whole extent of the Rame section.
The thickness of the solid is rk, and the area of the section is
4r: hence the quantity of heat which flows uniformly, during
unit of time, across a section of this solid, is, according to the
preceding principles, - 4rk ~, k being the specific internal conducibility: we must therefore have the equation
dv

- 4l'k d.I; = 0- J8hlv • tk,

h
kl de' = 2hv.

whence

. 74. We should obtain the same result by considering the
equilibrium of heat in a single lamina infinitely thin, enclosed
between two sections at distances z and z + th. In fact, the
quantity of heat which, during unit of time, crosses the first
section situate at distance z, is - 4rk ~ •

To find that which

flows during the same time across the successive section situate
at distance z + tk, we must in the preceding expression change z
into

z+tk, which gives -4rk. [~: +d(:)].

If we subtract

the second expression from the first we shall find how much
heat is acquired by the lamina bounded by these. two sections
during unit of time; and since the state of the lamina is permanent, it follows that all the heat acquired is dispersed into
the air across the external surface 8ldol: of the same lamina: now
the last quantity of heat is 8hlvdx: we shall obtain therefore the
same equation

(dV)

d'v 2h
8hlvrk = 4rkd tk ' whence tkl = kl v.

·75. In whatever manner this equation is formed, it is
necessary to remark that the quantity of heat which passes into
the lamina whose thickness is dJ:, has a finite value, and that
.
Its

. .1S
exact expreSSlOn

-

~·l'k d$
du •

'J!

The 1amma
.
b'
emg encIosed

between two surfaces the first of which has a temperature v,
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and the second a. lower temperature v', we see tbat tbe quantity
of beat which it receives through the first surface depends on
the difterence 'IJ - v', and is proportional to it: but this remark
is not sufficient to complete the calculation. The quantity in
question is not a differential: it has a finite value, since it is
equivalent to all the heat which escapes through that part of
the external surface of the prism which is situate to the right
of the section. To form an exact idea of it, we must compare
the lamina whose thickness is dz, with a solid terminated by
two parallel planes whose distance is e, and which are maintained
at unequal temperatures a and b. The quantity of heat which
passes into such a prism across the hottest surface, is in fact
proportional to the difference a - b of the extreme temperatures,
but it does not depend only on this difference: all other things
being equal, it is less when ilie prism is thicker, and in general
it is proportiona,l to a ~ b. This is why the quantity of heat
which passes through the first surface into the lamina, whose
'.:1_ •
•
al to --a;;v-v .
thick ness 18
UWG, IS proportIon
We lay stress on this remark because the neglect of it has
been the first obstacle to the establishment of the theory. If
we did not make a complete analysis of the elements of the
problem, we should obtain an equation not homogeneous, and,
a fortiori, we should not be able to form the equations which
express the movement of heat in more complex cases.
It was necessary also to introduce into the calculation the
dimensions of the prism, in order that we might not regard, as
general, consequences which observation had furnished in a particular case. Thus, it was discovered by experiment that a bar
of iron, heated at one extremity, could not acquire, at a distance
of six feet from the source, a temperature of one degree (octogesimal 1) i for to produce this effect, it would be necessary for
the heat of the source to surpass considerably the point of fusion
of iron; but this result depends on the thickness of the prism
employed. If it had been greater, the heat would have been
propagated to a greater distance, that is to say, the point of
the bar which acquires a fixed temperature of one degree is
1

Beaumur's Scale of Temperature. [A. F.l
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much more remote from the source when the bar is thicker, all
other conditions remaining the same. We can always raise by
one degree the temperature of one end of a bar of iron, by heating
the solid at the other end; we n~ed only give the radius of the
base a sufficient length: which is, we may say, evident. and
of which besides a proof will be found in the solution of the
problem (Art. 78) •

. 76. The integral of the preceding equation is
11 =

~e-.J~ + Be+-./'j ,

A and B being two arbitrary constants j now, if we suppose the
distance f& infinite, the value of the temperature tI must be

Be~J~ does not exist in the in~e-·J; represents the permanent

infinitely small j hence the term

tegral: thus the equation tI =
state of the solid j the temperature at the origin is denoted by
the constant A, since that is the value of t7 when f& is zero.
. This law according to which the temperatures decrease
is the same as that given by experiment j several physicists
have ohserved the fixed temperatures at differellt points of a
metal bar exposed at its extremity to the constant action of a
source of heat, and they have ascertained that the distances
from the origin represent logarithms, and the temperatures the
corresponding numbers.

77. The numerical value of the constant quotient of two consecutive temperatures being determined by observation, we easily
deduce the value of the ratio

~;

for, deJ1t>ting hy

peratures conesponding to the distances
- = e-(JtI-Jt.'J~ , whence

til

~

til'

v. the tem-

X'., X'., we have

J2h
k = log "I -

109"

"t .'l

~-~

'V •

AB for the separate values of ", and k, they cannot be determined by experiments of this kind: we must observe also the
varying motion of heat.

. 78. Suppose two bars of the same material and different
dimensions to be submitted at their extremities to the same tcm-
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perature A; let· ' I be the side of a section in the first bar, and I.
in the second, we shall have, to express the temperatures of these
two solids, the equations

r.A

11

I

= Ae-Jr.", iT,

f!'4

and v• =.Ae -#:.", id.,

in the first solid, denoting the temperature of a section made
at distance XI' and v.' in the second solid, the temperature of a
section made at distance x •.
When these two bars have arrived at a fixed state, the tem·
perature ~f a section of the first, at a certain distance from the
source, will not be equal to, the temperature of a section of the.
second at the same distance from the focus; in order that the
fixed temperatures may be equal, the distanc('s must be different.
If we wish to compare with each other the distances XI and XI
from the origin up to the points which in the two bars attain
the same temperature, we must equate the second members of
II: I
l
these equations, and from them we conclude that ~ = -II • Thus
x.
-,
the distances in question are to each other as the square roots of
the thicknesses.

til'

• 79. If two metal bars of equal dimensions, but formed of
different substances, are covered with the same coating, which
gives them the same external conducibility" and if they are
submitted at their extremities to the same temperature, heat will
be propagated most easily and to the greatest distance from the
origin in that which has the greatest conducibility. To compare
with each other the distances XI and x. from the common origin
up to the points which acquire the same fixed temperature, we
must, after denoting the respective conducibilities of the two
substances by k, and k., write the equation

-

#:J~
Xl
k
k"=e-· koI, whence ~=k..!'
x.
'.
Thus the ratio of the two conducibilities is that of the squares
of the distances from the common origin to' the points which
attain the same fixed temperature.

e

Zl

J~

I IDgenhousz (1189), Sur let mltaWl:tlMnmtl eond'£cteur. de 14 chaleu.r• .Tournal
de Phyriqut, ZUIl'., 68,380. Gren'• .Tournal tier Phy.ik, Bd. J. [A. F.]
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. 80. It is euy to ascertain how much heat flows during unit
of time through a section of the bar arrived at its fixed state:
d" or 4.4. J
- -3t~kl, and
this quantity is expressed by - 4kr rk'
2khr.e

if we take its value at the origin, we shall have 4.AJ2khr as the
measure of the quantity of heat which passes from the source
into the solid during unit of time; thus the expenditure of the
source of heat is, all other things being equal, proportional to the
square root of the cube of the thickness.
We should obtain the same result on taking the integral
J8hlv. fk from a: nothing to a: infinite.

SECTION VL
On tM heating .oj closed spaou.
81. We shall again make use of the theorems of Article 72
in the following problem, whose solution offers useful applications;
it consists in determining the extent of the heating of closed
spaces.
Imagine a closed space, of any form whatever, to be filled with
atmospheric air and closed on all sides, and that all parts of the
boundary are homogeneous and have a common thickness e, so
small that the ratio of the external surface to the internal surface
differs little from unity. The space which this boundary terminates is heated by a source whose action is constant; for example,
by means of a surface whose area is (T maintained at a constant
temperature IZ.
We consider here only the mean temperature of the air contained in the space, without regard to the unequal distribution of
heat in this mass of air; thus we suppose that the existing causes
incessantly mingle all the portions of air, and make their temperatures uniform.
We see first that the heat which continually leaves the source
spreads itself in the surrounding air and penetrates the mass of
which the boundary is formed, is partly dispersed at the surface,
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and passes into the external air, which we suppose to be maintained at a lower and permanent temperature n. The inner air is
heated more and more: the saine is the case with the solid
boundary: the system of temperatures steadily approaches a final
state which is the object of the problem, and has the property of
existing by itself and of being kept up unchanged, provided the
surface of the source a be maintained at the temperature a, and
the external air at the temperature 11.
In the permanent state which we wish to determine the air
preserves a fixed temperature m; the temperature of the inner
. surface 8 of the solid boundary has also a fixed value a; lastly, the
outer surface 8, which terminates the enclosure, preserves a fixed
temperature b less than a, but greater than n. The quantities
a, a, 8, 6 and n are known, and the quantities m, a and bare
unknown.
The degree of heating consists in the excess of the temperature
mover n, the temperature of the external air; this excess evidently depends on the area a of the heating surface and on its
temperature a; it depends also on the thickness 6 of the enclosure, on the area 8 of the surface which bounds it, on the
facility with which heat penetrates the inner surface or that
which is opposite to it; finally, on the specific conducibility of
the solid mass which forms the enclosure: for if anyone of these
elements were to be changed, the others remaining the same, the
degree of the heating would vary also. The problem is to determine how all these quantities enter into the value of m - n•
. 82. The solid boundary is terminated by two equal surfaces,
each of which is maintained at a fixed temperature; every
prismatic element of the solid enclosed between two opposite portions of these surfaces, and the normals raised round the contour
of the bases, is therefore in the same state as if it belonged to an
infinite solid enclosed between two parallel planes, maintained at
unequal temperatures. All the prismatic elements which compose the boundary touch along their whole length. The points
of the mass which are equidistant from the inner surface have
equal temperatures, to whatever prism they belong; consequently
there cannot be any transfer of heat in the direction perpendicular
to the length of these prisms. The case is, therefore, the same
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as that of which we have already treated, and we must apply
to it the linear equations which have been stated in former
articles.
83. Thus in the permanent state which we are considering,
the flow of heat which leaves the surface tr during a unit of time,
is equal to that which, during the same time, passes from the
surrounding air into the inDer surface of the enclosure; it is
equal also to that which, in a unit of time, crosses an intermediate section made within the solid enclosure by a surface
equal and parallel to those which bound this enclosure; lastly,
the same flow is again equal to that which passes from the solid
enclosure across its external surface, and is dispersed into the air.
If these four quantities of flow of heat were not equal, some
variation would necessarily occur in the state of the temperatures,
which is contrary to the hypothesis.
The first quantity is expressed by tr (II - m) g, denoting by
9 the external conducibility of the surface tr, which belongs to
the source of heat.
The second is 8 (m - a) A, the coefficient h behlg the measure
of the external conducibility of the surface 8, which is exposed
to the action of the source of heat.
The third is 8 a - b K, the coefficient K being the measure of

e

the conducibility proper to the homogeDeous substance which
forms ,the boundary.
The fourth is 8 (b - n)H, denoting by H the external conducibility of the surface 8, which the heat quits to be dispersed
into the air. The coefficients hand H may have very unequal
values on account of the difference of the state of the two surfaces
which bound the enclosure; they are supposed to be known, as
also the coefficient K! we sball have then, to determine the three
unknown quantities m, a and b,the three equations:

tr(lI-m)g=8 (m-a)h,

a-b

tr(lI-m)g=8 - K ,
e
tr

(II - m) 9 = 8 (b - n) H.
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84. The value of m is the special object of the problem.
may be found by writing the equations in the form

It

m-a=;~ (Gl-m),
age
a- b=- - (Gl-m)
8K
'

b-n=~ ~(Il-m)j
adding, we h,ave

m-n= (Gl-tn) P,

denoting by P the known quantity';

(i + ~ + iL) ;

whence we conclude

U)

(<<_n)f!(!!. +ge +
.
P
8hKD
m-n=(<<-1I)1+P= l+!(Q+ge+ fl ) .
8

h

K

H

85. The result shews how m - n, the extent of the heating,
depends on given quantities which constitute the hypothesis.
We will indicate the chief results to be derived from it"
1st. The extent of the heating m - n is directly proportional
to the excess of the temperature of the source over that of the
external air.
2nd.

The value of m -11 does not depend on the form of

the enclosure nor on its volume, but only on the ratio ~ of the
8

surface from which the heat proceeds "to the surface which receives
it, and also on e the thickness of the boundary.
If we double a the surface of the source of heat, the extent
of the heating does not become double, but increases according
to a certain law which the equation expresses.
I These results were stated by the author in a rather different manner in the
extract from his original memoir published in the Bullet;n pal' la Bacilli PhiloMatique tU PaN, 1818, pp. 1-11. [A.. F.]

~a

5
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3rd. All the specific coefficients which regulate the action
of the heat, that is to say, g, K, Hand h, compose, with the
dimension

6,

in the value of m-n a single element ~+:::+

k'

whose value may be determined by observation.
If we doubled 6 the thickness of the boundary, we should
~~ have the same result as if, in forming it. we employed a sub'~"'l"
stance whose conducibility proper was Mriee as great. Thus the
""'->-;./
employment of substances which are bad conductors of heat
./
permits us to make the thickness of the boundary small; the
\

effect which is obtained depends only on the ratio
("

.:r.

4th. H the conducibility K is nothing, we find m ~ == a ;
that is to say, the inner air assumes the temperature ~of the
source: the same is the case if H is zero, or h zero. These consequences are otherwise evident, since the heat cannot then be
dispersed into the external air.
5th. The values of the quantities g, H, h, K and cr, which
we supposed known, may be measured by direct experiments,
as we shall shew in the sequel; but in the actual problem, it
will be sufficient to notice the value of m - n which corresponds
to given values of fT and of cr, and this value may be used to
determine the whole coefficient ~ + ~ +

k' by means of the equa-

tion m-:-n=(tX-n)ip+(l+~p) in which p denotes the coefficient sought. We must substitute in this equation, instead
of! and

tX -

n, the values of those quantities, which we suppose

8

given, and that of m - n which observation will have made
known. From it 'may be derived the value of p, and we may
then apply the formula to any number of other cases.
6th. The coefficient H enters into the value of m - n in
the same manner as the coefficient h; consequently the state of
the surface, or that of the envelope which covers it, produces
the same effect, whether it has reference to the inner or outer
surface.
We should have considered it useless to take notice of these
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different consequences, if we were not treating here of entirely
new problems, whose results may be of direct use•
. 86. We know that animated bodies retain a temperature
sensibly fixed, which we may regard as independent of the temperature of the medium in which they live. These bodies are,
after some fashion, constant sources of heat, just as inftamed
substances are in which the combustion has become uniform.
We may then, by aid of the preceding remarks, foresee and
regulate exactly the rise of temperature in places where a great
number of men are collected together. If we there observe the
height of the thermometer under given circumstances, we shall
determine in advance what that height would be, if the number
of men assembled in the same space became very much greater.
In reality, there are several accessory circumstances ,which
modify the results, such as the unequal thickness of the parts
of the enclosure, the difference of their aspect, the effects which
the outlets produce, the unequal distribution of heat in the air.
We cannot therefore rigorously apply the rules given by analysis;
nevertheless these rules are valuable in themselves, because they
contain the true principles of the matter: they prevent vague
reasonings and useless or confused attempts.
87. If the same space were heated by two or more sources
of different kinds, or if the first inclosure were itself contained
in a second enclosure separated from the first by a mass of air,
we might easily determine in like manner the degree of heating
and the temperature of the surfaces.
If we suppose that, besides the first source tT, there is a second
heated surface 71", whose constant temperature is p, and external
conducibility j, we shall find, all the other denominations being
retained, the following equation:
/
:J T,

"

If we suppose only one source tT, and if the first enclosure is
itself contained in a second, 8', h', K', H', e', representing the

5-2
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elements of the second enclosure which correspond to those of
the first which were denoted by 8, h, K, H, e j we shall find,
p denoting the temperature of the air which surrounds the external surface of the second enclosure, the following equation:
(a-p}P

m-p=-l+P-'
The quantity P represents

i (~+);+ jj) +~ (~+~ +!i)'
We should obtain a similar result if we had three or a greater
number of successive enclosures; and from this we conclude that
these solid envelopes, separated by air, assist very much in increasing the degree of heating, however small their thickness
may be.
88. To make this remark more evident, we will compare the
quantity of heat which escapes from the heated surface, with
that which the same body would lose, if the surface which envelopes it were separated from it by an interval filled with air.
If the body .A be heated by a constant cause, so that its
surface preserves a fixed temperature h, the air being maintained
at a less temperature a, the quantity of heat which escapes into
the air in the unit of time across a unit of swface will be
expressed by h (b - a), h being the measure of the external conducibility. Hence in order that the mass may preserve a fixed
temperature b, it is necessary that the source, whatever it may
be, should furnish a quantity of heat equal to hS (b - a), S denoting the area of the surface of the solid.
Suppose an extremely thin shell to be detached from the
body .A and separated from the solid by an interval filled with
air j and suppose the surface of the same solid .A to be still
maintained at the temperature h. We see that the air contained
between the shell and the body will be heated and will take
a temperature a' greater than a. The shell itself wiU attain
a permanent state and will transmit to the external air whose
fixed temperature is a all the heat which the body loses. It
follows that the quantity of heat escaping from the solid will
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be hS (b - al, instead of being hS (b - a), for we "suppose that
the new surface of the solid and the surfaces which bound the
shell have likewise the same external conducibility h. It" is
evident that the expenditure of the source of heat will be less
than it was at first. The problem is to determine the exact ratio
of these quantities.
89. Let e be the thickness of the shell, m the fixed temperature of its inner surface, n that of its outer surfa.ce, and K its
internal condllcibility. We shall have, as the expression of the
quantity of heat which leaves the solid through its surface,
hS(b-a').
As that of the quantity which penetrates the inner surface
of the shell, hS (a' - m) •
.A1? that of the quantity which crosses any section whatever

m-n

of the same shell, K S - - .
e
Lastly, as the expression of the quantity which passes through
the outer surface into the air, hS (n - a).
All these quantities must be equal, we have therefore the
following equations:

K

h(n-a)= e(m-n),
h (n - a) = h (ri - m),
h (n-a) = h (b-a').
If moreover we write down the identical equation

h (n - a) = h (n - a),
and arrange them all under the forms
n-a=n-a,
•
he
m-n=]( en-a),
a' -m=n-a,
b-a'=n-a,

we find, on addition,

b-a= (n-a)

(3 + ~).
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The quantity of heat lost by the solid was ",8 (b - a), when
its surface communicated freely with the air, it is now AS (b - a')
or ",8 (n - a), which is equivalent to A8 ~ •

3+ K
The first quantity is greater than the second in the ratio of
he
3+ K to 1.
In order therefore to maintain at temperature b a solid whose
surface communicates directly to the air, more than three times
as much heat is neceBSarY than would be required to maintain
it at temperature h, when its extreme surface is not adherent
.but separated from the solid by any sma.ll interval whatever filled
with air.
If we suppose the thickness e to be infinitely small, the
ratio of the quantities of heat lost will be 3, which would also
be the value if K were infinitely great. .
We can easily account for this result, for the heat being
unable to escape into the external air, without penetrating several
.surfaces, the quantity which flows out must diminish as the
number of interposed surfaces increases; but we should have
been unable to arrive at any exact judgment in this case, if the
problem had not been submitted to analysis.
90. We have not considered, in the preceding article, the
effect of radiation across the layer of air which separates the
two surfaces; nevertheless this circumstance modifies the problem, since there is a portion of heat which passes directly across
the intervening air. We shall suppose then, to make the object
of the analysis more distinct, that the interval between the surfaces is free from air, and that the heated body is covered by
any number whatever of parallel laminlll separated from each
other.
If the heat which escapes from the solid through its plane
superficies maintained at a temperature b expanded itself freely
in vacuo and was received by a parallel surface maintained at
a less temperature a, the quantity which would be dispersed in
unit of time across unit of surface would be proportional to (b - a),
the difference of the two constant temperatures: this quantity
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would be represented by H (b -a), H being the value of the relative conducibility which is not the same as k.
The source which maintains the solid in its original state must
therefore furnish, in every unit of time, a quantity of heat equal
to HS(b-a).
We must now determine the new value of this expenditure
in the case where the surface of the body is covered by several
successive laminre separated by intervals free frpm air, supposing
always that the solid is subject to the action of any external
cause whatever which maintains its surface at the temperature b.
Imagine the whole system of temperatures to have becom e
fixed; let m be the temperature of the under surface of the first
lamina which is consequently opposite to that of the solid, let"
be the temperature of the upper surface of the same lamina,
6 its thicknesst and K its specific conducibility; denote also by
ml' "1' m" n., ml, n•• m., n., &c. the temperatures of the under
and upper surfaces of the different laminre, and by 1(, e, the conducibility and thickness of the same laminre; lastly, suppose all
these surfaces to be in a state similar to the surface of the solid,
so that the value of the coefficient H is common to them.
The quantity of heat ~hich penetrates the under surface of
a lamina corresponding to any suffix i is HS("'I-l-m,), that which
crosses this lamina is K8 (m, - nJ, and the quantity which escapes
6

from its upper surface is H8 (n, - m..J. These three quantities,
and all those which refer to the other laminre are equal; we may
therefore form the equation by comparing all these quantities
in question with the first orthem, which is HS(b-m,); we shall
thus have, denoting the number of laminre by i :
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He

== K (b-mJ,

a == b - ml

,

these equations, we find

(b - a) == (b - ml)j

(1 + ~) ,

The expenditure of the source of heat necessary to maintain
the surface of the body A at the temperature b is HS (b - a),
when this surfaee sends its rays to a fixed surface maintained at
the temperature a, The expenditure is HS (b - ml ) when we place
between the surface of the body A, and the fixed surface maintained
at temperature a, a numberj of isolated laminm; thus the quantity
of heat which the source must furnish is very much less in the
second hypotheses than in the first, and the ratio of the two
quantities is

( 1
j

B).

1+;

If we suppose the thickness • of the

laminm to be infinitely small, the ratio is~. The expenditure
.
J
of the source is then inversely as the number of laminm which
cover the surface of the solid.
91. The examination of these results and of those which we
obtained when the intervals between successive enclosures were
occupied by atmospheric air explain clearly why the separation
of surfaces and the intervention of air assist very much in retaining heat.
Analysis furnishes in addition analogous consequences when
we suppose the source to be external, and that the heat which
emanates from it crosses successively different diathermanous
envelopes and the air which they enclose. This is what has
happened when experimenters have exposed to the rays of the
sun thermometers covered by several sheets of glass within which
different layers of air have been enclosed.
For similar reaSons the temperature· of the higher regions
of the atmosphere is very much less than at the surface of the
earth.
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In general the theorems concerning the heating of air in
closed spaces extend to a great variety of problems. It would
be useful to revert to them when we wish to foresee and regulate
temperature with precision, as in the case of green-houses, dryinghouses, sheep-folds, work-shops, or in many civil establishments,
such as hospitals, barraeks, places of assembly.
In these different applications we must attend to accessory
circumstances which modify the result.~ of analysis, such as the
unequal thickness of different pa.rts of the enclosure, the introduction of air, &c.; but these details would draw us away from
our chief object, which is the exact demonstration of general
principles.
For the rest, we have considered only, in what has just been
said, the permanent state of temperature in closed spaces. We
can in addition express analytically the variable state which
precedes, or tha~ which begins to take place when the source of
heat is withdrawn, and we can also· ascertain in this way, how
the specific properties of the bodies which we employ, or their
dimensions affect the progress and duration of the heating; but
these researches require a different lI.nalysis, the principles of
which will be eJiplained in the following chapters.

. SECTION VII.
On the uniform movement of heat in three dimensions.
92. Up to this time we have considered the uniform movement of heat in one dimension only, but it is easy to apply the
same principles to the case in which heat is propagated uniformly
in three directions at right angles.
Suppose the different points of a solid enclosed by six planes
at right angles to have unequal actual temperatures represented
by the linear equation tJ =.A + ax + by + CZ, :1:, y, z, being the
rectangular co-ordinates of a molecule whose temperature is t1.
Suppose further that any external causes whatever acting on the
six faces of the prism maintain every one of the molecules situated
on the s~rface. at its actual temperature expressed by the general
equation
11 = A + ax+ by+cz ........................ (a).
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we shall prove that the same causes which, by hypothesis, keep'
the outer layers of the solid in their initial stato, are sufficient
to preserve also the actual temperatures of every one of the inner
molecules, so that their temperatures do not cease to be repra, sen ted by the linear equation.
The examination of this question is an element of the
general theory, it will serve to determine 'the laws of the varied
movement of heat in the interior of a solid of any form what.ever,
for every one of the prismatic molecules of which the body is
composed is during an infinitely small time in a state similar
to that which the linear equation (a) expresses. We may then,
by following the ordinary principles of the differential calculus,
easily deduce from the notion of uniform movement the general
equations of varied movement.
·93. In order to prove that when the extreme layers of the
solid preserve their temperatures no change can happen in the
interior of the mass, it is sufficient to compare with each other
the quantities of heat which, during the same instant, cross two
parallel planes.
Let b be the perpendicular diRtance of these two planes which
we first suppose parallel to the horizontal plane of II: and y. Let
m and m' be two infinitely near molecules, one of which is above
the first horizontal plane and the other below it: let :c, y, Ie be
the co-ordinates of the first molecule, and 11:', y', z' those of the
second. 10 like manner let M and M' denote two infinitely
near molecules, separated by the second horizontal plane and
situated, relatively to 'that plane, in the same manner as m and
",' are relatively to the first plane; that is to say, the co-ordinates
of Mare :c, !I, z + h, and those of M' are :c', y', z' + h. It is evident
that the distance mm' of the two molecules m and m' is equal
to the distance MM' of the two molecules M and M'; further.
let v be the temperature of m, and v' that of m', also let V and
.Y' be the temperatures ,of M and Jr, it is easy to see that the
two differences f} - f j ' and V-V' are equal; in fact, substituting
in the general equation
first the co-ordinates of m and

m

t1=A + tUl+ hy+ cs,
we find

,,- ,,' = a (II: -

:C') + h (y - y') + c (z - z'),
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and then Bubstituting the co-ordinates of M and M', we find also
V - V' == a (a: - a:') + b (y - y') + c (z - z'). Now the quantity of
heat which m sends to m' depends on the distance mm, which
separates these molecules, and it is proportional to the difference
v - v' of their temperatures. This quantity of heat transferred
may be represented by
q (v - v') dt;

the value of the coefficient q depends in some manner on the
distance mm', and on the nature of the substance of which the
solid is formed, dt is the duration of the instant. The quantity
of heat transferred -from M to M', or the action of M on M' is
expressed likewise by q (V - V') dt, and the coefficient q is the
same as in the expression q (v - v') dt, since the distance M M' is
equal to mm and the two actions are effected in the same solid:
furthermore V - V' is equal to v - v', hence the two actions are
equal.
If we choose two other points nand n', very near to each
other, which transfer heat across the first horizontal plane, we
shall find in the same manner that their action is equal to that
of two homologous points Nand N which communicate heat
across the second horizontal plane. We conclude then that the
whole quantity of heat which crosses the first plane is equal to
that which crosses the second plane during the same instant.
We should derive the Bame result from the comparison of two
planes parallel to the plane of a: and z, or from the comparison
of two other planes parallel to the plane Qf y and z. Hence
any part whatever of the solid enclosed between six planes at
right angles, receives through each of its faces as much heat as
it loses through the opposite face j hence no portion of the solid
can change temperature.
. 94. From this we see that, across one of the planes in
question, a quantity of heat flows which is the same at all instants, and which is also the same for all other parallel sections.
In order to determine the value of this constant flow we
shall compare it with the quantity of heat which flows uniformly
in the most simple case, which has been already discussed. The
case is that of an infinite solid enclosed between two infinite
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planes and maintained in a constant state. We have seen that
the temperatures of the different points of the mass are in this
case represented by the equation v== A + ez; we proceed to prove
tha.t the uniform flow of heat propagated in the vertical direction
in the infinite solid is equal to that which flows in the same
direction across the prism enclosed by six planes at right angles.
This equality necessarily exists if the coefficient c in the equation
" == A + ez, belonging to the first solid, is the same as the coefficient c in the more general equation v == A + a:.c + by + cz which
represents the state of the prism. In fact, denoting by H a.
plane in this prism perpendicular to z, and by m and p. two
molecules very near to each other, the first of which m is below
the plane H, and -tbe second above this plane, let v be the
temperature of m whose co-ordinates are :1:, !/' z, and w the
temperature of p. whose co-ordinates are :I: +Cl, '!J + /3, z+ ry. Take
a third molecule p.' whose co-ordinates are t&-Cl, '!J- /3, z+ry, and
whose temperature ~ay be denoted by w', We see that p. and
p.' are on the same horizontal plane, and that the vertical drawn
from the middle point of the line p.,t, which joins these two
points, passes through the point m, so that the distances mp. and
mp.' are equal. The action of m on 11-, or the quantity of heat
which the first of these molecules sends to the other a:cross the
plane H, depends on the difference v - w of their temperatures.
The action of m on 11-' depends in the same manner on the
difference ,,- w' of the temperatures of these molecules, since
the distance of m from II- is the same as that of m from p.'. Thus,
expressing by q (v - w) the action of m on II- during the unit of
time, we shall have q (v - w') to express the action of m on 11-',
q being a common unknown factor, depending on the distance
mil- and on the nature of the solid. Hence the sum of the two
actions exerted during unit of time is q (v - w + v - w,).
If instead of t&, !/' and z, in the general equation

" == A + ax 4- by + el,
we substitute the co-ordinates of m and then those of II- and 11-',
we shall find
v - W 0:: - a2 - b/3 - cry,
t/-

w' == +a2 + b/3 - cry.
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The sum of the two actions of m on p. and of m on p.' is therefore - 2qC"f.
Suppose then that the plane H belongs to the infinite solid
whose temperature equation is tJ = A + cz, and that we denote
also by ffl, P. and p.' those molecules in this solid whose coordinates are x, y, z for the first, x + cr, !/ + p, z +'Y for the second,
and x - cr, !/- p, z + 'Y for the third: we shall have, as in the
preceding ca.~e, tJ - W + tJ - w' = - 2cry. Thus the Bum of the two
actions of m on p. and of m on p.', is the same in the infinite solid
as in the prism enclosed between the six planes at right angles.
We should obtain a similar result, if we considered the action
of another point n below the plane H on. two others JI and JI',
situated at the same height above the plane. Hence, the sumof all the actions of this kind, which are exerted across the 'plane
H, that is to say the whole qua.ntity of heat which, during unit
of time, passes to the upper side of this surface, by virtue of the
action of very nea.r molecules which it separates, is always the
same in both solids•
. 95. In the second of these two bodies, that which is bounded
by two infinite planes, and whose temperature equation is
tJ =.A + CZ, we know that the quantity of heat which flows during
unit of time across unit of area taken on any horizontal section
whatever is - cK, c being the coefficient of z, and K the specific
conducibility; hence, the quantity of heat which, in the prism
enclosed between six planes at right angles, crosses during unit
of time, unit of area taken on any horizontal· section whatever,
is also - cK, when the linear equation which represents the temperatures of the prism is
'V

= A + arc + by + CZ.

In the same way it may be proved that the quantity of heat
which, during unit of time, flows uniformly across unit of area
taken on any section whatever perpendicular to :1:, is expressed
by - aK, and that the whole quantity which, during unit of time,
crosses unit of area taken on a section perpendicular to y, is
expressed by - bK.
The theorems which we have demonstrated in this and the
two preceding articles, suppose the direct action of heat in the
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interior of the mass to be limited to an extremely small distance,
but they would still be true, if the rays of heat sent out by each
molecule could penetrate directly to a quite appreciable distance,
but it would be necessary in this case, as we have remarked in
Article 70, to suppose that the cause which maintllins the temperatures of the faces of the solid affects a part extending within
the mass to a finite depth •
. SECTION VIII.

Measure of the movement of heat at a given point of a solid mass.
- 96. It still remains for-us to determine one of the principal
elements of the theory of heat, which consists in defining and in
measuring exactly the quantity of heat which passes through
every point of a solid mass across a plane whose direction is given.
If heat is unequally distributed amongst the molecules of the
same body, the temperatures at any point will vary every instant.
Denoting by t the time which has elapsed, and by '" the temperature attained after a time t by an infinitely small molecule
whose co-ordinates are:c, y, Z; the variable state of the solid will be
expressed by an equation similar to the following", == F(:r., y, I, t).
Suppose the function F to be given, and that consequently we
can determine at every instant the temperature of any point
whatever; imagine that through the point m we draw a horizontal plane parallel to that of :c and y, and that on this plane
we trace an infinitely small circle «», whose centre is at m; it is
required to determine what is the quantity of heat which during
the instant dt will pass across the circle «» from the part of the
solid which is below the plane into the part above it.
All points extremely near to the point m and under the plane
exert their action during the infinitely small instant de, on all
those which are above the plane and extremely near to the point
m, that is to say, each of the points situated on one side of this
plane will send heat to each of those which are situated on the
other side.
We shall consider as positive an action whose effect is to
transport a certain quantity of heat above the plane, and as
negative that which callses heat to pass below the plane. The
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sum of all the partial actions which are exerted &cross the circle
0), that is to say the sum of all the quantities of heat which,
crossing any point whatever of this circle, pass from the part
of the solid below the plane to the part above, compose the flow
whose expression is to be found.
It is easy to imagine that this flow may not be the same
throughout the whole extent of the solid, and that if at another
point
we traced a horizontal circle 0) equal to the former, the
two quantities of heat which rise above these planes 0) and 0)'
during the same instant might not be equal: these quantities are
comparable with each other and their ratios are numbers which
may be easily determined.

m:

. 97. We know already the value of the constant flow for the
case of linear and uniform movement; thus in the solid enclosed between two infinite horizontal planes, one of which is maintained at
the temperature a and the other at the temperature b, the flow of
heat is the same for every part of the mass; we may regard it as
taking place iu the vertical direction only. The value corresponding to unit of surface and to unit of time is

K(a ~ b),

6

denoting

the perpendicular distance of the two planes, and K the specific
conducibility: the temperatures at the different points of the
solid are expressed by the equation t1 _

a_(a ~ b)

1:.

When the problem is that of a solid comprised between six
rectangular planes, pairs of which are parallel, and the temperatures at the different points are expressed by the equation
11 =.A + a:r: + by + cz,
the propagation takes place at the same time along the directions
of te, of '/I, of z; the quantity of heat which flows across a definite
portion of a plane parallel to that of te and '/I is the same throughout the whole extent of the prism; its value corresponding to unit
of surface, and to unit of time is - cK, in the direction of z, it is
- bK, in the direction of '/I, and - aK in that of :l:.
In general the value of the vertical flow in the two cases which
we have just cited, depends only on the coefficient of z and on

the specific conducibility K; this value is always equal to -
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The expression of the quantity of heat which, during the instant dt, flows across a horizontal circle infinitely small, whose area
is m, and passes in this manner from the part of the solid which is
below the plane of the circle to the part above, is, for the two cases
.
.
K dv __ .7
10 questIOn, dz fAmt.
. 98. It is easy now to generalise this result and to recognise
that it exists in every case of the varied movement of heat expressed by the equation t1 = F (x, y. z, t).
Let us in fact denote by
y', z', the co-ordinates of this point
m. and its actual temperature by'll'. Let gf + E, y' +"I. .' + t', he
the co-ordinates of a point,.,. infinitely near to the point m. and
whose temperature is w; E. "I. t' are quantities infinitely small added
to the co-ordinates gf, y'. z'; they determine the position of
molecules infinitely near to the point m, with respect to three
rectangular axes, whose origin is at m. parallel to the axes of
:1:, y, and z.
Differentiating the equation

:e,

=/ (:x:, y••, t)
and replacing the differentials by E. "/. t
t1

we shall have, to express
the value of w which is equivalent to t1 + dv, the linear equation
, dv'
dv'
dv'
. , dv' d,,' dv'
w = t1 + dx E+ a!l "I + az t'; the coeffiClents '11, a:x:' fly' dz' are functions of x, y, z, t, in which the given and constant values ai, y', .',
which belong to the point m, have been substituted for x. y, •.
Suppose that the same point m belongs also to a solid enclosed
between six rectangular planes. and that the actual temperatures
of the points of this prism, whose dimensions are finite, are expressed by the linear equation w =.A + aE + bt, + ct'; and that
the molecules situated on the faces which bound the solid are
maintained by some external cause at the temperature which is
a.cv;igned to them by the linear equation. E. "I. t' are the rectangular
co-ordinates of a molecule of the prism. whose temperature is w,
referred to three axes whose orjgin is at m.
This arranged, if we take as the values of the constant coefficients A, a. b, c, which enter into the equation for the prism. the
..
, dv'
dv' dv'
h' h beIong to t he d'Jr
. I equaquantIties'll,
(k' a!l' dz' w lC
luerentla
tion; the state of the prism expressed by t~e equn.tion
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,dv'
W=tJ

dt!

dv'

+(kE+ d!l '1+ da ~

will coincide as nearly as possible with the state of the solid; that
is to say, all the molecules infinitely near to the point m will have
the same temperature, whether we consider them to be in the solid
or in the prism. This coincidence of the solid and the prism ~s
quite analogous to that of curved surfaces with the planes which
touch them.
It is evident, from this, that the quantity of heat which flows
in the solid across the circle 6), during the instant dt, is tbe same
as that wbicb flows in the prism across the same circle; for all the
molecules whose actions concur in one effect or the other, have
the same temperature in the two solids. Hence, the flow in
question, in one solid or the other, is expressed by - K
It would be - K

~; 6)de,

if the circle

6),

~; IDdt.

whose centre is m, were

perpendicular to the axis of y, and - K :: 6)de, if this circle were
perpendicular to the axis of z.
The value of the flow which we ha~e just determined varies
in the solid from one point to another, and it varies also with
the time. We might imagine it to have, at all the points of a
unit of surface, the same value as at the point m, and to preserve
this value during unit of time; the flow would then be expres.'led
by -

K: '

it would be -

K~;

in the direction of y, and -

K:'

in that of:1:. We sball ordinarily employ in calculation this
value of the flow thus referred to unit of time and to unit of
surface.
99. This theorem serves in general to measure the velocity
with which heat tends to traverse a given point of a plane
situated in any manner whatever in the interior of a solid whose
temperatures vary with the time. Through the given point m,
a perpendicular must be raised upon the plane, and at every
point of this perpendicular ordinates must be drawn to represent
the actual temperatures at its different points. A plane curve
will thus be formed whose axis of abscissre is the perpendicular.
F.H.
6
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The fluxion of the ordinate of this curve, answeling to the point
m. taken with the opposite sign, expresses the velocity with
which heat is transferred across the plane. This fluxion of the
ordinate is known to be the tangent of the angle formed by
tbe element of the curve with a parallel to the abscissm.
The result which we have just explained is that of which
the most frequent applications have been made in the theory
of heat. We cannot discuss the different problems without
forming a very exact idea of the value of the flow at every point
of a body whose temperatures are variable. It is necessary to
insist on this fundamental notion; an example which we are
about to refer to will indicate more clearly the use which has
been made of it in analysis.
. 100. Suppose the different points of a cubic mass, an edge
of which has the length 'Tr', to have unequal actual temperatures
represented by the equation tI = cos ~ cos Y cos I. The c0ordinates ~, '!II I are measured on three rectangular axes, whose
origin is at the centre of the cube, perpendicular to the faces.
The points of the external surface of the solid are at the actual
temperature 0, and it is supposed also that external causes
maintain at all these points the actual temperature O. On this
hypothesis the body will be cooled more and more, the tt'mperatures of all the points situated in the interior of the mass
will vary, amI, after an infinite time, they will all attain tho
temperature 0 of the surface. Now, we shall prove in the sequel,
that the variable state of this solid is expressed by the equation
tI

= 6" cos II: cos '!I cos I,

the coefficient 9 is equal to

j~D' K

is the specific conduci-

bility of the substance of which the solid is formed, D is the
density and 0 the specific heat; t is the time elapsed.
We here suppose that th~ truth of this equation is admitted,
and we proceed to examine the use which may be made of it
to find the quantity of heat which crosses a given plane parallel
to one of the three planes at the right angles.
If, through the point m, whose co-ordinates are 11:, Y, I, we
draw a plane perpendicular to I, we shall find, after the mode
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of the preceding article, that the value of the flow, at this point
and across the plane, is -

K:, Ke"
or

cos a: •cos y . sin z. The

quantity of heat which, during the instant dt, crosses an in6nitely
small rectangle, situated on this plane, and whose sides are
d:c and dyo is
K e-I' cos a: cos y sin z ao; dy dt.
Thus the whole heat which, during the instant de, crosses the
entire area of the same plane, is
K

e-" sin - . dt JJcos

0;

cos y ao; dy ;

the double integral being taken from a: = 1
1
and from Y=-2'1f'uPtoY=2'1f'.

~ 'If'

up to

0;

=

~ 'If',

We find then for the ex-

pression of this total heat,
4 K e" sin z. dL
If then we take the integral with respect to t, from t = 0 to
t = I, we shall find the quantity of heat which has crossed the
same plane since the cooling began up to the actual moment.

This integral is 4K sin z (1 - e-rl). its value at the surface is
9

4K

9

(l-e-,l),

so that after an infinite time the quantity of heat lost through
one of the faces is 4K. The same reasoning being applicable
9
to each of the six faces, we conclude that the solid has lost by its

~mplete cooling a

total quantity of heat equal to 24K or 80D.
9

since 9 is equivalent to

~~.

The total heat which is dissipated

during the cooling must indeed be independent of the llpecial
conducibility K, which can only influence more or less the
velocity of cooling.
6-2
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. 100. A. We may determine in another manner the quantity
of heat which the solid loses during a given time, and this will
serve in some degree to verify the preceding calculation. In
fact, the mass of the rectangular molecule whose dimensions are
tk, dy, ate, is D tk dy dte, consequently the quantity of heat
which must be given to it to bring it from the temperature 0 to
that of boiling water is OD dx ay tiz, and if it were required to
raise this molecule to the temperature v, the expenditure of heat
would be v OD ax ay dte.
It follows from this, that in order to find the quantity by
which the heat of the solid, after time I, exceeds that which
• it contained at the temperature 0, we must take the multiple in tegral
1

ffJ

f)

OD d:J; ay ate, between the limits a: = -

.11

a: = '2 'IT', !I = - '2 'IT', !I = 2 'IT',

1

~ 'IT',

1

,,= - '2 'IT', te = '2 'IT'.

'We thus find, on substituting for

f)

its value, that is to say

e-vt cos tJ: cos Ycos z,

that the excess of actual heat over that which belongs to the
temperature 0 is 80D (1 - e-,l); or, after an infinite time,
SOD, as we found before.
We have described, in this introduction, all the elements which
it is necessary to know in order to solve different problems
relating to the movement of heat in solid bodies, and we have
given some applications of these principles, in order to shew
the mode of employing them in analysis; the most important
use which we have been able to make of them, is t8 ueduce
from them the general equations of the propagation of heat,
which is the subject of the next chapter.
Note on Art. 76. The researches of 1. D. Forbes on the temperatures of a long
iron bar heated at one end shew conclusively that the conducting power K is not constant, but diminishes as the temperature inerease~.-TraR8actioR8 of the BOffG'
Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXIII. pp. 133-146 and Vol. XXIV. pp. 73-110.
Note on Art. 98. General expressions for the flow of heat withill a mass in
which the conductibility varies with the direction of the flow are investigated by
Lam6 in his TMorit Ana1ytiqut 1ft 1« Chaleur, pp. 1-8. [A. F.]
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CHAPTER II.
EQUATIONS OF THE MOVEMENT OF HEAT.

SECTION 1
Equation of the varied mOtJement of heat in a ring.
-101. WE might form the general equations which represent
the movement of beat in solid bodies of any form whatever, and
apply them to particular cases. But this method would often
involve very complicated calculations which may easily be avoided.
There are several problt'ms which it is preferable to treat in a
special manner by expressing the conditions which are appropriate
to them; we proceed to adopt this course and examine separately
the problems which have been enunciated in the first section of
the introduction; we will limit ourselves at first to forming the
differential equations, and shall give the integrals of them in tbe
following chapters.
-102. We have already considered the uniform movement of
heat in a prismatic bar of small thickness whose extremity is
immersed in a constant source of heat. This first case offered no
difficulties, since there was no reference except to the permanent
state of the temperatures, and the equation which expresses them
is easily integrated. Tbe following problem requires a more profound investigation; its object is to determine the variable state
of a solid ring whose different points have received initial temperatures entirely arbitrary.
The solid ring or armlet is generated by the revolution of
a rectangular section about an axis perpendicular to the plane of
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the ring (see figure 3), l is the perimeter of the section whose area
Fig. s.
is 8, the coefficient " measures the external conducibilitYt K the internal conducibility,
the
specific capacity for heat, D the density. The line
o.-r:e':I;" represents the mean circumference of the
armlet, or that line which passes through the
centres of figure of all the sections; the distance
o
of a section from the origin 0 is measured by the
arc whose length is:l;; B is the radius of the mean circumference.
It is supposed that on account of the small dimensions and of
the form of the section, we may consider the temperature at the
different points of the same section to be equal.

a

'103. Imagine that initial arbitrary temperatures have been
given to the different sections of the armlet, and that the solid is
then exposed to air maintained at the temperature 0, and displaced with a constant velocity; the system of temperatures will
continually vary, heat will be propagated within the ring, and
dispersed at the surface: it is required to determine what will be
the state of the solid at any given instant.
Let tI be the temperature which the section situated at distance
:e will have acquired after a lapse of time t; tI is a certain function
of:e and I. into which all the initial temperatures also must enter:
this is the function which is to be discovered.
104. We will consider the movement of heat in an infinitely
small slice, enclosed between a section made at distance :e and
another section made at distance :e + d:l;. The state of this slice
for the duration of one instant is that of an infinite solid terminated by two parallel planes maintained at unequal temperatures;
thus the quantity of heat which flows during this instant dt across
the first section, antI passes in this way from the part of the solid
which precedes the slice into the slice itself, is measured according
to the principles established in the introduction, by the product of
four factors, that is to say, the conducibility K, the area of the
section S, the ratio -

~,

expression is - KS :: dt.

and the duration of the instant; its
To determine the quantity of heat
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which escapes from the same slice across the second section, and
pa.'ISeS into the contiguous part of the solid, it is only necessary
to change :c into :c + a:c in the preceding expression, or, which is
the same thing, to add to this expression its differential taken
with respect to :c; thus the slice receives through one of its faces
a quantity of heat equal to -KS::dt, and loses through the
opposite face a quantity of heat expressed by

av

d'v

-KS d:c at - KS da;'d:cdt.
It acquires therefore by reason of its position a quantity of heat
equal to the difference of the two preceding quantities, that is
d'v

KS d:el a:c at.
On the other hand, the same slft:e, whose external surface is
ld.l: and whose t-emperature differs infinitely little from v, allows
a quantity of heat equivalent to hlva:cat to escape into the air
during the instant dt; it follows from this that this infinitely
small part of the solid retains in reality a quantity of heat
represented by KS:;ckdt -hlvrkdt which makes its temperature vary. The amount of this change must be examined.
105. The coefficient a expresses how much heat is required
to raise unit of weight of the substance in question from temperature 0 up to temperature 1; consequently, multiplying the
volume &I:c of the infinitely small slice by the density D, to
obtain its weight, and by the specific capacity for heat, we shall
have ODS d:c as the quantity of heat which would raise the
volume of the slice from temperature 0 up to temperature 1.
Hence the increase of temperature which results from the addition

a

of a quantity of heat equal to KS:::; ik at - klv d:c at 'will be
found by dividing the last quantity by ODS d:c. Denoting therefore, according to custom, the increase of temperature which takes
place during the instant dt by

~i at, we shall have

the equation
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At

K d'v

Cit = OD d:c' - ODS v.••• •••.•. (b)
We shall explain in the sequel the use which may be made of
this equation to determine the complete solution, and what the
difficulty of the problem consists in; we limit ourselves here to
a. remark concerning the permanent state of the armlet.
106. Suppose that, the plane of the ring being horizontal,
sources of heat, each of which exerts a constant action, are placed
below different po~ts m, n, p, q etc.; heat will be propagated in
the solid, and that which is dissipated through the surface being
incessantly replaced by that which emanates from the sources, the
temperature of every section of the solid will approach more and
more to a stationary value which varies from one section to
another. In order to express by means of equation (b) the law of
the latter temperatures, whicth would exist of themselves if they
were once established, we must suppose that the quantity tI does
not vary with respect to t; which annuls the term

~;.

We thus

have the equation
d'v

hI v whence v = Me-zJ:a + Ne +zJ1a,

d:e"= KS '

M and N being two constants l •
1 This eq Dation is the same as the equation for the steady temperature of a
finite bar heated _t one end (Art. 76), except that I here denotes the perimeter of
a sootion whose area is S. In the ease of the finite bar we can detennine two
relations between the constants II and N: for, if Y be the temperat~ at the
source, where 11:=0, Y=M+N; and if at the end of the bar remoteirom the source,
where z = L suppose, we make a section at a distance doc from that end, the flow

through this soction is, ill unit of time, -

ES::,

and this is equal to the waste

of heat through the periphery and free end of the slice, ltll (ldoc +S) namely;
hence ullimately, dz vanishing,dll
hll+,Kj&=O, when z=L,

that is

Cf. Verdet, Conjheflct. de PIIl/,iqllt, p. 87.

[A. F.]
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107. Suppose a portion of the circumference of the ring,
situated between two successive sources of heat, to be divided
into equal parts, and denote by til' tit' tI., tI" &c., the temperatures
at the points of division whose distances from the origin are
lei' Ie._ Ie.. Ie" &c.; the relation between tI and Ie will be given by
the preceding equation, after that the two constants have been
determined by means of the two values of tI corresponding to
the sources of heat. Denoting by « the quantity e-J:a, and
by ~ the distance Ie. - lei of two consecutive points of division,
we shall have the equations:
til

= Ma"l + Na.-"',

tI. -

Mall. • «"I + Nw.->.a,-z"

tI. =

J(a.tAr.t:'1 + Na.-"'a.,-"

whence we derive the following relation

til

+ tI. = «11. + «-11..
tI.

•

We should find a similar result for the three points whose
temperatures are tit' til' "" and in general for any three consecutive
points. It follows from this that if we observed the temperatures
"1' 17.. tI., tI.. 176 &C. of several successive points, all situated between
the saine two sources m and n and separated by a ~onstant
interval 'A., we should perceive that any three consecutive temperatures are always such that the sum of the two extremes divided
by the mean gives a constant quotient 0.11. + a.-A.
108.

If, in the space included between the next two sources of

11 eat " and p, the temperatures of other different pOints separated
by the same interval ~ were observed, it would still be found that
for any three consecutive points, the sum of the two extreme
temperatures, divided by the mean, gives the same quotient
(;.11. + a-A.
The value of this quotient depends neither on the
position nor on the intensity of the sources of heat.
109.

Let q be this constant value, we have the equation
tI.

= qt/. -

";

we see by this that when the circumference is divided into equal
parts, the temperatures at the points of division, included between
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two consecutive sources of beat, are represented by the terms of
a recurring series whose scale of relation is composed of two terms
q and -1.
Experiments have fully confirmed this result. We have exposed a metallic ring to the permanent and simultaneous action
of different sources of heat, and we have observed the stationary
temperatures of several points separated by constant intervals; we
always found that the temperatures of any three consecutive
points, not separated by a source of heat, were connected by the
relation in question. Even if the sources of heat be multiplied,
and in whatever manner they be disposed, no change can be

"1 + ",; it depends
".
of the ring, and not on

effected in the numerical value of the quotient
only on the dimensions or on the nature
the manner in which that solid is heated.
110.

When we hav~ found, by observation, the value of the

constant quotient fJ. or

v'; v.,

the value of

0..1.

may be derived

from it by means of the equation a.A+ a.-A = q. One of the roots
is rr, and other root is a.-A. This quantity being determined,
we may derive from it the value of the ratio

f

(log a.)I. Denoting a!- by

6),

we shall have

6)' -

.i,

which is

g6) + 1 = O. Thus

the ratio of the two conducibilities is found by multiplying

r

by the square of the hyperbolic logarithm of one of the roots of
the equation 0)' - flO) + 1 = 0, and dividing the product by>.,·.
SECTION II.

Egw,tion of tlte wried movement oj heat in a 80lid sphere.
111. A solid homogeneous mass, of the form of a sphere,
having been immened for an infinite time in a medium maintained at a permanent temperature I, is then exposed to air which
is kept at temperature 0, and displaced with constant velocity:
it is required to determine the successive states of the body during
the whole time of the cooling.
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Denote by a: the distance of any point whatever from the
centre of the sphere, and by 'V the temperature of the same point,
after a time t has elapsed; and suppose, to make the problem
more general, that the initial temperature, common to all points
situated at the distance II: from the centre, is different for different
values of z; which is what would have been the case if the immersion had not lasted for an in6nite time.
Points of the solid, equally distant {rom the centre, will not
cease to have a common temperature; " is thus a function of II:
and t. When we suppose t ... 0, it is essential that the value of
this function should agree with the initial state which is given,
and which is entirely arbitrary.
112. We shall consider tbe instantaneous movement of heat
in an infinitely thin shell, bounded by two spherical surfaces wbose
radii are a: and II: + d.l:: the quantity of beat whicb, during an
infinitely small instant dt, crosses the lesser surface whose radius
is 11:, and so passes from that part of the solid which is nearest to
the centre into the spherical shell, is equal to the product of four
factors which are the conducibility K, the duration dt, the extent

+rra:' of surface, and the ratio : ' taken with the negative sign j
it is expressed by - 4K7I"Z': dt.
To detennine the quantity of heat wbich flows during the
same instant through the second surface of the same shell, and
passes from this shell into the part of the solid which envelope it,
a: must be changed into z + dz, in the preceding expression: that
is to say, to the term - 4K'It'a:' :, dt must be added the differen-

tial of this term taken with respect to a:. We tbus find

- 4K'It'z' : dt - 4K'It'd ( z' : ) . dt
as the expression of the quantity of heat wh.ich leaves the spherical shell across its second surface j and if we subtract this quantity
from that which enters through the fil'llt surface, we sball have

4K'It'd

(a:' ::.) dt.

This difference is evidently the qua.ntity of
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heat which accumulates in the intervening shell, and whose effect
is to vary its temperature.
113. The coefficient 0 denotes the quantity of heat which is
necessary to raise, from temperature 0 to temperature 1, a definite
_unit of weight; D is the weight of unit of volume, 4Trz'tk is the
volume of the intervening layer, differing from it only by a
quantity which may be omitted: hence 47rCD3!dx is the quantity
of heat necessary to raise the intervening shell from temperature
o to temperature 1. Hence it is requisite to divide the quantity
of heat which accumulates in this shell by 4TrCDx'dz, and we
-shall then find the increase of its temperature v during the time
dt. We thus obtain the equation

or
114. The preceding equation represents the law of the movement of heat in the interior of the solid, but the temperatures of
points in the surface are subject also to a special condition which
must be expressed. This condition relative to -the state of the
surface may vary according to the nature of the problems discussed: we may suppose for example, that, after having heated
the sphere, and raised all its molecules to the temperature of
boiling water, the cooling is effected by giving to all points in the
surface the temperature 0, and by retaining them at this tem-perature by any external cause whatever. In this case we may
imagine the sphere, whose variable state it is desired to determine,
to be covered by a very thin envelope on which the cooling agency
exerts its action. It may be supposed, 1°, that this infinitely
thin envelope adheres to the solid, that it is of the same substance
as the solid and that it forms a part of it, like the other portions
of the mass; 2°, that all the molecules of the envelope are subjected to temperature 0 by a cause always in action which prevents
the temperature from ever being above or below zero. To express
this condition theoretically, the function v, which contains x and t,
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must be made to become nul, when we give to II: its complete
value X equal to the radius of the sphere, whatever else the value
of t may be. We should then have, -on this hypothesis, if we
denote by '" (x, t) the function of x and t, which e~presses the
value of v, the two equations

dv K (d'v 2 dv)
and '" (X, t) = O.
dt = aD (kl + Ie rk '
Further, it is necessary that the initial state shoulU be represented by the same function '" (or, t): we shall therefore have as a
second condition'" (x,O) = 1. Thus the variable state of a solid
sphere on the hypothesis which we have first described will be
represented by a function v, which must satisfy the three preceding
equations. The first is general, and belongs at every instant to
all points of the mass; the second affects only the molecules at
the surface, and the third belongs only to the initial state.
115. If the solid is being cooled in air, the second equation is
it must then be imagined that the v..ery thin envelope
is maintained by some external cause, in a state such as to produce the escape from the sphere, at every instant, of a quantity of
heat equal to that which the presence of the medium can carry
away from it.
Now the quantity of heat which, during an infinitely small'
instant dt, flows within the interior of the solid across the spheri-

differen~;

cal surface situate at distance

11:,

is equal to - 4Kwx'

~: dt;

and

this general expression is applicable to all values of x. Thus, by
supposing x=Xwe shall ascertain the quantity of heat which in
the variable state of the sphere would pass across the very thin
envelope which bounds it; on the other hand, the external surface
of the solid having a variable temperature, which we shall denote
by V; would permit the escape into the air of a quantity of heat
proportional to that temperature, and to the extent of the surface;
which is 4wr. The value of this quantity is 4hwrVdt.
To express, as is supposed, that' the action of the envelope
supplies the place, at every instant, of that which would result from
the presence of the medium, it is sufficient to equate the quan'tity

4hwr V dt to the value which the expression - 4Kw XI ~~ d~
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receives when we give to II: its complete value X; hence we obtain
the equation:' =- ;'tI, which must hold when in the functions

ad":e and tI we put instead of :e its 'talue
X, which
.
by writing it in the form K

we shall denote

~~ + 1 V = o.

116. . The value of d"
rk taken when :e = X, must therefore have
a constant ratio -

~

to the value of tI, which corresponds to the

same point. Thus we shall suppose that the external cause of
the cO.lling determines always the state of the very thin envelope,
in such a manner that the value of :

whith results from this

state, is proportional to the value of tI, corresponding to :e - X.
and that the constant ratio of these two quantities is -

~.

This

condition being fulfilled by means of some cause always present,
which pn:vents the extreme value of: from being anything else
but - ;. tI, the action of the envelope will take the place of that
of the air.
It is not necessary to suppose the envelope to be extremely
thin, and it will be seen in the sequel that it may have an
indefinite thickness. Here the thickness is considered to be
indefinitely small, so as to fix the attention on the stlJ,te of the
surface only of the solid.
117. Hence it follows that .the three equations which are
required to determine the function", (:e, t) or tI are the following,

dv K (tPv 2 dv)
dV
dt = CD tk' + a: tk ' K da: + 1 V = 0, '" (:e, 0) = 1.
The first applies to all possible values of II: and t; the second
is satisfied when II: = X. whatever be the value of t; and the
third is satisfied when t = 0, whatever be the value of :e.
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It might be supposed that in the initial state all the spherical
layers have not the same temperature: which is what would
necessarily happen, if tile immersion were imagined not to have
lasted for an indefinite time. In this case, which is more general
than the foregoing, the given function, which expresses the
initial temperature of the molecules situated at distance :c from
the centre of the sphere, will be represented by F (:c); the third
equation will then be replaced by the following, tf> (:c, 0) = F (:c).
Nothing more remains than a purely analytical problem,
whose solution will be given in one of the following cbapteJ'R.
It consists in finding tbe value of v, by means of the general
condition, and the two special conditions to which it is subject.

SECTION Ill.

Equation8 of the "aried movement of heat in a Bolid cylinder.

•

118. A solid cylinder of infinit.e length, whose side is perpendicular to its circular base, having been wholly immersed
in a liquid whose temperature is uniform, has been gradually
heated, in such a manner that all points equally distant from
the axis have acquired the same temperature; it is then exposed
to a current of colder air; it is required to determine the
temperatures of the different layers, after a given time.
a: denotes the radius of a cylindrical surface, all of whose
points are equally distant from the axis; X is the radius of
the cylinder; t1 is the temperature which points of the solid,
situated at distance :c from the axis, must have after the lapse
of a time denoted by t, since the beginning of the cooling.
Thus " is a function of :c and t, and if in it t be made equal to
0, the function of :c w4ich arises from tbis must necessarily satisfy
the initial state, which is arbitrary.
119. Consider the movement of heat in an infinitely thin
portion of the cylinder, included between the surface whose
radius is :c, and that whose radius is :c + d:c. The quantity of
heat which this portion receives during the instant dt, from the
part of the solid which it envelops, that is to say, the quantity
which during the same time cro88es the cylindrical surface
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whose radius is te, and whose length is supposed- to be equal
to unity, is expressed by

d"
- 2K'If'zd;edt.
To find the quantity of heat which, crossing the second surface
whose radius is te + dte, passes from the infinitely thin shell into
the part of the solid which envelops it, we must, in the foregoing
expression, change te into te + dz, or, which is the same thing.
add to the term
dt)
- 2K'If'z dx dt,
the differential of this term, taken with respect to z. Hence
the difference of the heat received and the heat lost, or the
quantity of heat which accumulating in the infinitely thin shell
determines the changes of temperature, is the same differential
taken with the opposite sign, or

2K'If'. dt.d «~;);
on the other hand, the volume of this intervening shell is 27rZdz,
and 20D.,,:Mz expresses the quantity of heat required to raise
it from the temperature 0 to the temperature 1, 0 being the
specific heat, and D the density. Hence the quotient

2K.".dt. d( z~)

20DTrz(ll:
is the increment which the temperature receives during the
instant tit. Whence we obtain the equation

(tP"

dv == K
! dv)
dt ODda:' + te d:e •
120. The quantity of heat which, during the instant tit,
crosses the cylindrical surface whose radius is te, being expressed
in general by 2K'If'te: dt, we shall find that quantity which
escapes during the same time from the surface of the solid, by
-making te = X in the foregoing value j on the· other hand, ths
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same quantity, dispersed into the air, is'I-by the principle of the
communication of heat, equal to 2.".XhfJdt; we must therefore
have at the surface the definite equation - K : ==hv. The
nature of these equations is explained at greater length, either
in the articles which refer to the sphere, or in those wherein the
general equa.tions have been given for a body of any form whatever. The function v which represents the movement of heat in
an infinite cylinder must therefore satisfy, 1st, the general equa• d1J
K (dtfJ
1 d1J)
h' h
l'
h
d
tton
dt == CD
d.I;1 + a; dx ,W IC app les w atever x an t may
be; 2nd, the definite equation ;. 1J + :: == 0, which is true, whatever
the variable e may be, when x == X; 3rd, the definite equation
== F (x). The last condition must be satisfied by all values
of v, when t is made equal to 0, whatever the variable :c may
be. The arbitrary function F (;r;) is supposed to be known; it
corresponds to the initial state.
t1

SECTION IV.
Equations of tM uniform movement of heat ift, a BOlid pritsm
of i'ftfinite le1lgth.
121.· A prismatic bar is immersed at one extremity in a
constant source of heat which maintains that extremity at the
temperature .A; the rest of the bar, whose length is infinite,
continues to be exposed to a uniform current of atmospheric air
maintained at temperature 0; it is required to de~rmine the
highest temperature which a given point of the bar can acquire.
The problem differs from that of Article 73, since we now
take into consideration all the dimensions of the solid, which is
necessary in order to obtain an exact solution.
We are led, indeed, to suppose that in a bar of very small
thickness all points of the same section would acquire sensibly
equal temperatures; but some uncertainty may rest on the
results of this hypothesis. It is therefore preferable to solve the
problem rigorously, and then to examine, by analysis, up to what
point, and in what cases, we are justified in considering the
temperatures of different points of the same section to be equal.
~a

7
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122. The section made at right angles to the length of the
bar, is a square whose side is 21, the axis of the bar is the axis
of tJ:, and the origin is at the extremity.A. The three rectangular
co-ordinatea of a point of the bar are tJ:,!I, z, and t1 denotes the
fixed temperature at the same point.
The problem consists in determining the temperatures which
must be assigned to different points of the bar, in order that
they may continue to exist without any change, so long as the
extreme surface .A, which cominunicates with the source of heat,
rema.ins subject, at all its points, to the permanent temperature .A; thus tr is a function of tJ:, '!I, and z.
123. Consider the movement of heat in a prismatic molecule,
enclosed between six planes perpendicular to the three axes
of :1:, '!I, and z. The first three planes pass through the point m
whose co-ordinates are :1:,!I, z, and the others pass through the
point m' whose co-ordinates are tJ: + h, '!J + d!l, z + dz.
To find what quantity of heat enters the molecule during
unit of time across the first plane passing through the point 111.
and perpendicular to tJ:, we must remember that the extent of the
surface of the molecule on this plane is d!ldz, and that the flow
across this area is, according to the theorem of Article 98, equal
to - K : j thus the molecule receives across the rectangle dyrlz

passing through the point m a quantity of heat expressed by

- K dydz ~:. To find the quantity of heat which crosses the
opposite face, and escapes from the molecule, we must substitute,
in the preceding expression, :1: + da: for :1:, or, which is the same
thing, add to this expression its differential taken with respect
to tJ: only; whence we conclude that the molecule loses, at its
second face perpendicUlar to :1:, a quantity of heat equal to

- K dydz: - K d!Jdzd (~;) ;
we must therefore subtract this from that which enters at the
opposite face; the differences of these two quantities is

K dydz d (:), or, K dtJ:dgdz ::; ;
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this expresses the quantity of heat accumulated in the moleCule :of... ~
in consequence of the propagation in direction of :D j which accumulated heat would make the temperature of the molecule
vary, if it were not balanced by that which is 10llt in some other
direction.
It is found in the same manner that a quantity of heat equal

to -Kdzd.J: d"
d- enters the molecule across the plane passing
!I

through the point m perpendicular to y, and that the quantity
which escapes at the opposite face is
_ K dad.» dv _ K dztkd fd,,)
dV
\d!l '
the last differential being taken with respect to y only. Hence

the difference of the two quantities, or Krkd!ldz ~~, expresses
the quantity of heat which the molecule acquires, in conSequence
of the propagation in direction of y.
Lastly, it is proved in the same manner that the molecule
acquires, in consequence of the propagation in direction of z,
a quantity of heat equal to K

rkd!ldz~:.

Now, in order that

there may be no change of temperature, it is necessary for the
molecule to retain as much heat as it contained at first, so that
the heat it acquires in one direction mUllt balance that which it
loses in another. Hence the sl1m of the three quantities of heat
acquired must be nothing; thus we form the equation
d'v

d'"

d'v

d? + dl + fbi = O.
12... It remaius now to express the conditions rela.tive to the
surface. If we suppose the point m to belong to one of the faces
of the prismatic bar, and the face to be perpendicular to z, we
see that the rectangle tkdy, during unit of time, permits a
quantity of heat equal to Vh dx dy to escape into the air,
V denoting the temperature of the point m of the surface, namely
what ffJ (x, y, .) the function sought becomes when. is made
equal to I, half the dimension of the prism. On the other hand,
the quantity of heat which, by virtue of the action of the

7-2
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molecules, during unit of time, traverses an infinitely small surface
_, situated within the prism, perpendicular to z, is equal to

- K

fA) : '

according to the theorems quoted

abov~

This ex-

pression is general, and applying it to points for which the c0ordinate _ has its complete value I, we conclude from it that the
quantity of heat which traverses the rectangle h dy taken at the

~

SUnace

• - K "*
J-dy tk'
dv gIvmg
"
• the fiunc t'Ion tk
J" 1'ts comIS
to z m

plete value l.

d" and
Hence the two quantitie!l - K Jx dy d.'

h d;e dy v, must be equal, in onJer that the action of the molecules
may agree with that of the medium, This equality must also
and v the value -l.

exist when we give to z in the functions :

which it has at the face opposite to that first considered. Further,
the quantity of heat which crosses an infinitely small surface _,
perpendicular to the axis of y, being - K

fA)

~;,

it follows that

that which flows across a rectangle tk h taken on a face of the
prism perpendicular to y is - K tk h :;, giving to y in the
function dd" its complete value " Now this rectangle d. d:e
.
y
permits a quantity of heat expressed by Av dz dy to escape into
the air; the equation hv =-

K~i

becomes therefore necessary,

when,!! is made equal to 1 or -I in the functions v and :;.
125, The value of the function v must by hypothesis be
equal to .A, when we suppose x = 0, whatever be the values of
y and.. Thus the required function v is determined by the
following conditions: 1st, for all values of x, y,., it satisfies the
general equation
.
d'v d'v d'v

ar+ d!l+ dz'=O;

1.. v + d!l
dv = 0, wh en
~ '!J .IS equat to
2n d, 1't sat'IS fi es th e equat'Ion K
: .....:
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a;

and • may be, or satisfies the equation

= 0, when • is equal to l or -l, whatever a; and '!J may

be; 3rd, it satisfies the equation
!J and • may be.

tI =

A, when

a;

=0,

whatever

SECTION V.

Equations

0/ the 'I1aried movement 0/ heat in. a ,olid cuhe.

126. A .solid in the form of a cube, all of whose points have
acqllired the same temperature, is placed in a uniform current of
atmospheric air, maintained at temperature O. It is required to
determine the successive states of the body during the whole
time of the cooling.
The centre of the cube is taken as the origin of rectanguJar
coordinates; ~he three perpendiculars dropped from this point on
the faces, are the axes of a;,!I, and 1$; 2l is the side of the cube,
t1 is the temperature to which a point whose coordinates are
a;, !I, z, is lowered after the time t has elapsed since the commencement of the cooling: the problem consists in determining
the function V, which depends on a;,!I. " and t.
127. To form the general equation which V must satisfy,
we must ascertain what change of temperature an infinitely
small portion of the solid must experience during the instant
dt, by virtue of the action of the molecules which are extremely
near to it. We consider then a prismatic molecule enclosed
between six planes at right angles; the first three pass through
the point m, whose co-ordinates are 11:,!I, 16, and the three others,
through the point m', whose co-ordinates are
a; + dtC, !I +
+0,,,.
The quantity of heat which during the instant de passes into
the molecule across the first rectangle dy ck perpendicular to a;,

ay. •

is -

k dy ck :, dt, and that which

escapes in the same time from

the molecule, through the opposite face, is found by writing
+ da; in place of a; in the preceding expression, it is

a;

• - K d!J dz (~:) de - K dy da 0, (:) dt,
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the differential being taken with respect to te only. The quantity
of heat which during the instant dt enters tIle molecule, across
the first rettangle tU dte perpendicular to the axis of 9, is

- K tU d:e ~ de, and that which escapes from the molecule during
the same instant, by the opposite face, is

_ K tU d:e d" dt - K tU d:e d (d,,) dt
.

d!l

\.d!l

'

the differential being taken with respect to 9 only. The qoantity
of heat which the molecule receives during the instant cIt. through

its lower lace, perpendicular to the axis of ., is - X tkd!l: dt.
and that which it loses through the opposite face is

(du)

d" de-X d:edyd dz tIt,
- X dzd!l dz
the differential being taken with respect to • only.
The Bum of all the quantities of heat which escape from the
molecule must now be deducted from the sum of the quantities
which it receives, and the difference is that which determines its
increase of temperature during the instant: this difference is

K d!l tU d (:) dt + K dIS d:e d (~) de + X dre d9 d (~) de,

d'tI d'''}

fd'tI
or K d:e d!l tU dJ:' + dt + d.' dt.

1

128. If the quantity which has just been, found be divided by
that which is necessary to raise the molecule from the temperature
o to the temperature I, the increase of temperature which is
effected during the instant dt will become known. Now, the
latter quantity is OD tk dy dz: for 0 denotes the capacity of
the substance for heat; D its density, and tk d!l tU the volume
of the molecule. The movement of heat in the interior of the
solid is therefore expressed by the equation

d"
K (d'" d'tI d',,)
dt = OD dte" + dt + dz' ............ (cl).
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129. It remains to form .the equations which relate to the
state of the surface, which presents no difficulty, in accordance
with the principles which we have established. In foot, the
quantity of heat which, during the instant dt, crosses the rectangle
dz dy, traced on a plane perpendicular to

:1:,

is - I{ d!J dz ;; dt.

This result, which applies to all points of tqe solid, ought to hold
when the value of a: is equal to l, half the thickness of the prism.
In this case, the rectangle dy dz being situated at the surface, the
q\l3.ntity of heat which crosses it, and is di:spersed into the air
during the instant dt, is expressed by hv dy dz dt, we ought therefore to have, when

:1:

= l, the equation Au;" - K

~.

This con-

dition must also be satisfied when a: == -l.
It will be found also that, the quantity of hoot which crosses
the rectangle dz dx situated on a plane perpendicular to the axis
of'!J being in general - K dz dx ~:, and that which escapes at the
surface into the air across the same rectangle. being ltv dz ~ dt,
we must have the equation hI.'

+ K ddo

'!J

== 0, when '!J == l or -t.

L3stly, we obta.in in like manner the definite equation

dv
kv+Kaz==O,
which is satisfied when z == l or -l.
130. The function sought, which expresses the varitld move':
ment of heat in the interior of a solid of cubic form, must therefore
be determined by the following conditions:
1st. It satisfies the general equation

dv
K (dfV d'v dtv)
de == V.n d3! + dyl + dz'
2nd.

j

It satisfies the three definite equations
Av + K

dv
ax
== 0,

av

dll
hv + K dy == 0, hu + K dz == 0,

wbich hold when z == ± l, '!J ==

± l, z == ±l;
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3rd. If in the function

11

which contains z, !I,

Z,

t, we make

t = 0, whatever be the values of a:, y, and z, we ought to have,

according to hypothesis, tJ == A, which is the initial and common
value of the temperature.
131. The equation arrived at in the preceding problem
represents the movement of heat in the interior of all solids.·
Whatever, in fact, the form of the body may be, it is evident that,
by decomposing it into prismatic molecules, we shall obtain this
result. We may therefore limit ourselves to demonstrating in
this manner the equation of the propagation of heat. But in
order to make the "xhibition of principles more complete, and
that we may collect into a small number of consecutive articles
the theorems which serve to establish the general equation of the
propagation of heat in the interior of solids, and the equations
which relate to the state of the surface, we shall proceed, in the
two following sections, to the _investigation of these equati()ns,
independently of any particular problem, and without reverting
to the elementary propositions which we have explained in the
introduction.

SECTION VI.
General equation of the propagation of heat in the interr'or of solids.
132. THEOREM I. If the different points of a homogeneous
solid mass, enclosed between Biz planes at right angles, have actual
temperatures determined by the linear equation
tJ

==.A - aa: - by- cz, ••••. •(a),

and if the molecules situated a·t the external surface on the sia:
planes which bound the prism are maintained, by any cause whateuer, at the temperature wpressed by the equation (a)·: aU the
molecules situated in the interior of the mass wiU of themselves
retain their actual temperatures, so that there will be no change in
the state of the prism.
v denotes the actual temperature of the point whose coordinates are z, y, z; A, a·, b, c, are constant coefficients.
1'0 prove this proposition, consider in the solid any three
points whate"er mol/ft, situated on t.he &'1.111e straight line mft,
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which the point M divides into two equal parts; denote by
a:. '!I. $ the co-ordinates of the point M. and its temperature by
". the co-ordinates of the point p. by a: + a. '!I + fJ. z + "f, and its
temperature by 'W. the co-ordina.tes of the point m by a: - a. '!I- fJ.
s - ry, and its temperature by v. we shall have

v = .A - aa: - b!l- CS,
'W =.A - a (a: + a) - b (y + fJ) - c (z + ry),
v=.A - a (a:- a) - b (!J -fJ) - C (s -ry),
whence we conclude that,
v-

therefore

'W

= a2 + bfJ + cry,
v-

and u - v = liP + bfJ + cry ;
tD =U -

v.

Now the quantity of heat which one point receives from
another depends on the distance between the two points and
on the difference of their temperatures. Hence the action of
the point M on the point p. is equal to the action of m on M;
thus the point M receives as much heat from m as it gives up
to the point p..
We obtain the same result, whatever 'be the direction and
magnitude of the line which passes through the point M, and
is divided into two equal parts. Hence it is impossible for this
point to change its temperature, for it receives from all parts
as much heat as it gives up.
The same reasoning applies to all other points; hence no
change can happen in the state of the solid.
133. COROLLARY I. A solid being enclosed between two
infinite parallel planes .A and B, if the actual temperature of
its different points is supposed to be expressed by the equation
v = 1- s, . and the two planes which bound it are maintained
by any cause whatever,.A at the temperature I, and B at the
temperature 0; this particular case will then be included in
t11e preceding lemma, if we make .A = I, a = 0, b = 0, c = 1.
134. CoROLLARY I1 If in the interior of the same solid
we imagine a plane M parallel to those which bound it, we see
that a certain quantity of heat flows across this plane during
unit of time; for two very near points, such as m and 11, one.
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of which is below the plane and the other above it, are unequally
heated; the first, whose temperature is highest, must therefore
send to the second, during each instant, a certain quantity of heat
which, in some cases, may be very small, and even insensible,
according to the nature of the body and the distance of the two
molecules.
The same is true for any two other points whatever separated
by the plane. That which is most heated seuds to the other
a certain quantity of heat. and the sum of these partial actions,
or of all the quantities of heat sent across the plane, composes
a continual fio\v whose value does not change, since all the
molecules preserve their temperatures. It is easy to prove that
this flow, or the guantity of heat which crosses the plane M during

the unit of time, is equivalent to that which crosses, during the same
time, anothe'l' plane N l>arallel to tlte fi,·st. In fact, the part of
the m~s which is enclosed between the two surfaces M and
N will receive continually, across the plane At, as much heat
as it lose.~ across the plane N. If the quantity of heat, which
in p8S.iing the plane M enters the part of the mass which is
considered, were not equal to that which escapes by the opposite
surface N, the solid enclosed between the two surfaces would
acquire fresh heat, or W'ould lose a part of that which it has.
and its temperatures would not be constant j which is contrary to
the preceding lemma.
135. The measure of the specific conducibility of a given
substance is taken to be the quantity of heat which, in an infinite
solid, formed of this substance, and enclosed between two parallel
planes, flows during unit of time across unit of surface, taken
on any intermediate plane whatever, parallel to the external
planes, the distance between which is equal to unit of length,
one of them being maintained at temperature I, and the other
at temperature O. This constant flow of the heat which crosses
the whole extent of the prism is denoted by the coefficient K,
and is the measure of the conducibility.
136. LEHMA. If we suppose all the temperatures of the solid in
question under the preceding article, to be multiplied by any number
whatever g, so that the equation of temperatures is v = g - gz,
instead of bdng v = 1 - z, and if tile two external planes are main-
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tained, one at the temperature g, and the other at temperature 0,
the constant flow of heat, in this second hypothesis, or tlte quantity
toMch during unit of time crosses unit of surface taken on an
intermediate plane parallel to the baBes, is equal to the product
of the first flow multiplied by g.
In fact, since all the temperatures have been increased in
the ratio of 1 to g, the differences of the temperatures of any
two points whatever m and 1', are increased in the same ratio.
Hence, according to the principle of the communication of heat,
in order to ascertain the quantity of heat which m sends to I'
on the second hypothesis, we must multiply by g the quantity
which the same point m sends to I' on the first hypothesis.
The same would be true for any two other points whatever.
Now, the quantity of heat which crosses a plane M results from
the sum of all the actions which the points m, "l', m", m"', etc.,
situated on the same side of the plane, exert on the points 1',
1", 1''', ,1", etc., situated on the other side. Hence, if in the first
hypothesis the constant flow is denoted by K, it will be equal to
gK, when we have multiplied all the temperatures by g.

137. THEOREM II. In a prism whose constant temperatures
are e.xpressed by the equation v = A - ax - by - cz, and which
is bounded by aU: planes at right angles all of whose points are
maintained at constant temperatures determined by the preceding
equation, the quantity of heat which, during unit of time, crosses
ttnit of surface taken on any intermediate l)lane whatever perpendicular to z, ia the same as the constant flow in a solid of the
same substance would be, if enclosed between two infinite parallel
planes, and for which the equation of constant temperatures ia
v=c-cz.
To prove this, let us consider in the prism, and also in the
in6nite solid, two extremely near points m and 1', separated
Fig. 4.

--fii-ff--.-,

-M

by tlte plane M perpendicular to the axis of ziP. being above
the plane, and m below it (see fig. 4), and above the same plane
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let us take a point n& such that the perpendicular dropped from
the point p. on the plane may also be perpendicular to the
distance mm' at its middle point h. Denote by :x:, '!I, z + A, the
co-ordinates of the point p., whose temperature is w, by :e - tI, '!I- p,
z, the co-ordinates of m, whose temperature is v, and by :x: + cz,
'!I + fJ, 1$, the co-ordinates of m', whose temperature is v'.
The action of m on p., or the quantity of heat which m sends
to p. during a certain time, may be expressed by '1 (V-IO). The
factor '1 depends on the distance mp., and on the nature of the
mass. The action of m' on p. will therefore be expressed by
'1 (v' - w); and the factor '1 is the same as in the preceding
expression; hence the sum of the two actions of m on p., and
of m' on p., or the quantity of heat which p. receives from m and
from m', is expressed by
q ( v- w + v' - w).
Now, if the points m, p., n&' belong to the prism, we have

w=A -a:x:- by -c(z +h),
and

tI

=A -a (:x:-tl) - b fJj-fJ)-cz,

tI' =.A - a (01:+ a) - b (y + fJ) - cz;

and if the same points belonged to an infinite solid, we should
have, by hypothesis,

w =c -

C (1$

+ It), tI = c -

ca, and v' = C -

CI.

In the first case, we find

q(v-w+v' -w) =2qch,
and, in the second case, we still have the same result. Hence
the quantity of heat which p. receives from m and from m' on
the first hypothesis, when the equation of constant temperatures
is v =.A - a:x: - by - CI, is equivalent to the quantity of heat
which p. receives from m and from m' when the equation of
constant temperatures is v = c - cz.
The same conclusion might be drawn with respect to any three
other points whatever m', ,,:, mil, provided that the second": be
placed at equal distances from the other two, and the altitude of
the isosceles triangle m' p.' mil be parallel to 1$. Now, the quantity
of heat which crosses any plane whatever M, results from the sum
of the actions which all the points m, m', mil, m" etc., situated on
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one sideo£ this plane, exert on all the points p., p.', p.", ,1", etc
situated on the other side: hence the constant flow, which, during
unit of time, crosses a definite part of ~he plane M in the infinite
solid, is equal to the quantity of heat which flows in the same time
across the same portion of the plane M in the prism, all of whose
temperatures are expressed by the equation

t1=A -a3:-by-ez.
138. COROLLARY. The flow has the value eK in the infinite
solid, when the part of the plane which it crosses has unit of
surface. In the prism also it has the 8ame value cK or - K ~:.
It is proved in the same manner, that the e~tant flow which takes
place, during unit of time, in the same prism acr088 unit of surface,
on any plane whatever perpendicular to y, is equal to
bK or _Kdv.
dy'

and tlLat which crOS8es a plane perpendieula1' to x has the value
dv
aK or -K dx '
139. The propositions which we have proved in the preceding
articles apply also to the case in which the instantaneous action of
a molecule is exerted in the interior of the mass up to an appreciable distance. In this case, we must suppose that the cause
which maintains the external layers of the body in the state
expressed by the linear equation, affects the mass up to a finite
depth. All observation concurs to prove that in solids and liquids
the distance in question is extremely small.
1400. THEOREM. III. If the temperatures at the points of a
solid are expressed by the equation" = f (x, y, z, t), in which
:t:, y, Z are the co-ordinates of a molecule whose temperature is
equal to v after the lapse of a time t; the flow of heat which
crosses part of a plane traced in the solid, perpendicular to one of
the three axes, is no longer constant; its value is difterent for
different parts of the plane, and it varies also with the time. This
variable quantity may be determined by analysis.
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Let OJ be an infinitely small circle whose centre coincides with
the point 7n of the solid, and whose plane is perpendicular to the
vertical co-ordinate 8 j during the instant
there will flow across
this circle a certain quantity of heat which will pass from the
part of the circle bclmv the plane of the circle into the upper
part. This flow is composed oi all the rays of heat which depart
from a lower point and arrive at an upper point, by crossing
a point of the sma.ll surface OJ. We proceed to shew that the

at

e:rpJ'ession of the value of the flow is - K :; IJdt.
Let us denote by 0;', y', 8' the coordinates of the point 7n whose
temperature is v' j and suppose all the other molecules to be
referred to this point m chosen as the origin of new axes parallel
to the former axes: let E, 'I, ~ be the three co-ordinates of a point
referred to the origin m; in order to express the actual temperature
UI of a molecule infinitely near to m, we shall have the linear
equation
,
du'
av' av'
til-v + E-+'1--+ ~-.
.
do;
d!J
dz
.
dv' dv' dv'
h al
h' h
fi d
The coe ffi clents
v,, d:c'
d!l ' dz are t e v ues w IC are oun

. th f '
dv dv av ~
h
. hI
· .
bY substltutmg
In
e unctIOns v, do;' d7J' dz' lor t e Varia es
y 8, the constant quantities 0;', y', 8', which measure the distances of the point m from the first three axes of :1:, y, and 8.

:1:,

Suppose now that the point m is also an internal molecule of
a rectangular prism, enclosed between six planes perpendicular to
the three axes whose origin is m; that UI the actual temperature of
each molecule of this prism, whose dimensions are finite, is expressed by the linear equation w = .A + aE + lnJ + c~, and that the
six faces which bound the prism are maintained at the fixed temperatures which the last equation assigns to them. The state of
the internal molecules will also be permanent, and a quantity of
heat measured by the expression - Kc wdt will flow during the
instant dt across the circle OJ.
This arranged, if we take as the values of the constants
. . v,, dx'
at" av'
dv' I fi d
f h
.A ,a, b,' c, t he quantlbes
d!l' de ' t 1e xe state 0 t e
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prism will be expressed by the equation
, dv'
dv'
dv'
w=v + doc E+ dy "1+ dz t'.
Thus the molecules infinitely near to the point m will have,
during the instant dt, the same actual temperature in the solicl
whose state is variable, and in the prism whose state is constant.Hence the flow which exists at the point 11~, during the instant dt,
across the infinitely small circle 1», is the same in either solid; it
dv'
is therefore expressed by - K dz I»dt.
From this we derive the following proposition
If in a solid whose inten~ temperatures vary with the tin~, by
virtue of tJle action of the molecules, we trace any straight line whatever, and erect (see fig. 5). at the different points of this line, tile
ordi1U1.tes pm of a pla·ne curve equal to the temperatures of these
points taken at the same moment; the flow of heat, at each point p
of the straight line, will be proportional to the tangent of the angle
« which the element of the curve makes with the parallel to the
abScisSC8; that is to say, if at the point p we place the centre of an
Fig. 5.

infinitely small circle I» perpendicular to the line, the quantity of
heat which has flowed during the instant dt, across this circle, in
the direction in which the abscissre op increase, will be measured
by the product of four factors, which are, the tangent of the angle
«, a. constant coefficient K, the area I» of the circle, and the duration dt of the instant.
141. COROLLARY. If we represent bye the abscissa of this
curve or the distance of a point p of the straight line from a
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fixed point 0, and by '11 the ordinate which represents the temperature of the point p, '11 will vary with. the distance e and
will be a certain function fee} of that distance; the quantity
of heat which would flow across the circle ai, placed at the
point p perpendicular to the line, will be - K

~: aldl,

or

-KI' (e) aldt,
denoting the function

d~~e)

by f(e}.

We may express this result in the following manner, which
facilitates its application.
To obtain the actual flow of heat at a point p of a straight
line drawn in a solid, whQse temperatures tlaryj by action of the
molecules, we must divide the difference of the temperatures at
two points infinitely near to the point p by the distance between
these points. The flow is proportional to the quotient.
142. THEOREM IV. From the preceding Theorems it is
easy to deduce the general equations of the propagation of heat.
Suppose the different points of a homogeneous solid of any
form whatever, to have received initial temperatures which tlaryj
successively by the effect of the mutual action of the molecules,
and suppose tile equation v = f (x, y, z, t) to represent the successive
states of the solid, it may now be shewn that v a function of four
variables necessarily satisfies the equation

dv K (dtv d'v dtv)
dt = un dx' + dy" + dz' .
In fact, let us consider the mOl'ement of heat in a molecule
enclosed between six planes at right angles to the axes of a:, y,
and 8; the first three of these planes pass through the point
m whose coordinates are te, y, z, the other three pass through
the point m', whose coordinates are a: + da:, y + dy, z + dz.
During the instant dt, the molecule receives, across the
lower rectangle da:dy, which passes through' the point ''', a
quantity of heat equal to - K dx dy ~; dt.

To obtain the quantity

which escapes from the molecule by the opposite face, it is
sufficient to change z into z + dz in the preceding expression,
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that is to say, to add to this expression its own differential taken
with respect to 16 only; we then have

d(~:)

dv

-Kd:cd!J dl6 de-Kdzdy~ dl6 dt

as the value of the quantity which escapes across the upper
rectangle. The samb molecule receives also across the fit:St
rectangle th az which passes through the point m, a qnantity

K~; dz d:c dt;

of heat equal to -

and if we add to this ex-

pression its own differential taken with respect to y only, we
find that the quantity which escapes acroSR the opposite face
dl6az is expressed by
d
d(~V).
- Kdv dl6 dg; dt - K ~ dy rb dz dt.
g
----ay
Lastly, the molecule receives through the first rectangle d!l dz
a quantity of heat equal to

-K~dydl6dt, and

that which it

loses across the opposite rectangle which passes through m' is
expressed by

dv

d(dv)

dz
- K dz dy thdt -K -;;;- tk dy dz dt.

We must now take the sum of the quantities of heat which
the molecule receives and subtract from it the sum of tholle
which it loses. Hence it appears that during the instant dt,
a total quantity of heat equal to

,(d!v
d'v d!V)
dzI+ dll + dz. rkdydzdt

K

accumulates in th~ interior of the molecule. It remains only
to obtain the increase of temperature which must result from
this addition of heat.
D being the density of tho solid, or the weight of unit of
volume, and 0 the specific capacity, or the quantity of heat
which raises the unit of weight from the temperature 0 to the
temperature 1; the product ODdg;dydz expresses the quantity
F.H.

~
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of heat required to raise from 0 to 1 the molecule whose volume
is ik d!Jds. Hence dividing by this product the quantity of
heat which the molecule has just acquired, we shall have its
increase of temperature. Thus we obtain the general equation

d'V)

dv K (dtv d'v
de = OD d:? + d!/ + dzt

, ...............

(A),

which is the equation of the propagation of heat in the interior
of all solid bodies.
143. Independently of this equation the system of temperatures is often subject to several definite conditions. of which no
general' expression can be given, since they depend on the nature
of the problem.
If the dimensions of the mass in which heat is propagated are
finite, and if the surface is maintained by some special cause in a
given state; for example, if all its points retain, by virtue of that
cause, the constant temperature 0, we shall have, denoting the
unknown function tJ by ~ (z, y, s, t). the equation of condition
~ (z, y. z, t) = 0; which must be satisfied by all values of te, y, s
which belong to points of the external surface, whatever be the
value of t. Further, if we suppose the initial temperatures of the
body to be expressed by the known function F(z, y, z), we have
also the equation ~ (al, y, z, 0) = F (te, y, z); the 'condition expressed by this equation must be fulfilled by all values of the
co-ordinates z, y, • which belong to any point whatever of the
solid.
.
144. Instead of submitting the surface of the body to a constant temperature, we may suppose the temperature not to be
the same at different points of the surface, and that it vanes with
the time according to a given law; which is what takes place in
the problem of terrestrial temperature. In this case the equation
relative to the surface contains the variable t.
145. In order to examine by itself, and from a very general
point of view, the problem of the propagation of heat, the solid
whose initial state is given must be supposed to have all its
dimensions infinite; no special condition disturbs then the dif-
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fusion of heat, and the law to which 'this principle is submitted
becomes more manifest j it is expressed by the general equation
d."
K (d'fJ d'v dfl\
dt == CD dz'+ d!l+ ,yj'

to which must be added that which relates to the initial arbitrary
state of the solid.
Suppose the initial temperature of a molecule, whose coordinates are fr, !I, ~, to be a known function F (a:, y, z), and denote
the unknown value v by f/J (a:, y, ~,t), we shall have the definite
equation f/J (II:, y, Z, 0) == F Ca:, y, ~); thus the problem is reduced to
the integration of the general equation (A) in such a mailDer that
it may agree, when the time is zero, with the equation which contains the arbitrary function F.

SECTION VII.

General equation relative

to

the surface.

146. If the solid has a definite form; and if its origiual heat
is dispersed gradually into atmospheric air maintained at a COllstant temperature, a third condition relative to the state of the
surface must be added to the general equation (A) and to that
-which represents the initial state.
We proceed to examine, in the following articles, the nature of
the equation which ,expresses this third condition.
Consider the variable state of a solid whose heat is dispersed
into air, maintained at the fixed temperature O. Let OJ be an
infinitely small part of the external surface, and II- a point of OJ,
through which a normal to the surface is drawn; different points
of this line have at the same instant different temperatures.
Let fJ be the actual temperature of the point p., taken at II.
definite instant, and w the corresponding temperature of a point v
of the solid taken on the normal, and distant from II- by an infinitely small quantity a. Denote by 11:, y, z the co-ordinates of
the point p., and those of the point 11 by a: + &I, y + By, z + Bz ;
letf(a:, y, ~) == 0 be the known equation to the surface of the solid,
and fJ == f/J (a:, y, z, t) the general equation which ought to give the

8-2
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value of 11 as a function of the four variables z. y. I. I.. DifFerentiating the equationJ(z. Y. I) = 0. we shall have

mda: + My +po.. = 0 j
m. ft. p being functions of a:, '!I. I.
It follows from the corollary enunciated in Article lU. that
the flow in direction of the normal, or the quantity of heat which
during the instant tit would cross the surface 1». if it were placed
at any point whatever of this line. at right angles to its direction.
is proportional to the quotient which is obtained by dividing the
difference of temperature of two points infinitely near by their
distance. Hence the expression for the flow at the end of the
normal is
to-v
- K - - I»dt·
tI

'

K denoting the specific conducibility of the mass. On the other
hand. the surface I» permits a quantity of heat to escape into the
air. during the time tit. equal to hMe; h being the conducibility
relative to atmospheric air. Thus the flow of heat at the end of
the normal has two different expressions, that is to say :

to-v
hV6Jat and - K - - t»dt .
tI

•

hence these two quantities are equal j and it is by the expression
of this equality that the condition relative to the surface is introduced into the analysis.
14P7. We have
to

au
av
= V + ~.. = V + av
tk &: + dy 8y + ck Bz.
0'11

Now. it follows from the principles of geometry. that the coordinates &; 8y. BII, which fix the position of the point JI of the
normal relative to the point 14, satisfy the following conditions:
p&: = mBIl.

p8y = na•.

We have therefore

/
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we have also

1

a. = J&J + By' +BZ-= - (ml + nl
P

+

p,

. l

8.,

CI = ~ 88, denoting by q the quantity (ml + nl + pl)l,

or

P

hence

W - 11

(dv

dv

dv) 1

-Cl-= mtk;+ndy+Pd8

g;

consequently the equation

hv",dt = _ Ie

(W ~ V) ",dt

becomes the following':

dv +n dy
dv +p dv
h
(B)
m dz
tk + Kvq=O............... .
This equation is definite and applies only to points at the
surface; it is that which must be added to the general equation of
the propagation of heat (A), and to the condition which determines the initial state of the solid; m, n, P, fj, are known functions
of the co-ordinates of the points on the surface.
148. The equation (B) signifies in general that the decrease of
the temperature, in the direction of the normal, at the boundary of
the solid, is such that the quantity of heat which tends to escape
by virtue of the action of the molecules, is equivalent always to
that which the body must lose in the medium.
The mass of the solid might be imagined to be prolonged,
in such a manner that the surface, instead of being exposed to the
air, belonged at the same time to the body which it bounds, and
to the mass of a solid envelope which contained it. If, on this
hypothesis, any cause whatever regulated at every instant the
decrease of the temperatures in the solid envelope, and determined
it in such a manner that the condition expressed by the equation
(B) was always satisfied, the action of the envelope would take the
1

Let N be ~e

DOrmal,

th

K dN +hll=O,
dll mel"
dN=q!k +&c.;

the rest as in the text, [no L. E.]

/'
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place of that of the air, and the movement of heat would be the
same in either case: we can suppose then that this cause exists,
and determine on this hypothesis the variable state of the solid;
which is what is done in the employment of the two equations
(A) and (B).
By this it is seen how the interruption of the mass and the
action of the medium, disturb the diffusion of heat by submitting
it to an accidental condition.
149. We may also consider the equation (B), which relates
to the state of the surface under another point of view: but we
must first derive a remarkable consequence from Theorem III.
(Art. 140). We retain the construction referred to in the corollary
of the same theorem (Art. 141). Let:l:, y,,; be the co-ordinates
of the point p, and

a: + &c, y + 8y,

+ 8z

6

those of a point q infinitely near to p, and taken on the straight
line in question: if we denote by " and w the temperatures of the
two points p and q taken at the same instant, we have
W

dl1
d"
dl1
= V + Btl = 11 + da:
&c + dy 8y + d6 8z;

hence the quotient

8"
&

dv
= da:

8.1:
&

dv dy

J

d" 8,.

+ da; & + dz &. and &= 8.l;'+~+&';

thus the quantity of heat which flows across the surface
at the point m, perpendicular to the straight line, is

_ KOJdt {dl1 8;'1:
da: 8£

+ dv

8y

dy &

The first term is the product of -

+ dlJ
dz

K;;

OJ

placed

86}.
8E

by dt and by

OJ

~.

The latter quantity is, according to the principles of geometry, the
area of the projection of OJ on the plane of y and ,;; thus the
product represents the quantity of heat which would flow across
the area of the projection, if it were placed at the point p perpendicular to the axis of a:.
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The second term ....:. K :; ,.,

t

de represents the quantity of

heat which would cross the projection of ,." made on the plane of
z and I, if this projection were placed parallel to itself at the
pointp.
Lastly, the third term - K

~:,., ~ dt

represents the quantity-

of heat which would flow during the instant cIt, across the projection of,., on the plane of a: and y, if this projection were placed at
the point p, perpendicular to the co-ordinate s.
By this it is seen toot tM quantity of heat which flows aero"
every infinitely small part of a aurface drawn in the interior of the •
svlid, can always be decomposed into three other quantities of flow,
which penet7'ate tM three orthogonal projections of the aurface, along
the directions perpendicular to the planes of the projections. The
result gives rise to properties analogous to those which have
been noticed in the theory of forces.
150. The quantity of heat which flows across a plane surface
,." infinitely small, given in fonn and position, being equivalent
to that which would cross its three orthogonal projections, it follows that, if in the interior of the solid an element be imagined of
any form whatever, the quantities of heat which pass into this
polyhedron by its different faces, compensate each other reciprocally: or more exactly, the sum of the terms of the first order,
which enter into the expression of the quantities of heat received
by the molecule, is zero j so that the heat which is in fact accumulated in it, and makes its temperature vary, cannot be expressed
except by terms infinitely smaller than those of the first order.
This result is distinctly seen when the general equation (A)
has been established, by considering the movement of heat in
a prismatic molecule (Articles 127 and 142); the demonstration
may be extended to a molecule of any form whatever, by substituting for the heat received through each face, that which its
three projections would receive.
In other respects it is necessary that this should be so: for, if
one of the molecules of the solid acquired during each instant a
quantity of heat expressed by a term of the first order, the variation of its temperature would be infinitely greater than that of
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other molecules, that is to say, during each infinitely small instant
its temperature would increase or decrease by a finite quantity,
which is contrary to experience.
151. We proceed to apply this remark to a molecule situated
at the external surface of the solid.
Fig. 6.

Through a point a (see fig. 6), taken on the plane of :t: and y,
draw two planes perpendicular, one to the axis of :t: the other to
the axis of '!I. Through a point b of the same plane, infinitely
near to a, draw two other planes parallel to the two preceding
planes; the ordinates s, raised at the points a, b, e, d, up to the
external surface of the solid, will mark on this surface four points
a', b', e', fl, and will be the edges of a truncated prism, whose base
is the rectangle abed. If through the point a' which denotes the
least elevated of the four points a, 11, e', fl, a plane be drawn
parallel to that of :t: and '!I, it will cut off from the truncated prism
a molecule, one of whose faces, that is to say a'b'e'fl, coincides
with the surface of the solid. The values of the four ordinates
aa', ce', dfl, bb' are the following:
00'

= z,

,
dz
dz
bb =z+ d-d:t:+d'!I dy .
. z
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152. One of the faces perpendicular to :x: is a triangle. and
the opposite face is a trapezium. The area of the triangle is
1
dz
2 dy dy dy,
and the flow of heat in the direction perpendicular to this surface
being - K

~:

we have, omitting the factor dt,
.

_Kdv!d dZd
fk 2 Y dy Y,

as the expression of the quantity of heat which in one instant
passes into the molecule, across the triangle in question.
The area of the opposite face is
dz
dz)
"21 dy (dZ
ck d:x:+ tk d.l:+ dydy •

and the flow perpendicular to this face is also -

K::,

suppress-

ing terms of the second order infinitely smaller than those of the
first; subtracting the quantity of heat which escapes by the second
face from that which enters by the first we find
dv dz
K d:x: d:x: rk dy.
This term expresses the quantity of heat the molecule receives
through the faces perpendicular to :t:It will be found, by a similar process, that the same molecule
receives, through the faces perpendicular to y. a quantity of heat
dv dz
equal to K dy dy d:x: dy.
The quantity of heat which the molecule receives through the
rectangular base is - K

~: ck dy.

Lastly, aCross the upper sur-

face ab'crl, Ii. certain quantity of heat is permitted to escape,
equal to the product of "'V into the extent Q) of that surface.
The value of Q) is, according to known principles, the same as that

of dte dy multiplied by the ratio !; E denoting the length of the
z
normal between the external surface and the plane of :x: and y, and

e=z{1 + (~:Y + (~;y}l,
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Jience the molecule loses acrosa its 8urfa.ce a'b'c~ a quantity of
heat equal to hv d:J: dy ! .

•

Now, the terms of the first order which enter into the expression
of the total quantity of heat acquired by the molecule, must cancel
each other. in order that the variation of temperature may not be
at each instant a finite quantity; we must then have the equation
dV dz
dv dz
dv)
E
K ( d:c ck ck dy + dy dy fk dy - dz d:J: dy -/w fk dy = 0,

s

II, e dv dz
dv dz
dv
or - V - = - - + - - - - K z fk fk dy dy dz .

1.53. Substituting for :

and :; their values derived from

the equation

md.l: + nay +pu =0,
and denoting by fJ. the quantity

(m'+nl+ pi)

•

we have
dv
dt)
dt))
K ( mcl.z; + n dy + P dz + htIfJ. - 0 ......•..•.. (B),

thus we know distinctly wh..t is represented by each of the
terms of this equation.
Taking them all with contrary signs and multiplying them
by do; dy, the first expresses how much heat the molecule receives
through the two faces perpendicular to z, the second how much
it receives through its two faces perpendicular to y, the third
how much it receives through the face perpendicular to •• and
the fourth how much it receives from the medium. The equation
therefore expresses that the sum of all the terms of the first
order is zero. and that the heat acquired cannot be represented
except by terms of the second order.
154. To arrive at equation (B). we in fact consider one
of the molecules whose base is in the surface of the solid, as
a vessel which receives or loses heat through its different faces.
The equation signifies that all the terms, of the first order which
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enter into the expression of the heat acquired cancel each other;
so that the gain of heat cannot be expressed except by terms
of the second order. We may give to the molecule the form,
either of a right prism whOse axis is normal to the surface of the
solid, or that of a truncated prism, or any form whatever.
The general equation (A). (Art. 142) supposes that all the
terms of the first order cancel each other in the interior of the
mass, which is evident for prismatic molecules enclosed in the
solid. The equation (B), (Art. 147) expresses the same result
for molecules situated at the boundaries of bodies.
Such are the general points of view ·from which we may look
at this part of the theory of heat.
. dv K (dlv d'v dlV)
The equatton cU == CD d:l;' + (Jy' + fbi represents the movement of heat in the interior of bodies. It enables us to ascertain the distribution from instant to instant in a.ll substances
solid or liquid; from it we may derive the equation which
belongs to each particular case.
In the two following articles we shall make this application
to the problem of the cylinder, and to that of the sphere.

SECTION VIII.

Application of tM gBMral,

eq~.

155. Let us denote the variable radius of any cylindrical
envelope by r, and suppose,. as formerly, in Article 118, that
all the molecules equally distant from the axis have at each
instant a common temperature; v will be. a function of rand t;
r is a function of y, JIS, given by the equation r' == y' + JIS'. It is
evident in the first place that the variation of v with respect
to:l: is nul; thus the term

~

must be omitted. We shall have

then, according to the principles of the differential calculus, the
equations
dv dv dr and d'f) == dlv (dr). + dv (dfr)
d!l == ar dy
dy~ dr d!l
dr dg' ,
dv _ dv dr and d'v d'v (dr)' dv (tl'r)
dz - dr dz
dz' == dr' fb + dr d.t

;
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whence

,p"
d'" {(dr)' (dr)' a" (dlr d'r)}
dy + a'"
dzI = dr' Jy + dz + dT dt! + dz' .•.••• (a).
In the second member or the equation, the quantities

dr dr d'r d'r
au' d$ , dy' az·'
must he replaced by their respective values; for which purpose
we derive from the equation y' + ". = ,"',
y

= r dr
dy

a=r dr
dz

and 1 =

(dr)'
dy + r a'r
dy' ,
(dr)' +r d'r
dz"

and 1= dz

and consequently

y'+ a'=r

{(:;r + (::)1,

2= (dr)'
dy + (dr)'
dl +r {dlr
dy'+ d'r}
dzt •
The first equation, whose first member is equal to r, gives

(:;Y + (::r

= 1..................... (6) j

the second gives, when we substitute for

its value 1,

(:;r +(:Y
d'r

d'r

1

ay'+ dz'= ;; ........................... (e).

If the values given by equations (6) and (e) be now substituted in (a), we have

d't1 + d'" _ d'"

1 du

dt! dz'- dr'+;; dr'
Hence the equation which expresses the movement of heat
in the cylinder, is
d" _ K (d'tJ 1 dtJ)
dt - OD \dr' + -,. ar '
as was found formerly, Art. 119.
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We might also suppose that parti~les equally distant from
the centre have not received a common initial temperature;
in this case we should arrive at a much more general equation.
156. To determine, by means of equation (A), the movement
of heat in a sphere which has been immersed in a liquid, we
shall regard vasa function of r and t; r is a function of :1:, y, z,
given by the equation

iA= a/+ y'+ z',

r being the variable radius of an envelope. We have then
dv
d:J;

dv dr

= dT d:c

d'v dtv (dr)t dv d',.
and d:&' = diA d.l: + dr da/ '

dv dv dr
and d'v = d'v (dr)' dv d'r
dy - dr d/l
dy' diA dy + dr d!l'
dv

d'v _ d'v (dr)' + dv d'r
d~ dill
drdz l

dv dr

,u = dr,u and d.'-

'

Making these substitutions in the equation

dv

K {dtv

d'v

d'v}

dt = OD da/ + dt + dz' ,

we shall have

~ = ~[~;{(:y + (~;y + ( : y}+~; {~ + ~; + ~;}] (a).
The equation a/ + '!I + Ill' = iA gives the following results ;
:I:

dr

= r da: and 1 =

(dr)'
d'r
d:c + r dll:"

dr
(dr)'
d'r
y = r dy and 1 = dy + r dJ/'

1Il=.r:: and

1=(:Y +rt·

The three equations of the first order give:

a/ + '!I' + Ill' = iA {( dr)'
ax + (dT)1
dy + (dr
dz )'} .
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The three equations of the second order give:

3=

(dr)' {iPr iPr iPr}
(dr)' + (dr)'
dy + dz +r dll! + dy' + dz' :
d;e

and substituting for

its value I, we ha\'e

iP,. iPr iPr

d:r! + dy' + fI8i =

2

r.

Making these substitutions in the equation (a) we have the
equation
2
dt = CD dr'+r

dv K {iPo

drdv} '

which is the same as that of.Art.. 114.
The equation would contain a greater number of terms, if we
supposed molecules equally distant from the centre not to have
received the same initial temperature.
We might also deduce from the definite equation (B), the
equations which express the state of the surface in particular
cases, in which we suppose solids of given form to communicate
their heat to the atmospheric air; but in most cases these equations present themselves at once, and their form is very simple,
when the co-ordinates are suitably chosen.

SECTION IX.

General Remarks.
157. The investigation of the laws of movement of heat in
solids now consists in the integration of the equations which we
have constructed; this is the object of the following chapters.
We conclude this chapter with general remarks on the nature
of the quantities which enter into our analysis.
In order to measure these quantities and express them numerically, they must be compared with different kinds of units, five
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in number, namely, the unit of length, the unit of time, that of
temperature, that of weight, and finally the unit which serves to
measure quantities of heat. For the last unit, we might have
chosen the quantity or heat which raises a given volume or a
certain substance from the temperature 0 to the temperature 1.
The choice of this unit would have been preferable in many
respects to that or the quantity or heat required to convert a mass
of ice or a given weight, into an equal mass or water at 0, without
raising its tempera.ture. We have adopted the last unit only
because it had been in a manner fixed berorehand in several works
on physics; besides, this supposition would introduce no change
into the results or analysis.
158. The specific elements which in every body determine
the measurable effects of heat are three in number, namely, the
conducibility proper to the body, the conducibility relative to the
atmospheric air, and the capacity for heat. The numbers which
express these quantities are, like the specific gravity, so many
natural characters proper to different substances.
We have already remarked, Art. 36, that the conducibility of
the sunace would be measured in a more exact manner, ir we had
sufficient observations on the effects or radiant heat in spaces
deprived of air.
It may be seen, as has been mentioned in the first section of
Chapter L, Art. 11, that only three specific coefficients, K, h, C,
enter into the investigation; they must be determined by observation; and we shall point out in the sequel the experiments
adapted to make them known with precision.
159. The number C which enters into the analysis, is always
mUltiplied by the density D, that is to say, by the number of
units or weight which are equivalent to the weight of unit of
volume; thus the product ODmay be replaced by the coefficient c. In this case we must understand by the specific capacity
for heat, the quantity required to raise from temperature 0 to
temperature 1 unit of volume or a given substance, and not unit of
weight of that substance.
With the view of not departing rrom the common definition,
we ha.ve referred the capacity for heat to the weight and not to
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the volume; but it would be preferable to employ the coefficient 0
which we have just defined; magnitudes measured by the unit
of weight would not then enter into the analytical expressions:
we should have to consider only, 1st, the' linear dimension 4J, the
temperature v, and the time t; 2nd, the coefficients c, h, and K.
The three first quantities are undetermined, and the three others
are, for each substance, constant elements which experiment
determines. .Ai!, to the unit of surface and the unit of volume,
they are not absolute, but depend on the unit of length.
160. It must now be remarked tha.t every undetermined
magnitude or constant has one dimen8ion proper to itself, and
that the terms of one and the same equation could not be compared, if they had not the same u:ponent of dimension. We have
introduced this consideration into the theory of heat, in order to
make our definitions more exact, and to serve to verify the
analysis; it is derived from primary notions on quantities; for
which reason, in geometry and mechanics, it is the equivalent
of the fundamental lemmas which the Greeks have left us without proof.
161. In the ana.lytical theory of heat, every equation (E)
expresses a necessary relation between the existing magnitudes
:1:, t, tI, c, h, K. This relation depends in no respect on the choice
of the unit of length, which from its very nature is contingent,
that is to say, if we took a different unit to measure the linear
dimensions, the equation (E) would still be the same. Suppose
then the unit of length to be changed, and its second value to be
equal to the first divided by m. Any quantity whatever :1: which
in the equation (E) represents a certain line ab, and which, consequently, denotes a certain number of times the unit of length,
becomes tnz, corresponding to the same length ab; the value t
of the time, and the value tI of the temperature will not be
changed; the same is not the case with the specific elements
h, 1(, c: the first, h, becomes 1&,; for it expresses the quantity of
m

heat which escapes, dming the unit of time, from the unit of surface at the temperature 1. If we examine attentively the nature
of the coefficient K, as we have defined it in Articles 68 and 135,
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we perceive that it becomes K; for the flow of heat varies
m
directly as the area of the surface, and inversely as the distance
between two infinite planes (Art. 72). As to the coefficient c
which represents the product OD, it also depends on the unit of
length and becomes ~a; hence equation (E) must undergo no
m

change when we write ma: instead of

tr,

and at the same time

K, h., ca' instead of K, II, c; the number m disappears after
m m
these substitutions: thus the dimension of :x; with respect to the
unit of length is 1, that of K is - 1, that of II, is .:.. 2, and that of c
is - 3. If we attribute' to each quantity its own e:rpooent of dimension, the equation will be homogeneous, since every term will
have the same total exponent. Numbers such a.s 8, which represent surfaces or solids, are of two dimensions in the first case,
and of three dimensions in the seoond. Angles, sines, and other
trigonometrieal functions, logarithms or exponents of powers, lire,
according to the principles of analysis, alJaolute numbers which do
not change with the unit of length; their dimensions must therefore be taken equal to 0, which is the dimension of all abstract
numbers.
m

If the unit of time, which was at first I, becomes!, the number
n

t will become nt, and the numbers II: and v will not change. The
coefficients K,

11"

c will become K,
n

~,c.

n

Thus the dimensions

11:, t, 11 with respect to the unit of time are 0, I, 0, and those of
K, II., c are -I, -1, o.

of

If the unit of temperature be changed, so that the temperature
1 becomes that which corresponds to an effect other than tho
boiling of water; and if that effect requires a less temperature,
which is to that of boiling water in the ratio of 1 to the number p;
t1 will become vp, :x; and t will keep their values, and the coeffi-

cients K, A, c will become K, ~, ~.
p p p
The following table indieates the dimensions of the three
undetermined quantities and the three constants, with respect
to each kind of unit.
9

F. H.
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QlWltl'T or Coll8tan'-

Exponenl of dimension of

..
..

..

..

Length.

:II'. •••

1

t ...

" ...

The specific conducibility, E ...
The surface conducibility,
...

"

The eapacity for heat,

c

"'1

[CR. II. SECT. IX.

Duration.

Temperature.

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

-1
-2
-3

-1
-1

1
-1
-1
1

0

162. If we retained the coefficients a and D, whose product
has been represented by c, we should have to consider the unit of
weight, and we should find that the exponent of dimension, with
respect to the unit of length, is - 3 for the density D, and 0
for O.
On applying the preceding rule to the different equations and
their transformations, it will be found that they are homogeneous
with respect to each kind of unit, and that the dimension of every
angular or exponential quantity is nothing. If this were not the
case, some error must have been committed in the analysis, or
abridged expressions must have been introduced.
If, for example, we take equation (b) of Art. 105,

dv

K rJlfJ

Ttl

dt == aD ck" - oJJs v,
we find that. with respect to the unit of length. the dimension of
each of the three terms is 0; it is 1 for the unit of temperature,
and - 1 for the unit of time.

fJ=~e-.;J~

In the equation
of Art. 76, the linear dimension of each term is O. and it is evident that the dimension of the
.exponent a:

Jfa

is always nothing, whatever be the units of

length. time. or temperature.
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CHAPTER III.
PROPAGATION OF HEAT IN AN INFINITE RECTANGULAR SOLID.

SECTION 1.
Statement of the p1·oblem.

163. PROBLEMS relative to the uniform propagation, or to'
the varied movement of heat in the interior 'of solids, are reduced,
by the foregoing methods, to problems of pure analysis, and
the progress of this part of physics will depend in consequence
upon the advance which may be made in the art of analysis.
The differential equations which we have proved contain the
chief results of the theory; they express, in the most genera.l
and most concise manner, the necessary relations of numerical
analysis to a very extensive class of phenomena; and they
connect for ever with mathematical science one of the most
important branches of natural philosophy.
It remains now to discover the proper treatment of these
equations in order to derive their complete solutions and an
easy application of them. The following problem offers the
first example of analysis which leads to such solutions; it
appeared to us better adapted than. any other to indicate the
elements of the method which we have followed.
164. Suppose a homogeneous solid mass to be contained
vertical, parallel, and infinite, and
between two planes B and
to be divided into two parts by a plane A perpendicular to the
other two (fig. 7); we proceed to consider the temperatures of
the mass BAC bounded by the three infinite planes A, B, C.
The other part 13'A (! of the infinite solid is supposed to be a
constant source of heat, that is to say, all its points are mainThe two
tained at the temperature 1, which cannot alter.

a

9-2
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lateral solids bounded, one by the plane C and the plane .A
produced, the other by the plane B and the plane A proFig. 7.

I

JtiI

duced, have at all points the constant temperature 0, some
external cause maintaining them always at that temperature;
lastly, the molecules of the solid bounded by~, Band 0 have
the initial temperature O. Heat will pass continually from the
source A into the solid BAG, and will be propagated there in
the longitudinal direction, which is infinite, and at the same
time will turn towards the cool masses Band 0, which will absorb great part of it. The temperatures of the solid BA C will
be raised gradually: but will not be able to surpass nor even
to attain a maximum of temperature, which is different for
different points of the mass. It is required to determine the
final and constant state to which the variable state continually
approaches.
If this final state were known, and were then formed, it would
subsist of itself, and this is the property wbich distinguishes
it -from all other states. Thus the actual problem consists in
determining the permanent temperatures of an infinite rectangular solid, bounded by two masses of ice B and 0, and a
mass of boiling water A; the consideration of such simple and
primary problems is one of the surest modes of discovering the
laws of natural phenomena, and we see, by the history of tbe
sciences, that every theory bas been formed in this manner.

165. To express more briefly the same problem, suppose
a rectangular plate BA C, of infinite length, to be heated at its
base A, and to preserve at all points of the base a constant
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temperature 1, whilst each of the two infinite sides B and G,
perpendicular to the base A, is submitted also at every point
to a constant temperature 0; it is required to determine what
must be the stationary temperature at any point of the plate.
It is supposed that there is no loss of heat at the surface
of the plate, or, which is the same thing, we consider a solid
formed by superposing an infinite number of plates similar to
the preceding: the straight line A:.r: which divides the plate
into two equal parts is taken as the axis of :.r:, and the co-ordinates
of any point mare z and y; lastly, the width A of the plate
is represented by 2l, or, to abridge the calculation, by 7r, the
value of the ratio of the diameter to the circumference of a
circle.
Imagine a point m of the solid plate BA 0, whose co-ordinates
are z and y, to have tke actual temperature v, and that the
qnantities v, which correspond to different points, are such that
no change can happen in the temperatures, provided that the
temperature of every point of the base A is always 1, and that
the sides B and 0 retain at all their points the temperature O.
If a.t each point m a vertical co-ordinate be raised, equal to
the temperature tI, a curved surface would be formed which
would extend above the pla.te and be prolonged to infinity.
We shall endeavour to find the nature of this surface, which
passes through a line drawn above the axis of y at a distance
equal to unity, and which cuts the horizontal plane of zy along
two infinite straight lines parallel to :.r:.

166. To apply the general equation

du _ K

di - OJ)

(d

l

l1

da;1

d'v

d'V) '

+ dy'+ di'

we must consider that, in the case in question, abstraction is
made of the co-ordinate

8,

so that the term

with respect to the first member

~; ,

~;~ must be omitted;

it vanishes, since we wish to

determine the stationary temperatures; thus the equation which
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belongs to the actual problem, and determines the properties
of the required curved surface, is the following:

d'" d'v
-a,;,
+ dy' = 0 ........................ (a).
The function of (I; and y, 4> ((1;, y), which represents the permanent state of the solid BA 0, must, 1st, satisfy the equation
(a) j 2nd, become nothing when we substitute -i 'Ir or + t'lr for y.
whatever the value of (I; may be; 3rd, must be equal to unity
when we suppose x = 0 a.nd y to have any value included between
-t'lr and + l'lr.
Further, this function 4> ((1;, y) ought to become extremely
small when we give to (I; a very large value, since all the heat
proceeds from the source A.
167. In order to consider the problem in its elements, we
shall in the first place seek for the simplest functions of x
and y, which satisfy equation (a) j we shall then generalise the
value of v in order to satisfy all the stated conditions. By this
method the solution will receive all possible extension, and we
shall prove that the problem proposed admits of no other
solution.
Functions of two variables often reduce to less complex expressions, when we attribute to one of the variahles or to both
of them infinite values; this is what ma.y he remarked in algebraic functions which, in this particular case, take the form of
the product of a function of x by a function of y.
We shall examine first if the value of'll can be represented
by such a product; for the function v must represent the state
of the plate throughout its whole extent, and consequently that
of the-points whose co-ordinate x is infinite. We shall then
write v = F«(I;)/(!!) j substituting in equation (a) and denoting

d'fJx} by F" (x) and

d'~1) by f' 01), we shall have
F' «(I;) +f' (1) = 0 .
F(x) I(y)
,

we then suppose

F'(x) _
}t' «(I;) -

111

and

f'(!!)_
I (y) - - m, m being any
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constant quantity, and as it is proposed only to find a particular
value of v, we deduce from the preceding equations F(te) = e--,
IC!J) = cos my.
168. We could not suppose m to be a negative number,
and we must necessarily exclude all particular values of v, into
which terms such as r might enter, m being a positive number,
since the temperature t1 cannot become infinite when te is infinitely great. In fact, no heat being supplied except from the
constant source .A, only an extremely small portion can arrive
at those parts of space which' are very far removed from the
source. The remainder is diverted more and more towards the
infinite edges Band 0, and is lost in the cold masses which
bound them.
The exponent m which enters into the function e-- cos my
is unknown, and we may choose for this exponent any positive
number: but, in order that t1 may become nul on making
y = -lw or y = + lw, whatever te may be, m must be taken
to be one of the terms of the series, 1, 3, 5, 7, &c.; by this
means the second condition will be fulfilled.
169. A more general value of v is easily formed by adding
together several terms similar to the preceding, and we have
t1

=

(18-

cos Y+ be-a. cos 39 + cs-6a cos 5y + de-"" cos 7y + &c. ...... (b).

It is evident that the function

the equation

~:. + ~; = 0,

t1

denoted by

and the condition

~

(z, y) satisfies

~ (z, ±.lw) = o.

A third condition remains to be fulfilled, which is expressed thus,
~ (0, y) = I, and it is essential to remark that this result must
exist when we give to y any value whatever included between
- t wand + lw. Nothing can be inferred as to the value!!
which the function ~ (0, y) would take, if we substituted In place
of y a 'quantity not included between the limits - lw and + lw.
.Equation (b) must therefore be subject to the following condition:
1 =a cosy+ bcos3y+ ccos 5y + dcos 7y+ &c.
The coefficients, a, b, c, d, &c., whose number is infinite, are
determined by means of this equation.
The second member is a. function of y. which is equal to 1
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so long as the variable !J is included between the limits -i'lf'
and + i'lf'. It may be doubted whether such a function exists,
but this difficulty will be fully cleared up by the sequeL
170. Before giving the calculation of the coefficients, we
may notice the effect represented by each one of the terms of
the series in equation (b).
Suppose the fixed temperature of the base A, instead of
being equal to unity at every point, to diminish as the point
of the line .A becomes more remote from the middle point.
being proportional to the cosine of that distance j in this case
it will easily be seen what is the nature of the curved surface,
whose vertical ordinate expresses the temperature" or ~ (11:, y).
If this surface be cut at the origin by a plane perpendicular
to the axis of a:, the curve which bounds the section will have
for its equation t1 = a cos y j the values of the coefficients will
be the following:
a=a, b= 0, c =0, d= 0,
and so on, and the equation of the curved surface will be
t1 == air" cos y.
If this surface be cut at right angles to the axis of y, the
section will be a logarithmic spiral whose convexity is turned
towards the axis j if it be cut at right angles to the axis of :1:,
the section will be a trigonometric curve whose concavity is
turned towards the axis.

It follows from this that the function
and

~;.

is always negative.

~

is always positive,

Now the quantity of heat which

a molecule acquires in consequence of its position between two
others in the direction of a: is proportional to the value of ;;;
(Art. 123) : it follows then that the intermediate molecule receives
from that which precedes it, in the direction of 11:, more heat than
it communicates to that which follows it. But, if the same molecule be considered as situated between two others in the direction
l
.
d
.
. ,it appears t hat th
of y, t be functIOD
a!ll" bemg
negative,
e 'm-
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termediate,molecule communicates
heat than it receives from that
follows that the excess of the heat
tion of IC, is exactly compensated

to that which follows it more
which precedes it. Thus it
which it acquires in the direcby that which it loses in the

direction of 9, as the equation

~ + ~;. = 0

denotes.

Thus

then the route followed by the heat which escapes from the
source A. becomes known. It is propagated in the direction
of IC, and at the same time it ill decomposed into two parts,
one of which is directed towards one of the edges, whilst the
other part continues to separate from the origin, to be decomposed
like the preceding, and so on to infinity. The surface which
we are considering is generated by the trigonometric curve which
corresponds to the base A, mbved with its plane at right angles to
the axis of II: along' that axis, each one of its ordinates decreasing indefinitely in proportion to successive powers of the
same fraction.
Analogous inferences might be drawn, if the fixed temperatures of the base A. were expressed by the term

b cos 3y or c cos 59, &c.;
and in this manner an exact idea might be formed of the movement of heat in the most general case; for it will be seen by
the sequel that the movement is always compounded of a multitude of elementary movements, each of which is accomplished
as if it alone existed.

SECTION II.

Firat etcample of the 'USe of trigonometric series in the theory
of heat.
171. Take now the equation
1 = a cos 9 + b COR 39 + c cos 5y + d cos 7y + &c.,
in which the coefficients a, b, c, d, &c. are to be determined.
In order that this equation may exist, the constants must nece&-
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sarily satisfy the equations which are obtained by successive
difi"erentiatioD.'J j whence the following results,
•
1 =a cosy+ b cos 3y + e cos 5y+ d cos7y + &c.,
0= a siny + 3b sin 3y + 5c sin 5y+ 7d sin 7y + &c.,
0= a cos y + 31b cos 3y + 51e cos 5y + 7'd cos 7y + &c.,
0= a sin y + 31b sin 3y + 51e sin 5y + 7'd sin 7y + &c.,
and so on to infinity.
These equations necessarily hold when y = 0, thus we have
l=a+ b+ e+ d+ e+ /+ 9+ ... &0.,
o= a + 32b + 51c + 7'd + 9'e + 11Y+ ... &c.,
o= a + 34b + 54e + 74J + 94e + ... &c.,

o=

a+~b+5'c+ 7'd+

.•. &c.,

o= a + 3'b + 5 e + ... &c.,
8

&c.
The number of these equations is infinite like that of the
unknowns a, b, c, d, e, ... &c. The problem consists in eliminating
all the unknowns, except one only.
172. In order to form a distinct idea of the result of these
eliminations, the number of the unknowns a, b. e, d, ... &0.. will
be supposed at first definite and equal to m. We shall employ
the first m equations only, suppressing all the terms containing
the unknowns which follow the m first. If in succession til
be made equal to 2, 3, 4, 5, and so on, the values of the unknowns will be found on each one of these hypotheses. The
quantity a, for example, will receive one value for the case
of two unknowns, others for the cases of three, four, or successively
a greater number of unknowns. It will be the same with the
unknown b, which will receive as many different values as there
have been cases of elimination j each one of the other unknowns
is in like manner susceptible of an infinity of different values.
Now the value of one of the unknowns, for the case in which
their number is infinite, is the limit towards which the values
which it receives by means of the suocesRive eliminations tend.
It is required then to examine whether, according as the number
of unknowns increases, the value of each one of a, b, c, d ••• &0.
does not converge to a 6n~te limit which it continually approaches.
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Suppose the six following equations to be employed :
1 = a + b + c + d + 6 + f + &c.,
O=a+3'b +510 +7'd +9'6 + 11'/ + &c.,
. 0 = a +:J4b + 540 + 7'd + 94 , + 11.., + &c.,
O=a+38b +580 +78d +986 +11 8/ +&C.,
O=a+38b +580 +78d +986 +11 8/ +&C,
0= a+31°b+ 51°0 + 710d + 91°6+ Illy + &c.
The five equations which do not contain / are:
ll'=a(l1'-I')+ b(11'-3')+ c(111 -5')+ d(l1'-7')+ 6(11'-9'),
o =a (11'-1') +3'b (11'-3') +5'0 (11'-5')+7'd(11'-7') +9'6 (11'-9'),
o =a (11'-1') +34b (11'-3') +540(11 '-5')+ 74d(III-7') +946 (11'-9'),
o =a (l1t-I')+38b(111-3')+58c(11'-5')+Td (111-7')+986(11'-9'),
o =a (11'-1') +38b(11'-3') +580 (11'-5')+7'd(1l'-7') +986(11'-9').
Continuing the elimination we shall obtain the final equation
in a, which is :

a (11'-1') (9'-1') (7' -I') (5'-1') (3'-1') == 11'.9',7'.5',3',11.
173. If we had employed a number of equations greater
by unity, we should have found, to determine a, an equation
analogous to the preceding, having in the first member one
factor more, namely, 13'-1', and in the second member 13'
for the new factor. The law to which these different values of
a are subject is evident, and it follows that the value of a which
corresponus to an infinite number of equations is expressed thus:
31
5'
7'
91
111
a = 32_1~' 5'-1" 7'- p' 9'''':'-11'11'- II' &c.,

or

a

3.35.57.7 9.9 11.11 &
c.

== 2 . 4 . 4 . G' 6 . 8 . 8. 10' 10 . 12'

Now the last expression is known and, in accordance with
Wallis' Theorem, we conclude that a ==.!, It is required then
7T

only to ascertain the values of the other unknowns.
174. The five equations which remain _after the elimination
of / may be compared with the five simpler equations which
would have been employed if there had been only five unknowns.
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The last equations differ from the equations of Art. 172, in
that in them e, d, c, b, a are found to be multiplied respectively by the factors
11'-91 111-~ 11'-5'· 111-31 11'-1'
1 -'
III ' --11111 , -----rfI'
11"

It follows from this that if we had solved the five linear
equations which must have been employed in the case of five
unknowns, and had calculated the value of each unknown, it
would have been easy to derive from them the value of the
unknowns of the same name corresponding to the case in which
six equations should have been employed. It would suffice to
multiply the values of e, d, c, b, 0, found in the first case, by the
known factors. It will be easy in general to pass from the value
of one of these quantities, taken on the supposition of a certain
number of equations and unknowns, to the value of the same
quantity, taken in the case in which there should have been
one unknown and one equation more. For example, if the value
of e, found on the hypothesis of five equations and five unknowns,
is represented by E, that of the same quantity, taken in the case
11'
of one unknown more, will be E III _ 9' ' The same value.
taken in the case of seven unknowns, will be, for the same reason,
111
13'
E 111- 91' 131-9"

and in the case of eight unknowns it will be

11'
13'
151
E 111- 91 '131 - 91 '151- 9"
and so on. In the same manner it will suffice to know the
value of b, corresponding to the case of two unknowns, to derive
from it that of the same letter which corres~nds to the cases
of three, four, five unknowns, &C. We shall only have to multiply
this first value of b by
5'

st _ 3"

~
9'
~ _ 3' ' 91 _ 3' •.. &c.
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Similarly if we knew the value of c for the case of three
unknowns, we should multiply this value by the succeSllive factors
'r
91
111
7" - 51 . 9' - 5" . 11' _ 5' ... &c.
We should calculate the value of d for the case of four unknowns
only, and multiply this value by

9'

11'

131

~. 11" - 'fi' IS" - 'r ... &c.
The calculation of the value of a is subject to the same rule,
for if its value be taken for the case of one unknown, and multiplied successively by
51
3'
9'
3" -}" 5' _}I> 'r - 11' 9' - I"
the final value of this quantity will be found.
175. The problem is therefore reduced to determining the
value of a in the case of one unknown, the value of b in the case
of two unknowns, that of c in the case of three unknoWDR, and so
on for the other unknowns.
It is easy to conclude, by inspection only of the equations and
without any calculation, that the results of these successive eliminations must be
(1=

I,
}I

b=II_311 '
I'

C

= 11....: 5'

31
• 3' _ 5i

,

I'
3'
51
d = I" _ 'r . 3' - 7' . 5' 11
31
e == I' _ 9' . 31 - 92

•

or '

51
'r
5" - 9" . 7" - 9"

176. It remains only to multiply the preceding quantities by
the series of products which ought to complete them, and which
we have given (Art. 174). We shall have cOmlcquently, for the
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final values of the unknowns a, b, c, d, e, f, &c., the following
expressions :

3'

52

a = 1 . 3s _ I' . 51 _ I' .

I'
b=I'_3"

r

r _ I'

r

9'
9'_3s

5'
5'-3'· r-3"

I'
3'
c= 1'-5'· 31 _51

r

•

I'
3'
d = I' - ,f7t1. 3' - If7t1.
I'

31

91
11'
. 91 _ I' . 11' _ I' &c.,
•

11'
11'-3' &c.,

11'

9'

r-5" 9'-5'· l1"_a'&c.,
9'
111
9" - I.,... 111----";
- I &c.,

51
i",,,i - If7t1.

'r

5'

e = I' _ 9' . 3s - 9' . 5' - 91

11'

r - 9" . 1P -

•

91

•

13'
13' _ 91 &c.,

or,

3.3

a =+

1

b

1.1

. 2. 4

= - 2--:-4

5.5 7.7 &
. 4. 6 . 6. 8 c.,

5.5 7.7
9.9 &
. 2.8 . 4.10 . 6.12 c.,

1.1 3.3 7.7
9.9 11.11&c
c = + 4. 6 . 2. 8 . 2. 12 . 4. 14· 6. 16 .,

d

1.1

3.3

5.5

9.9

11.11&

=- 6 . 8 • 4. 10 • 2. 12 . 2--:- is . 4. 18

c.,

1. 1
3.3
5.5
7 . 7 11 . 11 13 . 13 &
e = + 8.10 . 6.12 . 4.14 . 2.16 . 2.20 . 4.22 c.,

f

l.1

3.3

5.5

7.7

9.9

13. 13

15. 15&

= - 10. 12 . 8. 14 . 6. 16 . 4.18 . 2. 20 . -2.241 . 4.26

"t'.

The quantity i'Jr or a quarter of the circumference is equivalent, according to Wallis' Theorem, to
2.24.4 6.6 8.8
1. 3 . 3.5 . 5.7 . 7-:9

10.10

12.12

I4.H&

'""9.1T . il.13 . 13.15
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If now in the values of a, h, c, tI, &c., we notice what arc the
factors which must be joined on to numerators and denominators
to complete the double series of odd and even numbers, we find
that the factors to be supplied are :
~

lor

r

a-

h 3.3

6'

~
5.5
lor c 10'

fiora!:!

whence we conclude

14'

9.9
fi
or e -18-'

~

lor

I

I

/ 11.11
22' J

i.~.

b=-2· 371"
2
C=
2. 571"
2

d= - 2. 771"

e=

2
2'9;"

2
/=-2'1171'·1

177. Thus the eliminations have been completely effected.
and the coefficients a, h, c, d, &c., determined in the equation
1 = a cosy +b cos3y+c cos 5y+ dcos 7y +ecos 99+&c.
The substitution of these coefficients gives the following equation:
71'
1
1
1
1
4 =cosY-acos 3y + scos 5Y-7cos 7Y+9 cos9y- &c.'
The second member is a function of y, which does not change
in value when we give to the variable y a value included between
- i7l' and + i71'. It would be easy to prove that this series is
always convergent, that is to say that writing instead of y any
number wh~tever, and following the calculation of the coefficients,
we approach more and more to a fixed value. so that the difference
of this value from the sum of the calculated terms becomes les.q
than any assignable magnitude. Without stopping for a proof,
J It is a little better to deduce the value of h in a. of c in h, &0.
[R. L. E.]
, The coefticients a. h, c, &c., might be determined, according to the methods
of Section VI., by multiplying both sides of the first equation by cos y. cos ay.

COB 6y,

&0., respectively, and integrating from -

~ ... to + ~....

D. F. Gregory, Oambridge MathematicaloTou·mol, Vol. t. p. 106.

as was done by

[A. F.]
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which the reader may supply, we remark that the fixed value
which is continually approached is 1."., if the value attributed
to y is included between 0 and I"", but that it is -1."., if Y is
included between I"" and t.".; for, in this second interval, each
term of the series changes in sign. In general the limit of the
series is alternately positive and negative; in other respects, the
convergence is not sufficiently rapid to produce an easy approximation, but it suffices for the truth of the equation.
178. The equation

111
y= cos x - acos3x+ 5 cos Ea:-"jcos 711:+ &c.
belongs to a line which, having :tJ for abscissa and y for ordinate, is
composed of separated straight lines, each of which is parallel to
the axiR, and equal to the circumference. These parallels are
situated alternately above and below the axis, at the distance 1.".,
and joined by perpendiculars which themselves make part of the
line. To form an exact idea of the nature of this line, it must be
supposed that the number of terms of the function
cos :tJ -

1

1

3 cos 3.z: + 5 cos 5x -

&c.

has first a definite value. In the latter case the equation
1 cos 3.r; + 5
1 cos ax - &c.
y = cos :tJ - 3
W

belongs to a curved line which passes alternately above and below
the axis, cutting it every time that the abscissa II: becomes equal
to one of the quantities
0,

1

3

5

± 2"'" ± 2"'" ± 2 7r, &c.

According as the number of terms of the equation increases, the
curve in question tends more and more to coincidence with the
preceding line, composed of parallel straight lines and of perpendicular lines; so that this line is the limit of the different curves
which would be obtained by increasing successively the number of
terms.
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SECTION III.
Remarks on these smes.
179. We may look at the same equations from another point
of view, and prove directly the equation
•

~

111

1

4 = cos z - 3cos 3.z: + 5 cos 5z -7 cos 7.z: + 9 cos 9z - &c.
The case where z is nothing is verified by Leibnitz' series,
~

1

1

1

1

4 =1- 3 + 5 - 7 + 9 -&0.
We shall next assume that the number of terms of the series

111
cosz - Scos 3z+:5 cos 5.z:- 7 cos 7,z; + &c.
instead of being infinite is finite and equal to m. We shall consider the value of the finite series to be a function of :1: and m.
We shall express this function by a series arranged according to
negative powers of m; and it will be found that the value of
the function approaches more nearly to being constant and independent of :1:, as the number m becomes greater.
Let y be the function required, which is given by the equation
1

1

_

1

•

1

Y =COS:1:- 3 cos 3:1:+ 5 C05 oZ-7 cOS 7z+ ... - 2m-l cos (2m-I) z.

m, the number of terms, being supposed even. This equation
differentiated with respect to z gives
d '=5lD
l ' z- SID
. ow + SID o,z;- SID 7:1:+ ...
- J,z;
0_

'.

•

+ sin (2m -

3) z- sin (2m -1) z

j

mUltiplying by 2 sin 2.z:, we have
- 2 ~! sin 2:& = 2 sin z sin 2.z: - 2 sin 3,z; sin 2:& + 2 sin 5z sin 2:& •••

+ 2 sin (2m ~H.

3) :r sin 2a: - 2 sin (2m -1) a: sin 2:&.
10
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Each term of the second member being replaced by tbe
ditFerence of two cosines, we conclude that

-2~sin 2z=cos {-z)-cos3J:
- co« :I: + cos 501:
.... cos 3a:- cos jol:
- cos ax + cos 901:

+ cos (2m-5)z- cos {2m-Ii z
- COS (2m - 3z) + cos (211& .... 1) :l".
The second member reduces to
cos (2n& + 1):1: - cos (2m -1)~,
hence

!I =

or - 2 sin 2mz sin z;

~f(cU si~~x) .

180. We shall integrate the second member lay parts, distinguishing in the integral between the factor sin 2111z dz which

must be integrated successively, and the factor _1_ or sec

cos :I:

Z

wbich must be ditFerentiated successively; denoting the results
of these ditFerentiations by sec' x, sec":l", sec"':ro, ... &c., "'e shall
have
,

00)

~"
.,

= const. -

1

~ cos
;://&

_mx sec .r + ~
sm
::.- m'

C)

)

•

C)

,

_I1lZ sec :I:

- ,.1- .. cos C)_niX sec" .r + &'c.'.;
!:: m'

thus the value of y or
cos X

-

1'3- cos 3;e + 1';" cos ax
~ - 1
..
1
(C)
)
.. cos
,;e + .,. -:.----1 cos \ _'" - 1 x,
a
I
7o.m-

which is a function of :I: and tn, becomes expressed by an infinite
series; and it is evident that the more the number ,,& increases,
the more the value of y tends to become constant. For this
reason, when the number m is infinite, the function !I ,has a
definite value which is always the same, whatever be the posith'e
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vallie of :r, less than 171'. Now, if the arc x be supposed nothing,
we have
111 1
Y = 1 - 3 + 5 -7 + 9 - &C'I
which is equal to
1

t7l'.

1

Hence generally we shall have
1..

1

1

4: 71' =cos:x: - 3 cos 3J: +;5 cos ox -'I cos 7:1: + 9 cos OJ: - &c.... (b).
181. If in this equation we assume :x: == ~

~, we find

71'
1111111
2 J2 = 1 + 3 - 5 - 7 + 9 + 11 - 13 - 15 + ... &c. ;

by giving to the arc '" other particular values, we should find
other series, which it is useless to set down,' several of which
have been already published in the works of Euler. If we
multiply equation (b) by h, and integrate it, we have
71'J:.
1. 3x+ 1.
~
1. 7
&
-4- =SlDX-a"SlD
5islDt>x-7~sm :x:+ c.
Making in the last equation :x: =
71"

1

1

~71',

1

we find
1

S-= 1 + 31 +gs+T+ U~+&c.,

a series all'eady known. Particular cases might be enumerated
to infinity; but it agrees better with the object of this work
to determine, by following the same process, the values of the
different series formed of the sines or cosines of multiple arcs.

1 . (
1)
1.
+ 'm-l
sm m- x-:"msmm:r,

m being any even num ber. We derive from this equation
2x + cos 3x- cos 4x ... + cos (1n- 1) x-cos mx;
ddy..c = cos x- cos
.
10-2
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multiplying by 2 sin:l:, and replacing each term of the second
member by the difference of two sines, we shall have
2 sin :e

i=

sin (z+z) -sin (:e- z)

- sin (2:e +:e) +sin (2J: - z)

+ sin (3z+z) -sin (3z-z)

.................................
+ sin [(m -l)z- z} -sin {{m + l)z-z}
- sin (ma: +z) + sin (ma:-:e)j
and, on reduction,
o'
~ sm

. m:e - sin
. (ma: + :eJ~ :
:e fly.
d.i = sm :e + sm
sinmz-sin (m:e+:e),

the quantity

sin (ma: + l:e -lz) - sin (ma: ... lz + lz),

or

-- 2 sin lz cos (mz + lz) ;

is equal to
we have therefore

dy

-

dz

1
2

sinlz
8lD:e

= - - - . - cos (ma: + l:e)

'

il." _1 cos (ma: + lor) •
d.J: - 2 2 cosi:e '

or

whence we conclude
.1

y=.,x-

fa.c

('OR

(mor

+ lz) •

2 cns .1
.,:e

If we integrate this by parts, distinguishing between the

~ or seclz, which must be successively differentiated,
cos.,-:e
and the factor cos (mz+ ire), which is to be integrated I!everal
times in succession, we shall form a series in which the powers
factor

of tn + ~ enter into the denominators. As to the constant it
is nothing, since the value of y begins with that of or.
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It follows from this that the value of the finite series

.
1 . 0_ 1. 3
1...
1. 7
1 .
sm :x: - 2 sm ~ + 3 sm :x: - 5sm a:x: + '7 sm :x: - ••• - m sm f1&.'D
differs very little from that of l:x:,
is very great; and if this number is
equation
1
.
1. 0_ 1 .
2:X: = Sln:x:
-ism MA;+ 3 8m tHi 1)_

when the number of terms
infinite, we have t4e known

1. A.
1. 5
&
ism ..:x:+gSln :x: - C.

From the last series, that which has been given above for
the value of 1'11' might also be derived.
183. Let now
1
1
1
'!I = 2 cos 2af- i cos4.l: +ijcos 6.l:- ...

1
1
+ 2m-=-2 cos (2m - 2) II: - 2m cos 2mz.
DIfferentiating, multiplying by 2 sin 2J; substituting the
differences of cosines, and reducing, we shall have

2 dy =_ tan:x:+ sin (2m + 1) II:
d:&
cos:x:'
.J-tan:x:+ }.J_sin
(2m + 1) te
211=0- } uw
cw;
;

or

cos :x:

integrating by parts the last term of the second member, and
supposing m infinite, we have 11 == c +

~ log cos:x:.

If' in the

equation

1

1

1

1

Y- 2 cos 2.1: - i cos 4.l: + 6 cos 6.l: - S cos 8:x: + ... &c.

.

we suppose :x: nothing, we find
1 1 1 1
1
y=2-:;i;+ij-S+'" &c'=2Iog2j
therefore

1
1
'!I = 2 log 2 + 2 log cos:zo.

Thus we meet with the series given by Euler,
111
log (2 cos l:x:) = cos .1: - 2 cos 211: + 3 cos 3.l: - 4; cos 4.t: + &c.
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184!. Applying the same process to the equation

.
1.
. w+ I
Y=SlDX+:i
SID 0»;+ 5I sm:)x
'7 .SlD ~,:1;+ &·C.,
Q_

we lind the followingserieR, which has not been noticed,
.
1'3
1._
l.~
1'9
&1
4 Tr = S10
X +:3 sm x + 5 sm ax + '7 SIn ,.e + 9 sm .r + ·C.

1

It must be observed with respect to all these series, that
the equations which are formed by them do not hold eXCE'pt
when the variable x i.:i included betwoon certain limit.e;. Thus
the function
cos x -

131
_
1
..
&:
3 cos . .c + 5 c"s ;)X
- 7 cos ,.c + ·C.

is not equal to 1"., except when the variable x is contained
between the limits which we lJave assigned. It is the salDe
with the series
.
I ."
1. 3
sm x - 2sm -x + 3 SID • X

-

1. ~_ I . _
&
4; Slll -s:w + 5" Sill .JX - 'c.

This infinite series, which is always convergent, has the value
so long as the arc x is greater than 0 and less than Tr. But
it is not equal to lx, if the arc exceeds Tr; it has on the contrary
values very different from Ix; for it is evident that in the interval from x = Tr to X = 2r., the function takes with the contrary
sign all the values which it had in the preceding interval from
x = 0 to x = Tr. This series has been known for a long time,
but the analysis which served to discover it did not indicate
why the result ceases to hold when the variable exceeds Tr.
The method which we are about to employ must therefore
be examined attentively, and the origin of the limitation to which
each of the trigonometrical series i:3 subject must be sought.

lx

185. To arrive at it, it is sufficient to consider that the
values expressed by infinite series are not known with exact
certainty except in the case where the limits of the sum of the
terms which complete them can be assigned; it must therefore
be supposed that we employ only the first terms of these series,
1

This may be cleri.ved by integration from 0 to r as in Art. 222. [B. L. E.]
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and the limits between which the remainder is included must
'Le found.
We will apply this remark to the equation
1

3

1

w

1

Y=COSiC-aCOS iC+"5COSDiC-'iCOS

7z ...

+ cos (27n -

3) iC _ cos (2·m - 1) Z
2m - 3
211& - 1
The number of terms is even and is represented by m; from it
•
.1
•
.J h
. 2dy sin 2m:c , wh ence we may 1'nfier t h e
IS uerlveu t e equation -d-.!... =
iC
cos iC
value of !I, by integration by parts. Now the integral JUVdiC
may be resolved into a series composed of as many terms as
Illay be desired, u and v being functions of z. We mny write, for
example,

jlU:dx = c + ujt'd.c-~~jdx jt.dx + ~;jd.cj d.cjvJ.c
a.n equation which is verified by differentiation.
Denoting sin

2m.c by vand sec

iC

by

u, it will be found that

.,
1
,,1"2
1 . ,.
.,
...!J = C - l
~ sec iC cos _miC +-2'1 I sec.c 510 miC + 2~ • sec iC cos _InX
m'
• 11&
III

186.

j (d sec"
2"m

iC

3- '

.,)

cos _m,x •

It is required now to ascertain the limits between which

the integral 'i,!msj{d(sec" z) cos 2m..r} which completes the series
is included. To form this integral an infinity of values must
be given to the arc :t, from 0, the limit at which the integral
begins, up to IX, which is the final value of the are; for each one
of these values of IX the value of the differential d (sec" z) must
be determined, and -that of the factor cos 2·mx, and all the partial
products must be added: now the variable factor cos 2ma: is
necessarily a positive or negative {raction; consequently the
integral is composed of the sum of tho varia.ble values of the
differential d (scc" .1,), multiplied respCctively by these fractions.
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The total value of the integral is then less than tile sum of the
differentials d (soo" x), taken from x == 0 up to :r, and it is greater
than this sum taken negatively: for in the first case we n>place
the variable factor cos 2mz by the constant quantity I, and in
the second case we replace this factor by - 1: now the sum of
the differentials d (sec" x), or which is the same thing, the integrnI
f d (sec" x), taken from a: == 0, is sec" x - sec" 0; see' x is a certain
function of x, and sec" 0 is the value of this (unction, taken on
the supposition that the arc a: is nothing.
The integral required is therefore included between
+ (sec"a: - sec" 0) and - (sec" a: - sec" 0) ;
that is to say, representing by k an unknown fraction positive or
negative, we have always
f {d (sec" x) cos 211&Z} = k (sec" a: - sec" 0).
Thus we obtain the equation
1 soo a: eos 2nu: + OJ'1 • sec, a: 81n
. 2mz +...1 • sec" a:cos_,,1..I:
C)
2y = c -:;:...m
M '"
.. m
" x- sec"0) ,
k (
+ ';t.'m'
sec
in which the quantity ;"", (sec" x - sec" 0) expresses exactly the
sum of aU the last terms of the infinite series.
187. If we had investigated two terms only we should have
had the equation

_"u: + 2"ktil• (sec' ~- sec'0).
m
'"
From this it follows that we can develope the value of y in a.'l
malty terms as we wish, and express exactly the remainder of
the series; we thus find the set of equations
1
+k
2y = c - 2- sec /I: cos 211&.1: ,;; I (sec a: - sec 0),
1 sec a: cos C)_Ina: + 2"1 • sec,a:.
C)
2y = c - -2
SID

III

.. Ill

1
. C)
k (.
• )'
2y=c-2-secxcos
...C) m~+2'1m • sec,xSID-m~+2'
m
• n,I sec /I:-sec ("

2!J =

1 sec x cos 2 m:r: + 0""'"1
1 sec,X .
sin 2ma: +.,.1 , sec" :r: cos C)_1I1Z
Xm
MW
~m

C- -

.. x + "1;lkms (HeC
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The number Ie which enters into these equations is not the
same for all, and it represents in each one a certain quantity
which is always included between 1 and - 1; m is equal to the
number of terms of the series
1
1
1
cos a: - 3 cos 3a: + 5 cos 5z - ..• - 2m _ 1 cos (2m - 1) X,
whose sum is denoted by y.
188. These equations could be employed if the number m
were given, and however great that number might be, we could
determine as exactly as we pleased the variable part of the value
of y. If the number m be infinite, as is supposed, we consider
the first equation only; and it is evident that the two terms
which follow the constant become smaller and smaller ; so that
the exact value of 2y is in this case the constant c; this constant
is determined by assuming a: = 0 in the value of y, whence we
conclude
w
1
1
1
1
4 = cos X - 3 cos 3:c + 5 cos 5x -7 cos 7X + 9 cos 9J: - &c.
It is easy to see now that the result necessarily holds if the
arc x is less than tw. In fact, attributing to this arc a definite
value X as near to lw as we please, we can always give to m
Ie
a value so great, that the term 2m (sec a: -11000), which completes

the series, becomes less than any quantity whatever; but the
exactness of this conclusion is based on the fact that the term
sec x acquires no value which exceeds all possible limits, whence
it follows that the same reasoning cannot apply to the case in
which the arc a: is not less than tw.
The same analysis could be applied to the series which express
the values of lx, log cos tr., and by this means we can assign
the limits between which the variable must be included, in order
that the result of analysis may be free from all uncertainty;
moreover, the same problems may be treated otherwise by a
method founded on other principles t.
. 189. The expression of the law of fixed temperatures in
a solid plate supposed the knowledge of the equation
1 Cf. De lIorglUl's Di§. and lilt. Calculus, pp. 605-6C:J. [A. F.]
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'I

3 COS.u; + 5 COS;)X -7 cos IX + 9 cos

9
oX -

&

'Co

A simpler methocl of obtaining this equation. is as follows:

If the sum of two arcs is equal to lw. a quarter of the
circumference. the product of their tangent is 1; we have therefore in general
1
1
2 W = arc tan te + arc tan
(c:);

u................

the symbol arc tan tl denotes the length of the arc whose tangent
is fl, and the series which gives the value of that arc is well
known; whence we have the following result:
.I w = u + 1- -.l II us + -1) + 1(11)
-;;a u + -u' - -1(1'1)
u + --.
2
u 3 \
7
u'

,,3

+

!(", + ~~) -

&c.••.....••.......... Cd).

If now we write er'" -1 instead of u in equation (c), and in (''1uation (d), we shall have
1

r-:

2 w = arc tan et" -1 + arc tan e- z '

,-

-1,

- -7
1 cos ~101: + 9
1 cos 9,c- &'l'.
auu)14: '1r = cos oX -:11 cos 3oX + ;)1 cos J.1:
The series of equation (d) is always divergent, and that- of
equatioll (0) (Art. 180) is always cOllvergent; its value is !w
01'

-!w.
SECTIOX IY.
Gelleral svilltivlI.

190. We can now form the complete solution of the problem
which we have proposed; for the coefficients of equation (0)
(Art. 169) being determined, nothing remains but to substitute
them. and we have
WI!

"4 =

-It

e

1 _....

COS!/-:1

3

e' cos ':I

1

-or

+ :5 Ii

_

1

-1T'

cos .,:/ - "; e

CLIS

~
&
(,
19 + ·c.... ll/
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COEXISTENCE OF PARTIAL STATES.

This vaIue 0 f

'V

. becomes
. fi es t he aquat·lOn tJlv
satts
d3! + d'u
dy' = 0 ; It

nothing when we give to '!I a value equal to 177" or - 177"; lastly,
it is equal to unity when z is nothing and '!I is included between
- tn- and + !77". Thus all the physical conditions of the problem
are exactly fulfilled, and it is certain that, if we give to each
point of the plate the temperature which equa.tion (1%). determines, and if the base.A be maintained at the same time at the
temperature 1, and the infinite edges B and a at the temperature 0, it would be ·impossible for any change to occur in the
system of temperatures.
191. Tho second member of equation (2) having the form
of an exceedingly convergent series, it is always easy to determine numerically the temperature of a point whose cll-ordinates
a: and y are known. The solution gives rise to various results
which it is necessary to remark, since they belong also to the
general theory.
If the point 'Ill, whose fixed temperature is considered, is very
distant from the origin .A, the value of the second member of
the equation (1%) will be very nearly equal to e-" cos y; it reduces
to this term if a: is infinite.
The equation v =

~ e- cos y represents also a state of the
77"
IJ

solid which would be preserved without any change, if it wero
once formed; the same would be the case with the state represented by tho equation

'V

= 3~ e-

31I

cos 3y, and in general each

term of the series corresponds to a particular state which enjoys
the same property. All these partial systems exist at once in
that which equation (2) represents; they are superposed, and
the movement of heat takes place with respect to each of them
as if it alone existed. In the state which corresponds to any
one of these terms, the fixed temperatures of the points of the
base .A differ from one point to another, and this is the only condition of the problem which is not fulfilled; but the generalstatc
which results from the sum of all the terms satisfies this special
condition.
According as the point whos3 temperature is considered is
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more distant from the origin, the movement of heat id less complex: for if the distance II: is sufficiently great, each term of
the series is very small with respect to that which precedes it,
80 that the state of the heated plate is sensibly represented by
the first three terms, or by the first two, or by the first only,
for those parts of the plate which are more and more distant
from the origin.
The curved surface whose vertical ordinate measures the
fixed temperature tI, is formed by adding the ordinates of a
multitude of particular surfacell whose equations are
'"'~ _ ,F" cosy

4

""'9 _- 1II e-ta cos 3!J,

'4

'lTV. -

4

e.... cos 5!J &co
'

The first of these coincides with the general surface when :x:
is infinite, and they have a common asymptotic sheet.
If the difference ,,- ". of their ordinates is considered to be
the ordinate of a curved surface, this surface will coincide, when II:
is infinite, with that whose equation is l'ITv. - - i~fk cos 39' All
the other terms of the series produce similar results.
The same results would again be found if the section at the
origin, instead of being bounded as in the actual hypothesis by
a straight line parallel to the axis of !I. had any figure whatever
formed of two symmetrical parts. It is evident therefore that
the particular values

ae"" cos !I,

be-ta cos 39,

06-'" cos 5y,

&c.,

have their origin in the physical problem itself, and have a
necessary relation to the phenomena of heat. Each of them
expresses a simple mode according to which beat is established
and propagated in a rectangular plate, whose infinite sides retain
a constant temperature. The general system of temperatures
is compounded always of a multitude of simple systems, and the
expression for their sum has nothing e.rbitrary but the coefficients a, b, c, d, &c.
192. Equation (a) may be employed to determine all the
circumstances of the permanent movement of heat in a rectangular plate heated at its origin. If it be asked, for example,
what is the expenditure of the source of heat, that is to say,
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EXPENDITURE OF THE SOURCE OF HEAT.

what is the quantity which, during a given time, passes across
the base .it and replaces that which flows into the cold masses
Band 0; we must consider that the flow perpendicular to the
axis of y is expressed .by - K :

. The quantity which during

the instant dt flows across a part dy of the axis is therefore
dv

- K d:D dydt ;
and, as the temperatures are permanent, the amount of the flow,

d" dy.
eluring unit of time, is - K da;

This expression must be

integrated between the limits y = -17r and y = + tn', in order
to ascertain the whole quantity which passes the base, or which
is the same thing, must be integrated from '!I = 0 to '!I:= 17r, and
the result doubled.

The quantity

~

is a function of a: and y,

in which a: must be made equal to 0, in order that the calculation
may refer to the base .A, which coincides with the axis of y. The
expression for the expenditure of the source of heat is there·
fore 2

J(- K:' dy).

The integral must be taken from y = 0 to

Y = 17r; if, in the function

~,

a: is not supposed equal to 0,

but a: = a:, the integral will be a function of a: which will denote
the quantity of heat which flows in unit of time acrOllS a trans.
verse edge at a distance a: from the origin.
193. If we wish to ascertain the quantity of heat which,
during unit of time, passes across a line drawn on the plate
parallel to the edges B and 0, we employ the expression - K ;; ,
and, multiplying it by the element d:r: of the line drawn, integrate
with respect to a: between the given boundaries of the line; thus
the integral

J(- K ~; ax) shews how much heat flows across the

whole length of the line; and if before or after the integration
we make y = 17r, we determine the quantity of heat which, during
unit of time, escapes from the plate across the infinite edge o.
\Ve may next compare the latter quantity with the expenditure

,/
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m.

of the source of hent; for the source must necessarily 8upplJ'
continually the heat which flows into the masses B and O. If
this compensation did not exist at ench instant, the system of
temperatures would be variable.
19.J..

Equation (2) gives

- Ed'!! = ~[( (e-" cos9- e-sz cos 39 +e-&% cos'S!j- e-1 cos';y +&c.);
x

%

'It'

multiplying by dy, and integrating from y = 0, we have

4K (-.: .
1 ...... 3
1 __ . 1 -flf . . . .
7r e s109-3e
SlO :y+5e slOaY-ije 810/Y+
If Y be made =

8;

&c.) •

l'lt', and the int~gral doubled, we obtain

(e-+ ~e-+~e--+ ~e-f"+&c.)

as the expression for the quantity of heat which, during unit of
time, crosses a line parallel to the base, and at a distance z from
that base.

From equation
-

(~)

we derive also

(-z sllly-e
.
..... SlO
. 3y+e- 6 zSlO;)y-e
'
-7:0:' 7
"--) :
K Tdv = 4K
~ e
810 y+c\,4;.
Cly 'It'

llence the intcgrnl J-X

(~;) dx, taken from z=O, is

41\ (1 - e-,) sin!J - (1 - e-3r) sin 3:/ + (1 'It'

e-~ sin 5y

- (1 - e-1.1') sin 7y + &e.J.

If this quantity be subtracted from the \'alne which it assumes
when x is made infinite, we find

(-r .

4- K e sllly-ae·
1 -3< 81O')Y+5
....
1 e-'"or'
_
81O·)Y-

-'It'-

&)
·C.

;

nnJ, on making 9 = !'It', we have nn expression for the whole
quantity of heat which crosses the infinite edge 0, from the
llOint whose distance from the origin is z up to the end of the
plate; namely,

(-r

-'r

4K
I
-'It' ..e + 1
3- I~-3r + ,
-;;I I! )
• +;;;
,

-7-

C •

+

&) ,
~('.
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which is evidently equal to half the quantity which in the same
time passes beyond the transverse line drawn on the plate at
a distance :c from the origin. We have already remarked that
this result is a. necessa.ry consequence of the conditions of the
problem; if it did' not hold, the part of the plate which is
situated beyond the transverse line and is prolonged to infinity
would not receive through its base a. quantity of heat equal to
tht which it loses through its two edges; it could not therefore
preserve its state, which is contrary to hypothesis.
195. As to the expenditure of the source of heat, it is found
by supposing :c = 0 in the preceding expression; hence it assumes
an infinite value, the reason for which is evident if it be remarked
that, according to hypothesis, every point of the line .A has and
retains the temperature 1: parallel lines which are very near
to this base have also a temperature very little different from
unity: hence, the extremities of all these Hnes contiguous to
the cold masses Band 0 communicate to them a. quantity of
heat incomparably greater than if the decrease of temperature
were continuous and imperceptible. In the first part of the
plate, at the ends near to B or 0, a cataract of heat, or an
infinite flow, exists. 'l'hi'3 result ceases to hold when the distance
:c becomes appreciable.
196. The length of the base has been denoted by'll". If we
assign to it any value 2l, we must write
multiplying also the values of
instead of

lX.

a;

1'11"1

instead of y, and

by ~, we must write -l'll"

i

Denoting by A the constant temperature of the
'/J

base, we mllst replace'/J by A'

These substitutions being made

in the equation (a), we 11ave
4A (_~
'll"Y 1 _"",~
'll"Y 1 _Ii"'"
• 'TT'1/
v=e 21 cos - . - - e ~t cos 3 -~l- + ~ e ~, cos <> -'-t
'II"
2l 3
2
a
~
1 _ 7r:e

-7 e

'TT'Y

~e cos 7 '2t

+ &c.

)

.. ...... (jJ).

This equation represents exactly the system of permanent
temperature in an infinite rectangular prism, included between
two mas.~es of ice B and 0, and a constant source of beat.
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197. It is easy to see either by means of this equation, or
from Art. 171, that heat is propagated in this solid, by separating more and more from the origin, at the same time that it
is directed towards the infinite faces Band O. Each section
parallel to that of the base is traversed by a wave of heat which
is renewed at each instant with the same intensity: the intensity
diminishes as the section becomes more distant from the origin.
Similar movements are effected with respect to any plane parallel
to the infinite faces; each of these planes is traversed by a constant wave which conveys its heat to the lateral masses.
The developments contained in the preceding articles would
be unnecessary, if we had not to explain an entirely new theory,
whose principles it is requisite to fix. With that view we add
the following remarks.
198. Each of the terms of equation (!Z) corresponds to only
one particular system of temperatures, which might exist in a
rectangular plate heated at its end, and whose infinite edges are
maintained at a constant temperature. Thus the equation
tI = ,""Z cos y represents the permanent temperatures, when the
points of the base .A are subject to a fixed temperature, denoted
by cosy. We may now imagine the heated plate to be part of a
plane which is prolonged to infinity in all directions, and denoting
the co-ordinates of any point of this plane by :x; and '!I, and the
temperature of the same point by tI, we may apply to the entire
cos y; by this means, the edges B and
plane the equation tI =
receive the constant temperature 0; but it is not the same
with contiguous parts BB and 00; they receive and keep lower
temperatures. The base .A has at every point the permanent
temperature denoted by cos y, and the contiguous parts .A.A have
higher temperatures. If we construct the curved surface whose
vertical ordinate is equal to the permanent temperature at each
point of the plane, and if it be cut by a vertical plane passing
through the line .A or parallel to that line, the form of the section
will be that of a trigonometrical line whose ordinate represents
the infinite and periodic series of cosines. If the same curved
surface be cut by a vertical plane parallel to the axis of x, the
form of the section will through its whole length be that of a
logarithmic curve.

o

,-II
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199. By this it may 'be seen how the analysis satisfies the
two conditions of the hypothesis, which subjected the base to a
temperature equal to cos !I, and the two sides B and
to the
temperature O. 'When we express these two conditions we solve
in fact the ful10wing problem: If the heated plate formed part of
an infinite plane, what must be the temperatures at all the points
of the plane, in order that the system may be self-permanent, and
that the fixed temperatures of the infinite rectangle may be those
which are given by the hypothesis?
We have supposed in the foregoing part that some external
causes maintained the faces of the rectangular solid, one at the
temperature 1, and the two others at the temperature O. ThIS
effect may be represented in different manners; but the hypothesis proper to the investigation consists in regarding the prism
as part of a solid all of whose dimensions are infinite, and in determining the temperatures of the mass which surrounds it~ so that
the conditions relative to the surface may be always observed.

a

200. To ascertain the system of permanent temperatures in
a rectangular plate whose extremity.A is maintained at the temperature 1, and the two infinite edges at the temperature 0, we
might consider the changes which the temperatures undergo,
from the initial state which is given, to the fixed state which is
the object of the problem. Thlls the variable state of the solid
would be determined for all values of the time, and it might then
be supposed that the value was infiuite.
The method which we have followed is different, and conducts
more directly to the expression of the final state, since it is
founded on a distinctive property of that state. We now proceed
to shew that the problem admits of no other solution than that
which we have stated. The proof follows fmm the following
propositions.
201. If we give to all the points of an infinite rectangula.r
plate temperatures expressed hy equation (2), and if at the two
edges B and a we maintain the fixed temperature 0, whilst the
end.A is exposed to a source of heat which keeps all points olthe
line .A at the fixed temperature 1; no cha.nge can happen in the

state of the solid.
F. H.

In fact, the equation

~; + ~; = 0

being

11
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satisfied, it is evident (Art. 170) that the quantity of heat which
determines the temperature of each molecule can be neither
. increased nor diminished.
The different points of the same solid having received the
temperatures expressed by equation (a) or v = 4>(11:, y), suppose
that instead of maintaining the edge A at the temperature 1, the
fixed temperature 0 be given to it as to the two lines Band 0;
the heat contained in the plate BAO will flow across the three
edges A, B, 0, and by hypothesis it will not be replaced, so that
the temperatures will diminish continually, and their final and
common value will be zero. This result is evident since the
points infinitely distant from the origin A have a temperature
infinitely small from the manner in which equation (a) was
formed.
The same effect would take place in the opposite direction, if
the system of temperatures were t1 = - 4> (11:, y), instead of being
v = 4> (11:, !I); that is to say, all the initial negative temperatures
would vary continually, and would tend more and more towards
their final value 0, whit'Jt the three edges A, B, 0 preserved the
temper.ature O.
202. Let t1 = 4> (z,!I) be a given equat.ion which expresses
the initial temperature of points in the plate BA 0, whose base A
is maintained at the temperature 1, whilst the edges Band 0
preserve the temperature O.
Let t1 = F(z, !f) be another given equation which expresses
the initial temperature of each point of a solid plate BAO exactly
the 8&Jl)e as the preceding, but whose three edges B, A, Care
maintained at the temperature O.
Suppose that in the first solid the variable state which SttCceeds to the final state is determined by the equation" = 4> (z, !I, t),
t denoting the time elapsed, and that the equation v = cf> (11:, !I. t)
determines the variable state of the second solid, for which the
initial temperatures are F(I1:, !f).
Lastly, suppose a third solid like each of the two preceding:
let t1 =f(z, y) + F(I1:, y) be the equation which represents its
initial state, and let 1 be the constant temperature of the base
A, 0 and 0 those of the two edges Band O.
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We proceed to shew that the variable state of the third solid
is determined by the equation tJ = 4>(z, -!I, t) + cf>(a:, !I, t).
In fact, the tetnperature of a point m of the third solid varies,
because that molecule, .wholle volume is denoted by M, acquires
or loses a certain quantity of heat 4. The increase of temperature during the instant dt is
4
cAL dt,

the COefficient c denoting the specific capacity with respect to
volume. The variation of the temperature of the same point in
the first solid is

c~[ dt,

and

c~l dt

in the second, the Jetters

d and D representing the quantity of heat positive or negative
which the molecule acquires by virtue of the action of all the
neighbouring molecules. Now it is easy to perceive that 4
_is equal to d + D. For proof it is sufficient to consider the
quantity of heat which the point m receives from another point
m' belonging to the interior of the plate, or to the edges which
bound it.
The point m l , whose initial temperature is denoted by h,
transmits, during the instant dt, to the molecule m, a quantity of
heat expressed by '11(/1 - f)dt, the factor ql representing a certain
function of the distance between the two molecules. Thus the
whole quantity of heat acquired by m is I'1I(1. - I)dt, the sign
~ expressing the sum of all the terms which would be found
by considering the other points ml , ma> m, &c. which act on m;
that is to say, writing ql'l. or ql,la. or q,• .t. and so on, instead of
ql' f.. In the same manner Iql(F. - F)dt will be found to be
the expression of the whole quantity of heat acquired by the
811.me point m of the second solid; and the factor ql is the same
as in the term ~'ll(" - I)dt, since the two solids are formed of
the same matter, and the position of the points is the same; we
have then
d = I'll(f. -/)dt and D = Iql(F',. - F)dt.
For the same reason it will be found that
,4 = Iql{ft + F,. -

hence

4

=d + D

and

4

(1+ F)}dt;
d

J)

eM = eM + CJj'
11-2
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It follows from this that the molecule m of the third solid
acquires, during the instant tIt, an increase of temperature equal
to the sum of the two increments which the same point would
have gained in the two first solids. Hence at the end of the
first instant, the original hypothesis will again hold, "since any
molecule whatever of the third solid has a temperature equal
to the sum of those which it has in the two others" Thus the
same relation exists at the beginning of each instant, that is to
say, the variable state of the third solid can always be represented
by the equation
tI

== 4> (x, !I, t)

+ 4> (x, !I, t).

203. The preceding proposition is applicable to all probJems
relative to the uniform or varied movement of heat. It shews
that the movement can always be decomposed into several others,
each of which is effected separately as if it alone existed. This
superposition of simple effects is one of the fundamental elements
in the theory of heat. It is expressed in the investigation, by
the very nature of the general equations, and derives its origin
from the principle of the communication of heat.
Let now t1 == 4> (z, y) be the equation (11) which expresses the
permanent state of the solid plate BAa, heated at its end ..4, and
whose edges B and a preserve the temperature 1; the initial state
of the plate is such, according to hypothesis, that all its points
have a nul temperature, except those of the base.A, whose temperature is 1. The initial state can then be considered as formed
of two others, namely: a first, in which the initial temperatures are
-:- 4>(:1:, y), the three edges being maintained at the temperature 0,
and a second state, in which the initial temperatures are + 4>(:1:,y).
the two edges B and a preserving the temperature 0, and the
base.A the temperature 1; the superposition of these two states
produces the initial state which results from the hypothe&is. It
remains then only to exa.mine the movement of heat in each one
of the two partial states. Now, in the "second, the system of temperatures can undergo no cha.nge; and in the first, it has been
remarked in Article 201 that the temperatures vary continually,
and end with being nul. Hence the final state, properly so called,
is that which is represented by v = 4> (x, y) or equation (Gl).
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If this state were formed at first it would be self-existent, and
it is this property which has served to determine it for us. If the
solid plate be supposed to be in another initial state, the difference between the latter state and the fixed state forms a partial
state, which imperceptibly disappears. After a considerable time,
the difference has nearly vanished, and the system of fixed temperatures has undergone no change. Thus the variable temperatures converge more and more to a final state, independent of
the primitive heating.

204. We perceive by this that the final state is unique; for,
if a second state were conceived, the difference between the
second and the first would form a partial state, which ought to be
self-existent, although the edges ..4, B, 0 were maintained at the
temperature o. Now the last effect cannot occur; similarly jf we
supposed another source of heat independent of that which flows
from the origin .A; besides, thiR hypothesis is not that of the
problem we have treated, in which the initial temperatures are
nul. It is evident that parts very distant from the origin can
only acquire an exceedingly small temperature.
Since the final state which must be determined is unique, it
follows that the problem proposed admits no other solution than
that which results from equation (1): Another fC!rm may be
given to this result, but the solution can be neither extended nor
restricted without rendering it inexact.
The method which we have explained in this chapter consists
in forming first very simple pa.rticular values, which agree with
the problem, and in rendering the solution more general, to the
intent that tI or 4> (:c, y) may satisfy three conditions, namely:
d'fJ d'tI
dtr! + dy' = 0, 4> (:c, 0) = 1, 4> (z, ± i7T) - O.

It is clear tha.t the contrary order might be followed, and the
solution obtained would necessarily be the same as the foregoing.
We shall not stop over the details, which are easily supplied,
when once the solution is known. We shall only give in the fol.
lowing section a remarkable expression for the Cunction 4> (Il', y)
whose value was developed in a convergent series in equation (cz).
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Finite ~ of 1M result of 1M solution.
• 20;). The preceding solution might be deduced from the
integral of the equation : ; + ~; = 0,· which contains imaginary
quantities, under the sign of the arbitrary functions. We shall
confine ourselves here to the remark that the integral
. tJ= t/J (:x: +yJ -1) +'t(:x:- yJ -1),
has a manifest relation to the value of t1 given by the equation

""'
1,* cos 3Y+5'
I~ cos 5Y- &e.
"4='- cosY-a'
In fact, replacing the cosines by their imaginary expressions,
we have
'"; =

,-crrI-ii _ ~ ,-I(-v-t, + ~ e-6C....,f=i' _

&C.

+ ,-,,"-v=i-,_ ~,~Y-il + ~e-6C,"-Y-i)-&co
The first series is a function of :x: - y J
series is the same function of :x: + Y~.

- 1, and the second

Comparing these series with the known development of arc tan.
in functions of • its tangent, it is immediately seen that the first
is arc tan ,,.....Y-ii, and the second is arc tan ,;..+r/=ii; thus
equation (a) takes the finite form
';' = arc tan e-'~~ + arc tan ,-<,..v=n ........... (B).

In this mode it conforms to the general integral
the function
J

t1-t/J (:x:+yJ -1) + 't (:1:- yJ -1) ......... (..4),
t/J (z) is arc tan 6'1, and similarly the function 't (z).

D. F. Gregory derived ill. solution from ill. form

.,=008 (,:z) .,.(z) +.m (,a'z) +(z).
C"mb. Jlath. Journ<Jl, Vol. I. p. 105.

[A. F.]
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If in equation (B) we denote the first term of the second member by p and the second by q, we have .

~ '1I"V ==P + fJ.,
tan (

tan p == 6-'~v=ii, tan q ... 6-'--'V-1) ;

+ ) or

tan.p + tan q == 26- cosy == 2 cosy.
1 - e.....

S--6-,
whence we deduce the equation ~'1I"V ==arc tan (;~~!) ...... (0).

whence

P

fJ.

1 - tan p tan fJ.

This is the simplest form under which the solution of the
problem can be presented.
206. This value of " or 4> (Ill, y) satisfies the conditions relative
to the ends of the solid, namely, 4> (~, ± tn') == 0, and 4> (0, y) == 1 ;
. satie
. fies also t h e general equation
. th!
d!v + iJI"
.
It
dy == 0, smce
equatioll (0) is a transformation of equation (B). Hence it represents
exactly the system of permanent temperatures;· and since that
state is unique, it is impossible that there should be any other
solution, either more general or more restricted.
The equation (0) furnishes, by means of tables, the value of .
one of the three unknowns v, Ill, y, when two of them are given; it
very clearly indicates the nature of the surface whose vertical
ordinate is the permanent temperature of a given point of the
solid plate. Finally, we deduce from the same equation the values
of the differential coefficients ;;:, and :; which measure the velocity with which heat flows in the two orthogonal directions; and
we consequently know the value of the flow in any other direction.
These coefficien·ts are expressed thus,

(S-+6-)

dv
-=-2cos JtJ e"" + 2 cos 2y + e""'" ,
d:c
dv

dy

=-

. (
e" - ir"
)
2 SiDY i" + 2 cos 2y + 6-'''

•

It may be remarked that in Article 194 the va:Jue of ::' and
that of

~;

are given by infinite series, whose sums may be easily
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found, by replacing the trigonometrical quantities by imaginary
dv
atJ •
exponentials. We thus obtain the values of rk and dy which
we have just stated.
The problem which we have now dealt with is the first which
we have solved in the theory of heat, or rather in that part of
the theory which requires the employment of analysis. It
furnishes very easy numerical applications, whether we make
use of the trigonometrical tables or convergent series, and it
represents exactly all the circumstances of the movement of
heat. We pa.c!s on now to more general considerations.

SECTION VI .

.Development of an arbitrary function in trigononl8tric .eriBB.
207. The problem of the propagation of heat in a rectangular solid has led to the equation

~ + ~~ = 0;

and if it

be supposed that all the points of one of the faces of the solid
have a common temperature, the coefficients a, '6, c. a, etc. of
the series
a cos x + '6 cos 3x + c cos 5a: + a cos 7x + ... &c.,
must be determined so that the value of this function may be
equal to a constant whenever the arc z is included between -lw
and + tw. The value of these coefficients has just been assigned;
but herein we have dealt with a single case only of a more general
problem, which consists in developing any function whatever in
an infinite series of sines or cosines of multiple arcs. This
problem is connected with the theory of partial differential
equations, and has been attacked since the origin of that analysis.
It was necessary to solve it, in order to integrate suitably the
equations of the propagation of heat; we proceed to explain
the solution.
We shall examine, in the first place, the case in which it is
required to reduce into a series of sines of multiple arcs, a
function whose development contains only odd powers of the
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Denoting such a function by

~ (x),

we arrange the

°

~ (x) = a sin x + h sin 2z + sin Sa: + d sin 4x + ... &c.,
in which it is required to determine the value of the coefficients
a, h, 0, d, &c. First we write the equation

~(a:) =:r~' (0) + ~~" (0) + ~~", (0) + ~ ~I'(O) + ~~'(O)+ ... &c.,
in which ~. (0), ~"(O),
by the coefficients
d~ (x)

-da:- ,

~", (0), ~I' (0),

d'~ (x)

d'~

&c. denote the values taken

(a:)

die' - , d:c' '

d4~ (x)
~,&c.,

when we suppose a: = 0 in them. Thus, representing the development according to powers of a: by the equation

z'

~(a:) =..4a:-B I! + 0
we have

= 0,
= 0,
~I'(O) = 0,
~"'(O) = 0,
~

(0)

ill

x'

a!

I! - D I! +E ~ -

and

~"(O)

&c.,

= ..4,
= B,
~'(O) = 0,
~' (O)

~", (0)

~-.u(0) =

&c.

D,

&c.

If now we compare the preceding equation with the equation
~(a:) = a sma:+ 6 sin 20:+ c sinSx+ d sin 4z+e sin !)x+ &c.,
developing the second member with respect to powers of :.e, we
have the equations

..4. = a + 26 + 3c + 4d + oe + &c.,
B = a + 2'h + S'c + 4'd + o'e + &c.,

0= a + ~b + sac + 41d + ole + &c.,
D = a + 2'b + S'o + 4'd + 5'e + &0.,
E= a + 21b +

SiC

+ 4'd + 5'e + &c. •........... (a).

These equations serve to find the coefficients a, b, 0, d, e,
&c., whose number is infinite. To determine them, we first regard the number of unknowns as finite and equal to m; thus
we suppress all the equations which follow the first m equations,
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and we omit from each equation all the terms of the second
member which follow the first m terms which we retain. The
whole number m being given, the coefficients a, b, c, d. '. &C. have
fixed values which may be found by elimination. Different
values would be obtained for the same quantities, if the number
of the equations and that of the unknowns were greater by one
unit. Thus the value of the coefficients varies as we increase
the number of the coefficients and of the equations which ought
to determine them. It is required to find what the limits are
towards which the values of the unknowns converge continually
as the number of equations increases. These limits are the true
values of the unknowns which satisfy the preceding equations
when their number is infinite.
208. We consider then in succession the cases in which we
should have to determine one unknown by one equation, two
unknowns by two equations. three unknowns by three equations,
and so on to infinity.
Suppose tha.t we denote as follows different systems of equa.tions analogous to those from which the values of the coefficients
must be derived:
a.+~b. -AI'

a. + 2 b. = B.,
1

a, + 2bl + 3c, == A,.
a. + 2'b, + 31c, == B a,

a, + 2'b. + 3'c, == 0 1 '
a, + 2b, + So, + 4d, == A"
a. + 2'b, + SiC, + 41d, ==JJ,.
a, + 2'b, + 3·c, + 41d, == a"
Q, + 2'b, + S'c, + 4'd, == D4I
a, + 2bl

+ SCI + 4d. + 5e, == .A"
D, + 2'b. + 31c. + 41d. + 518. == B.,
a. + 2'b. + S'c. + 4'd. + 0'" == A.,
0. + 2'b. + S'c. + 4'd. + 5'" == D.,
a. + 2'b, + 3'c, + 4'J, + 5'8. == E",
&c.

&0. ......................... (b).
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H now we eliminate the last unknown 6. by means of the
five equations which contain A •• B •• 0•• D •• E•• &c.. we find
a. (51_I') + 2b. (51_ 2') + 3c. (51_
0, (5'-1')

+ 'lJh. (51_

3~ +4d.

W - 4~ ==5 A.-B••

21) + 31c, (51_ 3') + 41d, (51 -

I

4~

== 5'B, - 0.,

0,

(51 -I') +2'h,(51_2~ + 3'c. (51 _3') +4.'d, (5'-4~ =5'0. -D••

0.

(5'-1,) + 2'6, (51 - 2') + 3'('. (51 - 3') + 4'd. (51 - 4') = 5' D.- E•.

We could have deduced these four equations from the four
which form the preceding system, by substituting in the latter
instead of
(51 -1') a.,

a,.

and instead of

b"

(51 - 2') be.

c"
d"

(5'- 3~ c.'
(51 - 4') d,i

A"
B"

5I A,-B"
51Be -0.,

0"

51 0, - D.,

D"

5'D.-E•.

By similar substitutions we could always pass from the case
which corresponds to a number m of unknowns to that which
corresponds to the number m+ 1. Writing in order all the
rela.tions between the quantities which correspond to one of the
cases and those which correspond to the following case, we shall
have

a l =al (2'-1).

a. == a. (31 -1), bl = b. (31 - 2j,
a. == a, (41-1),

bl==b,(41-2~.

c.=c,W-3'),

a, = a, (5'-1), h, =h, (51 - 2'), c,-c, (51 _ 31), d, == d, (5'- 4'),
Q. == a. (61 - 1), b, == b. (61- 21), C. == C. (61 - 3'). d. = d. (61 - 4,),
&c.

e, == 6. (6' - 5,),
&c. ...•.•....•. ro •• . . . . . . . . . . . (c).
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We have also
A. =2A,-B.,

A, = 3.A. - B., B. = 3B.- a"
.A.=4A,-B" B.=4B,-a" a.=4a,-D"
.A, = 5A, - B., B, = 5B 0., 0, = 50. - D., D, == aD. - Ea.
I -

&c.

&C..............................(d).

From equations (c) we conclude that on representing the unknowns. whose number is infinite. by a, b, c, d, e, &Co, we must
have
a == (21- 1) (3" - 1)(4' - 1)(S- - 1) ... '

b

= (3" -

b,

2')(4' - 2') (5'- 2*) (6* - 2') ... '

c,

c == (4& _ 3') (5' - 3') (6' _ 3') (7' - 3') •.• '

d

d.

== (~- 4') (6'- 4') (7' - 4')(8'- 4') ... '
&Co

&Co ••••••••••••••••• •• (e).

209. It remains then to determine the values of ai' b•• c.'
d•• e., &c.; the first is given by one equation, in which .AI enters;
the second is given by two equations into which A.B. enter; the
third is given by three equation!!, into which A.B.a. enter; and
so on. It follows from this that if we knew the values of

A" .A.B., A.B.a,. A.B.(f,D, ...• &c.,
we could easily find a l by solving one equation. a.b. by solving
two equations. a.'iJ,c. by solving three equations, and so on: after
which we could determine a, h, c, d, e. &Co It is required then
to calculate the values of
AI'

A.B., A.B,a.. A,B,O,D,. A.BP.D.E•... , &Co,

by means of equations (d). 1st, we find the value of A. in
terms of A, and B.; 2nd, by two sub3titutions we find this value
of A. in terms of A,B.O.; 3rd, by three substitutions we find the
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same value of .At in terms of A,Bp,D" and so on. The successive
values of .A t are

At = .A.2' - B"
At = A.,2'. 31 _.8, (2' + 3') + 0,.
Al =.A,2'. 3'.4' -B, (2'.31+ 2'.4'+3'. 4') + a, (2' + 3'+4') -D,.
At = A,2'. 3'.4'.5' -B. (2'. 3'.4' + 2'.3'.5' + 2'.4'.5' + 3'. 4'.5')
+ (21 • 3' + 2'.4'+ 2'.5' + 3'.4'+ 3'.5'+ 41.5')
-D. (2'+ 3'+ 4'+ 5') +E., &c.,

a.

the law of which is readily noticed. The last of these values,
which is that which we wish to determine, contains the quantities
A, B, D, E, &c., with an infinite index, and these quantities
are known; they are the same as those which enter into equa.tions (a).

a,

Dividing the ultimate value of At by the infinite product

2' , 3', 4' . 5' • 6' ". &c.,
we have
1 1 1 1
)
A -B ( 2' + 3i+ 4i+ 51 +&0. +
1

1
1
)
a(1
2',3' + 2', 4'+ 31,4'~&c,
1

1

- D ( ~. 31. 4w + ~w .3'. 51 + 3'.4'. 51 + &0.

)

+ E(2.,3'~ 4',51 + 2',31\'. 6'+&c,) + &c,
The numerical coefficients are the sums of the products which
could be formed by different combinations of the fractions
11111
l' ' 2" 3- , 511 6"" &c.,
after having removed the first fraction :,. If we represent
the respective sums of products by PI' QI' Rat 8 1, T" ... &c" and
if we employ the first of equations (6) and the first of equa.tions (b), we have, to express the value of the first coefficient a,
the equation
a (2' - 1)(31 -1)(41 -1)(5' - 1) ...
21. 31 , 41 • 5'...
=A - BPt + OQl - DR, + ES, - &c.,
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now the quantities Pt' Qt' Bp 8 1 , Tl ••• &C. may be easily determined, as we shall see lower down; hence the first coefficient a
becomes entirely known.
210. We must ~ on now to the investigation of the following coefficients b, c, a, '. &c., which from equations (,) depend on
the quantities b,. c.'
e•• &0. For this purpose we take up
equations (b), the first has already been employed to find the
value of aI' the two following give the value of bit the three
following the value of c,' the f~ur following the value of cl" and
80 on.

a,.

On completing the calculation, we find by simple inspection
. of the equations the following results for the values of b,. c.> tI"
&c.

2bl (11- 2') = A.l'- Bt ,
3e. (11- 31) (21- 3') = .A.l'. 2'- B, (I' + 2') + 01 ,

4a, (1'- 4') (~ -: 4

1)

~A,I'.

(3'- 4')

21. 31- B, (11. 21 + 11.3' + 2' .3') +

o. W+ 2'+ 3') -

D•.

&c.
It is easy to perceive the law which these equations follow;
it remains only to determine the quantities A,B,. A,B.O••
A,B/I•• &c.
Now the quantities A,BI can be expressed in terms of A.BIO,.
the latter in terms of A,B,O.P,. For this purpose it suffices to
effect the substitutions indicated by equations (el); the successive
changes reduce the second members of the preceding equations
so as to contain only the ABOD. &c. with an infinite suffix,
that is to say, the known quantities ABaD. &c. which enter into
equations (a); the coefficients become the different products
which can be made by combining the squares of the numbers
112'3'4'51 to infinity. It need only be remarked that the first
of these squares I" will not enter into the coefficients of the
value of a l ; that the second 2' will not enter into the coefficient.c;
of the value of b.; that the third square 31 will be omitted only
from those which serve to form the coefficients of the value of e.;
and 80 of the rest to infinity. We have then for the values of
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b,e.d~a' &0., and consequently for those of beth, &c., results entirely
analogous to that which we have found above for the value of .
the first coefficient a l •

211. If now we represent by PI' Q., RI , BI , &c., the quantities
1 1 1 1
JI + 3' + 4' + 5" +

... ,

1
1
1
1
1
11.3' + 1':4' + l'.-51 + 3'.4" + 3". 5' + ...

1
1
1
11.3',4' + :P:-3'.-S' + 31,4',5'
1
1
11. 31 • 4", 5" + Ill. 4 1 • 5" . 61

,

+ ...

+ ... ,

&c.,
which are formed by combinations of the fractions :.,

:1' :....

&c. to infinity, omitting

;1

~,

i.,

the second of these fractions

we have, to determine the value of b., the equation

1'-2'
2b'I'.31 .41 .51 ••• =A -BP,+ OQ.-DR.+EB,-&c.
Representing in general by p. Q.R.B.... the sums of the
products which can be made by combining all the fractionR
I
1 1 1 1
. fi .
fte
't .
h fi
•
I
2'.' 3" 41 ' 51'" to 1D mty, a r oml tmg t e racttOn nl

r'

only; we have in general to determine the quantities a" b.,
d., 6.... , &c., the following equations:

Ca_

1

.A -BPI + OQ,-DR,+EB,-&c.= aI21.31,4". 5.... '
(1'- 2')

.A - BPI + OQ. - DR. + EB.- &c. = 2b'll. 3'. 4'.5" .. , '
A

.a

-BP
I

+

OQ -D

•

R. + E

S. _& _
(1'-31)(21-3')
I
C. - 3c, 1'. 21. 4'. 51. 6" ... '
_

.A -BP,+ OQ,-DR, +ES,- &c. - 4d,

(11- 41) (2' - 41) (3'-4')
1*.2".31 ,51 .6" ...
'

&c.
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212. If we consider now equations (e) which give the values
of the coefficients a, b, c, d, &c., we have the following results:
(21 - 1') (3' -1') W -II) (51 - 1') ...
a2'.31 .41 .51 ...

- A. - BPI + CQI - DRI + ESI - &c.,

2b (II - 2') (3' - 2') (41 - 2') (51 - 2') •..
1-.3-.41 .51 •••

-A. - BP.+ CQ, -DR,+ES,-&c.,
3c (I' - 3') (2' - 3') (4' - 3') (51 - 3') ...
P. 2'.401 .51 •••

-A -BP.I -

cn -DR +E8 -&c.,
'11'1

I

I

4d(11 - 4,) (21 - 4') (SI - 4') (51 - 4') ..•
1-.2'. S'. 5' ...

-...4. -BP'+ OQ.- DR. + ES.-&e.,
&c.
Remarking the factors which are wanting to the numerators
and denominators to complete the double series of natural
numbers, we see that the fraction is reduced, in the first equation
· thesecond to- 2"i;lOte
2 . hthird toS.ij;1O
S S · t he
to 1· 1;10

1 2

2

fourth to - : • :; so that the products which multiply a, 2b, 3c,
4d, &c., are alternately

~

and -

~.

It is only required then to

find the values of P,Q,R,S" PIQ.R,SI' p.Q.R.S., &c.
To obtain them we may remark that we can make these
values depend upon the values of the quantities PQRST, &e.,
which represent the different products which may be formed
°th th fi
.
1 1 1 1 1 1 &
h
.
\\1
e ractIons 11' 2" 3-' 401' 51' 6" co, W1t out 01Dlt0

ting any.
With respect to the latter products, their values are given
by the series for the developments of the sine. We represent
then the series
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11111
P + 21 + 31 + 41 + 51 + &c.
111
1
1
1
11.21 + 1'.31 + II, 4fI + 21 ,31+ 21 ,41 + 31,41 + &0,
1
1
1
1
11 ,21,31 + II, 21 ,41 + 11 ,31,41+ 2*,3-.41 + &c,
1
1 .
1
11,21,31 .41 + 21 ,31 .41 .51 + 11. 21,31.51 + &C,

by P, Q, B, 8, &c,

.
a! a!
sma: = a: - ~ +

(1;7

l! .... ~ + &c.

The series

furnishes the values of the quantities p, Q, B, S, &c.
value of the sine being expressed by the equation

In fact, the

sinz=Z(1-1~)(I-2::')(I-3::')(I- ~)(1-5:;1) &0.
we have
a! z,

z·

l-~+~-I!+&o.

= (1- 1~:I) (1'-'2:;') (1- 3~.) (1 ~ 4~)

&0,

Whence we conclude at once that
~

.".'

.".1

~

P=~I Q=~, R=~, S==~,&c.
213, Suppose DOW that p •• Q•• R•• S., &c., represent the
sums of the different products which can be made with the
L __ •
1 1 1 1 1 & fi
h' h h fi
.
1
UlM:tlOns }i' 21 I 31 I 41 I 51' c., rom w lC t e ractlOn ""I
has been removed, "" being any integer whatever; it is required
to determine p., Q•• B., 8., &c., by means of P, Q. B, S, &C. If
we denote by

1 - gP. + t/Q. - g' B. + g'S. - &c.,
the products of the factors

(1 ~ [.) (1 - l-) (1 - ~) (1- Is) &c.,
F. B,

12
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Dr.

!-) only has been omitted; it follows

(1- ~) the quantity

that on multiplying by

l-gP. + t/Q. -gIB. + '1.'S. - &c.•
1 - '1.P + t/ Q- tJ.'B + '1.'S - &c.

we obtain

This comparison gives the following relations:
1

p.+.=P,

"1

Q.+ ",,,p.=Q,
1

B. + "," Q. == R,
I

S.+.B.=S,
n
&c.;

or

I

p.=P- ",'"
I

1

",

'"

Q.= Q-.P+.,
B.=R-!
Q+!p-!
",'
",'
",-'

•

1

"I

111

",'

8 -S---R+-Q--P+ft",' ,
&c.
Employing the known values of p, Q, R, S, and making "
equal to 1,2,3,4,5, &C. successively, we shall have the values of
P,Q,R,8I' &c.; those of P.Q,.R.81 • &c.; those of P,Q.R.S,. &C.

214. From the foregoing theory it follows that the values
of a, b, c, d, 6, &c., derived from the equations
a + 2h + 3c + 4d + 56 + &C. - A,
a + 2'b + SSc + 4'd + 5se + &c. - B,
a + 2'11 + 31c + 46d + 51e + &c. = 0,
a + 2'b + 3'c + 4'd + 5', + &C. == D,
a + 2'b + 3'c + 4'd + 5'e + &c. == E,
&c.,
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are thus e.xpressed,

210. Knowing the values of a, h, c, d, e, &c., we can substitute
them in the proposed equation
tfJ (a:) = a sin a: + h sin 2a: + c sin 33:: + d sin 4.l: + e sin oa: + &c.,

and writing also instead of the quantities .A, B, 0, D, E, &c., their

12-2
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We may make use of the preceding series to reduce into
a series of sines of multiple arcs any proposed function whose
development contains only odd powers of the variable.
216. The first ease which presents itself is that in wbich
." (z) == Z; we find then .,,' (0) == 1, ."", (0) == 0, "'~(O) == 0, &c., and 80
for the rest. We have therefore the series

1

.

1.

0_

1 .

0_

1 , ~-

i Z ==SlDa:- 2 8ln~+3 8ln~-4 SlD ---+

&c

"

which has been given by Ealer.

If we suppose the proposed function to be a!, we shall have
, (0) == 0, "''''(0) ==~, ."Y(O)

== 0, .".u(0) == 0, &c.,

which gives the equation

~ a! == (,... - ~) sin a: - (w1- ~) ~ sm 2z + (WI - ~) ~ sin Sa: + &C.
(A).
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We should arrive at the same result, starting from the preceding equation,
1
.
1. 0 _ 1. ~_ 1. ..t_ &
2a: = Sln z - 2 sm MW + 3 sm iJOIi - 4 sm ':Hi + c.

In fact. multiplying each member by dz, and integrating, we
have

a1

1

1

1

0-"4 => cos z - 2' cos 2:x: + 31 cos 3z - 4! cos 4a: + &c. ;

a

the value of the constant is
1 1 1 1
1 - 21 + 3- - 4! + 5' - &c. ;
a series whose sum is known to be

~ ~.

Multiplying by dz the

two members of the equation

1""

a1
1
1
2 /! -"4 = cos a: - 2' cos 2z + cos 3a: - &c.,

:r

and integrating we have

1 ""Z 1 Z l .
1. 0_ 1 . ~_ &
2/! -2/!=SlDz-2.sm~+3_smOi(i- c.
lf now we write instead of z its value derived from theequation
.
1. 0_ 1. ~_ 1 . ..t_ &
21 a: = Sln:x:
- 2 SlD ~ + 3 sm .-- - 4 sm "lLIOIi + c.,
we shall obtain the same equation as above, namely,

1 a:'

•

("..

1)

1.

0_(""

1)

1. ~_(r

1)

2~=SlDa: ~-11 -2sm~ ~-21 +3 smiJOli l!-31 -

&
c.

We could arrive in the same manner at the development in
series of multiple arcs of the powers a:', at, :x:', &c., and in general
every function whose development contains only odd powers of
the variable.
217. Equation (A), (Art. 216), can be put under a simpler
form, which we may now indicate. We remark first. that part of
the coefficient of sin z is the series

tfl (0) + ~ ,pili (0) + ~ ,p: (0) + ~ ,pril (0) + &0.,
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which represents the quantity! "'(.".).
.".

lli.

In fact, we have, in

general,

"'(:&)

= "'(0) +~' (0) + ~ ,p' (0) + ~ "'", (0) + ~ ",IY (0)
+&c.

Now, the function ",(z) containing by hypothesis, only odd
powers, we must have '" (0) = 0, . ' (0) = 0, ",IY (0) = 0, and 80 on.
Hence
'" (z)

= q;(0) + ~"'''' (0) + ~ "'·(0) + &c. j

a second part of the coefficient of sin z is found by multiplying
by -

~ the series

whose value is

!.". ,p'(.".).

We can determine in this manner the

different parts of the coefficient of sin te, and the components of
the coefficients of sin 2te, sin 3:1:, sin 4:1:, &c. We may employ for
this purpose the equations :
"" (0) +

~ ." (0) + ~' "'. (0)

+ &c. = ~ "'(.".) j

1"'' (.".) ;
+ &c. = 1",1Y(w);

"'", (0) + ~ "'. (O) + ~ ",Y11 (O) + &c. =
"'·(0) + ~ "'riI(O) + ~ "''"(0)
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By means of these reductions equation (A) takes the following
form:

~~~=~z~~-~~~+~'~-~~~+k}
_~ sin2z {,p(w} - ~. ,p"(.".) +~ ,plY (.".) _~ ,pYl(.".} +&c.}
+ ~ sin 3z {,p (.".) - ;. 4/' (.".) + ~ ,plY (.".) - ~ ,pYl(.".) + &c.}
-

~ sin 4rz {,p(.".) - ~. ,p"(.".) + ~, ,pIY(.".) - ~. ,pYl(.".) + &c.}

+ &c.

(B);

or this,

~ .".,p(z) = ,p(.".) {sin z -

!~ + !
2z

sin 3z - &c. }

-,p" (.".) {sin z - ~ sin 2z + ~a sin 3z + ,pIY(.".) {~a;

&c. }

- ~ sin 2z + ~. sin 3z - &.c.}

- ,pYl(.".) {sin z -

~, sin 2m +

!,

sin 3.1: - &c.}
~

+&c.

218. We can apply one or other of these formulm as often as
we have to develope a proposed function in a series of sines of
multiple arcs. H, for example, the proposed function is e" - 8"',
whose development contains only odd powers of a;, we shall have

1

8'"
( •
1.
1. 3
2 .". fI"e"_ 8-" = \IIID a; - 2" 8ln ~ + "3 SID Z 0_

- (sin a; -

;.

&)
c.

sin 2z+ ~. sin 3z - &c. )

+ (sinz- ~ sin 2z+ ~ sin 3z - &c.)

- (sin }r sin 2;,; + ~ sin 3z - &c. )
a; -

+&c.
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Collecting the coefficients of sin:l:, sin 2:1:, sin 3:1:, sin 4:1:, &c.,
··
. tead 0f
IlII.
al
n
an d wnting,
IDS
- - -. + -. - ,+ etc., Its v ue - - I J we
n n n n
n+
have
1 (if - ej sin a: sin 2.c sin Sa: &
2 'fl' '-e-" ----y- --r+--Y - c.

1+1

2+2

3+ 3

We might multiply these applications and derive from them
several remarkable series. We have chosen the preceding t'xample
because it appears in several problems relative to the propagation
of heat.

219. Up to this point we have supposed that the function
whose development is required in a series of sines of multiple
arcs can be developed in a series arranged according to powers
of the variable :1:, and that only odd powers enter into that
series. We can extend the same results to any functions, even
to those which are discontinuous and entirely arbitrary. To establish clearly the truth of this proposition, we must follow the
analysis which furnishes the foregoing equation (B), and examine
what is the nature of the coefficients which multiply sin:l:,
sin 2.1:, sin 3.1:, &c.

Denoting by !. the quantity which multiplies
n

1 . Ra: lD
. t h'IS equation
. wh'
. odd• and --smRa:
1.
.
-SlD
en n IS
wh en n 18
n
n
even, we have
8

=:

4>('fl') - I, 4>" ('fl')
n

Considering
)

8

+ n~ 4>It ('fl') - n~ 4>"'('fl') + &c.

as a function of

comparing the results, we find

8

differentiating twice, and

'fl',

+ ~I

f.:. --

which the foregoing value of 8 must satisfy.
Now the integral of the equation

8

4>('fl'); an equation

-

+ ~I;:; 4> (a:),

in which

8

is considered to be a function of :1:, is
B=

a cos na: + b sin Ra:

+ n sin na:

Jcos na:4> (a:) d:J: - n cos nol: Jsin n.r 4> (x) d:J:.
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If n is an integer, and the value of a: is equal to 'fr, we have
8

J

== ± n ~ (a:) sin na:da:. The sign + must be chosen when n ill

odd, and the sign - when that number is even. We must make
tc equal to the semi-circumference 'fr, after the integration indicated ; the result may be verified by developing the term

J~ (tc) sin

f&.l:

dz, by means of integration by parts, remarking

that the function ~ (tc) contains only odd powers of the vari.
able a:, and taking the integral from a: = 0 to tc == 'fr.
We conclude at once that the term is equal to

± {~('fr) - n~ ~"('fr) + n~~IY('fr) - n~ ~"('fr) + n~~YIII('fr) H we substitute this value of

&c.} .

!n in equation (B), taking the

sign + when the term of this equation is of odd order, and the
sign - when n is even, we shall have in general

f~(a:)

sin na:da:

for the coefficient of sin na:; in this manner we arrive at a very
remarkable result expressed by the following equation:

~ 'fr~(tc) == sin a: Jsin a:~(a:) da: + sin 2a: JSin 2a;~ (a:) da: + &c.

+ sin ia: Jsin ia: ~ (a:) da: + &c.

•.............. (D),

the second member will always give the development required
. for the function ~ (a:) , if we integrate from a: == 0 to tc = 'fr.t
t Llllrange bad already shewn (Milcd14f1tll TauriMlllia, Tom. m., 1766,
pp. 1160-1) that the function 11 given by the equation

-

,=11 (ZY" sin

x.... U) aiD

Z1r

--

+ II (ZY"sin IIx,o.. ~ sin lIzr

+11 (i'Y" sin sx,o.. U) sinSz.. + ... + II (%Yr sin nZ,... U)sin ftZ1I'

z..

receivee the values YlI YI • Y.... Y. corresponding to the values XI' XI' Xi...
of
,.
1
lID, where X"=,, + 1 , and U=,,+l •
Lagrange however absWned from the transition from Ws summation·formula
to the integration-formula given by Fourier.
Of. Riemann's Gaa_lee MathnnatuCM Werke, Leipzig, 1878, pp.1l18-HO
of his historioal criticism. Utber die Daratellbarkeit ri_ Function dare" riflt
TrigollOmetmcM BeiM. lA. F.]
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220. We see by this that .the coefficients a, b, c, tl, e,f, &c.,
which enter into the equation

.~ '11'4> (:I:) == a sin a: + b sin 2:1: + c sin 3:J: + tl sin 4a: + &c.,
and which we found formerly by way of successive eliminations,
are the values of definite integrals expressed by the general term
/ sin i:I: 4> (0) da:, i being the number of the term whose coefficient
is required. This remark is important, because it shews how even
entirely arbitrary functions may be developed in series of sines
of multiple arcs. In fact, if the function 4> (a:) be represented
by the variable ordinate of any curve whatever whose abscissa
extends from a: == 0 to a: == '11', and if on the same part of the axis
the known trigonometric curve, whose ordinate is '!I == sin a:, be
constructed, it is easy to represent the value of any integral
term. We must suppose 'that for each abscissa a:, to which corresponds one value of 4> (:1:), and one value of sina:, we multiply
the latter value by the first, and at the same point of the axis
raise an ordinate equal to the product 4> (a:) sin a:. By this continuous operation a third curve is formed, whose ordinates are
those of the trigonometric curve. reduced in proportion to the
ordinates of the arbitary curve which represents 4> (a:). This
done. the area of the reduced curve taken from :I: == 0 to :I: =- 'II'
gives the exact value of the coefficient of sin a: ; and whatever
the given curve may be which corresponds to 4> (:1:). whether we
can assign to it an analytical equation, or whether it depends on
no regular law. it is evident that it always serves to reduce
in any manner whatever the trigonometric curve; so that the
area of the reduced curve has, in all possible cases, a definite
value, which is the value of the coefficient of sin a: in the development of the function. The same is the case with the following
coefficient b. or /4> (:I:) sin 2:1:da:.
In general. to construct the values of the coefficients a, b, c, tl, &c.,
we must imagine that the curves. whose equations are
'!I == sin :1:, '!I = sin 2a:, y = sin 3x, '!I = sin 411:, &c.,

have been traced for the same interval on the axis of x, from
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a: == 0 to a: == 'fr; and then that we have changed these curves by
multiplying all their ordinates by the corresponding· ordinates of
a curve whose equation is y == • (a:). The equations of the reduced curves are .
y==sina:.(a:). y==sin2a:.(a:). y==sin3a:.(a:), &c.
The areas of the latter curves, taken from m== 0 to a: == 'fr.
are the values of the coefficients a. h, 0. &c.• in the equation

a.

~ 'fr.(a:) == a sin a: + b sin 2:1:+ 0 sin 3m+ d sin 4a:+&c.
221. We can verify the foregoing equation (D). (Art. 220).
by determining directly the quantities a l • al • al . . . . aJ , &c.. in the
equation

• (a:) .... a l sin m+ a. sin 2m +

a. sin 3a: + ... aJ sinja: + &c. j

for this purpose, we multiply each member of the latter equation
by sin ia: dm, i being an integer. and take the integral from a: == 0
to a: == 'fr. whence we have

J.(a:) sinimelm == alJsinm sin ia:elm + a l fsin2a: sinia:da:+&c.
+al fsinja: sinuda:+ ... &C.
Now it can easily be proved, 1st. that ~ the integrals, which
enter into the second member. have a nul value, except only the

J

term a, sin i:J: sin uda: j 2nd, that the value of fsinu sin i:J:elm is

l'fr; whence we deriv~ the value of a" namely

~

J. (a:)

Hin ia: elm.

The whole problem is reduced to considering the value of the
integrals which enter into the second member. and to demonstrating the two preceding propositions. The integral
2 Jain

jx sin ix d.J:.
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taken from z- 0 to z -"', in which i a.nd j are integers, is

. C':\
. C'I+JjZ+v.
:\ rf
-.1-.am
I-JjZ--.1
-.sm
1-)
1+.1
Since the integral must begin when Z - 0 the consta.nt 0 is
nothing, a.nd the numbers i a.nd j being integers, the value of the
integral will become nothing when Z = 'Ir; it follows that each
of tbe terms, such as
ai/sin a: sinizda:, a.jsin 2z sinizda:,

a.jsin3zsinizda:, &c.,

va.nishes, a.nd that this will occur as often as the numbers i a.nd j
are different. The same is not the case when the numbers i and j
are equal, for the term
duces,. becomes

~ sin (i -.11 a:

1-.1

~, a.nd its value is 'Ir.
2 JSin ia: sin ia: da:

to which the

i~tegral

Consequently we have

= 'Ir;

thus we obtain, in a very brief manner, the vulues of ai'
au &c., namely,
0,1-

~ J~(z) sinztU:,

aa- ~ /~(z) sin3zda:,

re-

a., a., ...

0,.- ~j~(z) sin 2zd.l:,
a,

=!J~

(a:) sin iz dz.

Substituting these we have

l"'~(z) = sin z / ~(a:) sin ztU: + sin 2z J~ (z) sin 2zda:+ &c.

f

+ sin i:e ~ (a:) sin ia:tU; + &C.
222. The simplest case is that in which the given function
has a constant value for all values of the variable a: included
between 0 an.d

'Ir j

in this case the integral

Jsin ia:rk is equal ~

~, if the number i is odd, a.nd equal to 0 if the number i is even.

t
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Hence we deduce the equation

.
1. ~_ 1 . 5 1. ~ &c
2'7I'=sma:+
3 sm·:JUi+ S SlD a:+ 7sm ,a:+ .,

1

which has been found before.
It must be remarked that when a function cf> (a:) has been developed in a series of sines of multiple arcs, the value of the series

a sin a: + b sin 2m + c sin 3a: + tl sin 4.1: + &c.
is the so.me as that of the function cf>(a:) so long as the variable a:
is included between 0 and 71'; but this equality ceases in general
to hold good when the value of a: exceeds the number 71'.
Suppose the function whose development is required to be a:.
we shall have, by the preceding theorem.

~ 7I'a: = sin a:

Ja: sin a: da: + sin 2a:Ja: sin 2m ck
+ sin 3a:

The integral

f" a:
o

sin ia:da: is equal to

which are connected with the sign

J,

f

a: sin 3a: da: + &C.

±!!', ; the indices 0 and 71',

shew the limit,.s of the inte-

gml; the sign + must be chosen when i is odd, and the sign when i is even. We have then the fonowing equation.

1
.
1 . 2m 1.
1. .1_ 1. 5 &
2'a: = sma:- 2' sm +3 em ow- 4 sm --+ ssm a:- c.
1)_

223. We can develope also in a series of sines of multiple
arcs functions different from those in which only odd powers of
the variahle enter. To instance by an example which leaves no
doubt as to the possibility of this development, we select the
function cosa:, which contains only even powers of a:, and which
may be developed nnder the following form :

a sin a: + b sin 2a: + c sin 3a: + d sin 4J: + 6 sin 5.'f: + &c.,
although iu this series only odd powers of the variahle enter.
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We have, in fact, by the preceding theorem,

~'If' cos II: == sin II:

f

+ sin 3z
The integral

f

J
fcos

cos ~ sinll:tk + sin ~ cos;r:sin 211:ck
II: sin

3z da; + &c.

COS:l: sin ill: da; is equal to zero when i is an

,-

odd number, and to •• 2i 1 when i is an even number. Supposing
sucoo88ively i = 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., we have the always convergent
series

2'211:

1

4'1f'cos~=1.3SlD

or,
cos II: ==

~

fa

+

4'
6'6 &
+3.5 Bm k +5.7 8lD 11:+ c.;

~) sin 211: + (~+ ~) sin k + (~+~) sin 6:1: + &cJ .

This result is remarkable in this respect, that it exhibits the
development of the cosine in a series of functions, each one of
which contains only odd powers. If in the preceding equation II:
be made equal to i'lf', we find

~j2==~ (~+~-~-~+~+ 111 -

&c.).

This series is known (lntrod. ad o,nalynn. infinit. cap. x.).

224. A similar analysis may be employed for the development
of any function ,whatever in a selies of cosines of multiple arcs.
Let "'(:1:) be the function whose development is required, we
may write

"'(:1:) = o,ocosO:l:+a1 COS II: +a. cos 2z+a. cos 3z+ &c.
+ a, cos i:e + &c........... (m).
If the two members of this equation be multiplied by cosjz,
and each of the terms of the second member integrated from
0 to a: == 'If'; it is easily seen that the value of the integral
will be nothing, save only for the term which already contains
cos j:l:. This remark gives immediately the coefficient o,J; it is
sufficient in general to consider the value of the integral
~ ==

fcosjz cos i:l: d:r,
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taken from
have

Z

= 0 to a: =.".. supposing j

and i to be integers. We

f .-

'..J_
1
. (. ~
1 . (. ~
cosJz cos '&3:u;o = 2 (j+., SID J+l/z+ 2 (j_.) sm J-I,Z+C.

This integral. taken from a: = 0 to Z =.".. evidently vanishes
whenever j and i are two different numbers. The same is riot
the case when the two numbers are equal. The last term

1

. (.

.)

2(j_I)SID J-' Z

becomes

g.

and its value is

tn-.

when the arc a: is equal to ."..

If then we multiply the two terms of the preceding equation (m)
by cos i4:, and integrate it from 0 to .".. we have

f (a:)
4>

cos i4: th ==i.".a"

an equation which exhibits the value of the coefficient ",.
To find the first coefficient
the integral

"ot

it may be remarked that in

1
. (. ~
1 . (j' ~
2 (j+I)8m .J+I,0:+2(j_I,8m -liZ,
if j == 0 and i == 0 each of the terms becomes

of each term is i.".; thus the integral

f

g. and the value

cosjz cos i4:tk taken

from Z == 0 to Z ==.". is nothing when the two integers j and i
are different: it is 1.". when the two numbers j -and i are equal
but different from zero; it is equal to .". when j and i are each
equal to zero; thus we obtain the following equation.
i7l'4>(Z)= ~

J;4>(z)tk+cosz fo"4> (z)coszck+cos 20:J:4> (z)cosbtk
+ cos 3z Jo"4> (a:) cos 3z rk + &c.

(1£) 1.

1 The pIOC8I8 analOgoUI to (A) in Arl. 222 fails here; yet we aee, Arl. 177. that
an analogous reault exists. [R. L. E.)
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This and the preceding theorem suit all possible functions,
whether their character can be expressed by known methods of
analysis, or whether they correspond to curves traced arbitrarily.

225. H the proposed function whose development is required
in cosines of multiple arcs is the variable 3: itself; we may write
down the equation

~mx: == a. + a

1

cos 3: + a. cos 2.1: + a. cos 3z+ ... + a. cos ill: +

and we have, to determine any coefficient whatever
tion a. ==

JIr3: cos ill: tk.

~c.,

a., the equa-

This integral has a nul value when i is

o

an even number, and is equal to the same time a o == ~."...

,~ when i is odd.

We have at

We thus form the following series,

3:- !""-4~ _ 4 cos ~ _ 4 cos 5~ _ 4 cos 7:1:_&co
2
'It'
31 .".
51 7r
'r7r
We may here remark that we have arrived at three different
developments for 3:, namely,

1

.

1.

0_

1 .

0_

1. .. _

1. 5
&
3:- c.,

23:==sm~-2sm~+3s1ni}W-4ml"Hi+5sm

~ 3: == ~ sin 3: - 3~"" sin 3.1: + 5~ sin 53: -

&C. (Art. 181),

1
1
2
2
2
-3: == -7r-- COS3:- -cos 33:- - cos 53:- &c.
2
4
.".
- 3'.".
51.".
It must be remarked that these three values of !~ ought not
to be considered as equal; with reference to all possible values of
3:, the three preceding developments have a common value only
when the variable 3: is included between 0 and !7r. The construction of the values of these three series, and the comparison of
the lines whose ordinates are expressed by them, render sensible
the alternate coincidence and divergence of values of these
functions.
To give a second example of the development of a function in
a'series of cosines of multiple arcs, we choose the function sin3:,
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which contains only odd powers of the variable, and we may suppose it to be developed in the form

b COSZ+ ccos 2.1:+ d cos 3.1: + &c.
Applying the general equation to this particular case, we find,
as the equation required,
1 cos 2a: cos ~ cos 6a: -&c
1-7r Slna:.
____
a+

0

0. _ _ _ _

-21.3

4,

- - -

3.5

5.7

.

Thus we arrive at the development of a function which contains only odd powers in a series of cosines in which only even
powers of the variable enter. If we give to a: the particular value
i'7T, we find
1

1

1

47r = 2 + 1. 3 -

1
1
1
3. lj + 5 . 7 - 7.9 + &c.

Now, from the known equation,
1

1

1

1

1

47r = 1 - 3 + ;5 - 7 + 9 -

1
11 + &c.,

we derive
1

1

1

I

I

8 7r = 1. 3 + 5.7 + 9. 1i + 13. 15 + &c.,
and also
1
1
1
1
--7r=---- - -1- -&c.
8
2 3.5 7. 9 11 . 13

Adding these two results we have, as a.bove,
1111111
.4 '7T = 2 + D - 3.5 + 5 .7- 7. 9 + 9. 11 - &c.

226. The foregoing analysis giving the means of developing .
any function whatever in a lIeries of sines or cosines of multiple
arcs, we can easily apply it to the case in which the function to be
developed has definite values when the variable is included
between certain limits and has real values, or when the variable is
included between other limits. We stop to examine this particular
case, since it is presented in physical questions which depend on
partial differential eq\1at~ons, and was proposed formerly as an example of functions which cannot be developed in sines or cosines
F. H.
13
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of multiple arcs. Suppose then that we have reduced to a series of
this form a function whose value is constant, when a: is included
between 0 andwz, and all of whose values are nul when a: is included between ct and '11'. We shall employ the general equation
(D), in which the integrals must be taken from a: = 0 to a: = '11'.
The values of 4>(z) which enter under the integral sign being
nothing from a: = 11 to a: ='11', it is sufficient to integrate from a: = 0
to a: = (L This done, we find, for the series required, denoting by
k the constant value of the function,

~ 'll'4>(a:) = A {(I -

cos ct) sin a: + I -

C;S 22 sin 2.l:

}
+ I-coss«
3
sin 3a: + &c. •
If we make A= I'll', and represent the versed sine of the arc II:
by versina:. we have

4> (a:) = versin ct sin a: + ~ versin 22 sin 2z + ~ versin:n sin 3a: + &c.1
This series, always convergent, is such that if we give to a: any
value whatever included between 0 and a. the sum of its terms
will be I'll'; but if we give to a: any value whatever greater than
ct and less thaD I'll', the sum of the terms will be nothing.
In the following example, which is not less remarkable. the
values of 4> (a:) are equal to sin 'll'a: for all values of a: included
ct

between 0 and tI, and nul for values of a: between ct and '11'. To
find what series satisfies this conditioD, we shall employ equation (D).
The integrals must be taken from a: = 0 to a: = '11'; but it is
sufficient. in the case in question, to take these integrals from
a:= 0 to a:= ct. since the values of 4>(a:) are supposed nul in the
rest of the interval. Hence we find

"'c .) - 2

."a:-:I

{Sin ct siD a:

-r -Cl

1

sin 22 sin 2a:

+.".. -

221

I.Z

}
+ sin.".--'3ct- si~.3a: + &c..
321
Q;

In what cases a functioD, arbitrary between certain limits, can be developed
in a aeries of cosines, and in what cases in a aeries of sines, has been shewn by
Sir W. ThomBOD, Camb. Math. Joumal, Vol. D. pp. 258-262, in an article
aigned P. Q. B., OR Fourin". EzpaMOI13 oj FunctioJU ill Trigoll_elrical Serif•.
[A.F.]
I
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If a be supposed equal to 'fr, all the terms of the series vanish,
except the first, which becomes

~,

and whose value is sin ~; we

have then 4>(x) == 8in~.
227. The same analysis could be extended to the case in
which the ordinate represented by 4> (~) was that of a line composed of different parts, some of which might be arcs of curves
and others straight lines. For example, let the value of the function, whose development is required in a series of cosines of

multiple arcs, be

(i)' - 0:', from x == 0 to ~ = l'fr, and be nothing

from ~ == l'fr to ~ == 'fr. We shall employ the general equation (n),
and effecting the integrations within the given limits, we find

th~t the general term

1

f[ (i)'- a:'] cos i:.cd~ is equal to ~ when i

is even, to -~ when i is the double of an odd number, and to

•

- : when i is four times an odd number.

•

1'"

On the other hand, we

If

find 3 2' for the value of the first term 2 4>(x)tk. We have then
the following development:
.LI.( :\
2."

~J

== ~ (!!:)'+! {~+ cos 83.l: cos 5x cos 7x
2. 3 2

'fr

1a

3

+

+ cos22~ _

58

+

~

+&}
c.

cos 4.1; + cos 6x_&
4'
6'
c.

The second member is represented by a line composed of parabolic &rCs and straight lines.
228. In the same manner we can find the development of a
function of x which expresses the ordinate of the contour of a
trapezium. Suppose 4>(x) to be equal to x from ~ == 0 to x = a,
that the function is equal to a from ~ = IX to x ='fr - a, and lastly
equal to 'fr -~, from ~::z 'fr - .IX to ~ = 'fr. To reduce it to a series

1J[ (,..)1]
iz z ' . . 2 . sin iz
2'
008izd:&= (11'
2' )' sin
-i--1slU~-iizcos~+2~.
-1&

[B. L. E.]

13-2
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of sines of multiple arcs, we employ the general equation (D).
The general term

J4>

(a:) sin ia: tk is composed of three differeat

parts, and we have, after the reductions,

~sin ia for the coefficient

•
is an odd number; but the coefficient vanishes

of sin iz., when i
when i is an even number. Thus we arrive at the equation

~""4> (x) =

2 {Rin a sin:e +~. sin 32 sin 3z +

is sin

52 sin 5a:

+ ~ sin 7a sin 7.1: + &c.}

(A.).t

If we supposed II = tr, the trapezium would coincide with an
isosceles triangle, and we should have, as above, for the equation of the contour of this triangle,

~""4>(a:) = 2 (sin:e -

;. sin 3z +

is sin 5a: -}. sin 7.1: +

&c.

},I

a series which is always convergent whatever be the value of :r.
In general, the trigonometric series at which we have arrived,
in developing different functions are always convergent, but it
has not appeared to us necessary to demonstrate this here; for the
terms which compose these series are only the coefficients of terms
of series which give the values of the temperature; and these
coefficients are affected by certain exponential quantities which
decrease very rapidly, so that the final series are very convergent.
With regard to those in which only the sines and cosines of
multiple arcs enter, it is equally easy to prove that they are
convergent, although they represent the ordinates of discontinuous
lines. This does not result solely from the fact that the values
: of the terms diminish continually i for· this condition is not
sufficient to establish the convergence of a series. It is necessary
that the values at which we arrive on increasing continually the
number of terms, should approach more and more a fixed limit,
t The aecuraey of Wa and other seriea given by Fourier is maintained by
Sir W. Thomson in the article quoted in the note, p. 194.
• Expreaaed in ooainea between the limits 0 and ,..,

1,..1/> (or) = ~ - ( - 2or+ }. - 6.r +}s coalO:H

&e') .

Cf. De }forgan's Dif. "lid Int. Calc., p. 622. [A. F.]
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and should differ from it only by a quantity which ·becomes less
than any
magnitude: this limit is the value of the series.
Now we may prove rigorously that the series in question satisfy
the last condition.
229. Take the preceding equation (A.) in which we can give
:x: any
we shall
this quantity
a
new ordinate, which gives rise to the following construction.
Fig. 8,

~. I.

'J

Having traced on the plane of :x: and y (see fig. 8) a rectangle
whose baBe 01r is equal to the semi-circumference, and whose
height is
;
the middle point m of the side parallel to the
base, let us raise perpendicularly to the plane of the rectangle
a line equal
i'7r, and from the upper end of this line draw
straight lines to the four corners of the rectangle. Thus will be
formed a quadrangular pyramid. If we now measure from the
point
on the shorter side of the rectangle, any line equal to (I,
and through the end of this line draw a plane parallel to the base
and perpendicular to the plane of the rectangle, the section
common to this plane and to the solid will be the trapezium whose
height is equal to
The
the contour of
this trapezium equal,

;r4, (.SlD

•

SlD

.
+ 1SIn

5:.c

&c,) •.

It
from this that
z the co-ordinates of any
point whatever of the upper surface of the quadrangular pyramid
the equation of the surface
which we have formed, we have
between the limits
of the
:.c

1

21rZ

= 0,

:.c =

'7r, Y = 0, '!I =:= t'7r,

sin 3xsin 3y
31

sin 5x sin 5.1/
51

nin

&c.
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This convergent series gives always the value of the ordinate
z or the distance of any point whatever of the surface from the
plane of z and y.
The series formed of sines or cosines of multiple arcs are
therefore adapted to represent, between definite limits, all possible
functions, and the ordinates of lines or surfaces whose form is
discontinuous. Not only has the possibility of these developments been demonstrated, but it is easy to calculate the terms
of the series; the value of any coefficient whatever in the
equation

(a:) == a l sin a: + a. sin 2a: + a. sin Sa: + ... + ~ sin iz + etc.,
is. that of a definite integral, namely,
~

~ J~ (a:) sin ill: dx.
Whatever be the function 4> (x), or the form of the curve
which it represents, the integral has a definite value which may
be introduced into the formula. The values of these definite
integrals are analogous to that of the whole area J~ (x) da: included between the curve and the axis in a given interval, or to
the values of mechanical quantities, such as the ordinates of the
centre of gravity of this area or of any solid whatever. It is
evident that all these quantities have assignable values, whether
the figure of the bodies be regular, or whether we give to them
an entirely arbitrary form.
230. If we apply these principles to the problem of the motion
of vibrating strings, we can solve difficulties which first appeared
in the researches of Daniel Bernoulli. The solution given by this
geometrician assumes that any flmction whatever may always be
developed in a series of sines or cosines of multiple arcs. Now
the most complete of all the proofs of this proposition is that
which consists in actually resolving a given function into such a
series with determined coefficients.
In researches to which paltial differential equations are applied, it is often easy to find solutions whose sum composes a
more general integral; but the employment of these integrals
requires us to determine their extent, and to be able to dis-
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tinguish clearly the cases in which they represent the general
integral from those in which they include only a part. It is
necessary above all to assign the values of the constants, and
the difficulty of the application consists in the discovery of the
coefficients. It is remarkable that we can express by convergent
series, and, as we shall see in the sequel, by definite integrals,
the ordinates of lines and surfaces which are not subject to a
continuous law'. We see by this that we must admit into analysis
functions which have equal values, whenever the variable receives
any values whatever included between two given limits, even
though on substituting in these two functions, instead of the
variable, a number included in another interval, the results of
the two substitutions are not the same. The functions which
enjoy this property are represented by different lines, which
coincide in a definite portion only of their course, and offer a
singular species of finite osculation. These considerations arise
in the calculus of partial differential equations; they throw a new
light on this calculus, and serve to facilitate its employment in
physical theories.
231. The two general equations which express the development of any function whatever, in cosines or sines of multiple
arcs, give rise to several remarks which explain the true meaning
of these theorems, and direct the application of them.

If in the series

a + b cos z + c cos 2:z; +

acos 3a: + 6 cos 4:z; + &c.,

we make the value of z negative, the series remains the same; it
also preserves its value if we augment the variable by any multiple
whatever of the circumference 271". Thus in the equation

~ 71"4> (z) == ~

f

4> (z) ck + cos z /4> (z) cos a:d:z;

+ cos 2a: /4> (z) cos 2.M.z + cos 3a:/4> (~) cos3*+ &0. ... (11),
the function 4> is periodic, and is represented by a curve composed
of· a multitude of equal a.rcs, each of which corresponds to an
1 Demonstrations have been supplied by Poisson, Defiers, Dirichlet, Dirksen,
Bessel, Hammon, Boole, De Horgan, Stokes. See note, pp. 208,209. [A. P.)
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interval equal to 2.". on the axis of the allscissm. Further, each of
these a.rca- is compesed of two- symmetrical branches, which correspond to the halves of the interval equal to 2"..
Suppose then that we trace a line of any form whatever 4>4>2(see fig. 9.), which corresponds to an interval equal to ."..
Fig. 9.

If a series be required of the form

a+ b cosz+ccos !Z+dcos 3.1:+ &e.,
such that, substituting for lI: any vallie whatever X included between 0 and .".. we find for the value of the series that of the
ordinate X4>, it is easy to solve the problem: for the coefficient~
given by the equation (II) are

~ 14> (lI:) t/.r:, ~14> (lI:) cos bk, ~ 14> (z) cos 3zck,

&c.

These integrals, which are takell from lI: == 0 to z""'."., having
always measurable values like that of the area O~2'Ir, and the
series formed by these coefficients being always convergent, there
is no form of the line 4>1/>2, for which the ordinate XI/> is not
exactly represented by the development
tI

+ b eos lI: + C eo! 2fI: + d cos 3.1:+ ecos 4.1:+&c.

The arc ~ is entirely arbitrary; but the same is not the case
with other parts of the line, they are, on. the COlitrary, determinate;
thus the arc .,,~ which corresponds to the interval from 0 to -.". is
the same as the arc 4>a; and the whole arc a.4>a is repeated on
consecutive parts of the axis, wLose length is 2."..
We may vary the limits of the integrals in equation- (II). If
they are taken from lI: = -.". to z =.". the result will be doubled :
it would also be do"bled if the limits of the integrals were
o and 2."., instead of being 0 and .".. We denote in general by the

./

,.

~
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an integral which begins when the variable is equal to a,

and is completed when the variable is equal to b; and we write
equation (n) under the following form:

1:

~7T"'(Z)=~r "'(a:)d:c+cosz

+ cos 3z

1:

cf>(z)cosa:da:+cos2a:

f

",(a:)'cos2:xxk

cf> (z) cos 3a:d:c + etc........... (JI).

Instead of taking the integrals from z = 0 to a: = 7T, we might
take them from a: = 0 to z = 27T, or from If: = - 7T to z = 7T; but in
each of these two cases, 7Tcf> (~) must be written instead of 17Tcf> (z)
in the first member of the equation.
232. In the equation which gives the development of any
function whatever in sines of multiple arcs, the series changes
sign and retains the same absolute value when the variable a:
becomes negative; it Jetainll its value and its sign when the
variable is increased or diminished by any mUltiple whatever of
Fig. 10.

a
oJ7\'

I

,

the circumference 27T. The are cf>cf>a (see fig. 10), which corresponds to the interval from 0 to 7T is arbitrary; all the other
parts of the line are determinate. The arc cf>~, which corresponds
to the interval from 0 to - 7T, has the same form as the given arc
cf>cf>a; but it is in the opposite position. The whole arc acf>cf>cf>cf>a is
repeated in the interval from 7T to 37T, and in all similar intervals.
We write this equation as follows:

~ ".'" (z) = sin z

J:

cf> (a:) sin tEd:c + sin 2.v [ '" (z) sin 2.rd:z:

+ sin 3.1:

J: '"

(z) sin 3~.c + &c.......... (p.).
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We might change the limits of the integrals and write

r

or

J:

instead of

f;

but in each of these two cases it would be necessary to substitute
in the first member 7r~ (a:) for l~ (~).
233. The function ~ (~) developed in cosines of multiple ares,
is represented by a line formed of two equal arcs placed symPig.n.

metrically on each side of the axis of !I. in the interval from
- 7r to + 7r (see fig. 11); this condition is expressed thus,
~

(a:) =

~ (- a:).

The line which represents the function ",. (~) is. on the contrary.
formed in the same interval of two opposed arcs, which is what is
expressed by the equation

",. (a:) =-",. (-a:).
Any function whatever F(~)J represented by a line traced
arbitrarily in the interval from - 7r to + 7r. may always be divided
into two functions such as ~ (a:) and",. (a:). In fact. if the line
F' F'mFF represents the function F (a:). and we raise at the point
o the ordinate om. we can draw through the point m to the right
of the axis om the arc mfJ similar to the arc mFF of the given
curve, and to the left of the same axis we may trace the arc mf'J'
similar to the arc mFF; we must then draw through the point m
a line ~/~/~~ which shall divide into two equal parts the difFerence between each ordinate a:F or :1:'f' and the corresponding
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ordinate:rf or z F. We must draw also the line +'",:ovy, whose
ordinate measures the half-difference between the ordinate of
F'F'mFF and that of f'f'mff. This done the ordinate of the
lines F F mFF, and I'f' mff being denoted by F (a:) and f(a:)
respectively, we evidently have f(u;)-F(-u;); denoting also the
ordinate of 4"t/J'mAPt/J by t/J (u;), and that of +,+'OVY by
(u;),
we have

+

F (a:) = t/J (.1&) +

+(a:)

and feu;)

= t/J (a:) -

+(a:) - F (- a:),

hence

whence we conclude that

t/J (a:) = t/J (- a:) and

+(a:) = - +(- u;),

which the cODstruction makes otherwise evident.

+

Thus the two functions t/J (u;) and (a:), whose sum is equal to
F (u;) may be developed, one in cosines of multiple arcs, and the
other in sines.

If to the first function we apply equation (II), and to the second
the equation (P), taking the integrals in each case from a: = - 'IT
to a: = 'IT, and adding the two results, we have

'IT[t/J(u;) + +(u;)] - 'lTF(u;)

=~Jt/J(u;) ch: + cos a: Jt/J(a:) cos a:tk + cos 2a: Jt/J(u;) cos 2u:tk + &c.
+ sin a: J+(u;) sin u; tk + sin 2a: J+(a:) sin 2a: tk + &c.
The integrals must be taken from a: = - 'IT to a: = 'IT.

be

remar~ed,

It may now

that in the integral J::t/J (u;) cos u; da: we could,

without changing its value, write t/J(x) + +(a:) instead of t/J(u;):
for the function cosa: being composed, to right and left of the
axis of u;, of two similar parts, and the function ..y(u;) being, on the
contrary, formed of two opposite parts, the iDtegral J::..y(x) cos xrk
vanishes. The same would be the case if we wrote cos 2x or
cos 3x, and in general cos iu; instead of cos x, i being any integer
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from 0 to infinity. Thus the integral

J:) (a:) cos

as the integral

r.)y(;,;) + y(z)] cosia:dz:,

[CHAP. III.

or

J::

ia: dz: is the same

F(a:) cosia:dz:.

J+..

It is evident also that the integral ...y(a:) sin ia:da: is equal

J+..

'f+'"

to the integral ...F(te) sin ia:dz:, since the integral .f(a:) sin itedz:
vanishes. Thus we obtain the following equation (p), which serves
to develope any function whatever in a series formed of sines and
cosines of multiple arcs :
'If'F(z) -

~ JF(z) dz

(p)

J
J
+ sin ;,; JF(a:) sin z d.e + sin b JF(;,;) sin 2..r: d..r: + &c.

+ cos a: F(a:) cos z d.e + cos 2z F(z) cos ~ dz + &c.

234. The function F(a:), which enters into this equation, is
represented by a line F F FF, of any form whatever. The arc
F'F'FF, which corresponds to the interval from -'If' to +'If', is
arbitrary j all the other parts of the line are determinate, and the
arc F F FF is repeated in each consecutive interval whose length
is 2'1f'. We shall make frequent applications of this theorem, and
of the preceding equations (P) and (II).

If it be supposed that the function F(a:) in equation (P) is represented, in the interval from - 'If' to + 'If', by a line composed of
two equal arcs symmetrically placed, all the terms which contain
sines vanish, and we find equation (v). If, on the contrary, the
line which represents the given function F(z) is formed of two
equal arcs opposed in position, all the terms which do not contain
sines disappear, and we find equation (p). Submitting the functio:q. F(z) to other conditions, we find other results.
If in the general equation (P) we write, instead of the variable'
z, the quantity -:z, ,a: denoting another variable, and 2r the.length
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of the interval which includes the arc which represents F (x) ;
the function becomes F

(:X).

which we may denote by f(x).
'If'X

and x = 'If' become -r = have therefore. after the substitution,
The limits x == -

'If'

'If'

I

'If'X
-

r

== 'If' I• we
(P).

J

+ cos 'If' x-r f(x) cos -'If'X
rUe + cos -27TX f I(x) cos -27f'X rUe + etc.
r
r
r
. 'If' x- fl()
• 'If'X..7_
• 27Txfl() • 27TX..7_
+ SID
X sm uw + SID X sm aw + etc.
r
r
r
r

All the integrals must be taken Jike the first from x == - r to
a: == + r. If the same Rubstitution be made in the equations (v)
and (PO), we ha.ve

f

r

1

1[
'If'X
2rf(x) == 2
o/(a:)rh + cos 'If'X I(x) cos-,:rh

+ cos -2'1f'Xj
f(a:)
r

cos -27TX rUe + &c............. (N).

r

and

+ sin 2'1f'.'.I:jl(x) sin 27f'X rUe + &c. ............ (M).
r

r

In the first equation (P) the integrals might be taken from
from a: == 0 to x == 2r, and representing by x the whole interval 2,',
we should have 1
It baa been shewn by Mr J. O'Kinealy that if tbe values of the arbitrary
imasined to recur for every range of ~ over successive intervals A.
we have the symbolical equation
1

functionJ(~) be

)..

(e .-l)/(~)=Oi

and the roots of tbe auxiliary equation being
2ft'J-l

,.,,. -- , , - . 71=0, 1. 2, S ...

QD.

[Tum
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1
2 Xf(x)

= 2Iff(x) d:r:

(IT)

f
2'7TZ
47r.z:
+ cos 2'11"Z
X f(x) cos X dz + cos X

f .X
f(x) cos

4'7Tx

dz + &c.

• 2'7TZf
() . 2'7Tz.3_ + am
. +n-:x:f
+ am
X f Z sm .x.
-x- f (x,\ sm. 4'7TZ.3_
lr + &c.
(,&;I;

(,&;I;

235. It follows from that which has been proved in this section, concerning the development of functions in trigonometrical
series, that if a function /(x) be proposed, whose value in a definite interval from x = 0 to x = X is represented by the ordinate
of a curved line arbitrarily drawn; we can always develope this
function in a series which contains only sines or only cosines, or
the sines and cosines of multiple &rCS, or the cosines only of Odd
multiples. To ascertain the terms of these series we must employ
equations (M), (N), (P).
The fundamental problems of the theory of heat cannot be
completely solved, without reducing to this form the functions
which represent the initial state of the temperatures.
These trigonometric series, arranged according to cosines or
sines of multiples of arcs, belong to elementary analysis, like the
series whose terms contain the successive powers of the variable.
The coefficients of the trigonometric series are definite areas, and
those of the series of powers are functions given by differentiation,
in which, moreover, we assign to the variable a definite value. We
could have added several remarks concerning the use and properties of trigonometrical series; but we shall limit ourselves to
enunciating briefly those which have the most direct relation to
the theory with which we are concerned.
it follows UW

2_
2_
2_
1(-)-.40+..4 1 cos T + .i,cosl! T +.iacos 8 ~+&c.
2D
.2_ B,SID
.2 T+
BJSID
'8 2T+&c.
+ .....
SlDT+
The ooefticienta being determined in Fourier's manner by multiplying boO.t
Sl'des b'1 cos
sin "

211'% and·mtegrafulg
. from 0 to A. (Pl.'l'
'
T
... O6Op,lica l Jlagtui~.

August

1814, pp. 96, 96). [A. F.]
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1st. The series arranged according to sines or cosines of multiple arcs are alwaYR convergent; that is to say, on giving to the
variable any value whatever that is not imaginary, the sum of the
terms converges more and more to a single fixed limit, which is
the value of the developed function.
2nd. If we have the expression of a function I(a:) which corresponds to a given series

a+ b cos a: + ccos 2a: +d cos 3a:+ 6 cos 4x + &c.,

tP (x), whose given development is
Il + fJ cos a: + ry cos 2:.r: + Bcos 3x + E cos 4:.r: + &c.,

and that of a.nother function

it is easy to find in real terms the sum of the compound series
Q/l

+ bfJ + cry + dB + ee + &e., 1

and more generally that of the series
aa + bfJ cos a: + cry cos 2a: + dB cos Sa: + ee cos 4x + &0.,
which is formed by comparing term by term the two given series.
This remark applies to any number of series.
3rd. The series (P) (Art. 234) which gives the development
of a function F (a:) in a series of sines and cosines of multiple arcs,
may be arranged under the form

wF(a:) -

~J F('1.) d'l.

J

J

+ cos x F(a) cos ada + cos 2a: F(a) cos 2~d2+ &c.
+ sin a:

JF (a)

J

sin ad2 + sin 2x F (a) sin 2'1.d:z + &c.

a being a new variable which disappears af'ter the integrations.
We have then

wF (a:)

1

We

=

J:

Bhall

F(a) Jq,

g

+ cos a: cos a + cos 2z cos 22 + cos Sa: cos 3a + &c.
+ sin a: sin a + sin 2:.r: sin 22 + sin 3x sin 3a + &c.} ,

have

1" ", (:.:) ~(:.:)

lb:=aall'HlI' (b,9+c,),+ ... J.

[no L. E.]

_I
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or

F(z)=~

I:

nI.

F(2)dz {~+cos (It-a) + cos 2 (z-Q) +&c.}.

Hence, denoting the sum of the preceding series by

I cos i (It - a)
taken from i

= 1 to i = 00. we

F(It) =

The expre&'1ion

have

~ JF (a) az {~+ I
~+ I

cos "(z - a)}.

cos i (z - a) represents a function of

:t:

and cr, such that if it be multiplied by any function whatever F(a),
and integrated with respect to Cl between the limits Cl = - 'II' and
11='11', the proposed function F(a) becomes changed into a like
function of z multiplied by the semi-circumference '11'. It will be
seen in the sequel what is the nature of the quantities, such as

~+ I

cos i (It - a), which enjoy the property we have just enun-

ciated.
4th. If in the equations (M), (N), and (P) (Art 2M), which
on being divided by r give the development of a function /(11:),
we suppose the interval r to become infinitely large, each term of
the series is an infinitely small element of an integral; the sum of
the series is then represented by a definite integral. When the
bodies have determinate dimensions, the arbitrary functions which
represent the initial temperatures, and which enter into the integrals of the partial differential equations, ought to be developed
in series analogous to those of the equations (M), (N), (P); but
these functions take the form of definite integrals, when the
dimensions of the bodies are not determinate, as will be explained in the course of this work, in treating of the- free diffusion
of heat (Chapter IX.).
Note Oft S~ctiora VI. On the subject of the development of a function whOll8
values are arbitrarily assigned between certain limits, in series of sines aDd
cosines of multiple ares, aDd on questions connected with the valu. of such
series-at the limits, on the convergency of the aeries, aDd on the discontinuity
of their values, the principal authorities are
Poi880n, ThlorU malMmatique de la Chal~r, Paris, 1835, Chap. VII. Arts.
92-102, Sur la mallier, d'('zprimff l~. JORCtionl arbitrairtl par dea 61ri~, de
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quanti/u' plriodiqw.. Or, more briefiy, in his Traitl de Mlcaniqw, Arts. 325-328.
PoiBBon's original memoirs on Ule subjeot were published in the Journal de fEcole
Pol,ltechniq1U, Cahier 18, pp. 4.17-489, year 1820, and Cabier 19, pp. 4.04-509,
year ]823.
De Morgan, Differential and Inttgral CalcullUl. London, 184.2, pp. 609-617.
The proofs of Ule: developments appear to be original. In the verification of the
developments Ule author follows Poisson's methods.
Stokes, Cambridge Philolophical Tramactiotu, 184.7, Vol. VIII. pp. 633--556.
On the Critical flalllt. of the
of Periodic Serie.. Section L Mode of 4IctTtain·
iJlg the nature of the difcontinuity of a function tDhich if ezpanded in a ,eritl
of .ine. or coline., and of obtaifling the. tk1ItlopJllenu oj the derived Junetio",.
Graphically illustrated.
Thomson and Tait, Natural Philo,ophy, Oxford, 1867, VoL I. Arts. 75-77.
Donkin, Acou,tic., Oxford, 1870, Arts. 72-79, and Appendix to Chap. IV.
KaUbieu, (Jour. de Phy,ique MatMmatiqllt,Paria, 1873, pp. 3S-S6.
Entirely different meUlods of discussion, not involving the introduction of
arbitrary multipliers to Ule successive terms of the aeries were originated by
Dirichlet, Crelle'. Journal, Berlin, 1829, Band IV. pp. 157-169. Sur la con·"tTgenee deB ,h'u, trigonomltrique. qui .trvtnt. a rrprl,enttT unt !OJlctian arbitrair/!
I1Itre le, limite, donnlt,. The meUloda of Ulis memoir UlorougWy deserve at·
tentive siudy, but are not yet to be found in English text-books. Another memoir,
of greater length, by Ule same auUlor appeared in Dove'S &pertorium eltT Pill/Ilk,
Berlin, 1837, Band I. pp. 152-174. Ueber-dit Darltellung gam flIillka1lrliclltr
Func/ioRl1l durch Sinu.· und CoriflUITllihen. Von G. Lejeune Dirioblet.
Other methods are given by
Dirksen, Crelle', Jourllal, 1829, Band IV. pp. 170-178. Ueber die Conflergtftz
rintr nach dt" Sinulll1l und C~inu"tft der Vielfachm einu Jrinkeu fort~chreiten·
den Rllihe.
Bessel, A,tronomi.che Nachric1ttm, Altona, 1839, pp. 230-238. Ueber den
Awdruck eiJItT Function tp (z) durch COIin""e lind SinlUl.e der Vielfachen von z.
The writings of the last three authors are criticiAed by Riemann, G,.ammelte
Mathtmati,che Werke, Leipzig, 187G, pp. 221-225. Ueber die Darllellbarkeit einer
Jo·unction durch eine Trig_Uri.cM Relhe.
On Fluctuating Function. and their properties, a memoir was published by
Sir W. R. Hamilton, Transaction. oj the Royallri.h Academy, 184.3, V~l. XIX. pp.
264.-321. The introduotory and oonciuding remarks may at fuis stage be studied.
The writings of Defiers, Boole, and others, on Ule subject of the expansion
of an arbitrary function by means of a double integral (Fourier·, Theorem) will
be alluded to in the nOtes
Chap. IX. Arts. 361, 362. [A. F.]

,11""

on

SECTION VII.
Application to the act~l problem.
236. We can now solve in a general manner the problem of
the propagation of heat in a rectangular plate BAa, whose end A
is constantly heated, whilst its two infinite' edges Band 0 are
maintained at the temperature O.
F. H.

H
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Suppose the initial temperature at all poiats of the slab BAa
to be nothing. but that the temperature at each point m of the

edge A is preserved by some external cause. and that its fixed.
value is a function j(tI:) of the distance of the point m from the
end 0 of the edge A whose whole length is 2rj let" be the
constant temperature of the point m whose co-ordinates are m and
Y. it is required to determine" as a function of m and y.
The value ,,==.-- sin mte satisfies the equation

th

d'"

(l.ii + di == 0 ;

a and m being any quantities whatever. If we take m == i!' •
r

.
,• be'109 an lOteger.
t he v alue

tuJ

-.!.
i'll'Z Vanishes, when m == r,
r SlD r

whatever the value of y may be. We shall therefore assume, as a
more general value of ".
- .. ! . 7l'm

,,==as rsm-+as
1
r'

_.. r.

27l'tI:
-awl . &n:
rSlD_ +ae rSlD -+&c.
r'
r

If !I be supposed nothing. the value of " will by hypothesis
be equal to the known function 1(:1:). We then have
:t
• 7l'tI:
• 27l'tI:
• 3'11'Z &c.
I(tI:,==a
SlD-+a sm-+n.SlD-+

r
•
r
-.
r
The coefficients a1 • a•• a.. &c. can be determined by means of
1

equation (M). and on substituting them in the value of" we ha\"e
1

i

nI

. 7l'tl:jf() • 7l'tI:..1_
27l'mfj() • 2'rTf1:..1_
== 6_!r SlD
r tI: sm r + ., -h'-.
r SlD r
tI: Sln rUOli
UOIi

• 37l'tI:/l
+._...r.r SlD
r

( • 37l'tI:..1_
tI:) SlD -UOIi+&c.
r

237. Assuming r == 7l' in the preceding equation, we have the
solution under a more simple form. namely

~

7l'f)

== .... sin mj I

(m) sin mim

+.,-- sin 2tJ: fl(tI:) sin 2tl:dte

+ 6-- sin 3z fl(tI:) sin 3a:dre + &c.........
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or

~ ""' == f'f(l)da (e' sin x sin« + e-- sin 2.x sin 22
+ e-- sin 3x sin 32 + &c.)
« is a new variable, which disappears after integration.
If the sum of the series be determined, and if it be substituted
in the last equation, we have the value of 1.1 in a finite form. The
double of the series is equal to
e' [cos (x - «) - cos (x

+ex)] + e-f¥ [cos 2 (a: + e-f¥ [cos 3 (a: - «) -

ex) - cos 2 (x +ex)]
cos 3 {a: + a)J+ &c. ;

denoting by F (y,p) the sum of the infinite series
e' cos p

+e-f¥ cos 2p + e-fll cos 3p + &c.,

we find

""' == ff{ex)da {F(y,x- a) -F(y, x + a)}.
We have also

F

or

_
cosp-e'
(y,p) - e'-2cosp+e""

whence

I )fh{
"f(

""' -

or

""' ==

cos(x-a)-e'
cos(x+a)-e-tl}
e' - 2 cos (x - a) + e' - e' - 2 cos (:z: + ex) + e' ,

a

0

[ f{
0

)fh{[e' - 2 cos (x -2 a)(e'-e-"
sin x sin ex
}
+ e-r] [e' - 2 cos (x + a) + e-r:J '

a

or, decomposing the coefficient into two fractions,
7rV

== e' -

2

6'

f"f{a)da{
0

1
e'-2COS(x-2)+e-'

I}
e'-2cos(x+a)+e-r'

14-2
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This equation contains, in real terms under a finite form, the
integral of the equation ~ + ~; = 0, applied to the problem of
the uniform movement of heat in a rectangular solid, exposed at
its extremity to the constant action of a single source of heat.
It is easy to ascertain the relations of this integral to the
general integral, which has two arbitrary functions; these functions are by the very nature of the problem determinate, and
nothing arbitrary remains but the function I (a.), considered
between the limits «=0 and «='11". Equation (a) represents,
under a simple form, suitable for numerical applications, the same
value of t1 reduced to a convergent series.

If we wished to determine the quantity of heat which the Solid
contains when it has arrived at its permanent state, we should
take the integral f tl:e f dy t1 from m= 0 to m= '11", and from '!I = 0 to
o '!I == 00; the result would be proporti~al to the quantity required.
In general there is n~ property of the uniform movement of heat
in a rectangular plate, which is not exactly represented by this
solution.
We shall next regard problems of this kind from another point
of view, and determine the varied movement of heat in different
bodies.
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OF THE LINEAR AND VARIED HOVEKENT OF HEAT IN A RING.

SECTION I.

G6fI81'al solution of the problem.
238. THE equation whi~h expresses the movement of heat
in a ring has been stated in Article 105 j it is

: ==

fn ~ - O~8tJ ...................... (b).

The problem is now to integrate this equation: we may
write it simply
dtJ
d'v
- ==k--htJ
dt
~
,
wherein k represents

fn.' and h represents O~S'

II:

denotes the

length of the arc included between a point m of the ring and the
origin 0, and tJ is the temperature which would be observed at
the point m after a given time t. We first assume tJ == e-Atu.
u being a new unknown, whence we deduce

~: == k ~; ~ow this

equation belongs to the case in which the radiation is nul at
the surface, since it may be derived from the preceding equation by making h == 0: we conclude from it that the different
points of the ring are cooled successively, by the action of the
medium, without this circumstance disturbing in any manner the
law of the distribution of the heat.
.
du
diu
In fact on integrating the equation dt == k tk' ' we should
find the values of u which correspond to different points of the
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ring at the same inlltant, and we should ascertain what the state
of the solid would be if heat were propagated in it without any
loss at the surface; to determine then what would be the state
of the solid at the same instant if this loss had occurred, it will
be sufficient to multiply all the values of u taken at different
points, at the same instant, by the Rame fraction e- At• Thus the
cooling which is effected at the surface does not change the law
of the distribution of heat; the only result is that the temperature of 'each point is less than it would have been without this
circU'lnstance, and the temperature diminishes from this cause
according to the successive powers of the fraction

,-At.

239. The problem being reduced to the integration of the
equation : == k ~;, we shall, in the first place, select the simplest particular values which can be attributed to the variable
u; from them we shall' then compose a general value, and we

shall prove that this value is as extensive as the integral, which
contains 'an a.rbitrary· function of :r, or rather that it is this
,integral itself, arranged under the form which the problem requires, so that there cannot be any different solution.
It may be remarked first, that the equation is satisfied if we
give to u the particular value afIM sin 1W, m and n being subject
to the condition m == - /m'. Take then as a particular value of
u the function e- in"' sin na:.
In order that this value may belong to the problem, it must
not change when the distance :x: is increased by the quantity 27T1',
r denoting the mean radius of the ring. Hence 2'71'nr must be a
multiple, of the circumference 2'71'; which gives n ==!.
.

r

We· may take i to be any integer; we suppose it to be
always positive, since, if it were negative, it would suffice to
change the sign of the coefficient a in the value ae-h", sin n.r.

,..,

.

The particular, value as -" re sin'!:! could not satisfy the problem

r

proposed unless it represented the initial state of the solid.
on making t == 0, we find

II

Now

== a sin ~: suppose then that the
r
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initial values of " are actually expressed by a sin ~; that is to
r

say, that the primitive temperatures at the different points are
proportional to the sines of angles included between the radii
which pass through those points and that which passes through
the origin, the movement of heat in the interior of the ring will
lei

be exactly represented by the equation

,,== a6 -;. sin

i,

and if

we take account of the loss of heat through the surface, we find

" == a6

-(A+~\'

.

lIJ

iii sm - •
r

In the case in question, which is the simplest of all those which
we can imagine, the variable temperatures preserve their primi.
tive ratios. and the temperature at any point diminishes according to the su~ve powers of a fraction which is the same for
every point.
The same properties would be noticed if we supposed the
initial temperatures to be proportional to the sines of the double
of the arc ~; and in general the same happens when the given

r

temperatures are represented by a sin i:x: , i being any integer
r

whatever.
We should arrive at the same results on taking for the

particular value of" the quantity a6-h't cos fIlIJ: here also we have
2mrr == 2i7r, and n == ~; hence the equation
r

ti»
,,== a6 _".ft
" ii cos r

expresses the movement of heat in the interior of the ring if the
initial temperatures are represented by cos ~ •
r

In all these cases, where the given temperatures are proportional to the sines or to the cosines of a multiple of the arc ~ ,
r

the ratios established between these temperatures exist continually during the infinite time of the cooling. The same would
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be the case if the initial temperatures were represented by the

function a sin i,!? + b cos ire. i beilig any
r

r

int~ger, a

and b any co-

eflicients whatever.
240. Let us pass now to the general case in which the initial
temperatures have not the relations which we have just supposed,
but are represented by any function whatever F(z). Let us gi,re
to this function the form
imagine the function

t/I (;) , so that we have F (z) = t/I (;) , and

t/I (~)

to be decomposed into a series of

sines or cosines of multiple arcs affected by suitable coefficients.
We write down the equation
of>

r",) ~ f

...

;n

(o ~) +., orin (1 ~) +a,sin ( 2~) + &eo (.).

l + ho cos (0 ;) + b, cos (1 ;) + b cos (2 ;) + &c.

\r

l

The numbers a o, a,. a• ... , bot b" bl ... are regarded as known
and calculated beforehand. It is evident that the value of u will
then be represented by the equation
a
u

=b +

I

. z -!....
SID - e'"
'r

g

bcos~
:' r

•

a

+

SID
I

x
r

2 -- e

-t~
,..

+ &c.

bcos2~
•
r

In fact, lat, this value of u satisfies the equation

~~ = k :f;,

since it is the sum of several particular values; 2nd, it does not
change when we increase the distance a: by any multiple whatever
of the circumference of the ring; 3rd, it satisfies the initial state,
since on making t = 0, we find the equation (e). Hence all the
conditions of the problem are fulfilled, and it remains only to
multiply the value of u bye-At.
241. As the time increases, each of the terms which compose
the value of u becomes smaller a.nd smaller; the system of temperatures tends therefore continually towards the regular and con-
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stant state in which the difference of the temperature u from the
constant bo is represented by

(a sin; + b cos~)

6

-~.

Thus the particular values which we have previously considered,
and from which we have composed the general value, derive their
origin from the problem itself. Each of them represents an
element~ry state which could exi!:lt of itself as soon as it is supposed to be formed; these values have a natural and necessary
relation with the physical properties of heat•
. To determine the coefficients ao, a" a., &c., bo' b" bl , &c., we
must employ equation (II), Art. 234, which was proved in the
last section of the previous Chapter.
Let the whole abscissa denoted by X in this equation be 27rr,
let z be the variable abscissa, and let f(a;) represent the initial
state of the ring, the integrals must be taken from z = 0 to
z = 27T7" j we have then

,!""f(z) =

~Jf(a;) dz

+ cos (~) cos (~)f(z) dz + cos

(2;) f cos (2~) f(a;)dz + &c.
+ sin (~) f sin (;)f(z) tk+ sin (2 i) f sin (2~) f(a;) Wi: + &c.
J

Knowing' in this manner the values of a. , (I" a" &c.,
b., b" b" &c., if they, be substituted in the equation we have
the following equation, which contains the complete solution of
the problem:
7T7"V

= 6~AI{~ ff(a;) dz
sin

+

if i fez) Wi: )
f ~f(z) dz)
~ f ~ f dz )
2; f 2; fez) dZ)

cos;

(sin

(cos

!:lin 2

(sin

cos

(cos

+

(z)

.,.tt
6-~

+ &c.} ...... (E).
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All the integrals must be taken from :J: == 0 to :» = 27rr.
The first term 2!r

Jf (:») tk, which serves to form the value of

is evidently the mean initial temperature, that is to say, that
which each point would have if all the initial heat were distributed equally throughout.

tI,

242. The preceding equation (E) may be applied, whatever
the form of the given function 1(.:) may be. We shall consider
two particular cases, namely: 1st, that which occurs when the
ring having been raised by the action of a source of heat to its
permanent temperatures, the source is suddenly suppressed; 2nd,
the case in which half the ring, having been equally heated
throughout, is suddenly joined to the other half, throughout which
the initial temperature is O.
We have seen previously that the permanent temperatures
of the ring are expressed by the equation tI == a2- + h-JI j the
value of quantity Cl being 6 -J~, wh~re I is the perimeter of the
generating section, and 8 the area of that section.
If it be supposed that there is but a single source of heat, the

equation

~ .. 0

must necessarily hold at the point opposite to

that which is occupied by the source. The condition ad' - b2-== 0
will therefore be satisfied at this point. For convenience ot calculation let us consider the fraction

;~ to be equal to unity, and let

us take the radius r of the ring to be the radius of the trigonametrical tables, we shall then have tI = at/' + be-; hence the initial
state of the ring is represented by the equation
t1== be- (6- + "--).

It remains only to apply the general equation (E), and denoting by M the mean initial heat (Art. 241), we shall have

_ a.-AIM (1 cos t» -It cos 2t» 6 -flit cos 3a: - ..It + & )
tl-_
2-1'+16 +2s +1
-3'+16
c. •
This equation expresses the variable state ot a solid ring, which
having been heated at one of its points and raised to stationary
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temperatures, cools in air aCter the suppression of the source of
heat.
243. In order to make a· second application of the general
equation (E), we shaU suppose the initial heat to be so distributed
that half the ring included between z = 0 and a: = 7r has through·
out the temperature 1, the other half having the temperature O.
It is required to determine the state of the ring after the lapse of
a time t.
The function f{a:), which represents the initial state, is in this
case such that its value is 1 so long as the variable is included
between 0 and 7r. It follows from this that we must suppose
j(a:) = 1, and take the integrals only from z=O to (I;=7r, the
other parts of the integrals being nothing by hypothesis. We
obtain first the following equation, which gives the development
of the function proposed, whose value is 1 from z = 0 to (I; = 7r and
nothing from :r: = 7r to z = 27r,

fez) =

~

+!

(sin a: + ~ sin 3z+ ~ sin 5:r: + ~ sin '1z +

&0.).

If now we substitute in the general equation the values which
we have just found for the constant coefficients, we shall have the
equation

!.2 7rV = ,-M (!4 7r + sin z ,-I:t +!3 sin 3.1: ,.IPI:t +!.5 sin 5:IJ ,-Pl:t + &0.) '
which expresses the law according to which the temperature at
each point of the ring varies, and indicates its state after any
given time: we shall limit ourselves to the two preceding applications, and add only some observations on the general solution
expressed by the equation (E).
244. 1st. If k is supposed infinite, the state of the ring is
expressed thus,

'R'1'V

=

,-At ~ fj(a:) ck,

or, denoting by M the

mean initial temperature (Art. 241), 11 = ,-MY. The temperature
at every point becomes suddenly equal to the mean temperature,
and all the different points rp.tain always equal temperatures,
which is a necessary consequence of the hypothesis in which we
admit infinite conducibility.
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2nd. We should have the same result if the radius of the ring
were infinitely small.
3rd. To find the mean temperature of the ring after a time t
we must take the integral

ff

(:r,) tk from a: = 0 to a: = 2.".,., and

divide by 2.".,.. Integrating between these limits the different
parts of the value of u, and then supposing a: = 2'11"r, we find the
total values of the integrals to be nothing except for the first
term j the value of the mean temperature is therefore, after the
time t, the quantity e- ltt M. Thus the mean temperature of the
ring decreases in the same manner as if its conducibility were infinite j the variations occasioned by the propagation of heat in the
solid have no influence on the value of this temperature.
In the three cases which we have just considered, the temperature decreases in proportion to the powers of the fraction e- 1 ,
or, which is the same thing, to the ordinate of a logarithmic
curve, the, a.bscissa being equal to the time which has elapsed.
This law has been known for a long time, but it must be remarked
that it does not generally hold unless the bodies are of small
dimensions. The previous analysis tells us that if the diameter of
a ring is not very small, the cooling at a definite point would not
be at first subject to that law j the same would not be the case
with the mean temperature, which decreases always in proportion
to the ordinates of a logarithmic curve. For the rest, it must not
be forgotten that the generating section of the ring is supposed to
have dimensions so small that different points of the same section
do not differ sensibly in temperature.
4th. If we wished to ascertain the quantity of heat which
escapes in a given time through the surface of a given portion of

JJ

the ring, the integral hl dt tJtk must be employed, and must
be taken between limit.s relative to the time. For example,
if we took 0 and 27l' to be the limits of rE, and 0, 00, to be the
limits of t j that is to say, if we wished to determine the whole
quantity of heat which escapes from the entire surface, during the
complete course of the cooling, we ought to find after the integrations a result equal to the whole quantity of the initial heat, or
27rrM, M being the mean initial temperature.
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5th. If we wish to ascertain how much heat flows in a given
time, across a definite section of the ring, we must employ the
integral - KS

Jdt:, writing for :

the value of that function,

taken at the point in question.
245. Heat tends to be distributed in the ring according to
a law which ought to be noticed. The more the time which
has elapsed increases the smaller do the terms which compose
the value of v in equation (E) become with respect to those
which precede them. There is therefore a certain value of t for
which the movement of heat begins to be represented sensibly
by the equation

u = ao + (a l sin; + hi

cos~) 6 - ~.

The, same relation continues to exist. during the infinite time
of the cooling. In this state, if we choose two points of the ring
situated at the ends of the same diameter, and represent their
respective distances from the origin bY:l:I and 0:1 ; and their corresponding temperatures at the time t by VI and VI; we shall have

"I ={ao+ (a
"I = {ao+ (a

6-1 e-

l

sin; + hi cos ~1)

l

sin ~I + b cos ~I) 6-~}

l

At,

e-At.

The sines of the two arcs ~ and :1:1 differ only in sign; the
r
r
same is the case with the quantities cos ~ and cos :1:,; hence
r
r

thus the half-sum of the temperatures at opposite points gives
a quantity aGe-"', which would remain the same if we chose two
points situated at the ends of another diameter. The quantity
0 06-"', as we have seen above, is the value of the mean temperature after the time t. Hence the half-sum of the temperature
at any two opposite points decreases continually with the mean
temperature of the ring, and represents its value without sensible
error, after the cooling has lasted for a certain time. Let us
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examine more particularly in what the final state consists which
is expressed by the equation
fI

== {ao+ (a1 sin ~ + b1

cos~) e- ; 6-"'.

If first we seek the point of the ring at which we have the
condition

a l sin ~ + bl cos ~ = 0, or '!! == - arc tan (bl ) ,
r
r
r
~
we see that the temperature at this point is at every instant
the mean temperature of the ring: the same is the case with
the point diametrically opposite j for the abscisSa of the latter
point will also satisfy the above equation

II:

~r == arc tan

~) .
at
Let us denote by X the distance at which the first of these
points is situated, and we shall have
(-

.X

bl

== -

al

Slnr

--:y;

cosr

and substituting this value of bl , we have
fI==

a.
{ao+~sm
cos-

(II:r - rX) 6 -~}
,. 6- TIt•

r

If we now take as origin of abscissre the point which corresponds to the abscissa X, and if we denote by u the new abscissa
a: - X, we shall have

tI==6-'" (ao+b sin ~6-1'
At the origin, where the abscissa u is 0, and at the opposite
point, the temperature " is always equal to the mean temperature; these two points divide the circumference of the ring into
two parts whose state is similar, but of opposite sign; each point
of one of these parts has a temperature which exceeds the mean
temperature, and the amount of that excess is proportional to
the sine of the distance from the origin. Each point of the
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other part has a temperature less than the mean temperature,
and the defect is the same as the exceBB at the opposite point.
This symmetrical distribution of heat exists throughout the whole
duration of the cooling. At the two ends of the heated half,
two flows of heat are established in direction towards the cooled
half, and their effect is continually to bring each half of the
ring towards the mean temperature.
246. We may now remark that in the general equation which
gives the value of tI, each of the terms is of the form

.. :1:;; + b. cou.:1:)
( SIn,
r e_",..~
(I.

We can therefore derive, with respect to each term, consequences'
analogous to the foregoing. In fact denoting by X the distance
for which the coefficient

. .:1: + b• cos •.:1:r
r

a. SIn t. -

is nothing, we have the equation b. =-

(I.

tan i X, and this sub-

r

stitution gives, as the value of the coefficient,

.. (m-X)

a SID I -r- ,
being a constant. It follows from this that taking the point
whose abscissa is X as the origin of co-oruinates, and denoting
by tI the new abscissa 1& - X, we have, as the expression of the
changes of this part of the value of tI, the function

(I

ae- At

•

.ff

SID. -

r

e

_flld.

;a.

If this particular part of the value of 11 existed alone, so as to
make the coefficients of all the other parts nul, the state of the
ring would be represented by the function
ae-Ate-,.~ ~in

(i;)

J

and the temperature at each point would be proportional to the
sine of the multiple i of the distance of this point from the origin.
This state is analogous to that which we have already described:
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it differs from it in that the number of points which have always
the same temperature equal to the mean temperature of the ring
is not 2 only, but in general equal to 2i. Each of these points or
nodes separates two adjacent portions of the ring which are in
a similar state, but opposite in sign. The circumference is thus
found to be divided into several equal parts whose state is alternately positive and ntlgative. The flow of heat is the greatest
possible in the nodes, and is directed towards that portion which
is in the negative state, and it is nothing at the points which are
equidistant from two consecutive nodes. The ratios which exist
then between the temperatures arc preserved during the whole of
the cooling, and the temperatures vary together very rapidly in
proportion to the successive powers of the fraction
_. _to Tr_

e e ,..

If we give successively to i the values 0, 1, 2, 3, &c., we shall
8.'ICertain all the regular and elementary states which heat can
assume whilst it is propagated in a solid ring. When one of these
simple modes is once established, it is maintained of itself, and the
ratios which exist between the temperatures do not change; but
whatever the primitive ratios may be, and in whatever manner
the ring may have been heated, the movement of heat can be decomposed into several simple movements, similar to those which
we have just described, and which are accomplished all together
without disturbing each other. In each of these states the temperature is proportional to the sine of a certain multiple of the distance from a fixed point. The sum of all these partial temperatures,
taken for a single point at the same instant, is the actual temperature of that point. Now some of the parts which compose this
sum decrease very much more rapidly than the others. It follows
from this that the elementary states of the ring which correspond
to different values of i, and whose superposition determines the
total movement of heat, disappear in a manner one after the
other. They cease soon to have any sensible influence on the
value of the temperature, and leave only the first among them to
exist, in which i is the least of all. In this manner we form an
exact idea of the law according to which heat is distributed in
a ring, and is dissipated at its surface. The state of the ring becomes more and more symmetrical; it soon becomes confounded
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with that towards which it has a natural tendency, and which consists in this, that the temperatures of the different points become
proportional to the sine of the same multiple of the arc which
measures the distance from the origin. The initial distribution
makes no change in these results.

•

SECTION II.

O! the communication of heat between separate n1l1.8s68.
247. We have now to direct attention to the conformity of
the foregoing analysis with that which must be employed to determine the laws of propagation of heat between separate masses;
we shall thus arrive at a second solution of the problem of the
movement of heat in a ring. Comparison of the two results will
indicate the true foundations of the method which we have followed, in integrating the equations of the propagation or heat in
continuous boilies. We shall examine, in the first pla.ce, an extremely simple case, which is that or the communication of heat
between two equal masses.
Suppose two cubical masses m and n of equal dimensions and
of the same material to be unequally heated; let their respective
temperatures be a and h, and let them be of infinite conducibility.
If we pla.ced these two bodies in contact, the temperature in each
would suddenly become equal to the mean temperature i (a+ b).
Suppose the two masses to be separated by a very small interval,
that an infinitely thin layer or the first is detached so as to be
joined to the seco~d, and that it returns to the first immediately
after the contact. Continuing thJls to be tran.rerred alternately,
and at equal infinitely small intervals, the interchanged layer
causes the heat of the hotter body to pass gradually into that
which is less heated; the problem is to determine what would be,
after a given time, the heat of each body, if they lost at their surface no part of the heat which they contained. We do not suppose
the transfer of heat in solid continuous bodies to be effected in a
manner similar to that which we have just described: we wish
only to determine by analysis the result of such an hypothesis.
Each of the two masses possessing infinite conducibility, the
quantity of heat cont.'iined in n.n infinitcly thin layer, is sudF. B.
15
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denly added to that of the body with which it is in contact j and a
common temperature results which is equal to the quotient of the
sum of the quantities of heat divided by the sum of the masses.
Let Q) be the mass of the infinitely small layer which is separated
from the hotter body, whose temperature is aj let Cl and fJ be the
variable temperatures which correspond to the time t, and whose
initial values are a and b. When the layer Q) is separated from the
mass m which becomes m - Q), it has like this mass the tempera- •
ture Cl, and as soon as it touches the second body affected with the
temperature fJ, it assumes at the same time with that body a
temperature equal to mfJ + aQ) • The layer Q), retaining the last
m+Q)
temperature, returns to the first body whose mass is m - Q) and
temperature «. We find then for the temperature after the second
contact

Cl (m _ Q»

+ (mfJ + Clfl)) Q)

m + fI)
G:m + flQ)
-----------------or m+Q) •
m

The variable temperatures

Cl

and fJ become, &!ter the interval

dt, Cl + (Cl - fJ) -, and fJ + (rJ. - f1) -Q) j these values are found by
Q)

m
m
suppressing the higher powers of Q). We thus have

d~ == - (Cl - f1) ~ and dfJ== (~- fJ) ~;
m
m
the mass which had the initial temperature fJ has received in one
instant a quantity of heat equal to mdfJ or (Il -fJ) fI), which has
been lost in the same time by the first mass. We see by this
that the quantity of heat which passes in one instant from the
most heated body into that which is less heated, is, all other things
being equal, proportional to the actual difference of temperature
of the two bodies. The time being divided into equal intervals,
the infinitely small quantity fI) may be replaced by kdt, Ie being the
number of units of mass whose sum contains fI) as many times as
the unit of time contains dt, so that we have

~ ==

it'

We thus

obtain the equations
dx == - (a. - fJ)! dt and dfJ = (a. - fJ)! dt.
m

m
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248. If we attributed a greater value to the volume fa), which
serves, it may be said, to draw heat from one of the bodies
for the purpose or carrying it to the other, the transfer would
be quicker; in order to express this condition it would be
necessary to increase in the same ratio the quantity Ie which
enters into the equations. We might also retain the value
of fa) and suppose the layer to accomplish in a given time a
greater number of oscillations, which again would be indicated
by a greater value of Ie. Hence this coefficient represents in some
respects the velocity of transmission, or the facility with which
heat passes from one of the bodies into the other, that is to say,
their reciprocal conducibility.
249.

Adding the two preceding equations, we have

d2+dfJ-= 0,
and if we subtract one of the equations from the other, we have

d2 - dfJ + 2 (a. - fJ)

~ dt = 0, and, making

m

a. - fJ =!I,

d!l + 2 ! ydt = O.
'In

Integrating and determining the constant by the condition that

6-. .
u:,

the initial value is a - b, we have y = (a- b)
The difference y of the temperatures diminishes as the ordinate of a loga2.t

rithmic curve, or as the successive powers of the fraction IF iii
As the values of a. and fJ, we have
1
1
Ut
1
1
'it
a. = 2 (a + b) - 2 (a - b) e-., ,8 = 2 (a + b) + 2 (a - b) e-" .

•

250. In the preceding case, we suppose the infinitely small
mass OJ, by means of which the transfer is effected, to be always
the same part of the unit of mass, or, which is the same thing,
we suppose the coefficient Ie which measure!; the reciprocal conducibility to be a constant quantity. To render the investigation
in question more general, the constant Ie must be considered
as a function of the two actual temperatures Gl and fJ. We should
then have the two equations dz = - (2 - fJ)! dt, and
m

15-2
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elP == (rz - P) ! dt,
m

in which le would be equal to a function of rz and p, which we
denote by ~ (a, P). It is easy to ascertain the law which
the variable temperatures 4 and p follow, when they approach
extremely near to their final state. Let y be a new unknown
equal to the difference between a and the final value which is

~ (4 + b) or o. Let 8 be a second unknown equal to the difference
c - p. We substitute in place of a and p their values c - y and
c - .; and, as the problem is to find the values of y and z,
when we suppose them very small, we need retain in the results
of the substitutions only the first power of y and z. We therefore
find the two equations,
le
- ely==- (16 -y) m ~ (0-1/, 0-16) at
and

le
- tU== m (16-Y) ~ (0-1/,0 - z) dt,

developing the quantities which are under the sign

~

and omit-

ting the higher powers of y and 16. We find dy == (16 - y) ! tf>dt,
m

le
and d16 == - (16 -1/) - ~t. The quantity ~ being constant, it
m
f.>Uows that the preceding equations give for the value of the
difference 16 - y, a result similar to that which we found above for
t~e value of a - p.
From this we conclude that if the coefficient le, which was
at first supposed constant, were represented by any function
whatever of the variable temperatures, the final changes wbich
these temperatures would experience, during an infinite time,
would still be subject to the same law as if the reciprocal couducibility were constant. The problem is actually to determine
the laws of the propagation of heat in an indefinite number of
equal masses whose actual temperatures are different.
251. Prismatic masses n in number, each of which is equal
to m, a.re supposed to be- arranged in the same straight line,
and affected with different temperatures a, b, 0, d, &c.; infinitely
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thin layers, each of which has a mass co, are supposed to be
separated from the different bodies except the last, and are
conveyed in the same time from the first to the second, from
the second to the third, from the third to the fourth, and so
on; immediately after contact, these layers return to the masses
from which they were separated; the double movement taking
place as many times as there are infinitely small instants dt; it
is required to find the law to .which the changes of temperature
are subject.
Let a, /3, 'Y, 8, ... co, be the variable values which correspond to
the same time t, and which have succeeded to the initial values
a, h, c, a, &c. When the layers co have been separated from the
fa -1 first masses, and put in contact with the neighbouring
masses, it is easy to see that the temperatures become

a em - co)
/3 (m - co) + aco
m-co ' m
m,

J

•••

If em - co) + /3f4)

m

ml»+'tco .
m+1» '

or, .

When the layers I» have returned to their former places,
we find new temperatures according to the same rule, which
consists in dividing the sum of the quantities of heat by the sum
of the masses, and we have as the values of a, /3, 'Y, 8, &c., after
the instant dt,

'Y+ (,8 - 'Y- 'Y-8) !!., ..• co + (V - 1») co •
m
m

The coefficient of

I»

'11~

is the difference of two consecutive dif-

ferences taken in the succession a, /3, 'Y, ••• V,
and last coefficients of

I» ,

m

1».

.AJJ to the first

they may be considered also as du-

ferences of the second order. It is sufficient to suppose the term
a to be preceded by a term equal to a, and the term I» to be

...
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followed by a term equal to m. We have then, as formerly, on
substituting kdt for m, the following equations:
k

d2 = m dt {(,8- a) - (2- «)},
k
dfJ = m dt {('Y - fJ) - (,8- «)},

d1 =

k
.
m
dt {(B - '1) -

('1 - fJ)},

k
dm = -dt {(m - m) - (m - 't)}.
tn

252. To integrate these equations, we assume, nccorwng to
the known method,

a = al",

fJ = ~e"',

'1 = aat''', ... m = a.'" ;

hI' a" a., a l •••• a. , being constant quantities which must be deter-

mined. The substitutions being made, we have the following
equations:

k

a.k = .,,, {{a. - al) - (a. - a,)},
a.k =

! {(a, - a.) - (a. - a.)},

If we regard a, as a known quantity, we find the expression
for a. in terms of a, and h, then that of a. in a. and k; the same
is the case with all the other unknowns, a, I ai' &c. The first and
last equations may be written under the form

a, h = tll
-k {(a• - a,) - (a , - a'},
oj
Rnd

k
o"k = -1n {(a.+,- a.. ) - (0" -

a._,}J.
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"=="1

==

Retaining the two conditions
and a. a.w the value
of a. contains the first power of A, the value of a. contains the
second power of 1., and so on up to CJ.w which contains the
nih power of" k. This arranged, a.+ l becoming equal to a., we
have, to determine A, an equation of the nih degree, and
re.
mains undetermined.

a.

It follows from this that we shall find n values for k. and in
accordance with the nature of linear equations, the general value
of tI is composed of n terms, so that the quantities tI, /3, '1, ••• &co
are determined by means of equations such as
tl -

ai" + a;i'" + a;'~" + &c.,

/3 - al" + a;tI'" + a."r + &c.,
'1 - ai" + a.'e" + a;'r + &c.,
fa)

== a.d" + a,.'ef'" + a,." tI'-, + &0.

The values of h, h', A", &0. are n in number, and are equal to
the n roots of the algebraical equation of the nih degree in h,
which has, as we shall see further on, all its roots real.
The coefficients of the first equation all a l ', al", at', &c., are
arbitrary; as for the coefficients of the lower lines, they are deter.
mined by a number n of systems of equations similar to the pre.
ceding equations. The problem is now to form these equations.
253.

Writing the letter lJ instead of

A;;. we have the fol-.

lowing equations

•

a. == a l (q + 2) - a o•
(I.

== a. (q + 2) - al'

a"+l == a .. (q

+ 2) -

a_l •

We see that these quantities belong to a recurrent series
whoso scale ofrelation consists of two terms (q + 2) and - 1. We
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can therefore express the general term o. by the equation
a. = A. Hin mu + B sin (m - 1) u.

determining suitably the quantities A. B. and u. First we find
A. and B by supposing m equal to 0 and then equal to 1, which
gives 110 == B sin v, and !II = .A. sin v, and consequently
II.

== 01 sin mv -

-!!L sin (m -

1) ~.

&1D "

Substituting then tbe values of
in the general equation
a. = a_a (q + 2) - a_I'

we find
sin mu == (q t 2) Hin(m-I) u-sin (m- 2) U,
comparing which equation with the next,
sinmu =2 cosusin (m-I) u- sin (m - 2)u,
which expresses a known property of the sines of arcs increasing
in arithmetic progression, we conclude that q + 2 = cos u, or
q == - 2 vemin u; it remains only to determine the value of the
arcu.
The general value of II. being

ii:u [sinmu-sin (m-I) uJ,
we must have, in order to satisfy the condition a"" l =
equation

II.,

the

sin ('1&+ 1) u- sin u ==sin 1IU -sin (n-l) u,
whence we deduce sin 1IU = 0, or u = i!, 7r being the semi.
n
circumference and i any integer, such as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ••• (n -1) ;
Am
thence we deduce the n values of lJ or Ii. Thus all the roots
of the ~uation in k. which gh'e the values of h, 1~', kIt, hIlI, &0.
&(e real and nega.tivo, and arc furnished by the equations
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Tc
(
k=-2-versin

tn

!

0-)
n •
'IT-

(1 ~) ,
16" = - 2! versin (2 ;) .
16'

=- 2

versin

... = .................... .

k,a-II = - 2

!

versin {(n-l);}

0

Suppose then that we have divided the semi-circumference 'If'
into n equal parts, and that in order to form u, we take i of those
parts. i being less than II, we shall satisfy the differential equations
by taking a l to be any quantity whatever, and making
a-a.

sinu-sinOu e-~.. .. ,
0

SID"

,..,Q -al sin 21£ - sin 11£ e-~- .. •
0

SID"

"I-a1

sin 31£- sin 2"
sIn 1£
0

_!!'-. ..

e",

-~- ..
GrJ=al sinnu-sin(n-l)u e
ta.
8ln"
0

AJr. there are n different arcs which we may take for ..,
namely.
'If'

'If'

'If'

'If'

0 - , I - , 2 - •...... ,(n-l)-,
n.
n
n
n.
there are also n systems of particular values for tz. P. "f, &c.,
and the general values of these variables are the sums of the
particular values.
254. We see first that if the arc u is nothing, the quantities
which multiply a. in the values of a, fl. "I. &c" become all equal
.
.
sin 1£ - sin 0"
to UUlty, SlDce
takes the value 1 when the arc 1£
SlD"
vanishes i and the same is the case with the quantities which are
0
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found in the following equations. From this we conclude that
constant terms must enter into the general values of tI, p, "I, ... at.
tI,

Further, adding all the particular values corresponding to
&c., we have
.
sinnu - - _ ..
tI+P+"I+&c. ==al - · - - 6 ;

..

p, "I, ...

8IDU

an equation whose second member is reduced to 0 provided the
arc U does not vanish; but in that case we should find " to be .
sinnu
the value of - .- . We have then ~ general
BIU U

tI

+p +"1 +&c. == ntJ1 ;

now the initial values of the variables being a, b, c, &c., we must
neceBB&rily have
ntJ. == a+b+ c+&c.;
it follows that the constant term which must enter into each of
the general values of
tI,

p, "I, ... (0

is

!,. (a + b + c + &C.),

that is to say, the mean of all the initial temperatures.

AB to the general values of

tI,

p, "I, ...

(0,

they are exprslI8ed

by the following equations :
1

,,=-(a+6+c+&c.)+~

sin u - sin OIl

.

"

_!!! . . . .
6 -

BIDU

.

,

. 0'

-BID
+ b BIDUSID
U
1

.,

U

..

8

Bin utI -sin Ou"

+ t'l
+ &c.,

...

SIDU

- . - ..

-~_ ..6 -

p=-1 (a+b+c+&c.)+a, sin 21£. sin U 6-~-.
..
n

SID I'

+bl

+«;

sin 21£' - sin u' _!!c'_ ...
.,
6"
slnu
sin 2,," - sin ,," _!!c'_ ....

.

II

SID U

8"

+&c.,
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+ b+c+&c.) +a"
+b1

+C1.

sin 3u - sin 2u -~""'DIO
.
e ...
Slnu
sin 3u' - sin 2u' -!!! _RIO'
••
e ...
smu
sin 3u" - sin 2u"
'II

SID U

_!!!-.. ..-

e

WI

+&c"
I(a+ b"+c+ &)
c.

t.rJe:-

n

+a" (sinHu-sin(n-I)U)
,
e-~ ........
smu

+b

1

(n - 1) 1£') ':-.. ..,
( sin nu - sin
"
*'
smu

+C1. (

sin nt," - sin (n - 1) u'j
'II

SIDU

e

-~ ..........

+&c.
255.. To determine the constants a, 6, c, d ... &c., we must
consider the initial state of the system. In fact, when the time
is nothing, the values of tI, /3, 1, &c. must be equal to a, b, c, &c.;
we have then n similar equations to determine the n constants.
The quantities

sin u-sin Ou, sin 2.-sin 91, sin 3M-sin 2", "', sin nu-sin (n-l) 11,
may be indicated in this manner,
A sin Ou, A sin u, A sin 2u, A sin 31£, ... A sin (fa-I) U;

the equations proper for the determination of the constanta are,

if the initial mean temperature be represented by 0,
a= O+~ +61 + C1. + &c.
A sin u
A sin u'
A sin u"
6 := 0 + a" -.- - + 61 • ,+ C1 . " + &c.,
SIn u
SID 1£
SIn U
_0
c-

+ ~ A sin
21{
+ C A sin
2u" + &c.,
, 2u + b1 A ~in
'
,
,,,
SID

d =0 +

a"

1£

SIn U

SID U

A ~in 3u + b A ~in ~u' + c A ~in ~~" + &c"
SID U
SID 1£
SID U

&c.
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a

The quantities ~, b1, <;, all and being determined by these
equ:\tions, we know completely the values of the variables

a, p, "I, 8, ... 11).
We can in general effect the elimination of the unknowns in
these equations, and determine the values of the quantities
a, b, c,
&c., even when the number of equations is infinite; we
shall employ this process of elimination in the following articles.

a,

256. On examining the equations which give the general
values of the variables a, p, '1 •••••• 11), we see that as the time
increases the successive terms in the value of each variable decrease very unequally: for the values of ii, ",', ",", '11."', &C. being
'If'

'If'

'If'

'If'

I -, 2 -, 3 -, 4 -, &c.,
R
n
n
R
the exponents versin "', versin u', versin ",", versin .I", &C.
become greater and greater. If we suppose the time t to be
infinite, the first term of each value alone exists, and the tempera. ture of each of the masses becomes equal to the mean temperature

!R (a+b+c+ ...&c.).

Since the time t continually increases,

each of the terms of the value of one of the variables diminishes
proportionally to the successive powers of a fraction which, for the
second term, is 6 -~-.
..
, for the third term 6 -~-.'
..
, and so on.
The greatest of these fractions being that which corresponds to
the least of the values of u. it follows that to ascertain the law
which the ultimate changes of temperature follow, we need consider only the two first terms; all the others becoming incomparably smaller according as the time t increases. The ultimate
variations of the temperatures a, p, '1, &0. are therefore expressed
by the following equations:

I( +b+ c +&)
-~-.
•
cz=-a
c.+01 sinu-sinOu
6
-,
n
8m"
-~-.,
P -_!(a +b+ c +&)
c. + a1 sin21t-sinu
•
6
n

mn",

I ( + 1.+ +&)
'3
' "... " -tit
c. +01 sin
- - it-Sin
. -It- e -.. .......... •
R a u c
8m

'1=-
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257. If we divide the semi-circumference into n equal parts,
and, having drawn tho sines, take the difference between two
consecutive sines, the n differences are proportional to the co-

.

-~- , or to the second terms of the values of
efficients of e'"
a, fl, 'Y,'" OJ. 1!'or this reason the later values of /z, fl, 'Y ... OJ are
such tha.t the differences between the fina.l temperatures and the
mean initial temperature! (a + b + c + &c.) are always proporn

tional to the differences of consecutive sines. In whatever
manner the masses have first been heated, the distribution .of
heat is effected finally according to a constant law. If we
measured the temperatures in the last stage, when they differ
little from the mean temperature, we should observe that the
difference between the temperature of any mass whatever and the
mean temperature decreases continually according to the successive powers of the same fraction; and comparing amongst themselves the temperatures of the different masses taken at the same
instant, we should see that the differences between the actual
temperatures and the mean temperature are proportional to the
differences of consecutive sines, the semi-circumference having
been divided into n equal parts.
258. If we suppose the masses which communicate heat to each
other to be infinite in number, we find for the arc u an infinitely
small value; hence the differences of consecutive sines, taken on
the circle, are proportional to the cosines of the corresponding
siumu-sin(m-l)u .
arcs; for
.
IS equal to cosmu, when the
IIlnu

arc u is infinitely small. In this case, the quantities whose temperatures taken at the same instant differ from the mean tempera.ture to which they all must tend, are proportional to the cosines
which correspond to different points of the circumference divided
into an infinite number of equal parts. If the masses which
transmit heat are situated at equal distances from each other on
. the perimeter of the semi-circumference 'Tt", the cosine of the arc at
the end of which anyone mass is placed is the measure of the
quantity by which the temperature of that mass differs yet from
the mean temperature. Thus the body placed in the middle of
all the others is that which arrives most quickly at that mean
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temperature; those which are situated on one side of the middle,
all have an excessive temperature, which surpasses the inean
temperature the more, according as they are more distant from
the middle; the bodies which are placed on the other side, all
have a temperature lower than the mean temperature, and they
differ from it as much as those on the opposite side, but in contrary sense. Lastly, these differences, whether positive or negative,
all decrease at the same time, proportionally to the successive
powers of the same fraction; so that they do not cease to be represented at the same instant by the values of the cosines of the
same semi-circumference. Such in general, singular cases excepted, is the law to which the ultimate temperatures are subject.
The initial state of the system does not change these results. We
proceed now to deal with a third problem of the same kind as the
preceding, the solution of which will furnish us with many useful
remarks.
259. Suppose n equal prismatic masses to be placed at equal
distances on the circumference of a circle. All these bodies,
enjoying perfect conducibility. have known actual temperatures,
different for each of them; they do not permit any part of the
heat which they contain to escape at their surface; an infinitely
thin layer is separated from the first mass to be united to the
second, which is trituated towards the right; at the same time a
parallel layer is separated from the second mass, carried from left
to right, and joined to the third; the same is the case with all the
other masses. from each of which an infinitely thin layer is separated at the same instant. and joiued to the following mass.
Lastly, the same layers return immediately afterwards. and are
united to the bodies from which they had been detached.
Heat is supposed to be propagated between the masses by
means of these alternate movements, which are accomplished
twice during each instant of equal duration; the problem is to
find according to what law the temperatures vary: that is to say,
the initial values of the temperatures being given, it is required to
ascertain after any given time the new temperature of each of the
masses.

We shall denote by al' a.. aaJ ...a.... a. the initial temperatures
whose values are arbitrary, and by ai' a., a" ,.a,.• ,u. the values of
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the same temperatures after the time t has elapsed. Each of the
quantities a is evidently a function of the time t and of all the
initial values ai' ai' as" .a. : it is required to determine the
functions ~.
260. We shall represent the infinitely small mass of the layer
which is carried from one body to the other by 0). We may
remark, in the first place, that when the layers have been separated
from the masses of which they have formed part, and placed respectively in contact with the masses situated towards the right,
the quantities of heat contained in the different bodies become
(m- 0) al + 0)2., (m - 0) a. + O)al , (m- 0) as + 0)2••••• , (m - 0) a.
+ 0)2,...1; dividing each of these quantities of heat by the mass m,
we have for the new values of the temperatures

0)

0)

cr, + - (a....t

- aJ, .•• and cr. + - (a_t - cr.);
m
m
that is to say, to find the new state of the temperature after the
first contact, we must add to the value which it had formerly the
0)

product of - by the excess of the temperature of the body
m

from which the layer has been separated over that of the body to
which it has been joined. By the same rule it is found that the
temperatures, after the second contact, are
0)

0)

,..-. +-'o:.-a)
+m\
1
m (aI -cr)

I'

0)

0)

cr. +(a. l-aJ +m~r
m (a~l- aJ,

The time being divided into equal instants, denote by dt the
duration of the instant, and suppose 0) to be contained in Ie
units of mass as many times as de is contained in the units of
time, we thus have 0) = kdt. Calling d2 1, dall d2•.•. b., ...b .. the

/
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infinitely small increments which the temperatures crl • cr.....«,...cr.
receive during the instant at, we have the following differential
equations:
Ie
dZ I =dt (cr. - 221 + crJ,
m

oa. = m-k dt (~I -

2cr, + crJ,

261. To solve these equations, we suppose in the first place,
according to the known method,
erl = bl", crl = ble"', er, = b,i", era = b.e"'.
The quantities b,. bl' bat ... b. are undetermined constants, as
also is the exponent h. It is easy to sce that the values of
era' 0., ••. cr. satisfy the differential equations if they are subject to
the following conditions:
k
blh = -m (b. .- 2bl

b) = ~ (bl

-

+ b.),

2b1 + bJ,

k
b), = m (bu - 2h, + b*l)'
k
b•.it = m (b.... - 2b._1 + h.),

k
b.ll == -m (b_1 - 2h. + hJ.

Let q = ~;, we have, beginning at the last equation.
bl == h. (q + 2) - b_1 ,
b. = hi (q + 2) - b.,
b. == bl (q + 2) - b,.
b, = b.... (q + 2) - bl-l'
b. = b._I (q + 2) - b"_I'
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It follows from this that we may take, instead of bl , bt , b., ...
b", .. b., the n consecutive sines which are obtained by dividing the
whole circumference 27T into n equal parts. In fact, denoting the
arc 2 ~ by 11, the quantities
n

sin Ou, sin lu, sin 2u, sin 3u, "', sin (n - 1) u,
whose number is n, belong, as it is said, to a recurring series
whose scale of relation has two terms, 2 cos u and -1: so that
we always have the condition
sin iu = 2 cos usin (i -1) u - sin (i- 2) u.
Take then, instead of bl , bl , b., ... b., the quantities
sin Ou, sin Iu, sin 2u, ... sin (n -1) u,
and we have
·
q+ 2=2 cosu, g=- 2 veronu,
or g=- 2·27T
verslD-.
n

We have previousl; written q instead of

k;; ,so that the value

of k is - 2Ic versin 27T. substituting in the equations these values
m
n'
of b, and h we have
IXl

= sin OU6-~-!!
..
.,

a.

= sin IU6

-~-'!'

..

•,

-!!! _D!!"

cr. =

sin 2U8

CIE. =

sin (n-I)u8"

..

..

-~-!!

...

262. The last equations furnish only a very particular solution of the problem proposed; for if we suppose t = 0 we have, as
the initial values of ai' cr., cr., ... 1%,., the quantities
sin Ott, sin Iu, sin 2u, ... sin (n-I) u,
which in general differ from the given values ai' ai' a" ... a.:
but the foregoing solution deserves to be noticed because it expresses, as we shall see presently, a circumstance which belongs to
all possible cases, and represents the ultimate variations of the
F. H.
16
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temperatures. We see by this solution that, if the initial temperatures ai' a., a" ••• a., were proportional to the sines
.
2",
slnO-,
n

• 1~,

Sln

n

. 2~
-,

Sin

. (n- 1) 2",
-,

•••

n

Sin

n

they would remain continually proportional to the same' sines, and
we should have the equations
(11 -

a 16-"',

~ - a.6-"',
(I, -

a.6...."

2lc
• 2",
where " - -m vermn -n •

a.- 0.6-"',

For this reason, if the masses which are situated at equal distances on the circumference of a circle had initial temperatures
proportional to the perpendiculars let fall on the diameter
which passes through the first point, the temperatures would
vary with the time, but remain always proportional to those perpendiculars, and the temperatures would diminish simultaneously
as the terms of a geometrical progression whose ratio is the
fraction

-!!-~
6 • •

263. To form the general solution, we may remark in the
first place that we could take, instead of bl , bl , ba, ... b., the n
cosines corresponding to the points of division of the circumference
divided into n equal parts. The quantities cos Ou, cos lu, cos 2u, ...
cos (n -1) U, in which v denotes the arc 2"" form also a recurring
n

series whose scale of relation consists of two terms, 2 cos v and - 1,
for which reason we could satisfy the differential equations by
means of the following equations,
~

.,
== cos. 01&6 -~-

-~-. ,
a. == cos lu6·

_!!!_.

CIa - cos 2V6 -

,

-~

a,. - cos (n - 1) V6 '"

..
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Independently of the two preceding solutions we could select
for the values of bt , bl , ba, ... b., the quantities
sinO.2u, sin 1.21£, sin2.2u, sin3.2u, ... , sin (n-l)2u;
or else
cos 0.211, cos 1.211, cos 2.2u, cos 3.2u, ... , cos (n-l) 211.
In fact, each of these series is recurrent and composed of n
terms; in the scale of relation are two terms, 2 cos 21£ and - 1 ;
and if we continued the series beyond n terms, we should find n
othel'f(! respectively equal to the n preceding.
In general, if we denote the arcs

271'
27T
0n- • 1-n'

271'
27T
2n- ' ... , (n-l)-.
&c.,
n

by U I ' U •• U a..... U.' we can take for the values of b" bl • b., ... b.
the n quantities.
sin Ott" sin lu,. sin 211" sin 3u, ..... sin (n-l) !I,;
or else
cos Ou,. cos lu,. cos 211" cos 3u,.... , cos (n -1) u,.
The value of "corresponding to each of these series is given by the
equation
.
",l. == - -2k versm

u,.

m

We can give n different values to i. from i == 1 to i

== n.

Substituting these values of b,• bl • b. ... b.. in the equations
of Art. 261, we have the differential equations of Art. 260 satisfied
by the following results:
al

. Ou,e-!-... ,
== sm

01' ~

== cos OU,6 -~- ...
WI

. lu,6-~-... ,
a. - SID

a. == cos lu,e _!!!-...
..
,

............

........... .
-~-...

a. == sin (n-l)u,6 ..

,

_!!!-.. .

«,. == cos (n-l)u,6 ..

16-2
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2M. The equations of Art. 260 could equally be satisfied by
constructing the values of each one of the variables «t. a.. a. •... «out of the sum of the several particular values which have been
found for that variable j and each one of the terms which enter
into the general value of one of the variables may also be multiplied by any constant coefficient. It (ollows from this that,
denoting by .A•• B.. .A.. B.. .A.. B •• ... :.A •• B.. any coefficients
whatever. we may take to express the general value of one of the
variables. a...... for example, the equation
.

_Dt _ _ ..

(.A. sin mu. + B. cos mu.) 6 •

tI..... -

_Dt nnIn ..

+ (.A. sin mil. + B. cos muJ e
+ (.A. sin m",. + B. cos muJ 6

•

_Dt

•

qnia.

•

The quantities .A.> .AI' .AI'... .A., B" B., B.,... B.. which
enter into this equation, are arbitrary, and the arcs "',. 1£•• "'.' ••• "'.
are given by the equations:

27r
n

2'71'
n

27r

. 2'71'
n

".-0-, ",.-1-, u.-2-..... u,.=(n-I)-.
ft

The general values of the variables cr., a., lis....
expressed by the following equations:

are then

-~..n1n ••

+ (.A. sin OUt + B. cos OIlJ 6
+ (.A. sin Ov. + B. cos OuJ e

!I,.

•
_lit TeniD ••

•

+&c.;

a. =

(.A, sin Iu. + B. cos I",,)

6

-~venln ••
•

+ (.A. sin I",. + B. cos luJ e-~""In"
•
+ (.A. sin lui + BI cos I",.) e

-~oenIn"

•

+&c.;

'.
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CIa = (.AI sin 2"1 + Bl cos 2"1) e

_w venin "l

•

_IH venin",

+ (.A. sin 2u, + B. cos 2".) e •

-~venIn'"

+ (.A. sin 2u, + B. cos 2".) e •
+&c.;

_IH venin "1

•

a. = {AI sin (n -1)"1 + Bl cos (n - 1) "I} e •

+ (A. sin (n-I) u. + B.cos(n-I) u.} e_IH• venin ".

+ {.A. sin (n -1) ". + B. cos (n -1) tt.} e

_IH venin ...

•

+&c.
265. H we suppose the time nothing, the values aI' ex., a.. ••• a.
must become the same as the initial values aI' a., a., ... a.. We
derive from this n equations, which serve to determine the coefficients ..4.1 , B l , .A •• B., .A., Be' •••. It will readily be perceived that
the number of unknowns is always equal to the number of equations. In fact, the number of terms which enter into the value
of one of these variables depends on the number of different
quantities versin ttl' versin ".. versin"., &c., which we find on
dividing the circumference 27T into n equal parts. Now the
. 027T
• 127T, versm
• 227T, &c.,
. .. versm
number 0 f quantitIes
- , versm
n
n
t&
is very much less than n, if we count only those that are
different. Denoting the number n by 2i + 1 if it is odd,
and by 2i if it is even, i + 1 always denotes the number
of different versed sines. On the other hand, when in the
2'11", versm
. 0 f quan
t··
. 027T
.1 . 2 -2'11" , &c.,
senes
Itles versm
- , versm
n
n
n

we come to a versed sine, versin A 2'11", equal to one of the former
n

versin A' 2'11", the two terms of the equations which contain this
n

versed sine form only one term; the two different arcs UA and
"All which have the same versed sine, have also the same cosine,
and the sines differ only in sign. It is easy to see that the
arcs "A and u,\", which have the same versed sine, are such that
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the cosine of any multiple whatever of fl. is equal to the cosine
of the same multiple of U.', and that the sine of any multiple
of u. differs o.nly in sign from the sine of the same multiple
of '-'.-. It follows from this that when we unite into one the
two corresponding terms of each of the equations. the two unknowns A. and A.-, which enter into these equations, are replaced
by a single unknown, namely A. -A.-. As to the two unknown
B. and BI( they also are replaced by a single one. namely B. + BI(:
it follows from this that the number of unknowns is equal in all
cases to the number of equations; for the number of terms is
always i + 1. We must add that the unknown A disappears of
itself from the first terms, since it is multiplied by the sine of
a nul arc. Further, when the number fi is even, there is found
at the end of each equation a term in which one of the unknowns
disappears of itself, since it multiplies a nul sine; thus the
number of unknowns which enter into the equations is equal
to 2 (i + 1) - 2. when the number n is even; consequently the
number of unknowns is the same in all these cases as the number
of equations.
266. To express the general values of the temperatures
aI' ai' q • ••• a•• the foregoing analysis furnishes us with the equations
2.T B
0 0 2.".) _Uf _ _ o~
•
a l = ( AlamO'0R" + ,cos . "
27r

271') - Uf

+ ( A. sin 0 .1 " + BI cos O. 1"
+ ( A.sinO.2

e··
e··

ftnia 1 !!

-~ ... l~
n +B.cos 0.2 271')
n e
··

271'

+&c.,
-~ ..... ~
n + BI cos 1 .0 2.".)
n e··
27T
27T) -~
~
.
+ ( AI sm 1. 1 n + BI cos 1. 1 n e··

27T
a l = ( A, sin 1. 0

ylllllD 1

+ ( .A

I

e··

2.".
271') - Uf
1Sin2.2-+B
cos2.2na
n

,·enlD S

~

+ &c.,
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e··
27T)
n e··

27T B
27T)
.
= ( Al SIn
2.0 n + I cos 2.0 Ii"
.

27T

.

27T

B

+ ( .AI SIn 2. 1 ""i" + • cos 2 . 1

-~ ftnIa 0 !!
_Me Yenlu 1 !!

27T)

+ ( A, sm.2 . 2 -n + BI cos 2 .2 -n

__
e··
-~

!

!!

+&c.,
.

27T

2w}

~.= {AlsIn(n-l)O-;-+Blcos(n-l)0n-

-~

e··

__ 0 !!

•

,. . (
27T B
(
27T} -~ -- 1 !!•
+ {nlsm
n-l) 1 n+ .cos fI.-l)1 R 8 •

+ &c .........................•............................... (p).
To form these equations, we must continue in each equation
. 0 f terms wh'lCh contain
. vemn
. 027r, versm
. . 127T,
t h e succe&llon

n

versin 2

27T,
n

n

&c. until we have included every different versed

sine; and we must omit all the subsequent terms, commencing
with that in which a versed sine appears equal to one of the
preceding.
The number of these equations is n. H n is an even number
equal to 2i, the number of terms of each equation is i + 1; if n
the number of equations is an odd number represented by 2i + 1,
the number of terms is still equal to i + 1. Lastly, among the
quantities AI' BII A •• B.,. &c., which enter into these equations.
there are some which must be omitted because they disappear of
themselves, being multiplied by nul sineR.
267. To determine the quantities .AI' B I• .A •• B•• A,. BI• &c.,
which enter into the preceding equations, we must consider the
initial state which is known: suppose t = O. and instead, of
al' al' al' &c., write the given quantities all al' a l •· &c.• which are
the initial values of the temperatures. We have then to determine
AI' BI • A •• BI • AI' B, • &c.• the following equations:
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a l =.A I sin 0 . 0 2.". + .A, sin 0 . 1 2.". + .A. sin O. 2
n
n
+ Bl cos 0 . 0 -2.". + B, cos 0.1 -2'1J" + B. cos O. 2
n

ft

2.". + &C.
"
2.,..
- + &c.
n

a, =.A I sin 1. 0 2'1J" + .A, sin 1.1 2'1J" + .A. sin 1. 2 2'1J" + &c.
n

ft

+

n

BI cos 1 . 0 -~ + B, cos 1. 1 -2'1J" + B. cos 1. 2 -2'1J" + &c.
n

n

n

a. = .AI sin 2.0 2'1J" + A, sin 2.1 2'1J" + A. sin 2.2 2'1J" + &c.
n

n

~

+ BI cos 2 . 0 h-n + B. cos 2.1

2'1J"
2'1J"
- + B. cos 2.2 - + &C.
n

n

a. = A,sin(n-I)O 2'1J" +.A. sin (n -1)1 2'1J" +.A.sin(n-I)2 2.". + &c.
n
n
n
2.".

2.".

2.".

+ B,cos(n-I)O--+B.cos(n-I)I- +B.cos(n-I)2 -+&c.
n
n
n
...... (m).

268. In these equations, whose number is ", the unknown
quantities are AI' B .. A" B" A., B., &c., and it is required to
effect the eliminations and to find the values of these unknowns.
We may remark, first, that the same unknown has a different
multiplier in each equation, and that the succession of multipliers
composes « recurring series. In fact this succession is that of the
sines of arcs increasing in arithmetic progression, or of the cosines
of the same arcs; it may be represented by
sin Ou, sin Iu, sin 2», sin 3u, ••• sin (n - 1) u,
or by

cos Ou,

COS Iu,

The arc u is equal to i

cos 2ft,

COS

3u, ... COS (n-I) u.

en'n') if the unknown in question is .J.'+I

or B'+I' This arranged, to determine the unknown .A'+1 by means
of the preceding equations, we must combine the succession of
equations with the series of multipliers, sin 0"" sin 111, sin 211,
sin 3u, ... sin (n -1) u, and multiply each equation by the corresponding term of the series. If we take the sum of the equa-
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tions thus multiplied, we eliminate all the unknowns, except
that which is required to be determined. The same is the case
if we wish to find the value of B41 ; we must multiply each
equation by the multiplier of B41 in that equation, and then take
the sum of all the equations. It is requisite to prove that by
operating in this manner we do in fact make all the unknowns
disappear except one only. For this purpose it is sufficient to shew,
firstly, that if we multiply term by term the two following serielJ
sin Ou, sin 1u, sin 2u, sin 3u, ... sin (n - 1) u,
sin 011, sin lv, sin 2v, sin 3v, ... sin (n -1) v,
the sum of the products
sin Ou sin Ov + sin 1u sin lv + sin 211 sin 2v + &c.
is nothing, except when the arcs u and v are the same, each
of these arcs being otherwise supposed to be a multiple of a part
of the circumference equal to 2'11'; secondly, that if we multiply
n

term by term the two series
cos Ou, cos lu, c082u, ... cos (n -1) u,
cos Ov, cos lv, cos 2v, ... cos (n-1)

11,

the sum of the products is nothing, except in the case when
11; thirdly, that if we multiply term by term the two
senes
sin 011, sin lu, sin 2u, sin 3u, ... sin (n - 1) u,
u is equal to

cos 011, cos lv, cos 2v, cos 3v, ... cos (n - 1) v,
the sum of the products is always nothing.
269.

2'11'
Let us denote by g the arc - , by JMl the arc u, and by
n

' '1

the arc 11; p. and " being positive integers less than n. The
product of two terms corresponding to the two first series will
be represented by
.,

..

SID)JMlSIDJ"q,

or

1

·f..
)
2 COS)'f..
\1"'-") g-21 C08 )\I"'+"
g,

the letter j denoting any term whatever of the series 0, J, 2, 3 ...
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easy to prove that if we give to j its n successive
values, from 0 to (n -I), the sum

(11-1); now it is

1 1 1
2 cos 0 v.. - .,)q + 2 cos 1 (I'-")q + 2 cos 2 v..-,,) q

1

1

+ 2 cos 3 v..-,,) q+ ... + 2 cos (n-l) v..-.,)q
bas a nul value, and that tbe same is the case with the aeries

1 1 1
2 cos 0 v.. + II) q +2 cos 1 v..+,,) q + 2 cos 2 v.. + .,) q
1

1

+ 2 cos 3 v..+.,) q + ... + 2 COB (n-l) v.. +")q.
In fact, representing the arc v.. -

.,) q by fl, which is consequently

a multiple of 27T, we bave the recurring series
n

cos 02, cosIa, cos 22, ..• cos (n -1) tz,
whose sum is nothing.
To shew this, we represent the sum by" and the two terms of
the scale of relation being 2 cos II and -I, we multiply successively
the two members of the equation
, = cos OIl + cos 22 + cos 32 + ... + cos (n - 1) II

by - 2 cos II and by + 1 j then on adding the three equations we
find that the intermediate terms cancel after tbe manner of recurring series.
If we now remark tbat n2 being a multiple of the wbole circumferenct', tbe quantities cos (n -1) ll, cos (n - 2) cr, cos (n - 3) IZ,
&C. are respectively the same as those which have been denoted
by cos (- cr), cos (- 22), cos (- 32), .•• &c. we conclude that
28-28coscr=O;
thus the sum sought must in general be nothing. In the same
way we find that the sum of the terms due to the development of
1 cos j {J' + .,) q is nothing. The case in which tbe arc represented
by II is 0 must be excepted; we then have 1- cos cr = 0; that is
to say, tbe arcs IS and v are the same. In this case the term
1 cos} {J' + II) '1 still gives a development whose sum is nothing j

-
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but the quantity i cosj (1'- II) 'I furnishes equal terms, each of
which has the value i; hence the sum of the products term by
term of the two first series is ! n.
In the same manner we can find the value of the sum of the
products term by term of the two second series, or
I (cosjp.q cosjlHJ) ;
in fact, we can .substitute for cos jp.q cos jll9. the quantity

i

cosj (p.- II) 'I

+i

cosj (p. + II) 'I,

,and we then conclude, as in the preceding case, that Ilcosj(p.+II)q
is nothing, and that ~l cosj (p.-,,) 'I is nothing, except in the case
where I' == II. It follows from this that the sum of the products
term by term of the two Recond series, or ~ (cosjp.q COSjllq), is
always 0 when the arcs u and " are different, and equal to in
when u == v. It only remains to notice the case in which the arcs
p.q and 11'1 are both nothing, when we have 0 as the value of
~ (sinjl'fl sinjll9.),

which denotes the sum of the products term by term of the two
first series.
The same is not the case with the sum ~(cosjp.q cosj"q) taken
when I'f[ and "q are both nothing; the sum of the products term
by term of the two second series is evidently equal to n •
.As to the sum of the products term by term of the two series

sin Qu, sin lu, sin 2u, s~ 3u, ••• sin (n -1) u,
cos Ou, cos 1u, cos 2u, cos Su, .•.

COB

(n - 1) 'II,

it is nothing in all cases, as ma.y easily be ascertained by the foregoing analysis.
270. The comparison then of these series furnishes the following results. If we divide the circumference 2". into n equal
parts, and take an arc u composed of an integral number I' of
thede parts, and mark the ends of the arcs u, 2u, 3u, ... (n- l)u, it
(ollows from the known properties of trigonometrica.l quantities
that the quantities
sin Qu, sin lu, sin 2u, sin 316, ••• sin (n -1) u,
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or indeed
cos Ou, cos lu, cos 2u, cos 3u, •.. cos (1& - 1) tI,
fonn a recurring periodic series composed of n ienns: if we compare one of the two series corresponding to an arc u or IA 21T
fa

with a series corresponding to another arc " or Jl21T, and
fa

multiply tenn by tenn the two compared series,. the sum of the
products will be nothing when the arcs u and v are different. If
the arcs u and t1 are equal, the sum of the products is equal to in,
when we combine two series of sines, or when we combine two
series of cosines; but the sum is nothing if we combine a series of
. sines with a series of cosines. If we suppose the arcs u and t1 to
be nul, it is evident that the sum of the products tenn by tenn is
nothing whenever one of the two series is fonned of sines, or when
both are so formed, but the sum of the products is n if the combined series both consist of cosines. In general, the sum of the
products tenn by term is equal to 0, or in or n j known fonnulre
would, moreover, lead directly to the same results. They are .produced here as evident consequences of elementary theorems in
trigonometry.
271. By means of these remarks it is easy to effect the elimination of the unknowns in the preceding equations. The unknown
A. disappears of itself through having nul coefficients; to find B.
we must multiply the two members of each equation by the coefficient of B. in that equation, and on adding all the equations
thus multiplied, we find

a. + at + a. + ... + a. = B •.
To determine AI we must multiply the two members of each
equation by the coefficient of A. in that equation, and denoting
the arc 21T by g. we have, after adding the equations together,
n
a.sin Oq + at sin lq+a. sin 2q + ... +a"sin (n -1) q=~nA ••
Similarly to determine BI we have
a. cosOq+at cos lq +a. cos

2q

1

+ ... + a.. cos (n- l)q =2 nBI'
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In general we could find each unknown by multiplying the
two members of each equation by the coefficient of the unknown
in that equation, and adding the products. Thus we arrive at the
following results :

nBt == a,
1l

A

-..a,

2

+a•
•

==a sIn

•

t

n

02'11"
. }2'11"
- +a.sm
n
n.
2'11"

-2 B.= a, cos 0 -

n

2'11"
+ a. cos 1 n

+ aa

+&c.= Iac.

+ aa sin2 2'n11" +&c.=~",sin(i-l)1 2'n11" ,
+ a. COB 2 2'-n11"

2'11"
+&c.= Ia, COB (i-I) 1 - ,
n

n-2.4.=a,sm
A
• 0 22'11"
. 1. 22'11"
. 2 . 2 -2'11" + &c. ==..-u.Bln
~ - . (.1 - 1) 22'11"
. -+alslD
-+a.slD
-,
n
n
n
n

• 0 3 2'11"
. 1 . 3 -+a.sm
2'11"
. 2 .3 2'-+
11" &c.= ..
" ", Bln
. (.1 - 1) 3 2'11",
2-..cs.==a,BlD • -+a.Bln
n
n
n
n

fa A

n
~
~
~
.
~
-2B.=a1cosO.3 -+a.cOB1.3 -+a.cos2.3 -+&c.=Ia.cos(t-l)3 - ,
n
n
n
n
&c•....................................................•............. (M).
To find the development indicated by the symbol I, we must
give to i its n successive values 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and take the sum,
in wpich case we have in general

i..4 ==Ia.sin(i-l) (i-I) 2: and iB ==Ia,cos(i-l)(j-l) 2:.
J

If we give to the integer j all the successive values 1, 2, 3, 4,
&c. which it can take, the two formulm give our equations, and if
we develope the term under the sign ~, by giving to i its n values
1, 2,3, ... n, we have the values of the unknowns A" B l , AI' B.,
.As, B a, &c., and the equations (m), Art. 267, are completely solved.
272. We now substitute the known values of the coefficients
.AI' B l , .AI' BI, .A., Ba, &c., in equations (P), Art. 266, and obtain
the following values:
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+ N,e t ftI'IIn f. + &c.

ex. == No + (~ sin gl + N. cos gl) ef""",,~
+ {M. sin g. + N. cos gJ e fnnlnf. + &c.
cr. == N" + (HI sin 2g1 + N. cos 2gI) e t"""" ft
+ (M, sin 2q.+ N,cos 2q.) e fwnlDfo + &c.
IZJ == N,+ {HI sin (j -1) gl + NI cos{j -1) gil e'Y8I'II°ft
+ {M.sin (j -1) g.+ N. cos (j -1) g.}e'Y8I'IIu f l

+ &c.

cr. == N. + {HI sin (n -1) gl + N. cos (n - 1) gil e'ftrllnft
+ {N. sin (n -1) g.+ N. cos (n-I)g.} e'Y8I'IIo f l

+ &C.

In these equations
a
2w
2w
2w
e=e-iii, gl=I-, g.==2-, g.-3-,&c.,
n
n
n
1

No ==-n ta"

N. - ~ ta, cos (i -1) gl'

"
N.==~Iaccos (i -1) g••
"
N.-~ Iaccos(i -1) qll
"
&c.

MI == ~Iacsin (i-I) ql'
n

M. ==~tacSiD
{i -1) g.,
n
M. == ~ Iacsin (i -1) qll

"

&c.

273. The equatioDs which we have just set down contain the
complete solution of the proposed problem j it is represented by
the general equation
"
. (,. 1) -2w
IZJ= n1"
-""0,+ [2.
-sm (j - 1) -2w
""acsm
n
n
n
2
(j - 1) 2w"
(., - 1) -2W]
+-cos
-""accos
n
n
n

e··

_III ftI'IIn 1 !!

+ [~sin
(j -1) 2 2w ta, sin (i-I) 2 2w
n
n
n
2
(.J -1) 22w"
_1II'Anlnt~
+-cos
- ~a,C08 (.,- I)22W]
- e
··
n
n
"

+&c................................................................ (e).
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in which only known quantities enter, namely, a" a•• 0.• ... a••
which arc the initial temperatures, k the measure of the conducibility, m the value of the mass, n the number of masses
heated, and t the time elapsed.
From the foregoing analysis it follows, that if Several equal
bodies n in number are arranged in a circle, and, baving received
any initial temperatures, begin to communicate heat to each other
in the manner we have supposed j the mass, of each body being
denoted by m, the time by t, and a certain constant coefficient by
k, the variable temperature of each mass, which must be a function
of the quantities t, m, and k, and of all the initial temperatures,
is given by the general equation (e). We first substitute instead
of j the number which indicates the place of the body whose
temperature we wish to ascertain, that is to say, 1 for the first
body, 2 for the second, &c.; tben with respect to the letter i which
enters under the sign I, we give to it the ft succeflSive values
1, 2, 3, ... ft, and take the sum of all the terms. }.p. to the
number of terms which enter into this equation, there must be
as many of them as there are different versed sines belonging to
the successive arcs
o 27T 1 27T 2 27T 3 27T &0.
n'
ft'
n'
n'
,
that is to say, whether the number n be equal to (n. + 1) or 2A,
according as it is odd or even, the number of terms which enter
into the general equation is always }.. + 1.
274. To give an example of the application of this fonnula,
let us suppose that the first mass is the only one which at first
was heated, so that the initial temperatures 0.1, a.. a• ••• a. are all
nul, except the first. It is evident that the quantity of heat
contained in the first mass is distributed gradually among all the
others. Hence the law of the communication of heat is expressed
.by the equation
1
2
( . ) 27T _W'fIIrIIDl~
- a' cos ) - 1 -n 6 •
•
,~. == n- a I+n
2
( j ) 27T -~ __ I!!
+-0.
cos -1 2-6 •
"
n '
n
2
(•
) 27T _Uf YmInS!! &
+na,cos
)-1 3
6.
.+ c.

n
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If the second mass alone had been heated and the temperatures at' a., a4 , ... a" were nul, we should have
1- a + -2 a {.
(. 1) -2'17' sm
. -2'17'
- aJ = n
l n l sm J n
n

.
27r
27r} - ~ ,-om" 1 ~
+ cOS(J-1)cose.
n

H

n

•
2'17'
2'17'} - ~ "enln ! !!
+cos(J-l)2-cos2- e·
"
n

n

+&c.,
and if all the initial temperatures were supposed nul, except
a, and ai' we should find for the value of OJ the sum of the values
found in each of the two preceding hypotheses. In general it is
easy to conclude from the general equation (e), Art. 273, that in
order to find the law according to which the initial quantities of
heat are distributed between the masses, we may consider separately the cases in which the initia.l temperatures are nul, one only
excepted. The quantity of heat contained in one of the masses
may be supposed to communicate itself to all the others, regarding
the latter as affected with nul temperatures; and having made
this hypothesis for each particular mass with respect to the initial
heat which it has received, we can ascertain the temperature of
anyone of the bodies, after a given time, by adding all the
temperatures which the same body ought to have received on
each of the foregoing hypotheses.
275. If in the general equation (e) which gives the value of

aJ , we suppose the time to be infinite, we find IZ.i =! I a"
n

80

that

each of the masses has acquired the mean temperature j a result
which is self-evident.
As the value of the time increases, the first tenn

!n

I a,

becomes greater and greater relatively to the following terms, or
to their sum. The same is the case with the second with respect
to the terms which follow it j and, when the time has become
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considerable, the value of
by the equation,

aj

is represented without sensible error

~ sm
. (., - 1) 2.".
IZJ = 1",
- .o4a, + 2
- {.sm (.J - 1) 2.".
-.04a
-n
n
n
n

+ cos (J. -

2.". '"
(.
2.".} _Ut veroln ~
1) - .o4a. cos '/. - 1) e·
".
n
n

Denoting by a and b the coefficients of sin (j - 1) 2.". and of
n

. cos (.J - 1 )2.".
. e-~"eroIn!!.hY 6), we h ave
- , and t he f ractIOn
n
lit

tlJ

=!n Ia. +

..

{a sin (j -1) 2.".n + bcos (j -1) 2""}6)1.
n

The quantities a and b are constant, that is to say, independent
of the time and of the letter i which indicates the order of the
mass whose variable temperature is tlj. These quantities are the
same for all the masses. The difference of the variable tempera1
ture tlj from the final temperature - ~a. decreases therefore for
n
each of the masses, in proportion to the successive powers of the
fraction 6). Each of the bodies tends more and more to acquire
the final temperature

!n I

a..

and the difference between that

final limit and the variable temperature of the same body ends
always by decreasing according to the successive powers of a
fraction. This fraction is the same, whatever be the body whose
changes of temperature are considered; the coefficient of 6)t or

(a sin Uj + b cos tli)' denoting by

the arc (j - 1) 2."., may be put
n
under the form A sin (tlJ + B), taking A and B so as to have
a = A cos B, and b = A sin B. If we wish to determine the
coefficient of 6)1 with regard to the successive bodies whose
temperature is tlJ+l' aj+!, aJ-t3. &c., we must add to 1~j the arc
2.".
2.".
.
or 2 - . and so on; so that we have the equatIons
n
n

tlJ
tli

F. H.

'Uj

-!n ~ai = A sin (B + uJ)

6)t

+&c.

+.- 1
-n Iai = A sin (B.+ Uj + 1 2.".)
n

6)t

+ &c.
17
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CI+t-! Ia,=A sin (B+uJ+ 22;) +&c.
a;.... - ~ ta, = A sin (B + uJ + 3 2:) 0)' + &c.
O)t

&c.
276. We see, by these equations, that the later differences
between the actual temperatures and the final temperatures are
represented by the preceding equations, preserving only the first
term of the second member of each equation. These later differences vary then according to the following law: if we consider
only one body, the variable difference in question, that is to say,
the excess of the actual temperature of the body over the final
and common temperature, diminishes according to the successive
powers of a fraction, as the time increases by equal parts; and, if
we compare at the same instant the temperatures of all the
bodies, the difference in question varies proportionally to the successive sines of the circumference divided into equal parts. The
temperature of the same body, taken at different successive equal
instants, is represented by the ordinates of a logarithmic curve,
whose axis is divided into equal parts, and the temperature of
each of these bodies, taken at the same instant for all, is represented by the ordinates of a circle whose circumference is divided
into equal parts. It is easy to see, as we have remarked before,
that if the initial temperatures are such, that the differences of
these temperatures from the mean or final temperature are proportional to the successive sines of multiple arcs, these differences
.will all diminish at the same time without ceasing to be proportional to the same sines. This law, which governs also the initial
temperatures, will not be disturbed by the reciprocal action of the
bodies, and will be maintained until they have all acquired a
common temperature. The difference will diminish for each body
according to the successive powers of the same fraction. Such is
the simplest law to which the communication of heat between a
succession of equal masses can be submitted. When this law has
once been established between the initial temperatures, it is maintained of itself; and when it does not govern the initial temperatures, that is to say, when the differences of these temperatures
from the mean temperature are not proportional to successive
sines of multiple arcs, the law in question tends always to be set
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up, and the system of variable temperatures ends soon by coinciding sensibly with that which depends on the ordinates of a
circle and those of a logarithmic curve.
Since the later differences between the excess of the temperature of a body over the mean temperature are proportional to
the sine of the arc at the end of which the body is placed, it
follows that if we regard two bodies situated at the ends of the
same diameter, the temperature of the first will surpass the mean
and constant temperature as much as that constant temperature
surpasses the temperature of the second body. For this reason, if
we take at each instant the sum of the temperatures of two
masses whose situation is opposite, we find a constant sum, and
this sum has the same value for any two masses situated at the
ends of the same diameter.

277. The formulm which represent tile variable temperatures
of separate masses are easily applied to the propagation of heat
in continuous bodies. To give a remarkable example, we will
determine the movement of heat in a ring, by means of the
general equation which has been already set down.
Let it be supposed that n the number of masses increases suc-.
cessively, and that at the same time the length of each mass
decreases in the same ratio, so that the length of the system has
a constant value equal to 2".. Thus if n the Dumber of masses
be successively 2, 4, 8, 16, to infinity, each of the masses will
.". .". .".
h
be ."., '2' '4' 8' &c. It must also be assumed that t e
facility with which heat is transmitted increases in the same
ratio as the number of masses m; thus the quantity which Ie
represents when there are only two masses becomes double when
there are four, quadruple when there are eight, and· so on.
Denoting this quantity by g, we see that the number Ie must be
successively replaced by g, 2g, 4g, &C. H we pass now to the
hypothesis of a continuous body, we must write instead of m, the
value of each infinitely small mass, the element d:e; instead of fI,
the number of masses, we must write
n

9

~ j instead of Ie write

.".g

2 or do:'
17-2
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AB to the initial temperatures ai' a .. a, .. . a.. they depend on
the value of the arc Z, and regarding these temperatures as the
successive sta.tes of the same variahle, the general value a, represents an arbitrary function of:r:. The index i must then be

:r:

replaced hy d:r:' With respect to the quantities ~,

Il"

«a, ... ,

these are variable temperatures depending on two quantities

:r: and t. Denoting the variable by tI, we have tI = ~ (2', t). The
index j, which marks the place occupied by one of the bodies,
:r:
should be replaced by d:r:' Thus, to apply the previous analysis to
the case of an infinite number of layers, forming a continuous
body in the form of a ring, we must substitute for the quantities n, m, Ie, ail i, aJ' J~ their corresponding quantities, namely,

::' dz,

Z, 1 (2'), :C' ~ (2', t), :C.

made in equation (e) Art. 273, and let

Let these substitutions be

~

dz' be written instead

of vemn dtJ:, and i and j instead of i - I and j - 1. The first
term
.:r;

=0

J

~ III, becomes the value of the integral 2~

to :r: = 2.".; the quantity sin (j - 1) 2.". becomes sinjck or
n

sin:r:; the value of cos (j -1)
is

~

1(2') d:& taken from

JI(:r:)

;~ is

~

cos re; that of ~ 1:0, sin (i -1) 2.".
n

n

sin axlrc, the integral being taken from re = 0 to :r:= 2.". ;

and the value of

~ 1:0 C)S (i -

n

1) 2.". is
n

.!.JI (re) cos:r: ck,

.".

integral being taken between the same limits.
the equation

.~ (:r:, t) = tI = ;.".

the

Thus we obtain

f

1 (:r:) dtJ:

+ ~ ( sin re J1 (re) sin:rd:r: + cos ref1 (.x) cos:r;dz )e-owt
+ ~ (sin 2.x jl(.x) sin 2xd:r:+ cos 2:r:jl(zo) cos 2:r:d:&)e-I'Pt
+&c. ...................................................... (E)
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and representing the quantity !J7r by k, we have
7TV

=

~ Jf(:x;)ck+( sin a: Jf!:X;) sin:x;ck+cos:x;Jf(:x;) cos:x;ck) e- Itt
+ (sin 2:.r:Y(x) sin 2:.r:ck+ cos 2:.r:Jf(a:) cos 2:c d:x:) 6- 11",
+&c.

278. This solution is the same as that which was given in the
preceding section, Art. 241; it gives rise to sevt'ral remarks. 1st.
It is not necessary to resort to the analysis of partial differential
equations in order to obtain the general equation which expresses
the movement of heat in a ring. The problem may be solved for
a definite number of bodies, and that number may then be supposed infinite. This method has a clearness peculiar to itself, and
guides our first researches. It is easy afterwards to pass to a
more concise method by a process indicated naturally. We see
that the discrimination of the particular values, which, satisfying
the partial differential equation, compose the general value, is
derived from the known rule for the integration of linear differential equations whose coefficients are constant. The discrimination is moreover founded, as we have seen above, on the physical
conditions of the problem. 2nd. To pass from the case of separate
masses to that of a continuous body, we supposed the coefficient k
to be increased in proportion to n, the number of masses. This
continual change of the number k follows from what we have
formerly proved, namely, that the quantity of heat which flows
between two layers of the same prism is proportional to the value
of, ddv;J; , a: denoting the abscissa which corresponds to the section,
and v the temperature. If, indeed, we did not suppose the coefficient k to increase in proportion to the number of masses, but
were to retain a constant value for that coefficient, we should
find, on making n infinite, a result contrary to that which is
observed in continuous bodies. The diffusion of heat would be
infinitely slow, and in whatever manner the mass was heated, the
temperature at a point would suffer no sensible change during
a finite time, which is contrary to fact. Whenever we resort to
the consideration of an infinite number of separate masses which
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transmit heat, and wish to pass to the case of continuous bodies,
we must attribute to the coefficient Ie, which mea.,ures the velocity
of transmission, a value proportional to the number of infinitely
small masses which compose the given body.
3rd. If in the last equation which we ohtained to express the
value of 11 or '" (:c, ,), we suppose t = 0, the equation necessarily
represents the initial state, we have therefore in this way the
equation (P), which we obtained formerly in Art. 233, namely,

If

j
jf(:c)cosxtk+cos2:cff(:c) cos 2:cd:c + &c.

+ sin:c j(:c)sin:ctk+sin2:cjJ(:c)sin2:cth: + &c.

71'j(:c) =2 j(x) th:
+ cos 1&

Thus the theorem which gives, between assigned limits, the
development of an arbitrary function in a series of sines or cosines
of multiple arcs is deduced from elementary rules of analysis.
Here we find the origin of the process which we employed to
make all the coefficients exeept one disappear by successive integrations from the equation

'" (:c) = a + a1 sin :c + a. sin 2:c + a. sin 3:c + &c.
+ b1 cos :c + b. cos 2:c + b. cos 3:c + &c.
These integrations correspond to the elimination of the different
unknowns in equations (m), Arts. 267 and 271, and we see clearly
by the comparison of the two methods, that equation (B), Art. 279,
holds for all values of :c included between 0 and 271', without its
being established so as to apply to values of :c which exceed those
limits.
279. The function '" (x, t) which satisfies the conditions of
the problem, and whose value is determined by equation (E),
Art. 277, may be expressed as follows:

27T"'(X, t) = jdaj(a)+{2 sinxfd2j(a)sina+ 2cos:c!daj(a)cosa.Je- it

+ {2sin2:c fd2j(a) sin2a. + 2COS2.l:jd2j(a) cos2aJe-flkt
+ {2sin3x jd'lj(a)sin3%+2cosax jd2j(a) cos 32]e-3'kt+ &c.
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or 271'f/J(x, t) =Jda/(2){1 + (hina: sin 2 + 2 cos ~ cos:z)e- it

+ (2 sin 2x sin 22 + 2 cos 2x cos 2a) 6-~
+ (2 sin 3.nin32+ !cos 3a: cOS3~)6-At+ &c.}

=Jel~/(a) [1 + 2I cosi (a- a:) 6-"",,].
The sign I affects the number i, and indicates that the sum
must be taken from i = 1 to i = 00 • We can also include the
first term under the sign I, and we have

We must then .give to i all integral values from - 00 to + 00 j
which is indicated by writing the limits - 00 and + 00 next to the
sign I, one of these values of i being O. This is the most concise
expression of the solution. 'ro develope the second member of the
equation, we suppose i = 0, and then i = I, 2, 3, &c., and double
each result except the first, which corresponds to i = O. When
t is nothing, the function f/J (a:, t) necessarily represents the initial
state in which the temperatures are equal to / (a:), we have t'berefore the identical equation,

/ (a:)

=

1
271'

fsrel:tf(2) I_ ..cou (a - a:) ••••••••••••••• (B).
0

+CI).

We have attached to the signs

Jand 1: the limits between

which the integral sum must be taken. This theorem holds
generally whatever· be the form of the function / (a:) in the interval from a: = 0 to a: = 271' j the same is the case with that which
is expressed by the equations which give the development of F (;;),
Art. 235; and we shall see in the sequel that we can prove directly
the truth of equation (B) independently of the foregoing considerations.
280. It is e&Ry to see that the problem admits of no solution
different from that given by equation (E), Art. 277. The function
f/J (a:, t) in fact completely satisfied the conditions of the problem,
. elf}
an d f:rom t hc . nature 0 f t he d·fti
} erent}'al equatIOn
fIt = iii,. cZ-v
da:" no
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other function can enjoy the same property. To convince ourselves of this we must consider that when the firat state of the
solid is represented by a given equation

til

=f

(~),

is 'known, since it is equivalent to Ie cr-Ijz).
tI.

or

til

+ Ie ~ dt,

the fluxion

:1

Thus denoting by

the temperature at the commencement of the

second instant, we can deduce the value of tI. from the initial
state and from the differential equation. We could ascertain in
the same manner the values tI., v" ••• tI. of the temperature at
any point whatever of the solid at the beginning of each instant.
Now the function." (x, t) satisfies the initial state, since we have
cf> (~, 0) = f (~). Further, it satisfies also the differential equation;
consequently if it were differentiated, it would give the same
l'
dV
1
dV
t
dv s &'c., as WOll IJ resu1t firoro successlve
•
va1ues lor
-dt'
dt'
de'
applications of the differential equation (a). Hence, if in the
function ." (:1:, t) we give to t successively the values 0, c», 20),
31'.1), &c., c» denoting an element of time, we shall find the same
values vl' v.' vs ' &c. as we could have derived from the initial
' d appI'lcatlOn
. 0 f t h e equatIOn
,dt!
dlfJ • H ence
de = Ie d:c'
state b'Y contmue
every function y (~, t) which satisfies the differential equation and
the initial state neceRSarily coincides with the function ." (~I t) :
for such functions each give the same function of ~, when in them
we suppose t successively equal to 0, c», 21'.1),31'.1) ... il'.l), &c.
We see by this that there can be only one solution of the
problem, and that if we discover in any manner a function y (x, t)
which satisfies the differential equation and the initial state, we
are certain that it is the same as the former funct.ion given by
equation (E).
281. The same remark applies to all investigations whose
object is the varied movement of heat; it follows evidently from
the very form of the general equation,
,

dv

as.,

For the same reason the integral of the equabon dt = Ie d:i:*
can contain only one arbitrary function

of~.

In faet, when a
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value of tJ as a function of :z: is assigned for a certain value of
the time t, it is evident that all the other values of tJ which
correspond to any time whatever are determinate. We may
therefore select arbitrarily the function of 0:, which corresponds
to a certain state, and the general function of the two variables
0: and t then becomes determined. The same is not the case

d'v
d'v = 0, Wh·lCh
d
. h t h e equatlOn
.
Wit
da:' + ([I
wasi
emp
oye ·m t h e
.II
preceding chapter, and which belongs to the constant movement
of heat; its integral contains two arbitrary functions of 0: and !I:
but we may reduce this investigation to that of the varied movement, by regarding the final and permanent state as derived from
the sta~s which precede it, and consequently from the initial
state, which is given.
The integral which we have given

2~ jd2/(a) Ie-·'Iit cos i(a -

0:)

contains one arbitrary function I(:z:), and has the Rame extent as
the general integral, which also contains only one arbitrary function of 0:; or rather, it is this integral itself arranged in a form
suitable to the problem. In fact, the equation VI =/(0:) representing the initial state, and V = ~ (0:, t) representing the variable
state which succeeds it, we see from the very form of the heated
Rolid that the value of tJ does not change when :z: ± i2." is written
instead of 0:, i being any positive integer. The function

2~

jd2/(a) Ie-·'Iit cosi (2-0:)

satisfies this condition; it represents also the initial state when
we suppose t = 0, since we then have

1(0:) = 2~ jdJ.I(a) I cos i (a-:z:),
an equation which was proved above, Arts. 235 and 279, and is
also easily verified. Lastly, the same function sa.tisfies the differ.
dv
d'v
ential equatIOn dt = k do:'. Whatever be the value of t, the
temperature v is given by a very convergent series, and the different
terms represent all the partial movements which combine to form
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the total movement. ~ the time increases, the partial states of
higher orders alter rapidly, but their influence becomes inStppreciable; so that the number of values which ought to be given to
the exponent i diminishes continually. After a certain time the
system of temperatures is represented sensibly by the terms which
are found on giving to i the values 0, ± 1 and ± 2, or only 0
and ± 1, or lastly, by the first of those terms, namely,

2~ Jda/(a);

there is therefore a manifest relation between the form of the
solution and the progress of the physical phenomenon which has
been submitted to analysis.
282. To arrive at the solution we considered first the simple
values of the function t.1 which satisfy the differential equation:
we then formed a value which agrees with the initial state, and
has consequently all the generality which belongs to the problf'm.
We might follow a different course, and derive the same solution
from another expression of the integral; when once the solution
is known, the results are easily transformed. If we suppose the
diameter of the mean section of the ring to increase infinitely, the
function ~ (x, t), as we shall see in the sequel, receives a different
form, and coincides with an integral which contains a single
arbitrary function under the sign of the definite integral. The
latter integral might also be applied to the actual problem; but,
if we were limited to this application, we should have but a very
imperfect knowledge of the phenomenon; for the values of the
temperatures would not be expressed by convergent series, and
we could not discriminate between the states which succeed each
other as the time increases. The periodic form which the problem
supposes must therefore be attributed to the function which represents the initial state; but on modifying that integral in this
manner, we should obtain no other result than ..

~ (z, t) = 2~ Jda.f(!%) Ie-t'wcosi (a-a:).
From the last equation we pass easily to the integral in
question, as was proved in the memoir which preceded this work.
It is not les8 easy to obtain the equation from the integral itsel£
These transformations make the agreement of the analytical
results more clearly evident; but they add nothing to the theory,
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and constitute no different analysis. In one of the following
chapters we shall examine the different forms which may be
assumed by the integral of the equation :: = lc : ' the relations
which they have to each other, and the cases in which they ought
to be employed.
To form the integral which expresses the movement of heat in
a ring, it was necessary to resolve an arbitrary function into a
series of sines and cosines of mUltiple ares; the numbers which
affect the variable under the symbols sine and cosine are the
natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. In the following problem the
arbitrary function is again reduced to a series of sines; but the
coefficients of the variable under the symbol sine are no longer
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.: these coefficients sati.'Ify a definite
equation whose roots are all incommensurable and infinite in
number.
Nou on Sect. I, (]hap. IV. Guglielmo Libri of Florence was the 11m to
investigate the problem of the movement of heat in a ring on the hypothesis of
the law of oooling established by Dulong and Petit. Bee his Mlmoire fUr Ill.
tMorie de Za. chaleur, Crelle's Journal, Band VII., pp. 116-1S1, Berlin, 1881.
(Read before the French Academy of Sciences, 1826.) M. Libri made the solution
depend upon a series of partial di1ferential equations, treat4Jg them as if they
were linear. The equations have been discussed in a di1ferent manner by
Mr Kelland, in his Theory 01 Heat, pp. 69-76, Cambridge, 1887. The principal
reauU obtained is that the mean of the temperatures at opposite enda of any
diameter of the ring is the same at the same instant. [A. F.)
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CHAPTER V.
Ol!' THE PROPAGATION OF HEAT IN A SOLID SPHERE.

SECTION I.
General 8olutl·on.
283. THE problem of the propagation of heat in a sphere has
been explained in Chapter II., Section 2, Article 117 j it consists
in integrating the equation

c!!! = k (d'v + ~ dv)
dt

a:c-

tx dtx '

so that when tx = X the integral may satisfy the condition

dv
dtx +hv=O,
k denoting the ratio

!!D, and h the ratio ;

of the two con-

ducibilities; tJ is the temperature which is observed after
the time t has elapsed in a spherical layer whose radius is ~ j
X is the radius of the sphere j tJ is a function of ~ and t, which is
{'qual to F(tx} when we suppose t = O. The function F(tx} is
given, and represents the initial and arbitrary state of the solid.
If we make y = vor, y being a new unknown, we have,
after the substitutions,

'Z = ~:
k

last equation, and then take

tJ::

thus we must integrate the

ll. We shall examine, in the
~

first place, what are the simplest values which can be attributed
to y, and then form a general value which will satisfy at the same
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time the differential equation, the condition relative to the
surface, and the initial state. It is easily seen that when these
three conditions are fulfilled, the solution is complete, and no
other can be found.
284.

Let y =

""1.1, 1.1 being a function of fe, we have
diu

mu=Tcdij} •
First, we notice that when the value of t becomes infinite, the
value of" must be nothing at all points, since the body is completely cooled. Negative values only can therefore be taken for
m. Now Tc has a positive numerical value. hence we conclude
that the value of 1.1 is a circular function. which follows from the
known nature of the equation
~u

.mu == Tc tb! .
Let u =.A cos nil: + B sin na:; we have the condition m = - k n'.
Thus we can express a particular value of " by the equation
6-111.,

" = - - (...4. cos me + B sin nll:).
II:

where n is any positive number, and ...4. and B are constants. We
may remark, first, that the constant .A ought to be nothing; for
the value of ." which expreBBes the temperature at the centre,
when we make Il: = 0, cannot be infinite; hence the term ...4. cos n.v
should be omitted.
Further, the number n cannot be taken arbitrarily.

In fact,

if in the definite equation ;:; + hv = 0 we substitute the value
of tI, we find

na: cos nil: + (ha: -1) sin na; = O.
AB the equation ought to hold at the surface, we shall suppose
in it II: = X the radius of the sphere, which gives

nX

tan nX= 1- hX.
e
Let X be the number 1 - hX, and fiX = e, we have tan e = X.

We must therefore find an arc e, which divided by its tangent
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gives a known quotient 'A., and afterwards take n

==

.i.

It is

evident that there are an infinity of such arcs, which have a given
ratio to their tangent; 80 that the equation of condition
.

fiX

---I-AX
tannX
has an infinite number of real roots.
285. Graphical constructions are very suitable for exhibiting
the nature of this equation. Let u == tan e (fig. 12), be the equation
Fig. Ill.

to a curve, of which the arc e is the abscissa, and u the ordinate;
and let u == ~ be the equation to a straight line, whose co-ordinates
are also denoted by e and u.

If we eliminate u from these two

equations, we have the proposed equation

i == tan

E.

The un-

known E is therefore the abscissa of the point of intersection of
the curve and the straight line. This curved line is composed of
an infinity of arcs; all the ordinates corresponding to abscissw

135

7

2"'" 2"'" 2"'" 2"'" &c.

are infinite, and all those which correspond to the points 0, .".,
2."., 3."., &C. are nothing. To trace the straight line whose
••
E
e
ti
th e square
IS u == ~ == 1 _ hX' we orm
equatlOn

. . an d

()l. 0)',

measuring the quantity AX from 0) to h, join the point h with
the origin o. The curve flon whose equation is u = tan e has for
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tangent at the origin a line which divides the right angle into two
equal parts, since the ultimate
of the arc to . tangent is
We conclude from this that if }.. or l- hX is a quantity leBS than
origin above
unity, the straight line mom passes from
there a point of
of
line
curve non,
with the first branch. It is equally clear that the same straight
line cuts all t\te further branches mTn, n2wn,
Hence the

.

equat Ion tan E ==
f!

has an infinite number of real roots.
'11'
and 2' the second between

first is included

S;,

The

the third between 2'11' and "2' and so on.

These roots

approach very near to their upper limits when they
order.

of

very

286, If we wish
calculate the value of one of the roots,
for example, of the first, we may employ the following rule: write

down the two equations

E

== arc tan u and u == ~' arc tan u de.

noting the length of the arc whose tangent is u. Then taking
any number for deduce from the first equation the value of ;
substitute this value in the second equation, and deduce another
value u
the first equation;
value of ; substitute the
thence we deduce a value of which, by means of the second
equation, gives a third value of u. Substituting it in the first
equation we have ne,v value
E.
Continue thus to determine
u by the second equation, and E by the first. The operation gives
approaching to the unknown as
values more and more
evident from the following construction.
In fact, if the point u correspond (see fig. 13) to the arbitrary
value which is assigned to the ordinate u; and we
this value in the first equation E arc tan u, the point
will
correspond to the absciBSa which we have calculated by means
abscissa be substituted in the
of this equation. If
equatiou u

E

~,we

shall find an

which

to
point. Substituting
in the first equation, we find an
absciBBa e' which corresponds to the point E'; this abscissa being

nin
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then substituted in the second equation gives rise to an ordinate
",', which when substituted in the first. gives rise to a third
abscissa e". and so on to infinity. That is to say, in order to
represent the continued alternate employment of the two preFig. 18.

Fig. 14.

oeding equations, we muat draw through the point u a horizontal
line up to the curve, and through e the point of intersection draw
a vertical as far as the straight line, through the point of intersection ",'draw a horizontal up to the curve, through the point of
intersection e' draw a vertical as far as the Rtraight line, and so on
to infinity, descending more and more towards the point so~ght.
287. The foregoing figure (13) represents the case in which
the ordinate arbitrarily chosen for u is greater than that which
corresponds to the point of intersection. If, on the other hand, we
chose for the initial value of u a smaller quantity, and employed
in the same manner the two equations e = arc tan u, u = ~, we
should again arrive at values successively closer to the unknown
value. Figure 14 shews that in this case we rise continually
towards the point of intersection by passing through the points
'" e tI e' ti' e". &c. which terminate the horizontal and vertica1lines.
Starting from a value of u which is too small, we obtain quantities
ee e" e"', &c. which converge towards the unknown value, and are
smaller than it j and starting from a value of", which is too great,
we obtain quantities which also converge to the unknown value,
and each of which is greater than it. We therefore ascertain-
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successively closer limits between the which magnitude sought is
always included. Either approximation is represented by the
formula
e = ... arc tan

[~arc tan {t arc tan (~ arc tan t) }] .

When several of the operations indicated have been effected,
the successive results differ less and less, and we have arrived at
an approximate value of e.
288. We might attempt to apply the two equations
.e = arc tan u and

II =

!.

X

in a different order, giving them the form u = tan e and e = Xu.
We should then take an arbitrary value of E, and, substituting it
in the first equation, we should find a value of u, which being
substituted in the second equation would give a second value of
e; this new value of e could· then be employed in the same
manner as the first. But it is easy to see, by the cons~ctions
'of the figures. that in following this course of operations we
depart more and more from the point of intersection instead of
approaching it, as in the former case. The successive values of e
which we should obtain would diminish continually to zero, or
would increase without limit. We should pass successively from
I' to u", from 1.#" to I, from e' to u', from rI to e. and so on to
infinity.
The rule which we have just explained being applicable to the
calculation of each of the roots of the equation
_e_=l-hX

tan«

'

which moreover have given limits. we must regard all these roots
as known numbers. Otherwise, it 'Yas only necessary to be assured that the equation has an infinite number of real roots.
We have explained this process of approxima.tion because it is
founded on a remarkable constrnction, which may be usefully
employed in several cases. and which exhibits immediately the
nature and limits of the roots; but the actual application of the
process to the equati~n in question would be tedious; it would be
easy to resort in practice to some other mode of approximation•.
F.B.

18
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289. We now know a particular form which may be given to
the function" 80 88 to satisfy the two conditions of the problem.
This solution is represented by the equation
II -

At-·" sin na:

sin na:
or ,,- ae-h ., - - •
~

tD

The coefficient a is any number whatever, and the number n is

"X

such that tan "X - 1 - AX.

It follows from this that if the

initial temperatures of the different layers were proportional to
the quotient sin n~. they would all diminish together. retaining
~

between themselves throughout the whole duration of the cooling
the ratios which had been set up; and the temperature at each
point would decrease as the ordinate of a loprithmic curve whose
abscissa would denote the time passed. Suppose, then, the arc _
being divided into equal parts and taken as abscissa, we raise at
each point of division an ordinate equal to the ratio of the sine to
the arc. The system of ordinates will indicate the initial temperatures, which must be assigned to the different layers, from the
centre to the surface. the whole radius X being divided into equal
parts. The arc e which. on this construction, represents the
radius X, cannot be taken arbi~y'; it is necessary that the
arc and its tangent should be in a given ratio. .As there are
an infinite number of arcs which satisfy this condition, we might
thus form an infinite number of systems of initial temperatures,
which could exist of themselves in the sphere, without the ratios
of the temperatures changing during-the cooling.
290. It remains only to form any initial state by means of
a cert-ain number, or of an infinite number of partial states, each
of which repn>.sents one of the systems of temperatures wh.ich we
have recently considered, in which the ordinate varies with the
distance t.r:. and is proportional to the quotient of the sine by the
arc. The general movement of heat in the interior of a sphere
will then be decomposed into so many particular movements, each
of which is accomplished freely, as if it alone existed.
Denoting by n1 , " •• n., &c., the quantities which satisfy the
equation

~!X-l- AX,

and supposing them to be arranged in
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order, beginning with the least, we form the general equ&o
tion .
w: = ale-half sin nlfIJ + ale~h/t ~"t» + a,p-iff/C sin"i» + &e-

If t be made equal to 0, we have as the expression of the
initial state of temperatures
tNC

== al sin "lIC + a l sin ".f1J + a. sin fI,.f1J + &C.

The problem consists in determining the coefficients ai' a., a.

&CO, whatever be the initial state. Suppose then that we know
the values of. tJ from IC == 0 to fIJ == X; and represent this system of
values by F(IC); we have
F(IC) ==! (a1 sin "lIC +alsin tar +a.sinfl..f1J+ a, sin",fIJ + &c.) .... (6).
fIJ

291. To determine the coefficient ai' multiply both members
of the equation by IC sin nte~, and integrate from fIJ = 0 to fIJ == X.

The integral JSin mte sin nfIJ iJfIJ taken between these limits ~

--.!--. (- m 8in nX

m -n

COB mX

+" sin- mX COB taX).

If m and " are numbers chosen from the roots ".,

&c., which satisfy the equation

~:X= 1- AX; we have

"I' ".'

"x

mX

tan mX= tan nX'

or

mcos mX sin

"x - "sin mXcos "x =O.

We see by this that the whole value of the integral is nothing;
but a single case exists in which the integral does not vanish,
namely, when m == n. It then becomes

g;and, by application of

known rules, is reduced to

~X -

in

sin2nX.

1 Of the possibiUty of representing an arbitrary function by a series of thi,
form a demoDBtration has ~ giVeD bI Sir W. ThomSOD, ClImb. Math. Journal,
Vol m. pp. 26-27. [A. F.)

18-2
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It follows from this that in order to obtain the value of the
coefficient ai' in equation (e), we must write

2 JlIJ sin nlaJ F(lIJ) tk ~ al

(X - 2~, sin 2nIX) ,

·the integral being taken from aJ =0 to lIJ - X.

2 JlIJsin fI.;x: F(aJ)d:r:= a.

Similarly we have

(X - 'I.!. sin 2n.X) •

In the same manner all the following coefficients may be determined. It is easy to seethatthedefiniteintegra12 JaJsinuF(aJ)tk
always has a determinate value, whatever the arbitrary function
l' (z) may be. H the function F (z) be represented by the
variable ordinate of a line traced in any manner, the function
a: F (lIJ) sin fIlIJ corresponds to the ordinate of a second line which
can easily be constructed by means of the first. The area bounded
by the latter line between the abscissm lIJ == 0 and lIJ == X determines
the coefficient a., i being the index of the order of the root n.
The ~bitrary function F(z) enters each coefficient under the
sign of integration, and gives to the value of t1 all the generality
~hich the problem requires j thus we arrive at the following
equation,
IIffJ

-=

2

sin nlllJ!aJ sin "laJ F (lIJ) tk

1.'
X--mn 2nX '
2n,
'

+

e- hl"

.in "lC}lIJ sin".cc F (aJ) tk
1
e- bt"' + &c.
X--sin2nX
2n.
•

This is the form which must be given to the general integral
of the equation

in order that it may represent the movement of heat in a solid
sphere. In fact, all the conditions of the problem are obeyed.
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1st, The partial differential equation is satisfied; 2nd, the quantity
of heat which escapes at the surface accords at the same time with
the mutual action of the last layers and with the action of the air
on the surface; that is to say, the equation ;:: + h:J: == 0, which
each part of the value of t1 satisfies when a: = X, holds also when
we take for 11 the sum of all tbese parts; ard, the given solution·
agrees with the initial state when we suppose the time nothing.
292. The roots

"a' "., ",. &c. of the equation
n ...Y

tannX

=1-hX

are very unequal; whence we conclude that if the value of the'
time is considerable, each term of the value of " is very small,
relatively to that which precedes it. As the time of cOoling
increases, the latter parts of the value of t1 cease to have any
sensible inBuence; and those partial and elementary states, which
at first compose the general movement, in order that the initial
state may be represented by them, disappear almost entirely, one
only excepted. In the ultimate state the temperatures of the
different layers decrease from the centre to the surface in the
same manner as in a circle the ratios of the sine to the arc
decre8se as the arc increases. This law governs natunilly the
distribution of heat in a solid sphere. When it begins to exist,
it exists through the whole duration of the cooling. Whatever
the function F (~) may be which represents the initial state, the
law in question tends continually to be estaplished; and when the
cooling has lasted some time, we may without sensible' erroJ;
suppose it to exist.
293. We shall apply the general solution to the case in
which the sphere, having been f()r a long time immersed in a
fluid, has acquired at all its points the same temperature. In
this case the function F Ca:) is 1, and the determination of the
coefficients is reduced to integrating ~ sin tI.1: da:, from ~ == 0 to
a: =X: the integral is
sin "X - nX COB nX
nl
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Hel1ce the value of each coetBcient is expressed thus:

2 sin "X - nXcosnX •
n taX - sin "X cos nX'

0=--

the order or the coetBcient is determined by that of the root "the equatiOJl which gives the valuij8 of" being

taX cos "X _ 1

sm nX

-

-

I. 'V
Tf.A..

We therefore And

TiX

2

tJ

= nnX cosec nX -

cos "X'

It is easy now to form the general value which is given by the
equation
.
~=
2X1&

e-~"Csinnl:C

"I (nIXcosecn,X-cosn,X)

+

e· ..." sin".:c
+&c.
". (n.Xcosec n.x -cosn.X)

Denoting by E,. Ea. Ea, &c. the roots of the equation
e

tan.=l-Ax,
and supposing them arranged in order beginning with the least;
replacing "IX, n.x, n.~ &c. by E" Ea. EI , &co, and writing instead
of i and 1

~eir values ~

and

~, we have for the expression of

the variations of temperature during the cooling of a solid sphere,
which was once uniformly heated. the equation

Notl.

The problem of \he IJ)Ihere has bean very aompleiely c1iaouuecl

WemaDn • PlJr1Wu, D(ferttdicllglric"-g,., II 61-69. [Ao F.]
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SECTION II.

Different remark8 on this'solution.
294. We will noW' explain some of the results which may be
derived from the foregoing solution. H we suppose the coefficient
A, which measures the facility with which heat passes into the air,
to have a very small value, or that th~ radius X of the sphere is
very small. the least value of • becomes very small; so that the
.
•
equation tan. =

1- KAX .

18

reduced to

.(1-~e')

1 == 1- AX
K'
.--e'
2.3

or, omitting the higher powers of •• .. == 3';{ • On the other

~e - cos. becomes, on the same hypothesis,
hand, the quantity SlO
.
•
em
. SlO2hZ
X
.
And
the
term
is reduced to 1. On making these
K
EJ;

X

...

substitutions in the general equation we have f} = e- CDZ' + &c.
We may remark that the succeeding terms decrease very rapidly
in comparison with the first, since the second root ". is very much
greater than 0 j so that if either of the quantities A or X has
a small value, we may take, as the expression of the variations

=.

IIAI

of temperature, the equation t1
-CDZ.
Thus the different
spherical envelopes of which the solid is composed retain a
common temperature during the whole of the cooling. The
temperature diminishes as the ordinate of a logarithmic curve, the
time being taken for abscissa j the initial temperature 1 is re-

w

duced after the time t to e - CDX.

In order that the initial

temperature may be reduced to the fraction

!.,

m

the value of t

Z
must be 3A OD log m. Thus in spheres of the same material but
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of different diameters, the times occupied in losing half or the
same defined part of their actual heat, when the exterior conducibility is very small, Me proportional to their diameters. The
same is the case with solid spheres whose radius is very small ;
and we should also find the same result on attributing to the
interior conducibility K a very great value. The statement holds
generally when the quantity

"ff is very small

We may regard

the quantity ,; as very small when the body which is being
cOlled is formed of a liquid continually agitated, and enclosed in
a spherical vessel of small thickness. The hypothesis is in some
!DeaBUre the same as that of perfect conducibility; 'the temperature decreases then according to the Jaw expressed by the
1M

.equation t1 == 6 - VIJ".
295. By the preceding remarks we see that in a solid sphere
which has been cooling for a long time, the temperature decreases from the centre to the surface as the quotient of the sine
by the arc decreases from the origin where it is 1 to the end
of a given arc e, the radius of each layer being. represented
by the variable length of that arc. If the sphere has a small
diameter, or if its interior conducibility is very much greater
than the exterior conducibility, the temperatures of the successive
Jayers differ very little from ea£h other, since the whole arc e
which represents the radius X of the sphere is of small length.
The variation of the temperature t1 common to all its points

..,

is then given by the equation t1 == e- CQ. Thus, on comparing the
respective times which two small spheres occupy in losing half
or any aliquot part of their actual heat, we find those times
to be proportional to the diameters.

.

296. The result expressed by the equation t1 == 6 -Cia belongs
only to masses of similar form and small dimension. It has been
known for a long time by physicists, and it offers itseJf as it were
spontaneously. In fact, if any body is sufficiently small for the
temperatures at its different points to be regarded as equal, it
is easy to ascertain the law of cooling. Let 1 be the initial
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temperature Common to all points; it is evident that the quantity
of heat which flows during the instant dt into the medinm
supposed t-o be maintained at temperature 0 is kSvdt. denoting
by S the external surface of the body. On the other hand.
if a is the heat required to raise unit of weight from the temperature 0 to the temperature 1. we shall have aD v for the
expression of the quantity of heat which the volume V of the
body whose density is D would take from temperature 0 to
- 1 H ence hSvde.
. by wh'ICh t he
temperature.
UJ) V 18 the quantIty
temperature tI is diminished when the body loses a quantity of
heat equal to hS/Jdt. We ought therefore to have the equation
hSvde
- -lS'
dv== - ODV' or tI=eCDY •
If the form of the body is a sphere whose radius is X. we shall
-at

have the equation tI =_ecD:i •
297. Assuming that we observe during the cooling of the
body in question two temperatures til and til corresponding to
the times tl and ' .. we have
hS _ log tit -log tI.
aD

v-

t.-tl

;:V'

We can then easily ascertain by experiment the exponent
1£ the same observation be made on different bodies, and if
we know in advance the ratio of their specific heats a and a',
we can find that of their exterior conducibilities h and h'.
Reciprocally, if we have reason to regard as equal the values
11. and 11.' of the exterior condllcibilities of two different bodies.
we can ascertain the ratio of their specific heats. We see by
this that. by observing the times of cooling for different liquids
and other substances enclosed successively in the same vessel
whose thickness is small. we can determine exactly the specific
heats of those substances.
We may further remark that the coefficient K which measures
the interior conducibility does not enter into the equation
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Thus the time of cooling in bodies of small dimension does not
depend on the interior conducibility; and the observation of these
times can teach us nothing about the latter property; but it
could be determined by measuring the times of cooling in vessels
of different thicknesses.
298. What we have said above on the cooling of a sphere
of small dimension, applies to the movement of heat in a thermometer surrounded by air or fluid. We shall add the following
remarks on the use of these instruments.
Suppose a mercurial thermometer to be dipped into a vessel
filled with hot water, and that the vessel is being cooled freely
in air at constant temperature. It is required to find the law
of the successive falls of temperature of the thermometer.
If the temperature of the fluid were constant, and the thermometer dipped in it, its temperature would change, approaching
very quickly that of the fluid. Let tI be the variable temperature
indicated by the thermometer, that is to say, its elevation above
the temperature of the air; let" be the elevlI:tion of temperature
of the fluid above that of the air, and t the time corresponding
to these two values tI and.. At the beginning of the instant
dt which is about to elapse, the difference of the temperature
of the thermometer from that of the fluid being tI - .. the variable
tI tends to diminish and will lose in the instant til a quantity
proportional to tI - U; 80 that we have the equation
dtl == - h (tI- u) dt.

During the same instant dl the variable " tends to diminish,
and it loses a quantity proportional to u, so that we have the
equation

du == - Hude.

The coefficient H expresses the velocity of the cooling of the
liquid in air, a quantity which may easily be discovered by experiment, and the coefficient h expresses the velocity with which
the thermometer cools in the liquid. The latter velocity is very
much greater than H. Similarly we may from experiment
find the coefficient h by making the thermometer cool in fluid
maintained at a constant temperature. The two equations

du=-Hudt and dv==-h(v-u)dt,
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m and ddvt = - hv + hAe-H ,
• v =Ae.1
lead to the equation
v - v = be-laC + aHe- Ht,
or

a and h being arbitrary constants. Suppose now the initial value
of tI - u to be ~, that is, that the height of the thermometer
exceeds by ~ the true temperature of the fluid at the beginning
of the immersion; and that the initial value of v is E. We can
determine ~ and h, and we sha.ll have
v-v== ~e-II

HE
H' - ,-A').
+ h_H(e-

The quantity ,,- u is the error of the thermometer, that is
to say, the difference which is found between the temperature
indicated by the thermometer and the real temperature of the
fluid at the same instant. This difference is variable, and the
preceding equation informs us according to what law it tends
to decrease. We see by the expression for the difference tI - v
that two of its terms containing e-"At diminish very rapidly, with
the velocity which would be observed in the thermometer if it
were dipped into fluid at constant temperature. With respect
to the term which contains 6- Ht, its decrease is much slower,
and is effected with the velocity of cooling of the vessel in air.
It follows from this, that after a time of no great length the
error of the thermometer is represented by the single term

HE
H
h_H e- Ht or h_H'U.
299. Consider now what experiment teaches as to the values
of H and h. Into water at 8'50 (octogesimal scale) we dipped
a thermometer which had first been heated, and it descended
in the water from 40 to 20 degrees in six seconds. This experiment was repeated carefully several times. From this we
find that the value of trA is 0'000042 1 ; if the time is reckoned
in minutes, that is to say, if the height of the thermometer be
E at the beginning of a minute, it will be E (0'000042) at the
end of the minute. Thus we find
II, log" e == 4,'3761271.
1

01lO()(K206, strictly. [A. F.]
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At the same time a vessel of porcelain filled with water heated
to 60' was allowed to cool in air at 1~. The value of e-a in
this case was found to be 0'98514, hence that of H loglo e is
0'006500. We see by this how small the value of the fraction
e-r. is, and that after a single minute each term multiplied by
e-At is not half the ten-thousandth part of what it was at the
beginning of the minute. We need not therefore take account
of those terms in the value of II - u. The equation becomes
Bu
Hu
H
Hu
tI-U= - - or t I - U - - + - - - .
h-H
h
H-h h
From the values found for Hand h, we see that the latter
qllantity h is more than 673 times greater than H, that is to
say, the thermometer cools in air more than 600 times faster
than the vessel cools in air. Thus the term

~u

is certainly less

than the 600th part of the elevation of temperature of the water
above that of the air, and as the term

A:!H ~u is less than

the 600th part of the preceding term, which is already very small,
it follows that the equation which we may employ to represent
very exactly the error of the thermometer is
Hu

,,-u-T'

In general if H is a quantity very great relatively to h, we
have alwaY" the equation
Hu
tI-u=",-.
300. The investigation which we have just made furnishes
very useful results for the comparison of thermometers.
The . temperature marked by a thermometer dipped into a
fluid which is cooling is always a little greater than that of the
fluid. This excess or error of the thermometer differs with the
height of the thermometer. The amount of the correction will
be found by multiplying U the actual height of the thermometer
by the ratio of H, the velocity of cooling of the vessel in air,
to h the velocity of cooling of the thermometer in the fluid. We
might suppose that the thermometer, when it was dipped into
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the fluid, marked a lower temperature. This is what almost
always happens, but this state cannot last, the thermometer
begins to approach to the temperature of the fluid; at the same
.time the fluid cools, so that the thermometer passes first to the
same temperature as the fluid, and it then indicates a temperature very slightly different but always higher.

300.. We see by these results that if we dip different thermometers into the same vessel filled with fluid which is cooling
slowly, they must all indicate very nearly the same temperature
at the· same instant. Calling h, h:, h", the velocities of cooling
of the thennometers in the fluid, we shall have
Hu

Hu

Hu

h ' T ' h:"
as their respective errors. If two thermometers are equally
sensitive, that is to say if the quantities hand h' are the same,
their temperatures will differ equally from those of the fluid.
The values of the coefficients h, h:, hIt are very great, so that the
errors of the thermometers are extremely small and often inappreciable quantities. We conclude from this that if a thermometer is constructed with care and can be regarded as exact, it
will be easy to construct several other thermometers of equal
exactness. It wW be sufficient to place all the thermometers
which we wish to graduate in a vessel filled with a fluid which
cools slowly, and to place in it at the same time the thermometer
which ought to serve as a model; we shall only have to observe
ali from degree to degree, or at greater intervals, and we must
mark the points where the mercury is found at the same time
in the different thermometers. These points will be at the
divisions required. We have applied this process to the construction of the thermometers employed in our experiments,
so that these instruments coincide always in similar circumstances. .
This comparison of thennometers during the time of cooling
not only establishes a perfect coincidence among them, and renders
them all similar to ~ single model; but from it we derive also the
means of exactly dividing the tube of the principal thermometer,
by which all the others ought to be regulated. In this way we
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satisfy the fundamental condition of the instrument, which is, that
any two intervals on the scale which include the same number of
degrees should contain the same quantity of mercury. For the
rest we omit here several details which do not directly bel()Dg to
the object of our work.
301. We have determined in the preceding articles the temperature t1 received after the lapse of a time t by an interior
spherical layer at a distance ~ from the centre. It is required
now to calculate the value of the mean temperature of the sphere,
or that which the solid would have if the whole quautity of heat
which it contains were equally distributed throughout the whole
mass.

The volume of a sphere whose radius is

~

being

+;'.

the quantity of heat contained in a spherical envelope whose
temperature is

t1, and radius ~ will be t1d(¥).

Hence the

mean temperature is

I,,·a (¥)
GOX'

3

or:r

faI_.

3
the integral being taken from
its value

IIJ

= 0to ~ = X.

Substitute for

~
e-hz'f sin n1IIJ +~
e--''' sin nr'1lJ
D! + ~ e-hI' sin nJl! +etc.
~.
IlJ
r
and we shall have the equation

~
X.

}Z,...

L

_

lIUW -

~

X'

n..

sin nIX - niX cos niX

{

til

,-Ills"
&c}

- .... ~
+ tI. sinn.X-n.xcosn.x
•
, ..... +
..

...

We found formerly (Art. 293)
2 sin n.X - n,X cos n,X
tI,= 1
•
n, 2n,X - 2sin 2n,X'
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We have, therefore, if we denote the mean temperature by

(.
",I (2e, -

J' - 'x.,..,
(.S10 ". VJJ.x."

16 _ SlD "I - EI C08 E
--....

3.4

sin 2EJ

8

)1

". cos ",

X ••"t

+~--~---e

e, l2e. - sin 2e.)

16,

- CDX' + &c.

,

an equation in which the coefficients of the exponentials are all
positive.
302. Let us cODBider the ease in which, all other conditions
remaining the same, the value X of the radius of the sphere
becomes infinitely great '. Taking up the construction described
in Art. 285, we see that since the quantity

"J

becomes infinite,

the straight line drawn through the origin cutting the different
branches of the curve coincides with the axis of teo We find then
for the different values of " the quantities '11', 2'17", 37r, etc.
_~!t.

Since the term in the value of • which contains e CD XI
becomes, as the time increases, very much greater than the
following terms, the value of. after a certain time is expressed
without sensible error by the first term only.
being equal to

o~'i-, we

The index

~~

see that the final cooling is very slow

in spheres of great diameter, and that the index of 6 which
measures the velocity of cooling is inversely as the square of the
diameter.
303. From the foregoing remarks we can form an exact idea
of the variations to which the temperatures are subject during the
cooling of a solid sphere. The initial values of the temperatures
change successively as the heat is dissipated through the surface.
H the temperatures of the different layers are at first equal, or
if they diminish from the surface to the centre, they do not
maintain th~ir first ratios, and in all cases the system tends more
and more towards a lasting state, which after no long delay is
sensibly attained. In this final state the temperatures decrease
1 BiemaDD has shewn, Port. DiJf. gkid. § 69, that in the case of a very large
spbere, uniformly beated iniUally, the surface temperature varies ultimately as the
square root of the time inversely. [A. F.]
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from the centre to the surface. If we represent the whole radius
of the sphere by a certain arc e less than a quarter of the
circumference, and, after dividing this arc into equal parts, take
for each point the quotient of the sine by the arc, this system of
ratios will represent that which is of itself set up among the
temperatures of layers of equal thickness. From the time when
these ultimate ratios occur they continue to exist throughout the
whole of the cooling. Each of the temperatures then diminishes
as the ordinate of a logarithmic curve, the time being taken for
abscissa. We can ascertain that this law is established by observing several successive values te, .', .", ''', etc., which denote
the mean temperature for the times t, t + 8, t + 28, t + 38, etc. j
the series of these values converges always towardtl a geometrical
.
h
he succe881ve
. quotlen
. ta·-"
progreB8lon,
and went

,

IIIi ,

"

•
-m,
etc.

• • •

no longer change, we conclude that the relations in question are
established between the temperatures. When the diameter of the
sphere is small, these quotients become sensibly equal as soon as
the body begins to cooL The duration of the cooling for a given
interval, that is to say the time required for the mean temperature _ to be reduced to a definite part of itself! , increases
m
as the diameter of the sphere is enlarged.
304. If two spheres of the same material and different
dimensions have arrived at the final state in which whilst the
temperatures are lowered their ratios are preserved, and if we
wish to compare the durations of the same degree of cooling in
both, that is to say, the time 8 which the mean temperature
of the first occupies in being reduced to .!, and the time 8 in
m
which the temperature , of the second becomes " we must
m

consider three different cases. If the diameter of each sphere is
small, the durations 8 and 8' are in the same ratio as the
diameters. If the diameter of each sphere is very great, the
durations 8 and 8' are in the ratio of the squares of the
diameters; and if the diameters of the spheres are included.
between these two limits, the ratios of the times will be greater
than that of the diameters, and less than that of their squares.
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The exact value of the ratio has been already det.ermined 1.
The problem of the movement of heat in a sphere includes that
of the terrestrial temperatures. In order to treat of this problem
at greater length, we have made it the ohject of a separate
chapter'.
305. The use which has been made above of the equation

~ e = ~ is founded on a geometrical construction which is very
well adapted to explain the nature of these equations. The construction indeed shows clearly that all the roots are real; at the
same time it ascertains their limits, and indicates methods for
determining the numerical value of each root. The analytical
investigation of equations of this kind would give the same results.
First, we might ascertain that the equation e - ~ tan e = 0, in
which ~ is a known number less than unity, has no imaginary
root of the form m + 'IIJ-l. It is sufficient to substitute this
quantity for E; and we see after the transformations that the first
member cannot vanish when we give to m and 'I/o real values,
unless 'I/o is nothing. It may be proved moreover that there can
be no imaginary root of any form whatever in the equation
... tan E=.
0 or

e-I\,

E

cos E - ~ sin E = 0 .
C08E

In fact, 1st, the imaginary roots of ihe factor _1_ = 0 do not
cose
belong to the equation E - ~ tan e = 0, since these roots are all of
the form m +'liN; 2nd, the equation sin E -

i cos e = 0 has

necessarily all its roots real when ~ is less than unity. To prove
this proposition we must consider !lin E as the product of the
infinite number of factors
1 It i8 9 : 9'='I"XI : 'I'X", as may be inferred from the ezponent of Ole first
term in Ole expr8B8ion for I, Art. 301. [A. F.]
• The chapter referred to is not in this work. It forme pari of Ole Suite tllf
tnImorie IIIr Za thlorie du mouvtmmt de Za clulleur dam leI CMpI .olide.. See note,
page 10.
The first memoir, entitled Thlorie tlu mouv-' de Za clulleur dau leI corpl
.olide., is that which formed the basis of Ole Thlorie /lnallltique tlu mouvtment de
Za clul~r published in 1822, but was considerably altered and enlarged in Olat
work now translated. [A. F.]

F. H.

19
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and consider cos e as derived from sin E by differentiation.
Suppose that instead of forming sin E from the product of an
infinite number of factors, we employ only the m first, and denote
the product by cf>. (e). To find the corresponding value of cos E,
we take

l cf>.

(E) or

cf>: (e).

This done, we have the equation

cf>. (E) - ecf>: (E) = O.
Now, giving to the number m its successive values I, 2, 3, 4, &cfrom 1 to infinity, we ascertain by the ordinary principles of
Algebra, the nature of the functions of e which correspond to
these different values of m. We see that, whatever m the number
of factors may be, the equations in e which proceed from them
have the distinctive character of equations all of whose roots
are real. Hence we conclude rigorously that the equation
_e_=~

tan e

in which ~ is less than unity, cannot have an imaginary root'.
The same proposition could also be deduced by a different analysis
which we shall employ in one of the following chapters.
Moreover the solution we have given is not founded on the
property \,!hich the equation possesses of having all its roots
real It would not therefore have been necessary to prove
this proposition by the principles of algebraical analysis. It
is sufficient for the accuracy of the solution that the integral
can be made to coincide with any initial state whatever; for
it follows rigorously that it must then also represent all the
subsequent states.
• 1 The proof given by Riemann, Part. DfJ!. GlftcTa. § 67, is more simple. The
method of proof i. in part olaimed by Poisson, Bulletin de 14 Sociltl PAilomaCiqw,

Paris, 1826, p.147. [A. F.].
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OF THE MOVEMENT OF HEAT IN A SOLID CYLINDER.

306. THE movement of heat in a solid cylinder of infinite
length, is represented by the equations

(d 1

l
"
K
dt})
h
dY
de = aD d:c' +;; ili and K Y + (k = 0,

dD

which we have stated in Articles 118, 119, and 120. To integrate these equations we give to " the simple particular value
expressed by the equation tI = lUI-III; m being any number, and
" a function of

tz.

We denote by k the coefficient

enters the first equation, and by It. the coefficient

~

wbich

.i- which enters

the second equation. Substituting the value assigned to
find the following condition

tI,

we

~u+:;+~:=o.
Next we choose for " a function of :c which satisfies this
differential equation. It is easy to see that the function may
be expressed by the following series

u

ga:' 1':c'
= 1 - 2i" + 21 • 4* -

g denoting the constant

I'

1':,l

21 • 41. 61 + &c.,

We shall examine more particularly

in the sequel the differential equation from which this series
19-2
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is derived; here we consider the function u to be known, and
we have tA6-/1ti as the particular value of tI.
The state of the convex surface of the cylinder is subject
to a condition expressed by the definite equation
dV

kV + dz == 0,
which must be satisfied when the radius x has its total value X;
whence we obtain the definite equation

k(l-g; +{.~;.-2.~;6' +&c.)
_ 2gX 4ft X'
6!1XI
.
- 2' - 2-:4' + 21. 4'~61- &c..
thus the number 9 which enters into the particular value ur"'"
is not arbitrary. The number must necessarily satisfy the
preceding equation, which contains 9 and X.
We shall prove that this equation in 9 in which k and X
are given quantities has an infinite number of roots, and that

all these roots are real. It follows that we can give to the
variable '11 an infinity of particular values of the form 'fMI-I1kt•
which differ only by the exponent g. We can then compose
a more general value, by adding all these particular values
multiplied by arbitrary coefficients. This integral which serves
to resolve the proposed equation in all its extent is given by
the following equation
'11 ==

a1",e- llit + a.".e-grlt« +aa"ae-gial + &c.,

g,. g., g., &c. denote all the values of 9 which satisfy the definite
equation; "" " •• "a. &c. denote the values of u which correspond
to these different roots; a, . a., aa. &c. are arbitrary coefficients which can only be determined by the initial state of the
solid.

307. We must now examine the nature of the definite
equation which gives the values of g• .and prove that all the roots
oHhis equation are real, an investigation which requires attentive
examination.
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In the series

X'

fiX'

fiX'

I - g ~. + 21 . 41 - 21.4'.61+ &c.,
which expresses the value which u receives when :x; = X. we shall
replace

g;1

by the quantity O. and denoting this function of 0

by f (0) or y. we have
(]I

(J4

(]I

y=f(fJ) =1-0+ 21 - 21. 3" + 2'.31. 41+&c.,
the definite equation becomes

(]I"

(J4

8 - 2 2i + 3 ~ - 4 21 . 31. 41 + &c.
"2
iJI
IP
tr
'
hX

1 - 0 + 21 - 21 • 3" + 21. 31. 4' - &C.

or

hX + Of (0) _ 0
2
f(O) - ,

f'(O) denoting the function

d~~fJ) •

Each value of 0 furnishes a value for g, by means of the
equation

XI

g¥ = 0 j
and we thus obtain the quantities gl' gt' gal &c. which enter in
infinite number into the solution required.
The problem is then to prove that the equation

~l- + O;~W = 0
must have all its roots real. We shall prove in fact that the
equation f(fJ} = 0 has all its roots real, that the same is the
case consequently with the equation f'(O) = 0, and that it follows
that the equation

A = 01(0)
1(0)

has also all its roots real, A representing the known number

hX

-2'
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r

y =1-8+ 2'- !I. 3'+2'.3-.41- &c.,
on being differentiated twice, gives the following relation

y+~+8~ =0.
We write, as follows. this equation and all those which may
be derived from it by differentiation,

y+:+8~=O,

d."
+ 2~+8d'y-o
d8
df1
dI1-'
t!Jl.
~l!.
d'!l
df1 + 3 dO' + 8 dir = 0,
&c.,
and in general

d'y
.
tJ'+ly
tJ'+ly
dfJ' + (, + 1) d(r1 +8 dfr ' =0.
Now if we write in the following order the algebraic equation
X == 0, and all those which may be derived from it by differentiation.
dX
d'X
d'X
X = 0, dz == 0, d.J! == 0, (l;! == 0, &c.,
and if we suppose that every real root of anyone of these equations on being substituted in that which precedes and in that which
follows it gives two results of opposite sign; it is certain that the
proposed equation X == 0 has all its roots real, and that consequently the same is the case in all the subordinate equations
dX
d'X
d'X
dz == 0, d:J! == 0, d:l:' = 0. &c.
These propositions are founded on the theory of algebraic equations, and have been proved long since. It is sufficient to prove
that the equations
'I -

01-

0, dy
- 0, ilO'd'y - 0, &c.
dB-

fulfil the preceding condition.
equation

Now this follows from the general
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d'g

.

d'+lg

d'+ly

dQl + (- + 1) d(r' + edI/+J - 0 :
for if we give to

e a positive value which makes the fluxion <£;'!.

. d'y
d'+ly
vanish, the other two terms dlJ'and dO'+I receive values of opposite

sign. With respect to the negative values of e it.is'"evident, from
the nature of the function f( e), that no negative value substituted·
for e can reduce to nothing, either that function, or any of the
others which are derived from it by differentiation: for the substitution of any negative quantity gives the same sign to all the
terms. Hence we are assured that the equation g == 0 has all its
roots real and positive.
309. It follows from this that the equation f (0)

= 0 or g' = 0

also has all its roots real; which is a known consequence from the

principles of algebra. Let us examine now what are the suc-

e~~ or e ~ receives when ~e give
to e values which continually increase from e=,0 to e= go • If i.

cessive values which the term

nothing. the quantity el. becomes nothing
y
also; it becomes infinite when e makes y nothing. Now it
follows from the theory of equations that in the case in question.
every root of y' = 0 lies between two consecutive roots of y = 0,
and reciprocally. Hence denoting by e, and e. two consecutive roots of the equation y' = 0, and bye. that root of the
equation y = 0 which lies between e, and e•. every value of e included between e, and e. gives to y a sign different from that
which the function y would receive if e had a value included bevalue of

e makes y'

e. and e..

i

e= e, ; it
is infinite when e= e., and nothing when e= e.. The quantity ei
11
must therefore necessarily take all possible values, from e to infinity. in the interval from e to e., and must also take all possible
tween

Thus the quantity e is nothing when
'!J

values of the opposite sign, from infinity to zero, in the interval
from

e. to

ea,

iy

Hence the equation A == e

necessarily has one
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real root between 01 and O. and since the equation '!I = 0 has all its
roots real in infinite number, it follows that the equation .A. = 0

.

iy

has the same property. In this manner we have achieved the
proof that the definite equation

OX'

g'X'

·2-'- 2 2". 4"

hX

=

lx'

OX'

2",4.,6'

!tX i

+ 2". 4i -

1 -2"

2". 4" • 61 + &c.

in which the unknown is g, has all its roots real and positive. We
u and
proceed continue tho
of
differential equation which it satisfies,
910.

0, we derive the

the equation

. cl'y (o' 1) d'+ly
equatIOn dO'
•
d8'+1
have the equation

if we suppose 0

dH1y

dO' +1

0

1 cl'y

i

-

+ 1 dO' '

which serves to detennine the coefficients of the different terms of
the development the function! (0). since these
on the values which the differential coefficients receive when the
variable in them made
vanish. Supposing the
term
be known and to be equal to 1, we have the aeries
IJI

=

-

+22

ea

&e.

2il~i

If now in the equation proposed
~u

gu

dx'

IdN-

wd:i:=

x'
we make 9 2' = OJ and seek for the new equation in
garding u as a function of 0, we find
du
u

d8

=

)initi

and 0,

SUM OF A CERTAIN
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SERI~"

It is easy to express the sum of this series. To obtai~ the
result, develope as follows the function cos (Gl sin a;) in cosines of
multiple arcs. We have by known transformations"

!IIC",H -l/IC-.17"=1
-11lC"'''-1 lAe-","=t
. )
2 cos («sma;.
=6
6
+6
e
,
and denoting rH by

0),

..
2 cos (uin a;)

....-1

.... _-1

= 6 OJ" e- - I + 6 - .. 6-'-.

Developing the second member according to powers of 0), we
find the term which does not contain 0) in the development of
2 cos (a sin a;) to be
al
a'
as
)
2 ( 1 - 2" + 21. 41 - 21. 41. 6' + &c. .
The coefficients of O)t, 0)8, 0)1, &c. are nothing, the same is the case
with the coefficients of the terms which contain 0)-1,0)-8, O)-r., &c.;
the coefficient of 0)-8 is the same as that of 0)'; the coefficient of 0)' is

2

(2.4~'6.8 -

2'. 4.:'. 8 .10 + &c') ;

the coefficient of 0)'"' is the same as that of 0)'. It is easy to express
the law according to which the coefficients succeed; but without
stating it, let us write 2 cos 2a; instead of (0)1 + 0)-'), or 2 cos 4J, instead of (0)' + 0)'"'). and so on: hence the quantity 2 cos (a sin a;) is
easily developed in a series of the form

A + B cos 2a; + acos 4a; + D cos 6z + &c.,
and the first coefficient A is equal to
al
a'
0.'
)
2 ( 1-2i+21.41-2".41.6'+&c.;

if we now compare the general equation which we gave formerly

~.". cf>(a;) = ~ fcf>(a;)ck + cos a; fcf>(a;) cos xck + &0.

.,- ....
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with the equation

2008 (ClSin z) =.A +Bcos b+ Ocos4c+ &c.,
we shall find the values of the coefficients .A, B, 0 expressed by
definite integrals. It is sufficient here to find that of the first
coefficient A. We have then

~ A = ~Icos (2 sin:e) dz,
the integral should be taken from :e == 0 to :e
.

0.1

•

value of the senes 1 -

defini~ integral

r.

0..

2i + r . 41 -

=....

0.'

Hence the

•

21 • 41 • 6' + &Co 18 that of the

dz cos (0. sin :e). We should find in the same

manner by comparison of two equations the values of the successive
coefficients B, 0, &co; we have indicated these results because they
are useful in other researches which depend on the same theory.
It follows from this that the particular value of .. which 8!djsfies
the equation

If

h +Z
1 elu
o·
( . r . ) 3_
gu + dzI
U == 18.; cos tIJ 'V9 81D r
the integral being taken from r

(W,

== 0 to r =.... Denoting by q this

value of ", and making" == qS, we find S == a +
88

bIt? '

and we have

the complete integral of the equation,. + ~ + ~ :;; = 0,

,,=["+6J Ucos (:eJU
dz.
rJ!OO8(z./9sinr)dr.
am r) dr
II:

a and b are arbitrary constants.
88 formerly,
u-

I

H we suppose b == 0, we have,

cos (:e Ji sin r) dr.

With respect to this expression we add the following remarks.
311. The equation
1

f".

f1

()4

.;r1. cos «(JSlD u) du.- 1- 21 + 21.4. -

(JI

21. 41. 61 + &c.
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verifies itself.

We have in fact

f

' ).3 ==
cos (8 smu"u

l
f.3 (1 _(J' sin
u _ (f'sin'u + &c) .
l! u + ". ~in·
~
~
.,
aU

and integrating from u == 0 to u ==.", denoting by B.. B., Bat &c.
the definite integrals
Jsinludu,

Jsin·udu, Jsin'ud1£, &c.,

we have

Jcos (8 sin u) au ==." -~ B. + ~ 8. - ~ 8.+ &c.,
it "mains to determine 8 1, 8., Ba. &C. The term. sin· u, n being
an e'gen number, may be developed thus
sin· u:= .A. + B. cos 2u + O. cos 4u + &c.
Multiplying by au and integrating between the limits u == 0 and

f

u ==.", we have simply sin- tl

au == .A•.". the other terms

vanish.

From the known formula for the development of the integral
powers of sines, we have

.a. 2i . r' .a. == 2" .a.
8•• B" BIP
f ' au
A

==

1

2

A

1

3.4
1 . 2'

Substituting these values of

1 cos (8 sm u)
;;.

1

A

4.5.6 &c.

== t' . 1 .2. 3 '

&c., we find

(JI
(II
== 1- (II
ji + 21 . 4' - 21.4'.6' + &c.

We can make this result more general by taking, instead of'
cos (t sin u), any function whatever cf> of t sin u.
Suppose then that we have a function cf> (s) which may be
developed thus

cf> (s) == cf> + 1Icf>' +
we shall have

cf> (t sin u) == cf> + tcf>' sin u +
and

l Jdu

~ cf>" +

£4/'

cf> (t sin u) == cf> + t 81 cf>' +!

i

cf>'" + &c. j

sinlu+! cf>'" sin- u + &c.

B. 4/' + ~ 8. cf>'" + &c.... (e).
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Now, it is easy to see that the values of 8 1, 8.. 8" &c. are
nothing. With respect to 8.. 8" 8.. &c. their values are the
quantities which we previously denoted by .A .. .A" .A•• &c. For
this reason, substituting these values in the equation (e) we have
generally, whatever the function tP may be,
.

in the case in question, the function tP(z) represents cou, and we
have tP == I, tP" = - I, tP'Y == I, tPYi "'" - I, and so on.
312. To ascertain completely the nature of' the functionj(8),
and of the equation which gives the values of g. it would be
necessary to consider the form of the line whose equation is
y

== 1 - 8 + ; -

21~3 + &c.,
1

which forms with the axis of abscissm areas alternately positive
and negative which cancel each other; the preceding remarks, also,
on the expression of the values of series by means of definite
integrals, might be made more general. When a function of the
variable a: is developed according to powers of ~. it is easy to
deduce the function which would represent the same series, if the
powers ~,al. :el , &c. were replaced by cos x, cos 2x, cos 3x, &c. By
making use of this reduction and of the process employed in the
second paragraph of' Article 235, we obtain the definite integrals
which are equivalent to given series; but we could not enter upon
this investigation, without departing too far from our main object.
It is sufficient to have indicated the methods which have
enabled us to express the values of series by definite integrals.
We will add only the development of the quantity

6j~~ in

continued fraction.
313.

The undetermined y or /(0) satisfies the equa.tion
dy
cl!y
'!I +dO +8 dtJI == 0,
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whence we derive, denoting the functions

fl.'!

d'y

d'y

de' dff' de" &c.
by y', y", y"', &c.,
- Y == y' +

- y' =

y'

e!l'

- y'

or y- = y' + e./'
:I

y"
_y"
y' == 2y" ~ eym

2!l' + e!J"',

==

-1

",

l+e~
y'
-1
== 2 + y'" ,
y"

e

'!I'.',' = - ylll
- 1
Y =3!J--.,=, --.!+c-e-:,,"""i::,1Y =
ylY
:I
3+e-

- y" = 3y'" + e!lY,

,

!J'"

&c.;
whence we conclude

,//'_-'1

Y--1-

e

e

e

8
2- 3- 4- 5 -&c'-

Thus the value of the function -

e.;~~) which

enters into the

definite equation, when expressed as an infinite continued
fraction, is

314. We shall now state the results at which we have up to
this point arrived.
If the variable radius of the cylindrical layer be denoted by fe,
and the temperature of the layer by'll, a function of x and the
time t; the required function'll must satisfy the partial differential
equation

for'll we may assume the following value
'11
11

== 'U(J-..t;

is a function of x, which satisfies the equation
m
diu 1 du
k 11 + dx' + dx =O.

a:
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If we make 8 ==

\"T.

i ~. and consider u as a function of z, we have
u

du

d'"

+ d8+ 8 Jga=O.

The following value
II'

(J'

(J'

- == 1 - 8 + 21- 2t~1 + ~ . 3t. 41t - &c.
satisfies the equation in u and 8. We therefore assume the value
of u in terms of z to be
m~

~

",,'

z"

",,1

-== 1- 12t + P: 2t-:4t - Y 21.411.61 + &c.,
the sum of this series ill

~ Jcos (a:

Vi

sinr) dr;

the integral being taken from r == 0 to r =;: w. This value of " in
terms of tI: and "" satisfies the differential equation, and retains a
finite value when

tI:

is nothing. Further, the equation Au + :

== 0

must be satisfied when tI: == X the radios of the cylinder. This
condition would not hold if we assigned to the quantity ". &I1y
value whatever; we must necessarily have the equation

8

hX

8

8

8

8

2" ==1- 2- 3- 41- 5-&c.'
in which 8 denotes

~

-;.

This definite equation, which is equivalent to the following,

8'

AX (

(J'

)

211'

3(J'

"2 1-8+21-2t.3t+&c. ==8- F+ 21.3t -&c.,

gives to 8 an infinity of real values denoted by 8•• 8. 8•• &c. j the
corresponding values of m are
2t kIJt
Xt

'J!kIJ.
X"

'J!kfJ. & •
,

-r'

Co,

thus a particular value of v is expressed by
'Jf'V

=6 - ~

f

cos ( 2 ~./8. sin

g) clg.
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e.,

e•. e" e•.

We can write, instead of
one of the roots
&c., and
compose by means of them a more general value expressed by
the equation

'"' =a. e- .;:1 fcos (2 ~ JO. sin q) dq·

.i-

+ a, e- ~t:" fcos (2 JO, sin q) dq
+ aa6-~IJCOS(2 iJ8asinq) dq +&c.
a., a.. as> &c. are arbitrary coefficients: the variable q disappears after the integrations, which should be taken from q == 0
to q='1l'.
315. To prove that this value of t1 satisfies all the conditions
of the problem and contains the general solution, it remains only
to determine the coefficients a., a" aa' &0. from the initial state.
Take the equation
t1

= a.6-,.tt ". + a,6-~ tI, + aae-"" "a + &c.,

in which tI., "" tla' &0. are the different values assumed by the
function ", or
m a! ",,' (1;'
1- Ii 2'+ iJ 2'4'-&c.
when, instead of ~, the values g •• g., ga' &c. are successively substituted. Making in it t"'" 0, we have the equation

V "'" a.". + a,u. + a.ua + &c.,
in which V is a given function of teo Let cfJ (te) be this function;
if we represent the function tI. whose index is i by ..; «(I; Ji.), we
have
cfJ ((I;) == a1" ; (te JU.) + a,"; (te JiJ + aat (Ie

JiJ + &c.

To determine the first coefficient, multiply each member of
the equation by CT. d:1:, CT. being a function of:x:, and integrate from
:x: == 0 to :x: == X. We then determine the function CT., so that after
the integrations the second member may reduce to the first term
only, and the coefficient a. may be found, all the other integrals
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having nul values. Similarly to determine the second coefficient
a.., we multiply both terms of the equation

tP (:c) == a.ul +a.tI. + o.u. + &c.
by another factor tTl d.r, and integrate from :c == 0 to

a; == X. The
factor tT. must be such that all the integra.ls of the second member
vanish, except one, namely that which is affected by the coefficient
a r In general, we employ a series of functions of a; denoted by
tTl' tT., tT., &c. which cOITespond to the' functions u l ' u.. U,' &c.;
each of the factors u has the property of making all the terms
which contain definite integrals disappear in integration except
one; in this manner we obtain the value of each of the coefficients
aI' a., as, &C. We must now examine what functions enjoy the
property in question.

316. Each of the terms of the second member of the equation

J

is a definite integral of the form a uuck; u being a function of

a;

which satisfies the equation

m

rPu

1 du

k U + d:c'+ ick==O;

J

we have therefore a uuck == - a

! J(~ : + :;:~)
u

•

Developing, by the method of integration by parts, the terms

f!

durh and fu rPu d:c

a; dJ;

d:&'

'

we have
and
The integrals must be taken between the limits a; == 0 and
a; == X, by this condition we determine the quantities which enter
into the development, and are not under the integral signs. To indicate that we suppose a; == 0 in any expression in a;, we shall affect
that expression with the suffix IZ; and we shall give it the suffix
6) to indicate the value which the function of :c takes, when we
give to the va.riable :c its last value X.
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Supposing II) == 0 in the two preceding equations we have

o=a+(u~)
andO==D+(duCT_udO"),
:x: ..
dll)
d:x: ..
thus we determine the constants 0 and D. Making then :x: = X in
the same equations, and supposing the integral to be taken from
:x: == 0 to :x: = X, we have

and
thus we obtain the equation

fnj
-Ii cnuk=

f{ udZ-ua;;flCT d (~)}
(dll dCT
ck+ ckCT-Ud:x:+u~ ..
CT)

_ (du CT-U dO" +u~)
d:x:

317. If the quantity

:z-~

d,:x:

:x: ..

.

which multiplies _ under the

sign of integration in the second member were equal to the product of CT by a constant coefficient. the terms

d(;)} f
f{ u d'CT
dZ - ~ck and CTuck
would be collected into one, and we should obtain for the required
integral

faud:x: a value which would contain only determined quan-

tities, with no sign of integration. It remains only to equate that
value to zero.
Suppose then the factor a to satisfy the differential equation of

n

d'CT

the second order k CT + d:c' -

d(CT)
~

•
--a;- = 0 1D

the same manner as th~

function u satisfies the equation

m

dIu -ld"

k u + d:c' + ~ ck == 0,

F.H.

20
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m and" being constant coefficients, we have

~f~=(dua_uM+u!) _(dUa_uM+ u !).
tk

k

tk

~.

tk

tk:l.'.

Between u and a a very simple relation exists, which is dis__ ..1

cov~

h . th
.:"
d'a d (;) 0
w en m e equawon k a + d:I!---;r;-= we suppose

a .. fIJI ; as the result of this substitution we have the equation

"

d's

1 ds

k 8 + tU;- + iii tk = 0,

•

which shews that the function s depends on the function" given
by the equation
m
d'u 1 au
k U + tU;- + iii dz = o.
To find , it is sufficient to change m into " in the value of ";

de~oted

the value of " has been
therefore be

~ (~J;)

by

+(~J~), that of a will

.

We have then
du
da
a
- a-u- +,,tk
tk
~

=~J~+' (~~) +(~Ji) -~v1+'(~Ji) .."..(~~)

-+ (~J~)+(~Ji) ++ (~J'i)+(~v1);
the two last terms destroy each other, it follows that on making
~ = 0, which corresponds to the suffix tlI, the second member
vanishes completely. We conclude from this the following equation

ft~mJ~=XJ1+' (X ~)+(xJTJ
- XJi +' (x,y'i) +(X ~) ......... (j).
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It is easy to see that the second member of this equation is
always nothing when the quantities m and n are selected from
those which we formerly denoted by m" mi' m., &c.
We have in fact

comparing the values of hI we see that the second member of the
equation (f) vanishes.
It follows from this that after we have multiplied by ud:i: the
two terms 0 the equation

t/I (a:) == alu1 + a,u1 + a.u. + &c.,
and integrated each side from a: == 0 to a: == X, in order that each of
the tenus of the second member may vanish, it suffices to take
for u the quantity :tU or

a:t (a:J~).

We must except only the case in which n == m, when the

valu~

of Jcrud:x: derived from the equation (/) is reduced to the form

g.

and is determined by known rules.
318. H J~ = p. and

Ji==

11',

we have

JxV' (p.) +(II) d:r; = p.X+' (p.X) +(II~ =;:+' (II'X) +(p.X) •
If the numerator and denominator of the second member are
separately differentiated with respect to 11', the factor becomes, on
making p. = 11',
p.X'+~ - X

ff -

p.X'#,'

2p.

We have on the other hand the equation

,
d'u 1 du
p.
p. u+ dxl + ~ dx =0, or p.'++ xV' + p.1+" = 0,

20-2
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't + p.:rir' = 0,
k't + "''t' = 0 ;

hence we have

~I ~) 't + ",',y" = 0,
-

we can theref'ore eliminate the quantities 't' and 'til from the
integral which is required to be evaluated, and we shall find as the
value of the integral sought

u: (1 + !)

IX''t' (",I ;'kl)

or X'2

putting for '" its value, and denoting by
function u or

't (a: ~)

t

U. the value which the

takes when we suppose

a: = X.

The

index i denotes the order of the root m of' the definite equa.tion which gives an infinity of values of' m.. If we substitute
2IlcfJ,. X' u,,1 (1 kA~
h
me or X'm -2- + ",~J' we ave

319. It follows from the f'oregoing analysis that we have the
two equations

f:

zul', ck == 0 and

J:

:cu.'cl:c == {I + ~kJ8Y} X''J.U: ,

the first holds whenever the number i andj are different, and the
second when these numbers are equal.

a.",

+ &c., in
Taking then the equation t/I (II:) =a1u, + a'"1 +
which the coefficients a,. ai' as' &c. are to be determined, we shall
find the coefficient denoted by tJi by multiplying the two members
of' the equation by zuik, and integrating from II: == 0 to a: == X t
the second member is reduced by this integration to one term
only, and we have the equation
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which gives the value of a,. The coefficients al' a.. a.. ... (1,,, being
thus determined, the condition relative to the initial state expressed
by the equation t/I (;11) == alul + a l". +
+ &c., is fulfilled.
We can now give the complete solution of the proposed problem;
it is expressed by the following equation:

a,".

VI

VA .

T ==

~ (a:) "Id:r:
Jrx
0

".X) "1

•

_ Pit"
X"

6

UI (1 + 2181

IXz4> (z) ",da:
+,
h'X'
1
1

.W,

0

U. ( +

- X"

I

U.6

2 8.)

+&c.
The function of a: denoted by" in the preceding equation is
expressed by

I

[cos (~Je.sin

q) dq;

all the integralll with respect to a: must be taken from a: == 0 to
a: == X, and to find the function " ~e must integrate from q == 0 to
q == 'IT; t/I (z) is the initial value of the temperature, taken in the
interior of the cylinder at a distance a; from the axis, which
function is arbitrary, and 81, 8.. 8. &c. are the real and positive
roots of the equation
hX
8 8 8 8
8
-2 == 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5-&c,'
320. If we suppose the cylinder to have been immersed for
an infinite time in a liquid maintained at a constant temperature,
the whole mass becomes equally heated, and the function t/I (z)
which represents the initial state is represented by unity. After
this substitution, the general equation represents exactly the
gradual progress of the cooling.
If t the time elapsed is infinite, the second member contains
only one term, namely, that which involves the least of all the
roots 81, 8,. 8" &c.; for this reason, supposing the roots to be
arranged according to their magnitude, and 8 to be the least, the
final state of the solid is expreRSed by the equation

vX'
-2-

Jxt/l ex) u d:r:
1

'(

-

':r":'

hlXi) "Ie

CIa 1+-2'8
I
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From the general solution we might deduce consequences
similar to those offered. by the movement of heat in a spherical
mass. We notice first that there are an infinite number of
particular states, in each of which the ratios established between
the initial temperatures are preserved up to the end of the cooling.
When the initial state does not coincide with one of these simple
states, it is always composed of several of them, and the ratios of
the temperatures change continually, according as the time increases.
In general the solid arrives very soon at the state in which the
temperatures of the different layers decrease continually preserving
the same ratios. When the radius X is very small-, we find that
!l

the temperatures decrease in proportion to the fraction

e-CDI.

If on the contrary the radius X is very larget, the exponent of
e in the term which represent~ the final system of temperatures
contains the square of the whole radiUs. We see by this what
influence the dimension of the solid has upon the final velocity of
cooling. H the temperature' of the cylinder whose radius is X,
passes from the value .A. to the lesser value B, in the time T, the
temperature of a second cylinder of radjus equal to X' will pass
from A to B in a different time T. H the two sides are thin, the
ratio of the times T and T' will be that of the diameters. It: on
the contrary, the diameters of the cylinders are very great, the
ratio of the times T and T will be that of the squares of the
diameters.
1

When

Z is verrlllllAll, , = 1:,

from the equation in Art. 81'- lienee

_1111,

_I U I -

e..It
beoomee e Z.
In the ten, 1 is the I1Irfaee conducibility.
I When X is 'VV1large, a value of , nearl,. equal to one of the roots of the
quadratio equation 1=2'_
lIIIIIlDIle

a'- ,'_ ;

will make the continued fIaotion ill Art

its proper Dlllpih1de. Hence
_1111,

au

'=I·m nearly, and
_ I"l8It

e ZI
becomee e ..It.
The lead root of /(8)=0 is l·m7, neglecting terms

after,..

• The temperature illtendad is the mean temperature, which is equal to
1 rZ
2 rZ
..XI Jo t'd(n:'), or XI 10 nd:c.
[A.. P.]
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PROPAGATION OF HEAT IN A RECTANGULAR PRISM.

321. THE equation : ; + ~ + ~ - 0, which we have stated
in Chapter II., Section IV., .Article 125, expreBBeB the uniform movement of heat in the interior of a prism of infinite length, submitted at one end to a constant temperature, its initial temperatures being supposed nul. To integrate this equation we shall,
in the first place, investigate a particular value of tI, remarking
that this function 11 must remain the same, when y changes sign
or when _ changes sign; and that its value must become infinitely
small; when the distance a: is infinitely great. From this it is
eMy to see that we can select as a particular value of tI the
function a,e- COB "'Y COB p_; and making the substitution we find
",I _ ",I _ pi = O.
Substituting for '" and p any quantities whatever, we have m = ~ + pl. The value of tI must also satisfy the
definite equation

i

tI

+ ~; =0, when y =l or -

~ 11 + : = 0 when $ =l or -

l, and the equation

l (Chapter Il, Section IV., Article 125).

H we give to tI the foregoing value, we have
.

- '" BIll "'Y

.or

O
h
0
+h
k COB "'Y
= and
- p'
8Ill p. + k cos p. = ,

hZ

hZ

7C =pl tan pl, k = nZ tan ",l.

We see by this that jf we find an arc e, such that e tan e is equal
to the whole known quantity

~ Z.

we can take for

t&

or p the quan- .
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Now. it is easy to see that there are an infinite number

of arcs .which. multiplied respectively by their tangents. give the
same definite product

~.

whence it foJIows that we can find

for fl or p an infinite number of different values.
322. If we denote by e1 • et • e.. &c. the infinite number of
arcs which satisfy the definite equation e tan e =

~.

we can take

for" anyone of these a.rcs divided by Z. The same would be the
case with the quantity p; we must then take ml = " I + pt. If we
gave to " and p other values, we could satisfy the differential
equation. but not the condition relative to the surface. We can
then find in this manner an infinite number of particular values
of v. and as the sum of any collection of these values still satisfies
the equation, we can form a more general value of v.
Take successively for fI and p all the possible values. namely,

f'

~.

i'. &c.

Denoting by a1 •

a.. a

l •

&0.. b1 • btl b•• &0., con-

stant coefficients, the value of tI may be expressed by the following
equation:
v ~ (a 16-. "'",,'+.1' cos nJl + a I6-."''''+''''' cos",y + &0.) il cos "1-

+ (ale-."'''''·+'''COS''Jj + a.6-·"''''+''' cos",y+&c.) i.cos"..

+ (a16-."·I"+..' cos "JI + y-."..,+... COSfl,y + &c.) b.cos"..
+&0.
323. If we now suppose the distance Q: nothing, every point of
the section .A must preserve a constant temperature. It is therefore necessary that, on making Q: = 0, the value of tI should be
always the same. whatever value we may give to y or to _; provided these values are included between 0 and.l. Now, on making
Q: ~ 0, we find

v ~ (al cos n1y + at cos ".y + a. cos n.y + &0.)
X

(il cos "1- + i lcos".g + is cos n,y + &c.).
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813

Denoting by 1 the constant temperature of the end .if,. assume
the two equations

1 == a l cos RJI + a l cos"',y + o. cos 'fI,y + &c,
1 == i l cos RJI + i. cos 'fI.,y + b. cos R.Jj + &c.

It is sufficient then to determine the coefficients ai' a,l a., &c.,
whose number is infinite, so that the second member of the equation may be always equal to unity. This problem has already
been solved in the case where the numbers R I , "'., "'., &c. form the
series of odd numbers (Chap. III., Sec. IL, Art. 177). Here
"'1' "'1' "' .. &c. are incommensurable quantities given by an equation of infinitely high degree.

•

324. Writing down the equation

1 == a l cos ftly + a. cos ft,y + a. cos nJl + &c.,
multiply the two members of the equation by cos nly dy, and take
the integral from Y = 0 to Y = l. We thus determine the first
coefficient a,. The remaining coefficients may be determined in a
similar manner.
In general, if we multiply the two members of the equation by
cos "!I, and integrate it, we have corresponding to a single term
of the second member, represented by a cos ny, the in~gral
a

JCOSRY cos vydy or ~a JCOB (n ~2

or,

'II)ydy

+~aJcos (n+'II)ydy,

{_1_
sin (", - 'II) Y + _1_ sin (n + 'II) y} ,
n-'II
"'+'11

and making y == l,
~

2

{(n + II) sin (n - II)"l +,(",1
- II) sin (n + 'II) II
_IIJ'

Now, every value of", satisfies the

eqnatio~

ntannl=i; the

same is the case with II, we have therefore
", tan III == II tan 'Ill ;

or

n sin ,.z cos IJl- II sin 'Ill cos nl = O.
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Thus the foregoing integral. which reduces to

•a

_.s

(n sin tal coul- I' cos tal sin pl),

n -"

is nothing, except only in the case where n = p. Taking then the
in~
,
~ {sin (n - 1') l + sin (n+ 1') ll.
2
n - I'
ft + I' -$'
we see that if we have ft = 1', it is equal to the quantity
sin2nl\

1

ja(l+2Jl"

It follows from this that if in the equation

1 == a l COS n.,!/ + a. cos n,;} + a. cos na!l + &e.
we wish to determine the coefficient of a term of the second
member denoted by a cos ny. we must multiply the two members
by cosnydy. and iotegrate from y=O to y=l. We have the
resulting equation

r'

1 (

Jo cos nydy= 2 a

'+--rn-,

sin 2nl\

=

1.

ft smAl,

sin til
1
.
whence we deduce 21il + sin 2nl- i a. .In this manner the coeffi-

a,.

cients all
aa. &c. may be determined; the same is the case
with bl • bl • b., &CO, which are respectively the same as the former
coefficients.
320. It is easy now to form the general value of v.
satisfies the equation : ; +
conditions

k:; +

1st, it

Z+ ;Z =
k: + =

A" 0::: 0. and

0; 2nd, it satisfies the two

htJ 0; 3rd. it gives a con.stll.nt

value to " when we make:x: = 0. whatever else the values of y and
• may be. included between 0 and l; hence it is the complete
solution of the p~ problem.
We have thus arrived at the equation

! = sin nil cos fllY + sin nil cos_na!l + sin n.l cos naY + &c
4

2n,l + sin 2ftll

2n,l + sin 2n,l

2n,l + sin 2n,l
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&c.

or denoting by el , e., Ea,
the arcs nil, n.l, nal, &c.
. e- cos..l!..
e ' ! I sm
.
ElY·
elY
eI cos - 1 sm e8 cosIsm
I
I
l
' l + 2e.+sm
' e + 2E.+sme.
:
+ &c.,
4- = 2El +81nE
l
an equation which holds for aU valUE'.8 of !I included between
o and I, and consequently for all those which are included between
o and - I, when :t = o.
Substituting the known values of ai' bl , al' bl , a•• 6a, &c. in
the general value of v, we have the following equation, which
contains the solution of the proposed problem,
11
sin nl cos n,1I sin nil ~s n,'!I e-III""",I+fJJ,1 +
(
4. 4 = 2nll + sin 2nll 2nll + sm 2nll

sin nil cos n ..

+ 2n.l + sin 2n.l
+&c.......

( sin nil c.os n,.'1 e-III""";+fJJ,1 + &c.)
2n,l + 81n 2nll
.

'!l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The quantities denoted by

n"

nl'

e,.

(E).

n., &c. are infinite

number, and respectively equal to the quant~ties
the arcs,

&c.)

t, 1, ~i'

10

&c.;

el , E•• &c., are the roots of the definite equation

hl

EtanE=k·
326. The solution expressed by the foregoing equation E is
the only solution which belongs to the problem; it represents the
al 0 f th e equatlOn
. da!
d'v + 0,'1
d'v + dz'
d'v = o·
·
general mtegr
,m whih
c t he
arbitrary functions have been determined from the given conditions. Ii is easy to see that there can be no different solution.
In fact, let us denote by ""(0:, !I, z) the value of v derived from the
equation (E), it is evident that if we gave to the solid initial temperatures expressed by ""(0:, !I, z), no change could happen in the
system of temperatures, provided that the section at the origin
were retained at the constant temperature 1: for the equation
d'v
d'v + d!v
.
d the ms
. taD taneous vana
. t·Ion 0 f
d:c' + dy"
dzI = 0 b emg
sat·IS fie,
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the temperature is necessarily nothing. The same would not be
the case, if after having given to each point within the solid whose
co-ordinates are z, '!I, z the initial temperature ,+(z, '!I, z), we gave
to all points of the section at the origin the temperature O. We
see clearly, and without calculation. that in the latter case the
state of the solid would change continually, and that the original
heat which it contains would be dissipated little by little into the
air. and into the cold mass which maintains the end at the temperature O. This redUlt depends on the form of the function
,+(::r; '!I, z). which becomes nothing when z has an infinite value as
the problem supposes.
A similar effect would exist if the initial temperatures instead
of being + '+ (:1:, '!I, z) were - ,+(a:, !I, z) at all the internal points
of the prism j provided the section at the origin be maintained
always at the temperature o. In each case, the initial temperatures would continually approach the constant temperature of the
medium, which is 0; and the final temperatures would all be nul.
327. These preliminaries arranged, consider the movement of
heat in two prisms exactly equal to. that which was the lIubject of
the problem. For the first solid suppose the initial temperatures
to be + ,+(:1:, '!I, z), and that the section at origin A is maintained
at the fixed temperature 1. For the second solid suppose the
initial temperatures to be - '+ (:1:. '!I. z), and that at the origin A
all points of the section are maintained at the temperature O. It
is evident that in the prst prism the system of temperatures cannot change, and that in the second this system varies continually
up to that at which all the temperatures become nul.

",.-

If now we make the two different states coincide in the Bame
solid, the movement of heat is effected freely, as if each system
alone existed. In the initial state formed of the two united
systems, each point of the solid has zero temperature, except the
points of the section A, in accordance with the hypothesis. Now
the temperatures of the second system change more and more,
and vanish entirely, whilst those of the first remain unchanged.
Hence after an infinite time, the permanent system of temperatures becomes that represented by equation E, or t1 = ,+(a:. '!I• • ).
It must be remarked that this result depends on the condition
,",~elative to the initial state; it occurs whenevcr thc initial heat
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contained in the prism is so distributed, that it would vanish
entirely, if the end .A were maintained at the temperature O.
328. We may add several remarks to the preceding solution.
1st, it is easy toO see the nature of the equation

E tan E

=~ j

we

need only suppose (see fig. 15) that we have constructed the curve
E tan E, the arc E being taken for abscissa, and " for ordinate.
The curve consists of asymptotic branches.
" =

Fig. 16.

The abscissm which correspond to the asymptotes are

~'IT'

23 'IT, 25 'IT, 72 'IT,

. correspond
· ts 0 f·m t ersec&0.; those whIch
to pom

tion are

3w, &c. If now we raise at the origin an ordinate

'IT, 2'IT,

equal to the known quantity

~,

and through its extremity draw

a parallel to the axis of absciBSal, the points of intersection will
give the roots of the proposed equation

E

tan

E=

~.

The con-

struction indicates the limits between which each root lies. We
shall not stop to indicate the process of calculation which must be
employed to determine the values of the roots. Researches of
this kind present no difficulty.
329. 2nd. We easily conclude from the general equation (E)
that the greater the value of :x: becomes, the greater that term of
the value of '11 becomes, in which we find the fraction e-IW .,,· ....l·,
with respect to each of the following terms. In fact, "1' ft., 'n.,
&e. being increasing positive quantities, the fraction e-IlV1fJ12 is
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greater than any of the analogous fractions which enter into the
subsequent terms.
Suppose now that we can observe the temperature of a point
'on the axis of the prism situated at a very great distance 1£, and
the temperature of a point on this axis situated at the distance
1£ + 1, 1 being the unit of measure; we have then !I = 0, IS == 0,
and the ratio of the second temperature to the first is sensibly
equal to the fraction 6This value of the ratio of the temperatures at the two points on the axis becomes more exact as the
distance ~ increases.
It follows from this that if we mark on the axis points each of
which is at a distance equal to the unit of measure from the preceding, the ratio of the temperature of a point to that of the point
which precedes' it, converges continually to the fraction 6- vt ill;
thus the temperatures of points situated at equal distan~ end
by decreasing in geometrical progression. This law always holds,
whatever be the thickness of the bar, provided we consider points
situated at a great distance from the source of heat.
It is easy to see, by means of the construction, that if the
quantity called l, which is half the thickness of the prism, is very
small, "1 has a value very much smaller than "I' or "., &C. j it
follows from this that the first fraction 6-·Vif;;' is very much
greater than any of the analogous fractions. Thus, in the case in
which the thickness of the bar is very small, it is unnecessary to
be very far distant from the source of heat, in order that the temperatures of points equally distant may decrease in geometrical
progression. The law holds through the whole extent of the bar.

"..,,1.

330. If the half thickness l is a very small quantity, the
general value of t1 is reduced to the first term which contains
e-:e..;iii;.I. Thus the function t1 which expresses the temperature of
a point whose co-ordinates are 1£, !I, and IS, is given in this case by
the equation
-:eV2rii
( 4 sin fll
t1 = 2nl + sin 2nl cos fl!l cos nz 6
,

)1

the arc

E

or "l becomes very small, as we see by the construction.

The equation

E

tan

E

== ~ reduces then to e' == ~; the first value of
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,

W,

are, therefore,

e., e.. e"

e.. &c. are the

27T, 3w, 4?r, &c. The values of n l , fl., nl , n" n.. &c.
1 III, w 2w 3w
4jl\! k' I' T' r' &c.;

whence we conclude, as was said above, that if l is a very small
quantity, the first value n is incomparably greater than all the
others, and that we must omit from the general value of tI all the
terms which follow the first. H now we substitute in. the first
term the value found for n, remarking that the arcs nl and 2nZ are
equal to their "Jines, we have
tI

== cos

(¥ J~~ cos (1 JID e-·J~ ,

the factor J~ which enters under the symbol cosine being very
small, it follows that the temperature varies very little, for
different points of the same section, when the half thickness Z is
very small. This result is so to speak self-evident, but it is useful
to remark how it is explained by analysis. The general solution
reduces in fact to a single term, by reason of the thinness of the
bar, and we have on replacing by unity the cosines of very small
arcs t1:: e-·J~, an equation which expresses the stationary temperatures in the case in question.
We found the same equation formerly in Article 76 j it is
obtained here by an entirely different analysis.
331. The foregoing solution indicates the character of the
movement of heat in the interior of the solid. It is easy to see
that when the prism has acquired at all its points the stationary
temperatures which we are considering, a constant flow of heat
passes through each section perpendicular to the axis towards the
end which was not heated. To determine the quantity of flow
which corresponds to an abscissa :x, we must consider that the
quantity which flows during unit of time, across one element of
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the section, is equal to the product of the coefficient Ie, of the-area

dydls, of the element dt, and of the ratio :

taken with the nega-

JJ

tive sign. We must therefore take the integral - Ie dy dis :

'

from z == 0 to B == 1, the half thickness of the bar, and then from
y == 0 to Y == l. We thus have the fourth part of the whole flow.
The result of this calculation discloses the law according to
which the quantity of heat which crosses a section of the bar
decreases; and we see that the distant parts receive very little
heat from the source, since that which emanates directly from it
is directed partly towards the surface to be dissipated into the ail'.
That which crosses any section whatever of the prism forms, if we
may so say, a sheet of heat whose density varies from one point
of the section to another. It is continually employed to replace
the heat which escapes at the surface, through the whole end of
the prism situated to the right of the section: it follows therefore
that the whole heat which escapes during a certain time from this
part of the prism is exactly compensated by that which penetrates
it by virtue of the interior conducibility of the solid.
To verify this result, we must calculate the produce of the flow
established at the surface. The element of surface is dzdy, and"
being its temperature, luxkdy is the quantity of heat which
escapes from this element during the unit of time. Hence the

JJ

integral A tk dy 'V expresses the whole heat which has escaped
from a finite portion of the surface. We must now employ the
known value of v in y, supposing ~ == I, then integrate once from
y == 0 to Y = l, and a second time from ~ = ~ up to ~ == 00 • We
thus find half the heat which escapes from the upper surface of
the prism; and taking four times the result, we have the heat lost
through the upper and lower surfaces.

If we now make use of the expression II, Jd.x Jdis v, and give to
y in tI its value l, and integrate once from • == 0 to • = l, and a
second time from ~ = 0 to ~ = 00; we have one quarter of the heat
which escapes at the lateral surfaces.

JJ

The integral" th dy v, takcn bctween the limits indicated gives
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JJ

and the integral h da: die '11 gives
ha

11

Jml+"".

cos ml sin me-."'''''+f&'.

Hence the quantity of heat which the prism loseR at its surface,
throughout the part situated to the right of the section whose
abscissa is a:, is composed of terms all analogous to
4ha

Jm'+",,1

e-z",,,,I+f&'

{.!.m sin ml cos nl + ""! cos ml sin nl} .

On the other hand the quantity of heat which during the same
time penetrates the section whose abscissa is a: is composed of
terms analogous to

4kaJm'
. lI""sm
_1 • 1Il
mn +",,' e-It"'''''+''' sm
;
the following equation must therefore necessarily hold

Ie J~ sm
. 7'U,
_1'
sin 111==
mn

. m1cos 111
Jh
sm
._ .... m m'+nl

+ J
n

h

m'+n'

cos ml sin 1Il,

or Ie (ml + n') sin ml sin n1 == hm cos ml sin n1 + Ian sin ml cos nl :
now we have separately,
lem'sin ml cos 1Il = hm cos mlsin n1,
msinml h
cos ml ==Tc;

or
we have also

len' sin nlsin ml == hn cos nlsin ml,
11 sin 711
h
cosnl = Ie •

or

Hence the equation is satisfied. This compensation which is incessantly established between the heat dissipated and the heat
transmitted, is a manifest consequence of the hypothesis; and
analysis reproduces here the condition which has already been ex~a

n
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pressed; but it was useful to notice this conformity in a new
problem, which had not yet been submitted to analysis.
332. Suppose the half side l of the square which serves as the
base of the prism to be very long, and that we wish to ascertain the
law according to which the temperatures.at the different points of
the axis decrease; we must give to !I and. nul values in the
general equation, and to l a very great value. Now the construc-

i '.the second

tion shews in this case that the first value of e is

3;,

the third

5;,

&c. Let us make these substitutions in the general

equation, and replace nil, ni, nal, n,l, &C. by their values

5'11' 7'11'

•

h

l'_......

-!!

2"' 2" ' and also substItute t e uu.cl>lon cc for e

II;

i, a; ,

we then find

11')' = 1 (Vl'+ll
1 "'11+31 + 5
1 ccviIi-iii v ('4'
Cl
- 3Cl

&)
c.

_! (ccVII+11 _ ! ccVII+S' + ! cc VII+r.t - &0.)
3

3

5

+ ~ (cc vii+ii _ ~ ccVIP+II + ~ aVIP+r.t _

&c.)

-&c.
We see by this result that the temperature at different points
of the axis decreases rapidly according as their distance from the
onglO increases. If then we placed on a support heated and
maintained at a permanent temperature, a prism of infinite height,
having as base a square whose half side l is very great; heat would
be propagated through the interior of the prism, and would be dissipated at the surface into the surrounding air which is supposed
to be at temperature O. When the solid had arrived at a fixed
state, the points of the axis would have very unequal temperatures, and at a height equal to half the side of the base the
temperature of the hottest point would be less than one fifth part
of the temperature of the base.
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CHAPTER VIII.
OF THE MOVEMENT OF HEAT IN A SOLID CUBE.

333. IT still remains for us to make use of the equation

(d'V

rh)

dv K
d'v
de = CD tk' + dl + dz' ................. {a),
which represents the movement of heat in a solid cube exposed
to the action of the air (Chapter 11., Section v.). Assuming, in
the first place, for" the very simple value e-- cos na: cos P!I cos q.,
if we substitute it in the proposed equation, we have the equartion of condition m = k (n' +pi + r/), the letter k denoting the
coefficient

~.

It follows from this that if we substitute for

n, p. q any quantities whatever, and take for m the quantity
Ie (nl + pi + rf), the preceding value of ,,' will always satisfy the
partial differential equation. We have therefore the equation
v =8-i(.I+JI'+9"l' cos na: cos P!I cos q.. The nature of the problem
requires also that if I1J changes sign, and if !I and. remain the
same, the function should not change; and that this should also
hold with respect to y or 16: now the value of v evidently satisfies
these conditions.
334. To express the state of the surface, we must employ the
following equations :
dv
± K da:
+1,,=0
dv

± K dy +1,,=0 .............................. (b).

± K dv
dz +1,,=0
21-2
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These ought to be satisfied when :x: = ± a, or !I = ± a, or B = ± a.
The centre of the cube is taken to be the origin of co-ordinates :
and the side is denoted by a.
The first of the equations (b) giVeR
=1=

e-..c fa sin na: cos P'!I cos gz +

or

.i

cos na: cosP!I cos q. = 0,

h

ntanna:+K=O,

=1=

an equation which must hold when:x: ... ±a.
It follows from this that we cannot take any value whatever for n, but that this quantity must satisfy the condition

na tan na =~a.
Ci tan

We must therefore solve the definite equation -

e =~a, which gives the value of e, and take n = ~.

Now the

equation in e has an infinity of real roots; hence we can find for
n an infinity of different values. We can ascertain in the same
manner the values which may be given to p and to q; they are
all represented by the construction which was employed in the
preceding problem (Art. 321). Denoting these roots by "1' n., n a, &c.;
we can then give to tI the particular value expressed by the
equation
e-it("'+pI+qI) cos M cos P!I C08 gf8,

,,=

provided we substitute for n one of the roots nl , n., na, &c., and
select p and g in the same manner.
335. We can thus form an infinity of particular values of tI,
and it evident that the sum of several of these values will also
satisfy the differential equation (a), and the definite equations (b).
In order to give to tI the general form which the problem requires,
we may unite an indefinite number of terms similar to the term
ae-kt(tt"+JI'+qIj cos na: cos P'!I cos gB.
The value of " may be expressed by the following equation:

,,= (a cos n,a: e-

+ a l cos n~ trA " + aa cos naa: e-n.tt + &c.),
(b, cos "IY e- t + b cos 'flaY e-o.'t + ba cos naY e-o.'t + &c.),
(c cos n1z e-hl't + c. cos ?lIZ rho" + ca cos naY co.', + &c.).
l

h ,"

h l"

l

i
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The second member is formed of the product of the three
factors written in the three horizontal lines, and the quantities
ai' a, • a•• &c. are unknown coefficients. Now, according to the
hypothesis. if t be made = 0, the temperature must be the same at
all points of the cube. We must therefore determine ai' ai' a., &0.,
so that the value of v may be constant, whatever be the values of
11:, y. and IS, provided that each of these values is included between
a and - a. Denoting by 1 the initial temperature at all points of
the solid, we shall write down the equations (Art. 323)

1 = a l cos ""111: + a. cos n,p: + a. cos n.:» + &c.,
1 = bl cos naY + b. cos nt!l + b. cos nt!l + &c.,
1 = cl cos nilS

+ 0. cos nsZ + c. cos nsZ + &0.,

in which it is required to determine all a•• a., &C. Mter multiplying each member of the first equation by cos niD, integrate
from II: = 0 to II: = a: it follows then from the analysis formerly
employed .(Art. 324) that we have the equation

1

~ycosy

.ycosy

.ycosy

nla

nla

"".a

(1 + sin2 2""la) +!2 n,a (1 + sin2 2n,a) +!2",,·a (1 + sin2 2ns~)
2 ""la

::a!

+&0.
p
. by p.. the quantlty
. 2
1 (1 + sin2n
Denotmg
2np ) ,we h'ave

sin n a
sin n a
sin n a
1 = __1_ cos nlll: + - - ' cos n,p: + ==-::a::.cos nil' + &c.
"lap.l
"".ap..
n.ap..
This equation holds always when we give to:» a value included
between a and - a.
From it we conclude the general value of v, which is given by
the following equation
'11

sinn a cos n II: ,-hi' + sinn
= ( ::=...:.:J.:
- a cos nil' ,-..... +&c)
.•
nlap.l
nlap..
I

I

&.00'

1

( Sin nla
",,&ap.1

COS

naY e-ha't + sin n,a cos nJl e- ho"

( sin nla cos n IS tr hl"'
. nlap.l
1

n.pp..

+ &c.).

+ sin n.a COS"sZ ,,- hoi' + &c.) .
n.ap..
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336. The expression for tI is therefore formed of three similar
functions, one of :1:, the other of y, and the third of 15, which is
easily verified directly.

In fact, if in the equation

(JltI

dtl

d'tI

d'tI)

de == k dr + iiit + fk' '

we suppose t1 == XYZ; denoting by X a function of :I: and t,
by Y a function of y and t, and by Z a function of 15 and t, we have

YZ dX+ZXdY+XydZ_k(YZd'X ZXd'Y + XY d'2\

=~

~

1 dX

or

~-

1 dY

1 dZ

~

u+

(1 d'X

I tI-Y

0)'

1 tJlz\

X dt + Y tit + Z tit == k X dr + Y dy' + Z ~) ,

which implies the three separate equations

dX

d'X dY

d'Y dZ

d'Z

tit ==k d:JJ' dc =k d!l' dt ==k tk"

We must also have as conditions relative to the surface,

dV k
dV k
dV k
fk + K V == 0, dy + K V == 0, da + K V == 0,
whence we deduce
dX II,
dY II,
dZ II,
da: +gX=O, dy + XY=O, d8 +XZ==O.
It follows from this, that, to solve the problem completely, it is
enough to take the equation
equation of condition :

+

~~ == k ::;,

iu ==

and to add to it the

0, which must hold when

~ == a.

We must then put in the place of ~, either y or z, and we shall
have the three functions X, Y, Z, whose product is the general
value of 11.
Thus the problem proposed is solved as follows:
11

f/J

(~,

== f/J (~, t) f/J VI, t) f/J (.z, t) ;

sinn a
t) =~ cos nl~ e-ImJ."
"'lap.l

... ~
+ sinn_1-a cos n.~ 6 _ ....

..

".ap..

_0

sinn a

+ __

",

I

cos

... " + &C. ;
".a: 6-....
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"I' "., n., &c. being given by the following equation
ho,'

etane== K'
in which e represents

no,

and the value of "', is

!

2

(1

sin 2n.a)

+ 2n.a

.

In the same manner the functions 4> (Jj, t), 4> (z, t) are found.
337. We may be assured that this value of t1 solves the problem in all its extent, and that the complete integral of the partial
ditl'erential equation (a) must necessarily take this form in order
to express -the variable temperatures of the solid.
In fact, the expression for tI satisfies the equation (a) and the
conditions relative to the surface. Hence the variations of temperature which result in one instant from the action of the molecules
and from the action of the air on the surface, are those which we
should find by differentiating the value of tI with respect to the
time t. It follows that if, at the beginning of any instant, the
function tI represents the system of temperatures, it will still
represent those which hold at the commencement of the following
instant, and it may be proved in the same manner that the variable state of the solid is always expressed by the function tI, in
which the value of t continually increases. Now this function
agrees with the initial state: hence it represents all the later
states of the solid. Thus it is certain that any solution which
gives for t1 a function ditl'erent from the prec~ding must be wrong.
338. If we suppose the time t, which has elapsed, to have
become very great, we no longer have to consider any but the
first term of the expression for .,,; for the values nl , "., n.. &c. are
arranged in order beginning with the least. This term is given
by the equation
sin n a"
tI == ( _ _1_) COS nlz C08 "'IY cos n,z e- 8kta1It j
"'10

"'1

this then is the principal state towards which the system of temperatures continually tends, and with which it coincides without
sensible error after a certain value of t. In this state the tempe-
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rature at every point decreases proportionally to the powers of
the fraction 6-·btl ; the successive states are then all similar, or
rather they differ only in the magnitudes of the temperatures
which all diminish as the terms of a geometrical progression, preserving their ratios. We may easily find, by means of the preceding equation, the law by which the temperatures decrease from
one point to another in direction of the diagonals or the edges of
the cube, or lastly of a line given in position. We might ascertain also what is the nature of the surfaces which determine the
layers of the same temperature. We see that in the final and
regular state which we are here considering, points of the same
layer preserve always equal temperatures, which would not hold
in the initial state and in those which immedia.tely follow it.
During the infinite continuance of the ultimate state the mass is
divided into an infinity of layers all of whose points have a common temperature.
339. It is easy to determine for a given instant the mean
temperature of the mass, that is to say, that which is obtained by
taking the sum of the products of the volume of each molecule
by its temperature, and dividing this sum by the whole volume.
We thus ·form the expression

JJrd~~!.dz,

which is that of the

mean temperature V. The integra.l must be taken successively
with respect to (C, y, and te, between the limits a and - a: tI being
equal to the product X Y Z, we have .

V= JXcla: JYdy JZclz;
thus the mean temperature is

(J~;:r,

since the three complete

integrals have a common value, hence

:J V = (sin nla)1 ~ 6-btll + (sin ". a)1 .!. 6--.11 + &0.
n1a

n.a

11-.

11-.

The quantity na is equal to E, a root of the equation e tan E =";

-re2e) .

. equa.l to 2
1 ( 1 + sin
and II- IS

different roots of this equation by

,

We have then, denoting the

E., E., E..

&c.,.
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2JV= ( sin e)' *'

-1~;

_1

/I

•

e1 1 +slD2et
2e1

e)1 *'-k~t

+ (sin
_s
e·

.

/II
i

1 +sm2e,
2e,

+&c.

•

eJ is between 0 and ~ 'Ir, e. is between 'Ir and 3; , e. between 2'71' and
5

2 '71', the roots e., ".. e" &c. approach more and more nearly to the

inferior limits 'Ir, 2'71', 3'71', &c., and end by coinciding with them
when the index i is very great. The double arcs 2e1, 2e" 2e., &c.,
are included between 0 and 'Ir, between 2'71' and 3'71', between 4?r
and 5'71'; for which reason the sines of these arcs are all positive:
. . 1 + sin2 2e, ' 1 + sin
2e. &c., are positive
. . an d'mcI uded
t h e quantities
-2-'
e1

e.

between 1 and 2. It follows from this that all the terms which
enter into the value of :; V are positive.
340. We propose now to compare the velocity of cooling in
the cube, with that which we have found for a spherical mass.
We have seen that for either of these bodies, the system ~f temperatures converges to a permanent state which is sensibly attained
after a certain time; the temperatures at the different points of
the cube then diminish all together preserving the same ratios,
and the temperatures of one of these points decrease as the terms'
of a geometric progression whose ratio is not the same in the two
bodies. It follows from the two solutions that the ratio for the
.1

sphere is 8 -hi and for the cube e -S(iil. The quantity n is given by
the equation
cosna
h
na smna
-.-- = 1 - Ka,

a being the semi-diameter of the sph£'re, and the quantity e is givE'n
by the equation e tan f! =

ia, a

being the half side of the cube.

This arranged, let us consider two different cases; that in
which the radius of the sphere and the half side of the cube are
each equal to a, a very small quantity; and that in which'the
value of a is very great. Suppose then that the two bodies are of
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small dimensions; ; having a very small value, the same is the
case with e, we have therefore
..
, -. jilt

!K == E', hence the fraction
u

is equal to ,nfDii •

Thus the ultimate temperatures which we observe are expressed in
r
A __a~
H
. h
. na cos na 1 h
t h e lorm..a, ClJG.
now m t e equatlOn.
== -Ka, we
smna
suppose the second member to differ very little from unity, we find
h n'a
.
_ . -~
K== ""3' hence the fractIon, bI 18' CDa..
We conclude from this that if the radius of the sphere is very
small, the final velocities of cooling are the same in that solid and
in the circumscribed cube, and that each is in inverse ratio of the
radius; that is to say, if the temperature of a cube whose half side
is a passes from the value A to the value B in the time t, a IIphere
whose semi-diameter is a will also pass from the temperature .A.
to the temperature B in the same time. If the quantity a were
changed for each body so as to become a, the time required for
the passage from A to B would have another value t', and the
ratio of the times t and t' would be that of the half sides a and a'.
The same would not be the case when the radius a is very great:
for e is then equal to t7T, and the values of na are the quantities
71', 271", 371", 471", &c.
We may then easily find, in this case, the values of the fractions

."

,-ai/' , ,-Iml j

Sk,,1

hi

they are ,--iii' and e-/ii •

From this we may derive two remarkable consequences: 1st, when
two cubes are of great dimensions, and a and a' are their halfsides; if the first occupies a time t in passing from the temperature
.A. to the temperature B, and the second the time t' for the same
interval; the times t and (will be proportional to the squares a'
and a" of the half-sides. We found a similar result for spheres of
great dimensions. 2nd, If the length a of the half-side of a cube
is considerable, and a sphere has the same magnitude a for radius,
and during the time t the temperature of the cube falls from .A to
B, a different time ( will elapse whilst the temperature of the
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sphere is falling from A to B, and the times t and ( are in the
ratio of 4 to 3.
Thus the cube and the inscribed sphere cool equally quickly
when their dimension is small; and in this case the duration of
the cooling is for each body proportional to its thickness. If the
dimension of the cube and the inscribed sphere is great, the final
duration of the cooling ill not the same for the two solids. This
duration is greater for the cube than for the sphere, in the ratio of
4 to 3, and for each of the two bodies severally the duration of the
cooling increases as the square of the diameter.
341. We have supposed the body to be cooling slowly in atmospheric air whORe temperature is constant. We might submit
the surface to any other condition, and imagine, for example, that
all its points preserve, by virtue of some external cause, the fixed
temperature O. The quantities n, p, g, which enter into the value
of tJ under the symbol cosine, must in this case be such that cos 1u.r:
becomes nothing when :D has its complete value a, and that the
same is the case with cos py and cos glS. If 2a the side of the
cube is represented by'lT', 271' being the length of the circumference
whose radius is 1; we can express a particular value of tJ by the
following equation, which satisfies at the same time the general
equation of movement of heat, and the state of the swface,

tJ=e

-a!C~

CD

cosa;. cosy. cos IS.

This function is nothing, whatever be the time t, when a; or y or z
receive their extreme values + ~ or...,.

i' : but the expression for the

temperature cannot have this simple form until after a considerable time has elapsed, unless. the given initial state';'s itself
represented by cos :D cos Y cos z. i'his is what we have supposed
in Art. 100, Sect. VIII. Chap. I. The foregoing analysis proves the
truth of the equation employed in the Article we have just cited.
Up to this point we have discussed the fundamental problems
in the theory of heat, and have considered the action of that
element in the principal bodies. Problems of such kind and order
have been chosen, that each presents a new difficulty of a higher
degree. We have designedly omitted a numerous variety of
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intermediate problems, such as the problem of the linear movement
of heat in a prism whose ends are maintained at fixed temperatures,
or exposed to the atmospheric air. The expression for the varied
movement of heat in a cube or rectangular prism which is cooling
in an aeriform medium might be generalised, and any initial
state whatever supposed. These investigations require no other
principles than those which have been explained in this work.
A memoir was published by H. Fourier in the Ml'llWiru tk l'..fcatUmie the
Tome VIL Paris, 1827, pp. 605-624, entitled, M I'llWire ,ur la dutinctioll thI

8ci~e"

racinu imaginaire" d

Itlr

"application the tMIWmnu d'analll,e alglbrique a_

n con&aina a
proof of two propositions in the theory of heat. If there be two solid bodies of
similar convex forma, such that corresponding elements have the same denait7,
specifio capacity for heat, and conductivity, and the same initial distribution of
temperature, the condition of the two bodies will always be the same after times
which are as the squares of the dimensions, when, 1st, corresponding elements
of the B1lrfaoea are maintained at constant temperatures, or 2nd, when the temporatures of the extarior medium at corresponding points of the aurfaoe remain
constant.
For the velocities of fiow along linea of fiow acrosa the terminal areas .. " of
corresponding prismatio elements are as u - tI: u' - tI, where (u, tI), (u', V) are temperatures at pairs of points at the same distanoe 1 !J. on opposite sides of • and ";
and if " : 71' is the ratio of the dimensions, ,,- tI : u ' - tI =,,' : fa. If then, dt, dt' be
corresponding timea, 'the quantities of heat received by the prismatio elements are
as ,k (u- tI) d.t : ,'k (u' - tI) dt', or as flin'dt : ,,"ndt'. But the volumes being as
n l : "II, if the corresponding changes of temperature are always equal we must have
lquatiOfll trafllCendantu qui citpmdent cit la tMorie cit la chaleur.

"t.,(dI

flllndt'

dI

fli

---na = -;;a , or dt' =fi's'
In the second oaae we must suppose H: H'=n':

fa.

[A. F.]

•
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CHAPTER IX.
OF THE DIFFUSION OF HBA T.

FIRST SECTION.
Of the free mOt16f1l.8nt of heat in an infinite li'.6.
342. HERE we consider the movement of hea.t in a solid
homogeneous mass, all of whose dimensions are infinite. The
solid is. divided by planes infinitely near and perpendicular to a
common axis; and it is first supposed that one part only of the •
solid has been heated, that, namely, which is enclosed between
two pa.rallel planes .A and B, whose distance is g; all other parts
have the initial temperature 0; but any plane included between
.A. and B has a given initial temperature, regarded as arbitrary,
and common to every point of the plane; the temperature is different for different planes. The initial state of the mass being
thus defined, it is required to determine by analysis all the succeeding states. The movement in question is simply linear, and
in direction of the axis of the plane; for it is evident that there
can be no transfer of heat in any plane perpendicular to the axis,
since the initial temperature at every point in the plane is the
same.
Instead of the infinite solid we may suppose a prism of very
small thickness, whose lateral surface is wholly impenetrable to
heat. The movement is then considered only in the infinite line
which is the common axis of all the sectional planes of the prism.
The problem is more general, when we attribute temperatures
entirely arbitrary to all points of the part of the solid which has
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been heated, all other points of the solid having the initial temperature O. The laws of the distribution of heat in an infinite
solid mass ought to have a simple and remarkable character;
since the movement is not disturbed by the obstacle of surfaces,
or by the action of a medium.
343. The position of each point being referred to three rectangular axes, on which we measure the co-ordinates ~, tI, ., the
temperature sought is a function of tbe variables ~,!I, ., and of
the time t. This function tI or t/>(~,!I, ., t) satisfies the general
equation
dtl
K (cJWtI cJWtI cJWV);
dt = OJ) (kI+ dll+ fbi .................. (a).
Further, it must necessarily represent the initial state which is
arbitrary; thus, denoting by F(~, tI, .) the given value of the
temperature at any point, taken when the time is nothing, that is
to say, at the moment when the diffusion begins, we must have
t/>(~,

tI, z, 0) == F(:r:, '!i,.) . ................. (b).

Hence we must find flo function tI of the four variables a:,!I, /I, t,
which satisfies the differential equation (a) and the definite equation (b).
In the problems which we previously discussed, the integral is
subject to a third condition which depends on the state of the
surface: for which reason the analysis is more complex, and the
solution requires the employment of exponential terms. The
form of the integral is very much more simple, when it need only
satisfy the initial state; and it would be easy to determine at
once the movement of heat in three dimensions. But in order to
explain this part of the theory, and to ascertain according to what
law the diffusion is effected, it is preferable to consider first the
linear movement, resolving it into the two following problems: we
shall see in the sequel how they are applied to the case of three .
dimensions.
344. First. problem: a part ab of an infinite line is raised at
all points to the temperature 1; the other points of the line are at
the actual temperature 0; it is assumed that the heat cannot be
dispersed into the surrounding medium; we have to determine
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what is the state of the line after a given time. This problem
may be made more general, by supposing, 1st, that the initial
temperatures of the points included between a and b are unequal
and represented by the ordinates of any line whatever, which we
shall regard first as composed of two symmetrical parts (see fig. 16);
Fig. 16.

------~:~------l

2nd, that part of th~ heat is dispersed through the surface of the
solid, which is a prism of very small thickness, and of infinite
length.
The second problem consists in determining the successive
states of a prismatic bar, infinite in length, one extremity of
which is submitted to a constant temperature. The solution of
these two problems depends on the integration of the equation

dv
dt

K d'v

HL

= aD a,w- ODS v,

(Article 105), which expresses the linear movement of heat. v is
the temperature .which the point at distance a: from the origin
must have after the lapse of the time t; K, H, a, D, L, S, denote
the internal and surface conducibilities, the specific capacity for
heat, the density, the contour of the perpendicular section, and
the area of this section.
.
345. Consider in the first instance the case in which heat is
propagated freely in an infinite line, one part of which ab has
received any initial temperatures; all other points having the
initial temperature o. If at each point of the bar we raise the
ordinate of a plane curve so as to represent the actual temperature at that point, we see that after a certain value of the time t,
the state of the solid is expressed by the form of the curve.
Denote by v=F(:r;) the equation which corresponds to the given
initial state, and first, for the sake of making the investigation
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more simple, suppose the initial form of the curve to be composed
of two symmetrical parts, so that we have the condition
F(z) =F(-z).
Let

K

HL

CD=Tc, ODS=h;

. dt
a" =I:di!-Av,
d'"
in the equatIOn
make

V=6-w ",

and we ha\"e

a"

d'u
·tJt=Tc,y.
Assume a particular value of ". nameiy. a cos qz 6-qtc j a and q
being arbitrary constants. Let ql' q" 'I.•• &c. be a series of any
values whatever. and ai' a., a,. &c. a series of corresponding
values of the coefficient Q, we have
" = al cos (ql2:)

6-""" + a. cos (q,p:) ~'c + a, cos (qaZ) e-/"b" + &c.

Suppose first that the values ql' q., q" &co increase by infinitely
small degrees, as the abscissre q of a certain curve; so that they
become equal to aq, 'Mq, 3dq, &c.; dq being. the constant differential of the abscissa; next that the values ai' a., a" &c. are proportional to the ordinates Q of the same curve, and that they
become equal to QlrUJ., Q,dq, Q.,[q, &c., Q being a certain function
of q. It follows from this that the vaJue of " may be expressed
thus:

f

"=

dq Q cos qz 6-lv"I,

Q is an arbitrary function f(q). and the integral may be taken
from q = 0 to q = 00 • The difficulty is reduced to determining
suitably the function Q.
346. To determine Q. we must suppose t :: 0 in the expression
for ", and equate" to F (z). We have therefore the equation of
condition
F(:e) = fdqQcosq:e.

{
•

H we substituted for Q any function of q, and conducted the
integration from q = 0 to q = 00. we should find a function of:l!:
it is required to solve the inverse problem. that is to say. to
ascertain what function of '1, after being substituted for Q, gives
~ the result the function F(:e), a remarkable problem whose
~ution demands attentive examination.
I
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Developing the sign of the integral. we write as follows. the
equation from which the value of Q must be derived:
F(z) =dqQI cos '1lI: + dqQ. cos q,p:+ dqQ. cos q,p: + &c.

In order to make all the terms of the second member disappear, except one. multiply each side by tk cos rx. and then
integrate with respect to z from z = 0 to fIJ = n'lr. where n is an
infinite number, and r represents a magnitude equal to anyone.
of'll' '1., 'la' &c.• or which is the same thing dq, 2dq, 3dq, &c. Let
'1, be any value whatever o( the variable '1, and qJ a.nother value.
namely. that. which we have taken for rj we shall have t' = jdq,
and '1 = idq. Consider then the infinite number n to express how
many times unit of length contains the element dq, 80 that we
have n = J'1'

Proceeding to the integration we find that the

J

value of the integral tk cos fJ.z cos rz is nothing. whenever r and

'1 have different magnitudes j .but its value is

~ nw.

when f'" t'.

This follows from the fact that integration eliminates from the
second member all the terms, except one j namely, that which
contains fJJ or t'. The function which affects the same term
is lJi, we have therefore

jtk F (z) cos (p: ::a dq Qj ~ n."..
and substituting for ndq its value I, we have

~2QJ =jtkF(:e)cosqa:.

j:ck

We find then, in general, 'lr2Q ~
F(z) cos'1fIJ. Thus, to
determine the function Q which satisfies the proposed condition.
we must multiply the given function F(z) by ckcosqz, and integrate from z nothing to a: infinite, multiplying the result by

~;

J

that is to say. from the equation F (z) == dqf (q) cosqz. we deduce
f(q)

=~Jd.rF(a:)cosqr. the function
F. 11.

F(z) representing the

--

""
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initial temperatul'es of an infinite prism, of which an intermediate
part only is heated. Substituting the value ofj(gJ in the expression for F (z), we obtain the general equation

.

i F(x) = f;dq

COB

q:x:

f:ck F(:x:) cos q:x: ••••••••• (e).

347. If we substitute in tbe expression for" the value which
we have found for the function Q, we have the following integral,
which contains the complete solution of the proposed problem,

f

f

' ; - a- w dq <me gz e-ilgIt cU: F (z) COB q%.

The integral, with respect to m, being taken from fD nothing
to fD infinite. the result is a function of g j and taking then the
integral with respect to q from g == 0 to g = 00 • we obtain for t1 a
function of m and t. which represents the sucoossive states of the
solid. Since the integration with respect to fD makes this variable
disappear, it may be replaced in the expression of f) by any variable a, the integral being taken between the same limits, namely
from a == 0 to a == 00 • We have then

or

~tJ = e-W[d% F(a) f;dqfl-ltJ'!: cosg%COS q%.
The integration with respect to g will give a function of

fD,

t and !Z, and taking the integral with respect to a we find a function of :x: and t only. In the last equation it would be easy to
effect the integration with respect to g. and thus the expression
of tJ would be changed. We can in general give different forms
to the integral of the equation
do
d'fJ
dt=kd~ -ho,

they all represent the same function of % and t.
348. Suppose in the first place that all the initial temperatures of points included between a and b, from :x: = - I, to :x: = I,
have the common value 1, and that the temperatures of all the
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other points arc nothing, tbe function F(:e). will be given by this
condition. It will then be necessary to integrate, with respect to
te, from 3: = 0 to 3: = I, for the rest of the integral is nothing
according to the hypothesis. We shall thus find

Q= -2 sin
---q and 'lTV
- = e- At
'IT'

q

2

l"'dq

.
- . e-IIq't cos q~ sm

0

q

g.

The second member may easily be converted into a convergent
series, as will be' seen presently; it represents exactly the state
of the solid at a given instant, and if we make in it c=0, it ex..
presses the initial state.
Thus the function

~1·0 c!!J
sin q cos q~
q

'IT'

is equivalent to unity, if

we give to 3: any value included between -1 and 1: but this
function is nothing if to 3: any other value be given not included
between - 1 and 1. We see by this that discontinuous functions
also may be expressed by definite integrals.
349. In order to give a second application of the preceding
formula, let us suppose the l?ar to have been heated at one of its
points by the constant action of the same source of heat, and
that it has arrived at its permanent state which is known to be
represented by a logarithmic curve.
It is required to ascertain according to what law the diffusion
oc"heat is effected after the source of heat is withdrawn. Denoting
hy F (3:) the initial value of the tempemture, we shall have
~iiL
F (z) = A e-~ K8 j A is the initial temperature of the point
most heated. To simplify the investigation let us make A = I,'
HL
and KS= 1. We have then F(3:) = ,r", whence we deduce

J

Q= rk e-· cos qlC, and taking the integral from
infinite, Q=-I
1 " Thus the value of v in
+'1
the following equation:
'IT'V _

2"-6

-Tat

3:

te

nothing .to

3:

and t is given by

r" dq1+'11
cos qlC -'1''''
e .

Jo

22-2
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J:i.':,le;

~t1 =

responds to the initial state. Hence the expression

which cor-

c:;

~ Jo· ~ J~

is equal to e--. It must be remarked that the function F(:r),
which represents the initial state, does not change its value according to hypothesis when a: becomes negative. The heat communicated by the 80urce before the initial 8tate was formed, is
propagated equally to the right. and the left of the point 0, which
directly receives it: it follows that the line whose equation is
y-

i

~Jo· C;,}~ is composed of two

symmetrical branches which.

are formed by repeating to right and left of the axis of y the part
of the logarithmic curve which is on the right of t.he axis of !I, and
whose equation is !I'" '-. We soo here a second example of a
discontinuous function expressed by a definite integral. This
• 2f·dqC08qa:.
• al
- h
.
.. b t
fu nctlon
;.J0 1 +
18 eqwv ent to. w en tI: 18 pos1tive, u

it

it is .. when tI: is negative'.
351. The problem of the propagation of heat in an infinite
bar, one end of which is subject to a constant temperature, is
reducible, as we shall see presently, to that of the diffusion of heat
in an infinite line; hut it must be supposed that the initial heat,
instead of affecting equally the two contiguous halves of the solid,
i8 distributed in it in contrary manner; that is to say that representing by F (e) the temperature of a point whose distance from
the middle of the line i8 a:, the initial temperature of the opposite
point for which the distance is - e, has for value - F (a:).
This second problem differs very little from the preceding, and
might be solved by a similar method: but the solution may
also be derived from the analysis which has served to determine
for us the movement of heat in solids of finite dimensions.
Suppose that a part ab of the infinite prismatic bar has been
heated in any manner, see fig. (16-), and that the opposite part
afJ is in like state, but of contrary sign; all the rest of the solid
having the initial temperature O. Suppose also that the surround1 CI.

Riemann, Part.

DII.

Gleich. 118, p. 84. [A. F.]
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iug medium is maintained at the constant temperature 0, and that
it r~eives heat from the bar or communicates heat to it through
Pig. 16*.

the external surface. It is required to find, after a given time tJ
what will be the temperature " of a point whose distance from the
origin is "'.
We shall consider first the heated bar as having a finite
length 2X, and as being submitted to some external cause which
maintains its two ends at the constant temperature 0; we shall
then make X = 00.
352. We first employ the equation

d" K d'" H L
du
d'v
at == UJ) iIii - ODS" j or dt - k ct.d' - k,,;
and making 11=e-l#u we have

au _kd'u
dt -

dZ'

the general value of u may be expressed as follows:

u = a 1e-"vl"' sin g,a: + ale-Itflltt sin gall: + a.e-qlt sin9la: + &c.
Making then II) == X, which ought to make the value of tI
nothing, we have, to determine the series of exponents 0, the
condition sin OX = 0, or oX = i'lf', i being an integer.
Hence
til -

ale

wi
-It Xi '

.I~

• 'If'Z
- . X I ' 27Ta;
sm X + a~e
8m X + &c.

It remains only to find the series of constants ai' a.,
Making t = 0 we have
'If'
• 27Ta;
• 3mJ: &c.

a.,

&c.

.

u- FeZ )=a,BID X+ a• BID X +a.slDT+

....
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J(r) ==
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(r!) by f (r); we have

"I sin r + ". sin 2r + ". sin 3r + &c.

Now, we have previously found

a.=~JdrJ(r) sinir,

the inte-

gral being taken from r == 0 to r == '11'. Hence

f

.

'2 ",==d:cF{Z)SID i~z
X·

1r

The integral with respect to m must be taken from :D
m== X. Making these substitutions, we form the equation
t1

-

0 to

{-i!!' sin on:fx
X
dz F (m) sin on:
X

2
== X,-w,

.Z1

0

. 2~a:
+, -ii~!"t SID
X

f

.

dz F(a:) SID 2~
X + &0.} •••• (a).

353. Such would be the solution if the prism had a finite
length represented by 2X It is an evident consequence of the
principles which we have laid down up to this point; it remains
only to suppose the dimension X infinite. Let 1r == n~, fa being
an infinite number; also let tj be a variable whose infinitely smaU
increments dq are all equal; we write

;.g instead of n.

The general

term of the series which enters into equation (a) being
e

we represent by
infinite.

-i~'" SlD
. i~:X:J.7-F()
• i~a:
u.w
:x: SID X'
X

4

the number i, which is variable and becomes

Thus we have
X == ~,

fa

==

;q'

i

= :~(

Making these substitutions in the term in question wo find
,-l:q't sin tj:D

Jck F (m) sin

tj:».

Each of these terms must be divided

by X or ~, becoming thereby an infinitely small quantity, and
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the sum of the series is simply an integral, which must be taken
with respect to q from q = 0 to q = 00 • Hence

. " ... ~ 6- lt !dq6- tltl sin qll: !d3: F(II:) sinqll: ••••••••• (a),
the integral with respect to :II must be taken from :.t:: = 0 to II: .. co.
We may also write
""'
(!II)
(!II)
"2 =6- 111J0 aqe-1;qIt sin qz J0 d%F (a) sin qa,
or
Equation (a) contains the general solution of the problem;
and, substituting for F(:.t::) any function whatever, subject or not
to a continuous law, we shall always be able to express the value
of the temperature in terms of II: and t: only it must be reinarked
that the function F(ll:) corresponds to a line formed of two equal
and alternate parts\
354. If the initial heat is distributed in the prism in such a
manner that the line J'FFJ' (fig. 17), which represents the initial
Fig. 17.

rJ

state. is formed of two equal arcs situated right and left of
the fixed point 0, the varia.ble movement of the heat is expressed
by the equation
'1TfJ
(!II)
(!II)
2" =6- 111 J0 F (~) J0 dq 6-iq"C cos qz cos q'L

az

Fig. IS•

.,
If the line
1

IIII (fig.

18), which represents the initial state, is

ThaHstosay. F(z)=-P(-z). [A.F.]
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formed of two similar and alternate arcs, the integral which gives
the value of the temperature ia

'"'
(00 d2f(a) feD
'y==e-ltJo
0 dqe-~'Csinqa:sin2'tz.
If we suppose the initial heat to be distributed in any manner,
it will be easy to derive the expression for" from the two preceding solutions. In fact, whatever the function", (.r) may be, which
represents the given initial temperature, it can always be decomposed into two others F (a:) +f(a:), one of which corresponds to the
line FFFF, and the other to the line fff/, 80. that we have these
three ooIlditioDS

F(/D)'" F{-a:),f(;x:) =-/(- :x;), '" (a:)::o F(z) +fez).
We have already made use of this remark in Articles 233 and
We know also that each initial state gives rise to a variable
partial state which is formed as if it alone exillted. The composition of these different states introduces no change into the temperatures which would have occurred separately from each of
them. It follows &om this that denoting by " the variable temperature produced by the initial state which represents the total
function", (z), we must have
23~.

7=e-lt(foOO dq ,-k'l'lcos qa: fOlIO d2 F(a.} cos q2
+ fo~ dq e-lq'lsin qz fo'" da/(a.) sin qa).
If we took the integrals with respect to tl between the limits
and + 00 I it is evident that we should double the results.
We may then, in the preceding equation, omit from the first
member the denominator 2, and take the integrals with respect to
tl in the second form tl = - QO to cz = + 00 • We easily see also

- 00

that we could write

f::

da '" (a.) cos ql, instead

off::

da F(a.) cos 2'cz;

for it follows from the condition to which the function/(cz) is subject, that we must have

0=

f::

daf (a.) cos 2'2.
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We can also write

J::

ell cfJ (11) sin!l instead of

for we evidently have
0==

J:: el~F(2}

J::

elI1J(I1} cos q2,

sin qz.

We conclude from this
."" == e- AI roo aq

10

,-it" (f+ao
cla t/I (a) cos qll
-00

COB qfD

r.:

+

da cfJ (2) sm quin qa:)

,

== ,-AI {OO ~ 6-iqIt r+ oo da cfJ (a) COB ! (fD - a).

or,

'IM1

or.

'IM1 == 6- Al

10

1-00

f+<4 ch cfJ (a) roo ~ ,-'"II COS! (fD - tI).

-00

10

355. The solution of this second problem indicates clearly
what the relation is between the definite integrals which we have
just employed, and the results of the analysis which we have
applied to solids of a definite form. When, in the convergent
series which this analysis furnishes, we give to the quantities
which denote the dimensions infinite values; each of the
terms becomes infinitely small, and the sum of the series is
nothing but an integral. We might pass directly in the same
manner and without any physical considerations from the different
trigonometrical series which we have employed in Chapter m to
definite integrals; it will be sufficient to give some examples of
these transformations in which the results are remarkable.
356.

In the equation

1
.
1sID
' 3U+ 1 SID
i7l'=:slnu+
5 '5U+ &c.

a

we shall write instead of u the quantity ~; t» is a new variable,
fa

and fa is an infinite number equal to ~; q is a quantity formed by
the successive addition of infinitely small parts equal to tUJ.. We
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sball represent the variable number i by
term 2' 1 1 sin (2i + 1) ~ we put for i and

,+

becomes

n

~ sin 2qz.

lq.

R

their values, the term

Hence the sum of the series is

the integral being taken from q = 0 fA> q =
the equation 1'Jr =

If in the general

go ;

Ii

1

sin 2qz,

we have therefore

i (.., dq sin 2q.1: which

is always true whatever
q
be the positive value of z. Let 2q.1: = r, r being a new varia-

10

ble, we hfave aq = ar and i
q
r

'Ir

=}.., drr sin r; this value of the defi0

nite integral J~ sin r has been known for some time. H on
supposing r negative we took the same integral from r = 0 to
r = - go, we should evidently have a result of contrary sign -1".
3057. The remark which we have just made on the value of
.the

J

in~gral ~ sin r, which is 1'lr or -1 'Jr, serves fA> make known

the nature of the expression

-2f"'dqsin q cosqz,
'Ir 0

q

whose value we have already found (Article 348) fA> be ectnal to
1 or 0 according 88 z is or is not included between 1 and -1.
We have in fuet

f~q cosq:l:sin q= i fi sin q(z+ 1) - i f;sinq(Z-I);
the first term is equal to 1 'Ir or -1 'Jr according 88 :A1 + 1 is a
sinq(z-l) is equal
positive ornegativequantitYi the second 1
to 17t' or -1 'Jr, according 88 z -1 is a positive or negative quantity.

Ji

Hence the whole integral is nothing if:A1 + 1 and z - 1 have the
same sign i for, in this case, the two terms cancel each other. But
if these quantities are of different sign, that is to say if we have at
the same time
z + 1 > 0 and :A1- 1 < 0,
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the two terms add together and the value of the integral is
Hence the definite integraP

i"",

~ [00 dq sin g cos g:l: is

a function of aJ
g
equal to 1 if the variable a: has any value included between 1 and
- 1; and the same function is nothing for every other value of a:
not included between the limits 1 and - 1.

.".10

358. We might deduce also from the transformation of series
into integrals the properties of the two expressions I
~ [00 aq cos fJ~

.".10 l+t'

and ~ (00 qdq sin '1:1: •

.".1 0

1+( ,

·e-

the first (Art. 350) is equivalent to
when :I: is positive, and to
tf when a: is negative. The second is equivalent to e- if a: is positive,
and to - tf if a: is negative, so that the two integrals have the
same value, when :I: is positive, and have values of contrary sign
when a: is negative. One is represented by the line eeee (fig. 19),
the other by the line eeee (fig. 20).
Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

The equation

.! sin .".a: =sin ~ ~~_ ~ + sin 2!Z sin_~ + sin 3!Z sin ~ + &c.
2:l

a

.".. - a l

.".. -

22al

r -

31 a l

,

which we have arrived at (Art. 226), gives immediately the integral
sin q:l:.
. . , al
..
;;.2 10[00 aq sin1fJ'II'
_
whIch expresslon· 1B eqUlv ent to 8lD a:, if :I:

t

;

is included between 0 and .".. and its value is 0 wheneyer a: exceeds ."..
1
I

At the limiting values of z the value of this integral is I; RieDl&llJl, § 15.
Cf. BieDl&llJl, § 16.

I The substitutions required in the equation are lIZ for z, dq for ~J f for i!.
r
r
r
We then have sin z equal to a series equivalent to the above integral for values of z
between 0 and r, the original equation being true for values of:c between 0 and II.

[A.F.]
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359. The same transformation ~pplies to the general equation

1".1/> (u) == sin u Jau I/> (II) sin U + sin 211 Jail I/> (u) sin 2u + &co
Making u == ~, denote I/> (u) or I/> (;) by fez), and introduce into
the analysis a quantity g which receives infinitely small increments equal to aq, n will be equal to ~ and i to lq; substituting
these values in the general term
sin ~Jtk .I.
"

(=) sin ill:,,'

,,'" n

we find dq Binga: jekf(a:) sin gz.

The integral with respect to "

is taken from u == 0 to u -"', hence the integration with respect to
must be taken from ~ - 0 to z - mr, or from ~ nothing to ~
infinite.
We thus obtain a general result expressed by the equation
~

f:

1".f(z) = dg sin qa: jo""d;ef(a:) sing~

•.••••••• (,),

for which reason, denoting by Q a function of q such that we have

f(u)- jdqQsingu an equation in whichf(u) is a given function.
we shall have Q=!jauf(u) singu, the integral being taken from
We have already solved a similar problem
(Art. 346) and proved the general equation

u nothing to u infinite.

i'" F(a:) == J:dq cos g~ Jo""tkF(z) cosgz ••••.•••• (e).
which is analogous to the preceding.
360. To give an application of these theorems, let us suppose
=ai, the second member of equation (6) by this substitution

fez)

J

becomes j dg sin qa: d;x: sin ga: :If.
The integral

fck

sin gz III or

;1

jgck sin 'P (ga:)"
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is equivalent to

q~Iau sin u uP,

the integral being taken from

II

nothing to u infinite.
Let II- be the integral

10'"au sin tul ;
it remains to form the integral

I

dq sin qz q~l p., or p.a!

Jau

sin 11. u-(rH) j

denoting the last integral by II, taken from 11. nothing to u infinite,
we have as the result of two successive integrations the terr~
of 11-", We must then have, according to the condition expressed
by the equation (6),
17r a! =II-II:xl or pll = lw ;
thus the product of the two transcendants

("'au II sin u

Jo

For example, if r = -

and {'" au u-P sin u is i 7r.

Jo

11.

~ , we find the known result

sin "
J('o" auJii,
=yl~2 ...... ·• .... •.... •...... (a);
in the same manner we find

f'" auJu

cos u

. 0

=y/7r2 ........................ (b):

and from these two equations we might also conclude the followingS,
{'"
1
J0 dqe-fl" = 2-hr, which has been empJoyed for some time.
361. By means of the equations (6) and (Ii) we may solve the
following problem. which belongs also to partial differential
analysis. What function Q of the· variable q must be placed under
1

The way is simply to use the expressions,... == +cos Fi.+ ,.f=I sm J - h,

transforming CI and
.

bby writing yt for u and recollecting that J Fi = 1 +JJ-'C=-l •
~

Of, § 4(11, [R. I" E.]
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the integral sign in order that the expression

fdqQ e-

P

may be

equal to a given function, the integral being taken from f nothing
to q infinite 11 But without stopping for different coDRequences,
the examination of which would remove us from our chief object,
we shall limit ourselves to the following result, which is obtained
by combining the two equations (6) and (e).
They may be put under ~he form

1"
I"

12 wf(z) = J(0 dq sin gz 0 dif (Cl) sin gz,
1 wF (z) =
2

and

I-

0 dg

cos gz

0

dJ (~) cos g2.

If we took the integrals with respect to Cl from - ao to + JO.
the result of each integration would be doubled, which is a necessary consequence of the two conditions

/(a)=-/(-Cl) and

F(~}=F(-a).

We have therefore the two equations

wj(z) = [ dg sin qz

i!2j(a) sin gz,

and
We have remarked previously that any function tf> (z) can
always be decomposed into two others, one of which F(z) satisfies
the condition F (z) = F (- z), and the other fez) satisfies the
condition/(z) =- f(- :r). We have thus the two equations
0=[ .chF (2) sin ~21
1

To do t.his write

.

and 0 = [:dlj'(a) COSg2,

,+,.zP ill lIz) and add, thuefore
"focoaqzdq=/(zJ~)+/(-z Fi).

which remains the same on writing - z for a;

therefore Q= ~

yz [f(zJ~) +I( - z J-::i)] cos qz

dz.

Again we may subtract and use the sine bat the difficulty of dealing wi'Ul
imaginary qnanuUes recurs conUnna1ly. [R. L. E.]
.
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whence we conclude
'IT'

[F(.l:) + fez)]

= 'IT'~ (z) =[

dq sin qz

r:

dif(a.) sin q«

+J:dq cos q3J
a.nd

.".~ (z)

351

FOURIER'S THEOREM'.

1::

dll' (et) cos

qa:

=[dtJ.
sin 'l.z["d:z~ (II) sin ga.
o
-OIl

+ J:dtzcos~z [:d%~ (et) cos qt,
or

'IT'~ (z) =[GOd:..~ (II) .(Jq (sin qzsin qx+ cosq3J cos q:z);

orlnstlyl,

1
~(,l;)=;.

f+GO
_...dA~(c..) fCII
oJqcosq(3J-a) ... n ...... (E).

The integration with respect to q gives a. Cunction of aJ and
a., and the second integration makes the variable a. disappear.
Thus the function represented by the definite integral Jdqcosq (aJ-a)
has the singular property, that iC we multiply it by a.ny Cunction
~ (a) and by a2, and integrate it with respect to a. between infinite
limits, the result is equal to 'IT'~ (z) j 80 that the effect oC the integration is to change a. into aJ, and to multiply by the number 'IT'.
362. We might deduce equation (E) directly from the theorem
1 Poisson, in his Mlmoire fUr la None de. Onder, in the Mlmoirtl de l'~cadelllie
der Scinlce., Tome I. , Paris, 1818, pp. 85-87, first gave a direct proof of the theorem
1·
,+-.
J(z)=dIU-it cos (qz- qa)J(a),
11"

J. tlqJ
0

-.

in which li: is snpposed to be a small positive quantity which is made equal to 0
after the integrations.
Boole, On thi! ~ nalyrir oj DircOlltinuour FUflCtionr, in the Tranractionr oj thi!
Royallmll ~cademy, Vol. XXI., Dublin, 1848, pp. 126-130, introduces 80me analytical representations of discontinuity, and regards Fourier's Theorem as unproved
unless equivalent to the above proposition.
Defiers, at the end of a Note rur qutlqutr intlgralt, dljinit• .te., in the BuUetiJI
de. SciefICtI, Socilte Philomatique, Paris, 1819, pp. 161-166, indicates a proof of
Fourier's Theorem, which Poisson repeats in a modified form in the Journal Polytechniqlle, Cahier 19, p. 454. The special difliculties of this proof have beennoticed by De Morgan, Di,ffertfltial and Inttgral Calculur, pp. 619, 628.
An excellent discussion of the class of proofs here alluded to is given by
?tIr J. W. L. Glaisher in an article 011 .in CD and COl co , MeIBenger oj Mathtmatic.,
Ber. 1., Vol. v., pp. 232-2-14, Cambridge, 1871. [A. F.]
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stated in Article 234, which gives the development of any function F(x) in a series of sines and cosines of multiple arcs. We
pass from the last proposition to those which we have just demonstrated, by giving an infinite value to the dimensions. Each term
of the series becomes in this case a differential quantity·. Transformations of functions into trigonometrical series are some of the
elements of the analytical theoiy of heat; it is indispensable to
make use of them to solve the problems which depend on this
theory.
The reduction of arbitrary functions into definite integrals,
such as are expressed by equation (E), and the two elementary
equations from which it is derived, give rise to different consequences which are omitted here Sillce they have a less direct relation with the physical problem. We shall only remark that the
same equations present themselves sometimes in analysis under
other forms. We obtain for example this result

11.-dZI/I (a.) f-dq cos g (x - a.) ..........(E) .

1/1 (z) =-

'IF' 0

0

which differs from equation (8) in that the limits taken with
respect to a. are 0 and ao instead of being - ao and + ao •
In this case it must be remarked that the two equations (E)
and (E') give equal vHlues for the second member when the
variable z is positive. If tbis variable is negative, equation (E)
always gives a nul value for the second member. The .same is
not the case with equation (E), whose second member is equivalent to wl/l (z), whether we give to z a positive or negative value•
.All to equation (8) it solves the following problem. To find a
function of x such that if z is positive, the value of the function
may be 1/1 (z), and if z is negath'e the value of the function may
be always nothing'.
363. The problem of the propagation of heat in an infinite
line may besides be solved by giving to the integral of the partial
differential equation a different form which we shall indicate in
1 Riemann, Part. DiJ!. Gkich. § 82, gives the proof, and deducea the formwl8
.
corresponding to the oases F (z) = • p ( - z).
• These remarks are eesentia! to clearness of view. The eqUBtions from which
(£) and ita oognate form may be derived will be found in Todhunter's Iflugral
CaIMUI, Cambridge, 1862, § 816, Equations (8) and (4.). [A. F.]
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VARYING TEllPERATURl!: IN Uil'lNITK

BAR.3Z3

the following article. We shall first examine the ease in which
the source of heat is constant.
Suppose that, the initial heat being distributed in any manner
throughout the infinite bar, we maintain the section ...4 at a
constant temperature, whilst part of the heat communicated is dispersed through the external surface. It is required to determine
the state of the prism after a given time, which is the object of the
second problem that we have proposed to ourselves. Denoting by
1 the constant temperature of the end ..4, by 0 that of the medium,
_:eJHL
·we have,
KS as the expression of the final temperature of a
point situated at the distance til from this extremity, or simply
•
tior stmp
• I"lClty t he quan t'tty KS
HL to b e equaI to UDlty.
•
e-aJ assummg

;Denoting by t1 the variable temperature of the same point after
the time t has elapsed, we have, to determine v, the equation

dv Kd'v HL
dt == un d.J! - ODS tI,

., =

let now

_:eJHL
(I

K8

+ u',

we have

dU:
d!u'
,
"tit == k (Ji!- - "'" J

or
replacing

{n by k and ~)~ by A.

If we make " .. , -.'" we have ~i

. . k ~; the value of

tI'

or

-:eJ!!~

K8 is that of the difference between the actual and the
final temperatures; this difference u', which tends more and more
to vanish, and whose finaJ value is nothing, is equivalent at first to
" -

(I

-te.fl
F(x)

7'"

".

",

denoting by F (x) the initial temperature of a point situated at the
distance x. Letf(e) be the excess of the initial temperature over
F. H.

23
./
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the final temperature, we must find for u a function which satisfies
the equation

~~ == k : ; -

hu, and whose initial valtJe is /

(~), and
-.~

.

final value. O. At the point .A, or ~ == 0, the quantity tI- e
K8
has, by hypothesis, a constant value equal to O. We see by this
that u represents an excess of heat which is at first accumulated in
the prism, and which then escapes, either by being propagated to
in"finity, or by being scattered into the medium. Thus to represent
the effect which results from the uniform heating of the end .A of
a line infinitely prolonged, we must imagine, lst, that the line is
also prolonged to the left of the point .A, and that each point
situated to the right is now affected with the initial excess of
temperature; 2nd, that the other half of the line to the left of
the point .A' is in a contrary state; so that a point situated at the
distance - ~ from the point A has the initial temperature - /(1&) :
the heat then begins to move freely through the interior of the
bar, and to be scattered at the surface.
The point A preserves the temperature 0, and all the other
points arrive insensibly at the same state. In this manner we are
able to refer the case in which the external source incessantly communicates new heat, to that in which the primitive heat is proptr
gated through the interior of the solid. We might therefore solve
the proposed problem in the same manner ,as that of the diffusion
of heat, Articles 347 and 353; but in order to multiply methods' of
solution in a matter thus new, we shall employ the integral under
a different form from tha.t whi~h we have considered up to this
point.
"364. The equation

C;; ==k'Z is s&t~fied by supposing ""~ua1

to. 4"- tf'.. This function of 1& and t may also be put under the fo~
of a definite integral, which is very easily deduced from the known

J

J

value of dqe -gl. We have in fact J; = dqe -gl, when the integral
is taken from q == - «> to q

=+ DO •

We have therefore also

J"i- Jdqe-<Il+6)1,
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"b being any constant whatever and the limits of the integral the
same as before. From the equation

Jw.=e- 1JI J::dg:e-<qI+lb!l)
we conclude, by making b'
e'" =

= kt

Jl_J+'"
aqe-qle- IIlVkt, "
",. _CD'

hence the preceding value of u or B-- ff' is equivalent to

1 I+GD In _...
,,- e-p+lIlviij ;

J 7r- -GD'"'!te

we might also suppose" equal to the function
-u a.:rc

ae

e •

a and" being any two constants j and we should find in the same
way that this function is equivalent to

a_J+aIIdg:e-fJ.1e-Il!oD+lIlval,
J7r -GD
We can therefore in general take as the value of" the sum of an
infinite Dumber of such values, and we shall have

+ a.e-" s+lfJ.vSj
+&c,)
The constants aI' ai' ai' &c" and n1, "., "a' &0, being undetermined,
the series represents any function whatever of II: + 2fJ.Jliij we have
therefore u= Jdg:e-fJ.1 ' " (a: + 2qJIit). The integral should be taken
from fJ. - - co to fJ. == + co , and the value of u will necessarily satisfy
t he equati'on

au ~ k d'u
di
dIe"

This'mtegral

'
Wh'lCh
contains

one arb'1-

trary function was not known when we had undertaken our re-'
searches on the theory of heat, which were transmitted to the
Institute of France in the month of December, 1807: it has been

23-2
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given by}[ Laplace!, in a work which forms part of volume VIII
of the Memoires de 1'&ole Polytechnique j we apply it simply to
the determination of the linear movement of heat. From it we
conclude

when, =Othe value of u is F(x) - ,-111~
i6 orf(.r);
hence

f(tt:) = f::clq'-!l·~(a:) and

~ (tt:) = *-/(tt:).

Thus the arbitrary function which enters into the integral. is determined by means of the given function/(x), and we have the
following equation. which contains the solution of the problem.
V

== -

6-"f+·Jqt,-ti''f

m + J71'

6 -111¥ "

_.

-

(tt:+ 2I.J.Jkt).

it is easy to represent this solution by a construction.
365. Let us apply the previous solution to the case in which
all points of the line .AB having the initial temperature 0. the end
..tis heated so as to be maintained continually at the temperature 1. It follows from this that F {x} has a nul value when II:
difFers from o. Thusf(tt:} is equal to -6-IIIJfi whenever tt: differs
from 0. and to 0 when :,; is nothing. On the other hand it is
necessary that on making tt: negative, the value off(:,;) should change
sign, so that we have the conditionf(-x)--f(tt:). We thus
know the nature of the discontinu9us functionf(:,;); it becomes

-S-III~ when

tt: exceeds 0, and +Slll./fj when :z: is less than o.
We must now write instead of tt: the quantity tt: + 2qVkt. To find
1
,
u or J_.aqs-I if;8/(:';+ 2q.fiit). we must first take the integral

r--

from

:z: + 2qVkt = 0 to :,; + 2q..JL-t::c «) t
• l.1C1t1n1C11 ". rIicok Polyt«hiqtu, Tome mI. pp. 23S '", Pam, 1809.
Lap1aoe ahewa also that &he complete integral of &he equatiOD OODWDa only one
arbitrary faDction, but in this respect he had been an\i.eipated by POiSIOD. [.~ P.)
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and then from
II:

+2qVkt == -

to

00

II:

+ 2!I'VoG =O.

For the first part, we have

f

1
/iii.
- ./_
dg,e -til 6 -1.w+!9vkt)v'D
'V 71'

. '

and replacing k by its value

ffn we have

J

dq 6 -tz' e-(z+!9JFi)JIf!.
- ,.;-;;r
CD

/U,

1 -.Jli1.f,1~ _ql _!qJHU
- VTr
e
~e
e

or

III

CIJII ,

-z !BE

or

-

6

"'Ii e CIJtI
~'fdfJ.e-(tz+J@)1
..;;
CIJII •

Denoting the quantity q +
becomes

J ~;S

-z !BE

e "'Ii

- -v;;'

6

11£1
CIJtI

f

by r the preceding expression
.

dre-",

.

J

this integral are-r' must be taken by hypothesis from

I Kt
IKt
:c+ 2q V OD=O to :c+ 2q V .OD=OO,
or from

z

q=- -wtoq=ao,

2VOD
or from

I HLt

r==VODB -

II:

. IXt to r== Co.
2VOD

The second part of the integral is
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or
or
denoting by r the quantity tJ-J g;~.

The integral

fd~-r

must be taken by hypothesis from

or from

tJ ::= -

IX)

to tJ::= -

. ~Ki' that is

2'\1 aD
from

The two last limits may, from the nature of the function ,-.., be
replaced by these:

I HLt
- \I aDS

r-

+

J
:I'

2

Jft_'

and r == :JO •

aD

It follows from this that the value of " is expressed thus:

the first integral must be taken from

IHLt
Ie
r=\I ODS + 2 Ixe toro::lX),
\IUD
and the IJe@nd from
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Let us represent now the integral
by '+' (B), and we shall have

J~Jdre-'" from r= R to r = 00

til)

HLt
u=eCiiite oJ/iii.u ,+, ( 'V/ ODS
+ 2Jg
lilA

lie

ELI

hence u', which is equivalent to e- CD8, is expressed by

e

-J:_'A(J
T

.

11:_)

SLt +
ODS-::-rKt

2y (jJj

(/liLt

--J~Jes,+, 'V ODS- 2J~
a:)

-e

,

and

tJ=e-rJfi-e---Pi.t( / HLt _~tIl )
'V ODS 2 Kt
".

OD

+ e"'Jfi,+,('V/ !!Lt
+ a: )
ODS -::7ift .

2y (j]j

The function denoted by t (B) has been known for some time,
and we can easily calculate, either by means of convergent series,
or by continued fractions, the values which this function receives,
when we substitute for B given quantities; thus the numerical
a.pplication of the solution is subject to no difficulty',
The followiDg referenl!88 are given by Riemann:
Kramp. .4.Mlff./j flu ri~tioru CZIh'oftomiqtu. /It fm'/lItru.

1

An. VII.

,to.

Table L at the end

jlODtaina

Leipsio and Paris,

the values of the integral

/,,·,-{I'dfJ

from 1: .. 0'00 to i=B1lO.
.
Legendre. Tr4iU du 't*tionl /jUiptlquu " flu ifttlgrtJlu Eullrimnu. Tome n.
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366. If H be made nothing, we have

~'his equation represents the propagation of heat in an infinite
baT, all points of which were first at temperature 0, except those at
the extremity which is maintained at the constant temperature 1.
We suppose that heat cannot escape through the external surface
of the bar; or, which is the same thing. that the thlckness of the
baT is infinitely great. This value of t1 indicates therefore *e law
according to which heat is propagated in a solid, terminated by
an infinite plane, supposing that this infinitely thick wall has fust
at all parts a constant initial temperature 0, and that the surface is
submitted to a constant temperature 1. It will not be quite
useless to point eut several results of this solution.

Denoting by ~ (R) the integral
r=

J;.!tbe-" taken

from r=O to

R, we have, when B is a positive quantity,
+(R)=i-~(R) and ""(-.B)=i+~(R),·

hence

""(-B)-""(B)=2~(R)

cf>(2

and t1=1- 2

J ).
Kt,
OD

Pari&, 1826. 4to. pp. 620-1. Table of \he values of \he integral jk(lDe~r·.
The first pari for "alu. of

(Joe Dfrom 0-00 to 0'60; \he seooDd peri for ......ues

of " from 0'80 to 0-00.
hob. .A.~_ JG1rilM:lt/lr 18M.

.cmd.gi"~.\he values of

j; J.·.~cIt

BerliDt 1882, BYo. Table L

al &be

from '=0'00 to '=2-00. [Ao F.]
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hence

V"' +13 ~)1-1"25 J== )1

1
_ 1 _
_."J.,,=-J.,,2
2
2

11(

fIJ

Kt

fIJ

2

(JD

~
aD

1 1(

a:

2

L: -

Kt +&c.

aD

,,=

1st, it we suppose a: nothing, we find
1; 2nd, it a: not
being nothing, we suppose t == 0, the sum of the terms which
, contain

fIJ

represents the integral Jd1'6-~taken from r=O to r= ao,

and consequently is equal to t.r;.; therefore " ill nothing; 3rd,
ditl'erent points of the solid situated at ditl'erent depths fIJI' a:1, fIJI'
&c. arrive at the same temperature after ditl'erent times tl • tl • t.,
&c. which are proportional to the squares of the lengths a:1 • a:1 • a:1 ,
&c.; 4th, in order to compare the quantities of heat which during
an infinitely small instant cross a section S situated in the interior
of the solid at a distance a: from the heated plane. we must take
the value of the quantity - KSt and we have

J-{l-!(

_ KS ifJ == 2KS
d3: 2 / Kt'"
VOD

==8

a: )'
1 2 / Kt
'YOD

III

IJ!!.
J-'
Trt
;

J (JDK

-

CD

thus th~ expression of the quantity ;: is entirely disengaged from
the integral sign. The preceding value at the
heated solid becomes 8

surfa~

of the

J ~K, which shews how the Bow of
. ",."t

heat

_

at the surface varies with the quantities 0, D, K, t; to find how
much heat the source communicates to the solid during the lapse
of the time t, we must ,take the integral
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OlJK tb
fs J J"T
.{t

28J lJljj{ ~

J";'

or

."t:

tbe heat acquired Increases proportionally to the square root or
the time elapsed.

t~lUS

367. By a similar aaalysis we may treat the problem of the
diffusion of beat, which also depends on the integration or the
equation : = k:;; -

"fl.

Representing by /(1&) the initial tem-

perature of a point in the line situated at a distance 1& from the
origin, we proceed to determine what ought to be the temperature
of the same point after a time t. Making v =
a, we have

dz
de

d'.
-k';

I

,-11

f+"

and consequently.= _..df e-". (z+ 2q Jfi>.

When

t = 0, we must have

hence

To apply this general expression to the case in which a part of
the line from z = - tI to ::z: = tI is uoiformly heated, all the rest of
the solid being at the temperature 0, we must consider that the
factor / (::z: + 2q ~) which. multiplies ,-.. has, acconling to hypothesis, a constant value I, when the quantity which is under the
sign of the function is included between - tI and CI, and that all
the other values of this factor are nothing. Heoce the integral

!dge-" ought to be taken from::z:+ 2qJli;=-tI toal+~Jiil=tl,
-ai-II

-::Z:+!I

orfromq= 2J",-to q - 2Jkt'
the integral

De'
bo
1
nottngasa vehy J:r+(ll)

!dr,-" taken from r - Bto r =
-::z:-tl)

v=e- II { '+' ( 'J.Jiit

GO,

we have

-'+' (-::z:+tI)}
2Jiii .
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COOLING OF AN INFINITE BAR.

368. We shall next apply the general equation

to the case in which the infinite bar, heated. by a. source of

constant intensity 1, has arrived at fixed temperatures and is
then cooling freely in a medium maintained at the temperature
O. For this purpose it is sufficient to remark that the initial
function denoted by /(x) is equivalent to e-tt./f, so long as the'
variable x which is under the sign of the function is positive,
and that the same function is equivalent to e"J} when the
variable which is affected by the symbol/is less than O. Hence
11

~

j-: (Jdg6-916-~

e-tqvi!+ dge-tJiell.fl. ~viit),

J

the first integral must be taken from

a: + 2tJ../kt = 0 to a: + 2tJ.J1ii = rrJ ,
a.nd the second from
rx: + 2qJkt

=- rrJ

to rx: + 2tJ.jlit = 0.

The first part of the value of 11 is

';;f

eJ;:1II e-z'II i' dfJ. 6-91 e-tqVM,
or

et fdQe-(tJ+VAt)"

or

e-rJf {are-";
J;

.

making r= fJ. + Jht. The integral should be taken from

or from
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The second part of the value of tI is

e- Itl

Ii.

r

-r

J1i.r"'~df.e-""'Yii or '-"~/lre-";

making r - f -

/hi.

The integral should be taken from

:I:

to r=- J I.t- 2JFt'
I.-

r=-QO

r=,Jlit+ J:I:_tor=ao.

or from

2 L1

whence we conclude the following expression:

369. We have obtained (Art. 367) the equation

v=,-Itl {+ (~jia) - +(~ji;~)},
to express the law of diffusion of heat in a bar of small thickness,
heated uniformly at its middle point between the given limits
~=-cz.

~=+a.

We had previously solved the same problem by following a
different method, and we had arrived. on supposing a = 1. at
the equation

1+-dqf cos f3: sin f'-tW. (Art. 348).

v = 'It'
-2 ,-II

__ -

To compare these two results we shall snppose in each ~ = 0 ;
denoting again by T(R) the integral

Jdr,-" taken from r=O

to r=B. we have

or
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on the other hand we ought to have
11

== ~ e-AtJ'dq sin n e-9'kt
'It'
q
1
•

or

11

= ~ 6- At JdlJ.6-"lkt (1 - ~ +~ - &c.) .

J

Now the integral due-ttl ",'" taken from '" = 0 to u == co has
a known value, m being any positive integer.
general
3 . 5 . 7... (2m - 1) 1
[d fl6 '" == 1.
--o
2 . 2 . 2- . 2...
2 -2

_.1...

We have in

..,'Clr .
1

The preceding equation gives then, on making q'!.l, == u',
At

11

or

f

(""i! kt + ~ ICeS - &c. ,

2e== 'It'Jki
due-tl' 1 2e- At [

11=

1

1

11 (_ 1

u' 1

)1

)

1 1 ( 1)'

J; 2jkt- 13 \2jfi +1!5 2jlCt

]
-&c.•

This equation is the same &8 the preceding when we suppose
-1. We see by this that integrals which we have obtained
by different processes, lead to the same convergent series, and
we arrive thus at two identical results, whatever be the value
of fr.

CII

We might, in this problem as in the preceding, compare the
quantities of heat which, in a given instant, cross different
sections of the heated prism, and the general expression of these
quantities contains no sign of integration; but passing by these
remarks, we shall terminate this section by the comparison of
the different forms which we have given to the integral of the
equation which represents the diffusion of heat in an infinite
line.
.
du.
dIu,
370. To satisfy the equatIOn tit = k d:J!' we may assume
11== e-Z rid, or in general u == e-af fJ"'kt, whence we deduce easily

(Art. 364) the integral

'" -J::

dq'-'" '" (:r + 2q .ffi).

J

cr. RiemanD, § 18.
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From the known equation

J;r =

r.:

dqe- v',

we conclude

J;'=[dqe-(t+G)I,

.--

t!" =

~

J."

t!" =- J~

Jdf e-I'

a being any constant; we have therefore

41- 1119•

or

JWI 6-1' (1 - 2aq + 2'~q' - ~~i + etc.) •

Tlilis equation

holds whatever be the value of a. We may develope the first member; and by comparison of the terms we shall

obtain the already known values of the integral Jdq 6- tf tf'.

This

value is nothing when" is odd. and we find when" is an even
number !m.
.II> -tf .. _1.3.5.7 ... (2m-I)., _
[
__-.J. 41
i -!. 2.!.! ...
!

'V"'.

371. We have employed previously as the integral of the
. tlu ,_ (lIu, h
.
equation de If;d.J! t e expressIOn

=

or this,

u = a 16-"''''' sin "la: + a.e-"·'" sin nail: + a.e-"·'" sin

"r + &c.

a l • a•• a•• &0.. and "1' " •• Ra. &c., being two series of arbitrary
constants. It is easy to see that each of these expressions is
equivalent to the integral

Jdq e-

V'

J

sin " (z + 2q -Ike). or dq e-tf C08 n (a: + !f .fki).

In fact, to determine the value of the integral

.r--...dq

6-tf

sin (z + 2q .fiit) i
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we shall give it the following form

Jclq

(rtf sin

J

a: cos 2q 4/kt + dq 6-ql cos:c sin 2'1 4/Id ;

which is equivalent to

,-Itt sin a:

(tJdq ,-(q- "'-Ttl" + ! Jclq ,-(q+",~)

+ e-Ill cos

(

1

24/-1

fdq "w-V-f/:p _

J

the integral dq ,-(po V-Itl)l taken .

1

24/-1

q=

00

}dg e-(q+Y-icll) ,
to q == 00 is 4/;;',

we have therefore for the value of the integral Jdqfrql sin (:c+2q Vkt):
the quantity

4/T

sin a:, and in general

if7r,-1I'iC sin na: = Jdq ,-qisin (a:

4/lit),

we could determine in the same manner the integral

f:tiq(rqlCOS
the value of which is

+

.flit),

4/; e-n'At cos na:.

We lIee by this that the integral
C,.-II1""

RIa:

6, C08 ""a:) + e-flt"ltl (a. sin n.a: + b. COlI n.,a:)

+ e-"''1ll (a. sin n.a: + 6. cos n.,a:) + &c.
is equivalent to

~f+~ ,-</I

J7f'

_GO

{a, sin n, (a: + 2q ..;~ +a. sin

ft. (a: + 2q .fkt) + &c.} .
h, cos n, (~+ 2q -lid) + h. COB n. (:c + 2q.fkt) + &c.

liti2

by

..:Ie

0

i(:
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The value of the series represents, as we have soon previously,
any function whatever of :I: + 2q vkt; hence the general integral
eo be expressed thus
11

f

== dg rt'

+(a: +2q ..fki).

The integral of the equation

~~ == k ~

may besides be pre-

sented under diverse other forms'. All these expressions are
necessarily identical.

SECTION II.

0/ the ft." movement

0/ Iteal

in an infinitl lOZiJ.

372. The integral of the equation

~i =

a! :

(a) fumishee

immediately that of the equation with four yariables

dv

K

(d'fJ + d'fJ
flIv)
dll + i[Z'
................... (.A),

dt = (J/) d:JJ

as we have already remarked in treating the question of the propagation of heat in a solid cube. For which reason it is sufficient
in general to consider the effect of the diffUl~ion in the linear
case. When the dimensions of bodies are not infinite, the distribution of heat is continually disturbed by the passage from the
solid medium to the elastic medium; or, to employ the expressions proper to analysis, the function which determines the
temperature must not only satisfy the partial differential equation and the initial state, but is further subjected to conditions
which depend on the form of the surface. In this case the integral
has a form more difficult to ascertain, and we must examine the
problem with very much more care in order to pass from the case
of one linear co-ordinate to that of three orthogonal co-ordinates:
but when the solid mass is not interrupted, no accidental condition
opposes itself to the free diffusion of heat. Its movement is the
same in all directioD&
1 Bee an .mole by Sir W. ThOJDBOD, II On the Linear Motion of Beat," Part 1,_
CatRb. Math. Journal, Vol. III. pp. 170-174. [Ao F.]
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LlNEAR IroVEMEXT.

The variable temperature
expressed by th~ equation

tI

of a point of an infinite line is

+00

tI

== . ,1-.:

'V'If'

j- dq e-q'j (z + 2q tJ~ ..... ;........... ('I.).
-00

a: denotes the distance between a fixed point 0, and the point m,whose temperature is equal to 11 after tbe lapse of a time t. We
suppose that the heat cannot be dissipated through the external
surface of the infinite bar, and that the initial state of the bar is
expressed by the equation tI ==/(a:). The differential equation,
which the value of v must satisfy, is
.

-

dv
K d''/J
dt == OD d;,!· ...... •.. ·• ........ ··••• .. ·(a).
. But to simplify the investigation, we write

dv

dt ==

d''/J

az...............................(b);

which assumes that we employ instead of C another unknown

Kt

equal to CD'
If in / (a:), a (unction of a: and constants, we substitute a: + 2n .ft

~; r

for a:, and if, after having multiplied by

ll',

we integrate with

respect to n between infinite limits, the expression

;J;. [an 6---'/(Z +

2n..rt)

satisfies, as we have proved above, the differential equation (b);
that is to say the expression has the property of giving the same
value for the second fl1lxion with respect to a:, and. for the first
fluxion with respect to t. From this it is evident that a function
of three variables/ (a:, '!I,;) will enjoy a like property, if we substitute for :c, '!I, • the quantities
:c + 2njt, '!I + 2p/i,

• + 2gJt7

provided we integrate after having multiplied by
d~ e-III ap e-p" dq e-~I

J~
F. H.

, J7r

' J7r

.
24
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In fact, the function which we thus form,

""~f dn

fdp fdqtr(··+"'+9'!(te+!nJ~ y+ 2pJi, ~ +2qJi>.

gives three terms for the fluxion with respect to t, and these three
terms are those which would be found by taking the second fluxion
with respect to each of the three variables te, y, z.
Hence the equation

,,= ".-IJ dnJ dp Jdq,-(.·+;+9F)!(te + 2nJi, y + 2p./i, Z + 2q Jf)
.......... .............. (1),
gives a value of t1 which satisfies the partial differential equation

do d'" d'" d'"
dt = d.l! + d!lt + dat •••••••••••••••••••••• (B).
373. Suppose now that a formless solid mass (that is to say
one which fills infinite space) contains a quantity of heat whose
actual distribution is known. Let" = F(z, y, z) be the equation
which expresses this initial and arbitrary state, 80 that the
molecule whose co-ordinates are 3), y, z has an initial temperature
equal to .the value of the given function F(z. y. z). We can
imagine that the initial heat is contained in a certain part of
the mass whose first state is given by means of the equation
,,- F (3). y. z). and that all other points have a nul initial temperature.
It is required to ~certain what the system of temperatures
will be after a given time. The variable temperature " must
consequently be expressed by a function 4» (3), y. Z. t) which ougM
to satisfy the general equation (...4) and the condition 4» (z, y, .. 0)
=Fl3), 9, z). Now the value of this function is given by the
integral
" =

.".-1

Jdn Jdp Jdq

,-(.'+p'+t') F

In fact, this function
make t = 0, we find
".-1

t1

satisfies the equation (..4), and if in it we

Jdn fdp fdq

or, effecting the

(z + 2n J~ y + 2p Ji. • + 2q Ji).

,_("I+p '+.-')

int~grations,

F (x, 9. z).

F (x, y, e).
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THE CASE OF THREE DIMENSIONS.

3740. Since the function" or ~ (x, !I, s, ,) represents the
initial state when in it we make t = 0, and since it satisfies the
differential equation of the propagation of heat, it represents also
that state of the solid which exists at the commencement of the
second instant, and making the second state vary, we conclude
that the same function represents the third state of the solid, and
all .the subsequent states. Thus the value of tI, which we have
just determined, containing an entirely arbitrary function of three
variables x, !I, te, gives the solution of the problem; and we cannot
suppose that there is a more general expression, although otherwise the same integral may be put under very different forms.
Instead of employing the equation

,,==

];f dq

f

e-gi

(II: + 2q Jij,

we might give another form to the integral of the equation'

: == :;;

and it would always be easy to deduce from it the

integral which belongs to the case of three dimensions. The
result which we should obtain would necessarily be the same as
the preceding.
To give an example of this investigation we shall make use of
the particular value which has aided us in Corming the exponential
integral.
Taking then the equation: == ~ ... (b), let us give to" the
very simple value ,-"., cos 11:1:, which evidently satisfies the
differential equation (b).
and ~ ==-

ft-",

In fact, we derive from it;; == -

ft-"

Hence also, the integral

r~ dn ,-"" cos nil:
belongs to the eqnation (b); for this value of " is formed of the
sum of an infinity of particular values. N ow, the integral
[ . dn,-"·'cosnll:

24-2
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II'

is known, and is known to be equivalent to

j;jt (see the follow-

ing article). Hence this last function of II: and t agrees also with
the differential equation (b). It is besides very easy to verify

....

directly that the particular value e~t satisfies the equation in
question.

a: -

The same result will occur if we replace the variable II: by
t'l. t'l being any constant. We may then employ as a particular
(or-a)'

. A e--.,.
h' h
. to
va1ue t he tiunctIOn J t . 10 w IC we asSIgn
.

J

whatever. Consequently the sum dz/(a.)

II

any

val

ue

(or-a)'

Ae~T also

satisfies

the differential equation (b); for this sum is composed of an
infinity of particular values of the same form. multiplied by
arbitrary constants. Hence we can take as a value of t7 in the
. dt
d" = tl:l!
d'" t he 10
~ IIOWlDg,
.
equation

rID

t1 = J _
_ d:1.f(a.)

Cz-a)'

A-t .
eJt'

.A. being a constant coefficient. If in the last iutE-gnJ we suppose
(a; - !Z)I I
k'
1 A
1
-4t =q • ma 109 a SO.Do = 2Jir' we shall haTe

=J_IDdaf(a.) e2 i
.....

t7

or

t7=

_(or-a)'

7r

J_t ........................ (a).

J~r... dqe-v'f(a:+ 2q./t) ............... ('1.

We see by this how the employment of the particular values
II'

e- lI"t cos nil: or

e-"
--y;

leads to the integral under a finite form.
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EVALUATION OF AN INTEGRAL.

375. The relation in which these two particular values are to
each other is discovered when we evaluate the integral'

r~ dn ,-n" cos nz.
To effect the integration, we might develope the factor cos fIo1:
and integrate with respect to n. We thus obtain a series which
represents a known development; but the result may be derived

f

more easily from the following analysis. The integral dn ,-·"cos fIo1:

f

is transformed to dp ,-2"cos 21'1£, by assuming nit =pi and fIo1: == 2pu.
We thus have

r dn ,---, cos nz == Jt1_[-edp ,-2" cos 2pu.
Le
e

We shall now write

fdp ,-pi

COS 2pu

fdp ,-2"+1JItJ 'f/=i + i fdp ,-JII-IpI!V-i
=l,-"fdpe-2"+Ipr&H+.. + i '--'fdp,-"-IJItJ'f/-=rh

== 1

l

=ie--jdpe-ep-nr-l)' + i ,-..fdp ,-(p+nY-T),.
Now each of the integrals which enter into these two terms is
equal to J7r. We have in fact in general

J;r =(

dq r9",

and consequently

Jw= (dqr(Q+6)I,
whatever be the constant b.

b = +11 J - 1,
hence

We find then on making

fdq

e-qI cos 2gu = ,-nl ./7r,

f-dn r"'" cos na: == ~ J
_e

""C

The value is ob*-iDecl by • difleren' meUlod in Todh11l1w'. If1eegral Calculu,
S875. [A. F.]
1
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and putting for

II

its value

~r' we have

.

2 'V t

rdn r." cos 11.2: == e-~ VTr.
1_1
vt
Moreover the particular value

..
e:;

is simple enough to present

itself directly without its being necessary to deduce it from the
value r" cos nz. However it may be, it is certain that the

..

• ,,- ii tisfi
..1:4"
'al
ti' dfl d'tJ • •
fiunctlOn
Jt sa es the wuerenti
equa on III - dr&'; It 18 the
(..-&)1

'

"~t

same consequently with the function

whatever tile quan-

tity II may be.
376. To pass to the case of three dimensions, it is sufficient

e-:;-,
(w-&)I

to multiply the function of:l: and t,

by two other similar

functions, one of y and t, the other of • and t; the product will
evidently satisfy the equation
d., ,p., ,p, ,po
cit == h:' + dy' + tIs' •
We shall take then for" the value thus expressed:
•
t1==,-i,,-

(~+r.-jS)'+(.-,.)I

.,

•

If now we multiply the second member by acz, dfJ, tlrt, and by
any function whatever / (Il, fJ, "I) of the quantities Il, fJ, "I, we find,
on indicating the integration, a value of " formed of the sum of an
infinity of particular values multiplied by arbitrary constants.
It follows from this that the function t1 may be thus expressed :
a (..-.&')1+ rJI-.)"+ (,.--)'
t1==1_d21_dfJ _ tlrt/(<<,fJ.,.,) ,-ie41
.... {J).

r

r- f+"

This equation contains the general integral of the proposed
equation (A): the process which has led us to this integral ought
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to be remarked since it is applicable to a great variety of cases;
it is useful chiefly when the integral must satisfy conditions
relative to the surface. If we examine it attentively we perceive
that the transformations which it requires are all indicated by
the physical nature of the problem. We can also, in equation (j),
change the variables. By taking
(a.-Z)I ==nl (fJ-y)1 =pl ("(_Z)I =~

4t

'4t

'4t

~

,

we have, on multiplying the second member by a constant coefficient A,
17 ==

JJJ

28.A dn dp dq e-("'+P'+rf)f (:I: + 2n J~ y + 2p Ji,

1$

+ 2q Ji).

Taking the three integrals between the limits - go and + co,
and making t == 0 in order to ascertain the initial state, we find
8

28 .A.". iJ(te, y, z). Thus, if we represent the known initial
temperatures by F (a; y, z), and give to the constant .A the value

t1 =

2 -3 .".-~, we arrive at the integral
tI

== .".-:r:dnr:dp[dqe-,.ae-P1e-qI F(:I:+2nJi, y+2p/i, z+ 2q.[i),

which is the same as that of Article 372.
The integral of equation (.A) may be put under several other
forms, from which that is to be chosen which suits best the
problem which it is proposed to solve.
It must be observed in general, in these researches, that two
functions '" (x, y, z, t) are the same when they each satisfy the
differential equation (.A), and when they are equal for a definite
value of the time. It follows from this principle that integrals,
which are reduced, when in them we make t= 0, to the game
arbitrary function F(x, y, z), all have the same degree of generality;
they are necessarily identicaL

The second member of the differential equation (a) was
multiplied by

fn, and in equation (b) we supposed this coefficient

equal to unity. To restore this quantity, it is sufficient to write
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or in the integral

0).

We

shall now indicate some of the results which follow from these
equations.
377. The function which serves as the exponent of the
number ,. can only represent an absolute number, which follows
from the general principles of analysis, as we have proved ex~licitly in Chapter Il, section IL If in this exponent we replace
'the unknown t by

~, we see that the dimensions of K, 0, D and t,

with reference to unit of length, being - 1, 0, - 3, and 0, the
dimension of the denominator

~ is

2 the same as that of each

term of the numerator, so that the whole dimension of the exponent is O. Let us consider the case in which the value of t increases
more and morej and to simplify this examination let us employ
first the equation

v== Jd2/(a)

'2~~t ..... ".................(1),

which represents the diffusion of heat in an infinite line. Suppose
the initial heat to be contained in a given portion of the line,
from :J: == - h to :J: == +9, and that we assign to :J: a definite value X.
which fixes the position of a certain point m of that line. If the
..
. h out limi·t, t h e terms -fl.hi h
tIme
t mcrease WIt
-4t - and +22X
~ w c
enter into the exponent will become smaller and smaller absolute
,
~
w ~
numbers, 80 that in the product ,-"it e- "
we can omit
the two last factors which sensibly coincide with unity. We thus

,-it

find
V

2

... [tl
M/(a) ..........•......... J.!!).

,-ji
J;r Jt
7r

t-.

This is the expression of the variable state of the line after a
very long time; it applies to all parts of the line which are less
distant from the origin than the point m. The definite integral

.

• In IUch quantities au- ii. (Ao F.]
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INITIAL BEAT COLLECTED A.T THE ORIGIN.

f+11

_Ita2/(a) denotes the whole quantity of heat B contained in the

solid, and we see that the primitive distribution has no influence
on the temperatures after a very long time. They depend only
on the sum B, and not on the law according to which the heat has
been distributed.
378. If we suppose a single element Ct) situated at the origin
to have received the initial temperature f, and that all the others
had initially the temperature 0, the product OJ/ will be equal to
the integral J+11daj(a) or B. The constant / is exceedingly great
-It

since we suppose the line OJ very small
~

j-flJ,.

The equation 11 ==

OJ! represents the movement which
2 7r t
would take place, if a single element situated at the origin had
been heated. In fact, if we give to :I: any value a, not infinitely
II"

solan, the function e- ~ will be nothing when we suppose t == O.

Jt

The same would not be the case if the value of

IC

were

II"

nothing. In this case the function (J:~ receives on the contrary
an infinite value when t= O. We can ascertain distinctly the
nature of this function, if we apply the general principles of the
theory of curved surfaces to the surface whose equation is

e-"
IIfJ

S5==- •

JY

The equation 11 ==

"" OJjexpresses then the variable temj-iiJi
2
t
7r

perature at any point of the prism, when we suppose the whole
initial heat collected into a single element situated at the origin.
This hypothesis, although special, belongs to a general problem,
since after a sufficiently long time, the variable state of the solid is
always the same as if the initial heat had been collected at the
origin. The law according to which the heat was distributed, has
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much influence on the variable temperatures of the prism; but
this effect becomes weaker and weaker, and ends with being quite
insensible.
379. It is necessary to remark that the reduced equation C!J)
does not apply to that part of the line which lies beyond the point
m whose distance has been denoted by x:

In fact, however great the value of the time may be, we might
2aa'

choose a value of " such that the term tJfi would differ sensibly
from unity, so that this factor could not then be suppressed. We
must therefore imagine that we have marked on either side of the
origin 0 two points, m and m', situated at a certain distance X or
- X, and that we increase more and more the value of the time,
observing the successive states of the part of the line which is
included between m and m'. These variable states converge more
and more towards that which is expressed by the equation

...

,-it J+I
V= J Ji
d2f(a.)·····················C!J)·
2 .". t -.
Whatever be the value assigned to X, we shall always be able to
find a value of the time so great that the state of the line m'om
does not differ sensibly from that which the preceding equation (y)
expresses.
If we require that the same equation should apply to other
parts more distant from the origin, it will be necessary to suppose
a value of the time greater than the preceding.
The equation (y) which expresses in all cases the final state of
any line, shewl! that after an exceedingly long time, the different
points acquire temperatures almost equal, and that the temperatures
of the same point end by varying in inverse ratio of the square
root of the times elapsed since the commencement of the diffusion.
The decrements of the temperature of any point whatever always
become proportional to the increments of the time.
380. If we made use of the integral
(--.1')1

_ Jda.f (a.) ,- -iktv2 J.".1d. ........................ (T:)
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to ascertain the variable state of the points of the line situated at
a great distance from the heated portion, and in order to express
.I_taz

the ultimate condition suppressed also the factor 6 -"""'til, the
results which we should obtain would not be exact. In fact,
supposing that the heated portion extends only from a == 0 to a == 9
and that the limit 9 is very small with respect to the distance :c of
the point whose temperature we wish to determine j the quantity

-

(a~:)1 which forms the exponent reduces in fact to - 4~ j

that

. to say t he ratio
. 0 f t he two quantItIes
.. (a-:c)1
d a!
h
~ an 4kt approac es

18

more nearly to unity as the value of :c becomes greater with
respect to that of a: but it does not follow that we can replace
one of these quantities by the other. in the exponent of 6. In
general the omission of the subordinate terms cannot thus take
place in exponential or trigonometrical expressions. The quantities arranged under the symbols of sine or cosine, or under the
exponential symbol 6, are always absolute numbers, and we can
omit only the parts of those numbers whose value is extremely
small; their relative values are here of no importance. To decide
if we may reduce the expression
{'

~

(.- ...)1

f'

Joaa/(a),- 6kt to,-tit 0112/(2),
we must not examine whether the ratio of :c to a is very great,
but whether the terms

-al

22:C

4.ti' 4kt are very small numbers. This

condition always exists when, the time elapsed is extremely great;
but it does not depend on the ratio ~ •
a
381. Suppose now that we wish to ascertain how much time
ought to elapse in order that the temperatures of the part of the
solid included between:c == 0 and :c == X, may be represented very
nearly by the reduced equation
tI

==

-~
J4W

6

2 '1rkt

J+'t1n.f(a).
-A
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and that 0 a.nd 9 may be the limits of the portion originally
heated.
The exact solution is given by the equation
11

(<<- ...)1

=J0

fI(12.f(a.) e-tke-

2.j;ikt

......................

('1,

and the approximate solution is given by the equation
;rI

11

lc denoting the value

=

2

e-,w
J JfIdaf(o.) ....................... C!I),
'11'kt

0

~ of the conducibility.

In order that the

equation (y) may be substituted for the preceding equation

(-1, it

1!a.I'-..'
flrt - ,

is in general requisite that the factor ewhich is that which
we omit, should differ very little from unity; for if it were 1 or i
we might apprehend an error equal to the value calculated or to
- '
the half of that value. Let then e~ == 1 + Q), Q) being a small

.... .

. as 100
1 or 1000;
1
firom t h'18 we d
' t he cond'ltlOn
.
£raetlOn,
enve

2aa: - ~.
4kt

= Q),

1 (2a.a: - tz'\
or t = (;
4k - ) J

and if the greatest value 9 which the variable
very small with respect to

:1:,

IX

can receive is

we have t = ~ ~: .

We see by this result that the more distant from the origin
the points are whose temperatures we wish to determine by means
of the reduced equa.tion, the more necessary it is for the value of
the time elapsed to be great. Thus the heat tends more and more
to be distributed according to a law independent of the primitive
heating. After a certain time, the diffusion is sensibly effected,
that is to say the state of the solid depends on nothing more than
the quantity of the initial heat, and not on the distribution which
was made of it. The temperatures of points sufficiently near to
the origin are soon represented without error by the reduced
equation C!J); but it is not the same with points very distant from
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NUMERICAL APPLICATION.

the source. We can then make use of that equation only when
. the time elapsed is extremely long. Numeri~l applications make
this remark more perceptible.
382. Suppose that the substance of which the prism is formed
is iron, and that the portion of the solid which has been heated is
a decimetre in length, so that g = 0'1. If we wish to ascertain
what will be, after a given time, the temperature of a point m
whose distance from the origin is a metre, and if we employ for
this investigation the approximate integral (y), we shall commit
an error greater as the value of the time is smaller. This error
will be less than the hundredth part of the quantity sought, if the
time elapsed exceeds three days and a hal£
~n this case the distance included bet,veen the origin 0 and the
point ?n, whose temperature we are determining, is only ten tim.es
greater than the portion heated. If this ratio is one hundred
instead of being ten, the reduced integral (y) will give the temperature nearly to less than one hundredth part, when the value
of the time elapsed exceeds one month. In order that the approximation may be admissible, it is necessary in general, 1st that
the quantity

as

I~O

or

2l:~ a.

doo

1

should be equal to but a very small fraction

or less; 2nd, that the error which must follow

should have an absolute value very much less than the small
quantities which we observe with the most sensitive thermometers.
When the points which we consider are very distant from the
portion of the solid which was originally heated, the temperatures
which it is required to determine are extremely small; thus the
error which we should commit in employing the reduced equation
would have a very small absolute value; but it does not follow
that we should be authorized to make use of that equation. For
if the error committed, alLhough very small, exceeds or is equal to
the quantity sought; or even if it is the half or th~ fourth, or an
appreciable part, the approximation ought to be rejected. It is
evident that iu this case the approximate equation (y) would not
express the state of the solid, and that we could not avail ourselves
of it to determine the ratios of the simultaneous temperatures of
two 01' more points.
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383. It follows from this examination that we ought not to
(.-1)1

conclude from the integral fJ=2J.trkt)od1./(a.),--fM

that the

law of the primitive distribution has no influence on the temperature of points very distant from the origin. The resultant effect
of this distribution soon ceases to have influence on the points
near to the heated portion; that is to say their temperature
depends on nothing more than the quantity of the initial heat.
and not on the distribution which was made of it: but greatness
of distance does not concur to efface the impress of the distribution, it preserves it on the contrary during a very long time
and retards the diffusion of heat. Thus the equation
II'

1 e-6ij ('
fJ = Jir J4I.,:j,)Od2/(a.)
only after an immense time represents the temperatures of points
extremely remote from the heated part. If we applied it without
this condition, we should find results double or triple of the true
results, or even incomparably greater or smaller; and this would
not only occur for very small valuee of the time, but for great
values, such as an hour, a day, a year. Lastly this expression
would be so much the less exact, all other things being equal, as
the points were more distant from the part originally heated.

384. When the diffusion of heat is effected in all directions.
the state of the solid is represented as we have seen by the
integral
d1. JfJ d'Y _(&-.1')1+(/1-,1"+1.,-.)1
fJ =
2' J;l'/.;"" '
4iI
1(2, 11, "I) .......(J).

fJl

If the initial heat is contained in a definite portion of the solid
mass, we know the limits which comprise this heated part, and
the quantities a, fJ, "I, which vary under the integral sign, cannot
receive values which exceed those limits. Suppose then that we
mark on the three axes six points whORe distances are +x, +}~ +z,
and - X, - 1'; - Z. and that we consider the successive states or
the slllid included within the six planes which cross the axes at
these distances; we see that the exponent of e under the Foign of
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receive in this case very small absolute values, since the numerators are included between fixed limits, and the denominators
increase to infinity. Thus the factors which we omit differ
extremely little from unity. Hence the variable state of the
solid, after a great value of the time, is expressed by
~+N'+"

v= ~~ffd:lJd~ Jdtyf(a,~, ,.,).
'rhe factor J dl fd~ Jdtyf('J,~,,.,) represents the whole quantity
of heat B which the solid c~ntains. Thus the system of temperatures depends not upon the initial distribution of heat, but only
on its quantity. We might suppose that all the initial heat was
contained in a single prismatic element situated at the origin,
whose extremely small orthogonal dimensions were G)1' G)I' G),. The
initial temperature of this element would be denoted by an
exceedingly great number f, and all the other molecules of the
solid would have a nul initial temperature. The product
0)1 G),G),f is equal in this case to the integral

Whatever be the initial heating, the state of the solid which
corresponds to a very great value of the time, is the same as if all
the heat had been collected into a single element situated at the
origin.
385. Suppose now that we consider only the points of the
solid whose distance from the origin is very great with respect
to the dimensions of the heated part; we might fir8t imagine
that this condition is sufficient to reduce the exponent of e in
the general integral The exponent is in fact
(2 - /r)' + (~- '/1)' + (,., - %)1 •
4~·t--

-- ,
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and the variables II, p, " are, by hypothesis, included between
finite limits, so that their values are always extremely small
with respect to the greater co-ordinate of a point very remote
from the origin. It follows from this that the exponent of 8
is composed of two parts M + /1-, one of which is very small
with respect to the other.· But from the fact that the ratio

t

is a very small fraction, we cannot conclude that the ex-

ponential ell+,. becomes equal to ell, or differs only from it by
a quantity very small with respect to its actual value. We must
not consider the relative values of M and /1-, but only the absolute
value of p.. In orner that we may be able to reduce the exact
integral (}) to the equation
(:oS+,,+.,

e--fIrl-

" = B 2--;-=='J r'k't' '
it is necessary that the quantity
22% + 2fJy + 2ryz - ~ -

-4kt

fJ' - .,.

whose dimension is 0, should always be a very small number.
If we suppose that the distance from the origin to the point fit,
whose temperature we wish to determine, is very great with
respect to the extent of the part which was at first heated,
we should examine whether the preceding quantity is always
a very small fraction 0). This condition must be satisfied to
enable us to employ the approximate integral
If!J

tI ... B2-s

(r.l-er' e- tit:

but this equation does not represent the variable state of that
part of the mass whicb is very remote from the source of heat.
It gives on the contra.ry 'a result 80' much the less exact, all
other things being equal, as ~be points whose temperature we
are deteImining are more distant from the source.
The initial heat contained in a definite portion of the solid
mass penetrates successively tbe neighbouring parts, and spreads
itself in all directions j only an exceedingly small quantity of
it arrives at points whose distance from the origin is very great.
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When we express analytically the temperature of these points,
the object of the investigation is not to determine numerically
these temperatures, which are not measurable, but to asce~n
their ratios. Now these quantities depend certainly on the law
according to which the initial heat has been distributed, and the
effect of this initial distribution lasts so much the longer as the
parts of the prism are more distant from the source. But if the
2=
4s
terms which form part of the exponent, such as ike and 4kt' have
absolute values decreasing without limit, we may employ the
approximate integrals.
This condition occurs in problems where it is proposed to
determine the highest temperatures of points very distant from
the origin. We can demonstrate in fact that in this case the
values of the times increase in a greater ratio than the distances,
and are proportional to the squares of these distances, when the
points we are considering are very remote from the origin. It is
only after having established this proposition that we can effect
the reduction under the exponent. Problems of this kind are the
object of the following section.

SECTION III.
Of tI&e higheat temperatures in

tm

infinite Bolid.

386. We shall consider in the first place the linear movement in an infinite bar, a portion of which has been uniformly
heated, and we shall investigate the value of the time which must
elapse in order that a giveR point of the line may attain its
highest temperature.
Let us denote by 2g the extent of the part heated, the middle
of which corresponds with the origin 0 of the distances:l:. All the
points whose distance from the axis of '!I is less than 9 and greater
than - g, have by hypothesis a common initial temperature f, I!dld
all other sections have the initial temperature O. We suppose
that no loss of heat occurs at the external surface of the prism, or,
which is the same thing, we &llSign to the section perpendiCUlar to
the axis infinite dimensions. It is required to ascertain what will
F. H.

25
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be the time t which corresponds to the maximum of temperature
at a given point whose distance is z.
We have seen, in the preceding Articles, that the variable
temperature at any point is expressed by the equation

v-

1
J-

2 wkt

fda.f(a.)e-fil.
,--.I'l"

The coefficient k represents

{n. K

being the specific con-

a the capacity for heat, and D the density.

ducibility,

To simplify the investigation, make It: - 1, and in the result
write kt or

~ instead of I.
II

= 2

The expression for

11

becomes

1 J r+'
-'--.I'I"
J; Jil...gdze ., .

. gral 0 f t h e equation
. drJ
d'1I The tiuncti·on d:t:
dv
· the mte
This 18
de - az·
measures the velocity with which the heat flows along the axis of
the prism.

Now this value

without any integral sign.

d" _
dz

of:~

is given in the actual problem

We have in fact

f

r+'2M fI -

2 JwtL,

:z: e

-'--;1" ,

4t

or, effecting the integration,

----=-f {'.I'+PI

dv
tk
387.

I

2Jwt

6

.,

-e_'.I'41-Pl'} •

The function ::; may also be expressed without the

sign of integration: now it is equal to a fluxion of the first order :: ;
hence on equating to zero this value of : ' which measures the
instantaneous increase of the temperature at any point, we have
the relation sought between :z: and t. We thus find

d'v _ ~ (- 2 (~+ g) _(1-::," 2 (~_ g)
4t
e
+.4t 6

az-2,fiit

_'.1';:..) _ dv
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which gives
(Z+p)1

(Z_g)1

(z + g) e - -" = (z - 9) e - 4 r ;
whence we conclude

gz

t=

.

log (z+9)
Z-.9

K

We have supposed OD = 1. To restore the coefficient "'e
must write

~~ instead of t, and we have
t=gaD

1£'

K log (z+9)'
z-g

The highest temperatures follow each other according to the
law expressed by this equation. If we suppose it to represent the
varying motion of a body which describes a straight line, a: being
the space passed over, and t the time elapsed, the velocity of
the moving body will be that of the maximum of temperature.
When the quantity 9 is infinitely small, that is to say when the
initial heat is collected into a single element situated at the
origin, the value of t is reduced to

~,

and by differentiation or

deveIopment .
.
fid Kt :7.'
In senes we n aD = 2" .
We have left out of consideration the quantity of heat which
escapes at the surface of the prism; we now proceed to take account
of that loss, and we shall suppose the initial heat to be contained •
in a single element of the infinite prismatic bar.
388. In the preceding problem we have determined the
variable state of au infinite prism a definite portion of which was
affected throughout with an initial temperature f. We suppose
that the initial heat was distributed through a finite space from
z=o to a:=b.
We now suppose that the same quantity of heat hi is contained
in an infinitely small element, from z = 0 to a: = Q). The tempera-

25-2
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ture of the heated layer will therefore befb .. and from this follows
CIt

what was said before, that· the variable state of the aolid is
expressed by the equation
-.fA

fJ=

J;;j/ct6- 11 .......................

this result holds when the coefficient

~ which

enters into the

..J~~
tial equaw.on
4.:
d" K,zt,,"1. • d ted b L
UlIIeren
de - CD dZ' - "", JS eno
y 5.
coefficient h, it is equal to

t::s;

(a);

&-

All

to

th
e

8 denoting the area of the

section of the priam, l the contour of that section, and H the
conducibility of the extemdl surface.
Substituting these values in the equation (a) we have

hI

..CD

6-.w

,,- JTr 2J ~~ 6

-:"
................ ..... (A);

f

represents the mean initial temperature, that is to say, that
which a single point would have if the initial heat were distributed
equally between the points of a portion of the bar whose length
is ~ or more simply, unit of measure. It is required to determine
the value t of the time elapsed, which corresponds to a maximum
of temperature at a given point.
To solve this problem, it is sufficient to derive from equation
(a) the value of: ' and equate it to zero; we have

dfJ
fI1
1"
1 2k 1 4U
de .. - A" + W" - 2 t' and t - III t" "7 ......... (b),
hence the value 6, of the time which must elapse in order that the
point situated at the distance z may attain its highest temperature,
is expressed by the equation

61c- 1

1
. /1

4h ..................... (e).

fI1 + V ii + Ic;r!
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To ascertain the highest temperature V, we remark that the
exponent of e-l in equation (a) is
a!

gtves ,.. =4kc •

I. ..

"'e + 4~'

Now equation (b)

a:'
a:' 1
. ~ 1.
2; ence kt + 4kt
= 2ke
- 2' and putting
lor i Its
1 h

known value, we have kt + 4~t" J~ + ~ a! ; substituting this exponent of

,-1 in equation (a), we have

,+,aI

bf ,-J~
V- 2J;'

Jk8 ;

and replacing JfJk by its known value, we find, as the expression
of the maximum V,

bJ -Jtal+l /1 . /411, 1 1
v- 2J;"
V "i}+V TQ;i+ a;...........(tl).
The equations (c) and (d) contain the solution of the problem;
let us replace'" and

k by their values Jf]8 and %n; let us also

write ~ 9 instead of ~, representing by 9 the semi-thickness of the
prism whose base is a square. We have to determine Yand fJ,
the equations

b.t ,-J£aI+! /

V- 2.j;

K

:;r;

OD fJ -

12K 1
V 1 +2V Kg a:'+i ......... (D),
a!
12K

1 .......... •...... ·(0)·

1+2V Kga!+i

1

These equations are applicable to the movement of heat in a
thin bar, whose length is very great. We suppose the middle of
this prism to have been affected by a certain quantity of heat bf
which is propagated to the ends, and scattered through the convex
8UI'face. V denotes the maximum of temperature for the point
whose distance from the primitive source is :;r;; fJ is the time
which has elapsed since the beginning of the diffusion up to the
~nstant at which the highest temperature V occurs. The coefti-
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cients a, H, x, D denote the same specific properties as in the
preceding problems, and 9 is the half-side of the square formed by
a section of the prism.
389. In order to make these results more intelligible by a
numerical application, we may suppose that the substance of which
the prism is formed is iron, and that the side 2g of the square is
the twenty-fifth part of a metre.
We measured formerly, by our experiments, the values of H
and K; those of a and D were already known. Taking the metre
as the unit of length, and the sexagesimal minute as the unit of
time, and employing the approximate values of H, K, 0, D, we
shall determine the values of V and fJ corresponding to a given
distance. For the examination of the results which we have in view,
it is not necessary to know these ceefficients with great precision.
We see at first that if the distance :r: is about a metre and a
half or two metres, the term ~a!, which enters under the radical,
has a large value with reference to the second term

~.

The ratio

of these terms increases as the distance increases.
Thus the law of the highest temperatures becomes more and
more simple, according as the heat removes from the origin. To
determine the regular law which is established through the whole
extent of the bar, we must suppose the distance :r: to be very
great, and we find

-IIJZ

hi e
2lI\1
V - :/2; J;- (Kg) ..................... (8),

K
-OD fJ -

:r:
2.

12I!

_

ODJg

or fJ- 2IJHii:e .. ·...... ·('Y)·

VKg
390. We see by the second equation that the time which corresponds to the maximum of temperature increases proportionally
with the distance. Thus the velocity of the wave (if however we
may apply this expression to the movement in question) is constant,
or rather it more and more tends to become so, and preserves this
property in its movement to infinity from the origin of heat.
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We may remark also in the first equation that the quantity

f

-.J:

6
expresses the permanent temperatures which the
different points of t~e bar would take, if we affected the origin
with a fixed temperature f, as may be seen in Chapter I.,
Article 76.

In order to represent to ourselves the value of V, we must
therefore imagine that all the initial heat which the source contains is equally distributed through a portion of the bar whose
length is b, or the unit of measure. The temperature f, which
would result for each point of this portion, is in a manner the
mean temperature. If we supposed the layer situated at the
origin to be retained at a constant temperature f dnring an infinite
time, all the layers would acquire fixed temperatures whose

-zJ:,

denoting by :I: the distance of the
general expression is f 6
layer. These fixed temperatures represented by the ordinates of
a logarithmic curve are extremely small, when the distance is
considerable; they decrease, as is known, very rapidly, according
as we remove from the origin.
Now the equation (8) shews that these fixed temperatures,
which are the highest each point can acquire, much exceed the
highest temperatures which follow each other during the diffusion
of heat. To determine the latter maximum, we must calculate
the value of the fixed maximum, multiply it by the constant
number

(:t J!.".'

and divide by the square root of the dis-

tance :1:.
Thus the highest temperatures follow each other through the
whole extent of the line, as the ordinates of a logarithmic curve
divided by the square roots of the absciSE, and the movement of
the wave is uniform. According to this general law the heat
collected at a single point is propagated in direction of the length
of the solid.
391. If we regarded the conducibility of the external surface
of the prism as nothing, or if the conducibility K or the thickness
2g were supposed infinite, we should obtain very different results.
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We could ~hen omit the term Kgfll, and we should have l
V=2

I

1

Je Jir;'

KO
and CD::: i fII.

In this case the value of the maximum is inversely proportional to the distance. Thus the movement of the wave would
not be uniform. It must be remarked that this hypothesis is
purely theoretical, and if the conducibility H is not nothing, but
only an extremely small quantity, the velocity of the wave is not
variable in the parte of the prism which are very distant from the
origin. In fact, whatever be the value o( H, if this value is given,
as also those o( K and g, and if we suppose that the distance :&
increases without limit, the term
greater than

i.

i--~a:' will

always become much

The distances may at first be small enough for

the term : -a:' to be omitted under the radical. The times are
then proportional to the squares o( the distances; but as the heat
Bows in direction of the infinite length, the law of propagation
alters, and the times become proportional to the distances. The
initial law, that is to say, that which relates to points extremely
near to the source, differs very much from the final law which is
established in the very distant parts. and up to infinity: but, in
the intermediate portions, the highest temperatures follow each
other according to a mixed law expressed by the two preceding
equations (D) and (0).
392. It remains for us to determine the highest temperatures
(or the case in which heat is propagated to infinity in every direction within the material solid. This investigation, in accordance
wi~h the principles which we have established, presents no
difficulty.
When a definite portion of an infinite solid has been heated,
and all other parts of the mass have the same initial temperature 0,
heat is propagated in all directions, and after a certain time the
state of the solid is the same as if the heat had been originally
collected in a single point at the origin of co-ordinates. The time
1

See equations (D) and (0), aniole 888, makiDg 6=1. (Ao 1'.]
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which must elapse before this last effect is let up is exceedingly
great when the points of the mass are very distant from tbe origin.
Each of these points which had at first the temperature 0 is
imperceptibly heated; its temperature then acquires the greatest
value which it can receive; and it ends by diminishing more and
more, until there remains no sensible heat in tbe mass. The
variable state is in general represented by the equation
fca-.rI'+I&_l/la+Ie-·)I

,,== Jda Jclb Jde 6-

2"7I'~1

J(a, b, c} ......... (E).

The integrals must be taken between the limits

a = -a"

(I

= a., b == -

bl' b = b., c == -

CI' C

== c•.

The limits - ai' + a., - bl' + b., - CI ' + c. are given; they
include the whole portion of the solid which was originally heated.
The function I(a, b, c) is also given. It expresses the initial
temperature of a point whose co-ordinates are a, b, c. Tbe definite integrations make the variables a, b, c disappear, and there
remains for t1 a function of te, '!I, ., t and constants. To determine
the time fJ which corresponds to a maximum of ", at a given point
m, we must derive from the preceding equation the valu,e of

~:;

we thus form an equation which contains (J and the co-ordinates of
the point m. From this we can then deduce the value of (J. If
then we substitute this value of (J instead of t in equation (E), we
find the value of the highest temperature Yexpressed in te, '!I, 6
and constants.
Instead of equation (E) let us write

,,== Jda Jclb Jdc PI (a, b, c),
denoting by P the mUltiplier of I (a, h, c), we have
dt1-_~!+f~-f.3l.f~-(a-te)'+(b-y)·+(c-·)·PI~(
b) ()
2t
aa U(I lW
4t
J a, ,c ... 6 •

dt -

393. We must now apply the last expression to points of the
solid which are very distant from the origin. Any point whatever of the portion which contains the initial heat, having for c0ordinates the variables (I, b, c, and the co-ordinates of the point m
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whose temperature we wish to determine being te, !/, ., the square of
the distance between these two points is (a - z)' + (b - y)'+ (c - .)';
and this quantity enters as a factor into the second term of; .
Now the point m being very distant from the origin, it is
evident that the distance ~ from any point whatever of the heated
portion coincides with the distance D of the same point from the
origin; that is to say, as the point m removes farther and farther
from the primitive source, which contains the origin of co-ordinates,
the final ratio of the distances D and ~ becomes 1.
It follows from this that in equation (,) which gives the value
dv
of dt the factor (a - z)' + (b - y)' + (c - .)1 may be replaced by

"+ y' +~' or ~, denoting by r
the origin.

the distance of the point m from

We have then

ff

do
~fda db deP f(a,h, c),
dt ==-23 tv + 4r

:==v(~-it)·

or

If we put for v its value, and replace t by
re-establish the coefficient

C~

~,

in order to

which we had supposed equal to 1.

we have

d'IJ
tit ==

{~
(Kt)! 4 CD

(CI- ~)I+(&-.)I+(.--)I

3

Kt

2 CD

If }dbfde 'da

.

,~-f(a,h,c) ...{a).

1:1 ( K )'
2 'IT' CD

394. This result belongs only to the points of the solid whose
distance from the origin is very great with respect to the greatest
dimension of the source. It must always be carefully noticed that
it does not follow from this condition that we can omit the variables a, h, c under the exponential symbol. They ought only to be
omitted outside this symbol In fact, the term which enters under
the sips of integration, and which mUltiplies f(a, b, c), is the
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product of several factors, such 88

_"I
e~
CD ,
Now it is not sufficient for the ratio ~ to be always a very
a
great number in order that we may suppress the two first factors.
If, for example, we suppose a equal to a decimetre, and z equal to
ten metres, and if the substance in which the heat is propagated is
iron, we see that after nine or ten hours have elapsed, the factor

II"..,

",

et

CD

.

is still greater than 2; hence by suppressing it we should

reduce the result sought to half its value.

Thus the value of

~~

J

it belongs to points very distant from the origin, and for any
time whatever, ought to be expressed by equation (1%). But it is
not the same if we consider only extremely large values of the
time, which increase in proportion to the squares of the distances:
in accordance with this condition we must omit, even under the
exponential symbol, the terms which contain a, b, or c. Now this
condition holds when we wish to determine the highest temperature which a distant point can acquire, 88 we proceed to prove.

88

395.

The value of ~ must in fact be nothing in the case in

question; we have therefore
~

3

( Kt)'--::Y;=O'

4 CD

K
1
or ODt==6~'

20D

Thus the time which must elapse in order that a very distant
point may acquire its highest temperature is proportional to the
square of the distance of this point from the origin.

If in the expression for
by its value

11

we replace the denominator

~~

~~, the exponent of e-l which is
(a-z)-+ (b-yt+ (c-s)-

~~

3
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may be reduced to ;, since the £actors which we omit coinc~de with
unity. Consequently we find
v- (2:6)1

~ Jda Jdb lde/(a, h, c).

The integral Jda Jdb Jde/(a, 6. c) represents the quantity of
the initial heat: the volume of the sphere whose radius is r is

;~, so that denoting by / the temperature which each molecule
of this sphere would receive, if we distributed amongst its parts
all the initial heat, we shall have tI =

J~

The results which we have developed in this chapter indicate
the law according to which the heat contained in a definite portion
of an infinite solid progressively penetrates all the other parts
whose initial temperature was nothing. This problem is solved
more simply than that of the preceding Chapters, since by
attributing to the solid infinite dimensions, we make the conditions relative to the surface disappear, and the chief difficulty
consists in the employment of those conditions. The general
results of the movement of heat in a boundless solid mass are
very remarkable, since the movement is not disturbed by the
obstacle of surfaces. It is accomplished freely by means of the
natural properties of heat. This investigation is. properly
speaking, that of the irradiation of heat within the material
solid.
SECTION IV.

Comp4tVon 0/ 1M intlgra.ls.
396. The integral of the equation of the propagation of heat
presents itaelfunder clifferent forms, which it is necessary to_compare. It is easy. as we have seen in the second section of this
Chapter, Articles 372 and 376, to refer the case of three dimensions to that of the linear movement; it is sufficient therefore to
integrate the equation
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or the equation

dv d'v
de
= iJ:i:i_ ............................... .(a).
To deduce from this differential equation the laws of the propagation of heat in a body of definite form, in a ring for example,
it was necessary to know the integral,. and to obtain it under a
certain form suitable to the problem, a condition which could be
fulfilled by no other form. This integral was given for the first
time in our Memoir sent to the Institute of France on the
21st of December, 1807 (page 124, Art. 84): it consists in the
following equation, which expresses the variable system of temperatures of a solid ring:

f

- 1
-(II
i(a:-cr)
v2.".R l: da F (a.) 6 Ji COB R
.•..•...•••• (111).

B is the radius of the mean circumference of the ring j the integral
with respect to cr must be taken from cr == 0 to cr = 2wR, or, which
gives the same result, from a. = - .".B to cr = .".B; i is any integer,
and the sum I must be taken from i = - QO to i =+ QO ; 11 denotes
the temperature which would be observed after the lapse of a
time t, at each point of a section separated by the arc a: from that
which is at the origin. We represent by tJ = F (a:) the initial temperature at any point of the ring. We must give to i the successive values
0,

+ 1, + 2, + 3,

&c., and - I, - 2, - 3, &c.,

Ba.) write

and instead of COB i (a:

ia: i« . ill: . icr
cos B cos Il+ SID.R SID B'
We thus obtain all the terms of the value of 11. Such is the
form under which the integral of equation (ti) must be placed, in
order to express the variable movement of heat in a ring (Chap; IV.,
Art. 241). We consider the case in which the form and extent of
the generating section of the ring are such, that the points of the
same section sustain temperatures sensibly equal. We suppose
also that no loss of beat occurs at the surface of the ring.
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397. The equation (<<) being applicable to a.ll values of B, we
can suppose in it R infinite; in which case it gives the solution of
the following problem. The initial state of a solid prism of
small thickness and of infinite length, being known and expressed
by t1 = F (a:), to determine a.ll the subsequent states. Consider the
radius R to contain numerica.lly n times the unit radius of the
trigonometrica.l tables. Denoting by q a variable which successively
becomes dq, 2dq, 3dq, .•. idq, &c., the infinite number n may

~,

be expressed by

and the variable number i by

~.

Making

these substitutions we find
V=

2~ ~ dq

J

d2 F (<<) ,-v" cos q (z - «).

The terms which enter under the sign ~ are differential quantities, so that the sign becomes that of a definite integral j and
we have

1
V = 2-

J+.da. F (a.) ['"cUJ. ,-"" cos

Tr _'"

_ '"

(qz - q2) .•••.••••(fJ).

This equation is a second form of the integral of the equation
(a.); it expresses the linear movement of heat in a prism of infinite
length (Chap. VII., Art. 354). It is an evident consequenoe of the
first integral (fA).
398. We can in equation (fJ) effect the definite integration
with respect to g; for we have, according to a known lemma., which
we have a.lrea.dy proved (Art. 375),

Making then

,,1 = gil, we find

f-

dq,-V" cos (qa:- ga.)

-ao

(_-or),
= J~ ,- HIt •

Je

Hence the integral (jJ) of the preceding Article becomes
11=

+· d2F(a) -(--~)'

r

-.
. _.2J'7rji6

II 'lit

..................... ('Y).
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LAPLACE'S FORM OF THE INTEGRAL.

If we employ instead of

1.1

another unknown quantity fJ,

making 1.1- ~ = fJ, we find
2Jt
tJ

= ];.!dfJ e- 1JI F(x+

2p j't) ................ (8).

This form (8) of the integral I of equation (a) was given in
Volume VIII. of the Memoires de f Ecole Polytechnique, by Y. I.e.place,
who arrived at this result by considering the infinite series which
represents the integral.
Each of the equations (fJ), (ry). (8) expresses the linear diffusion
of heat in a prism of infinite length. It is evident that these are
three forms of the same integral, and that not one can be considered more general than the others. Each of them is contained
in the integral (a) from which it is derived, by giving to Ban
infinite value.
399. It is easy to develope the value of tJ deduced from
equation (a) in series arranged according to the increasing powers
of one or other variable. These developments are self-evident,
and we might dispense with referring to them j but they give rise
to remarks useful in the investigation of integrals. Denoting by

~', ~", ~"'.

&c.. the functions

fa: ~(x), :;. c/J(x), :;. ~ (x). &c., we

have

dv
" an
d '11=0+ fd"
dt=v,
tv;
I

A c1irect proof of Ole equivalence of ilie forms
1 f....
J;'
-.. dpe-IJI4>(z+2P./i) and,,"
d#4>(z),

(see Art. ~1),

has been given by Mr Glaisher in the Mtlltflger oj Mathtfll4tic,. June 1878, p. SO.
Expanding 4> (:1:+ 2P./i) by Taylor's Theorem, integrate each term separately:
terms involving uneven powers of ./i vanish, and we have Ole l8Ilond form j
which is therefore equivalent to

! JOO "[dqe-llltcos g(CI-z) 4>(1&),
..

-

0

from which Ole first form may be derived as above.
geueralized form of Fourier's Theorem, p. 861. [A. F.]

We have thus a slightly
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here the constant represents any f'unction of' z.
value e" +

Jill"',

Putting f'or

fJ"

IX.

its

and continuing always similar substitntions, we

find

J (c" + fdt~)
-c+ fth [e" + fdt (t!"+fd"''')],
- c+ tit

or

_
t"
t..lO t.. t'.. + &c. ............ (T).
.-0+
C + [fi + ~c +lJc

In this series, C denotes an arbitrary function of' z. If' we wish
to arrange the development of' the nine of' ., according to ascending powers of':I:, we employ

d'fJ

dl1

dz'- dt'
and, denoting by."" ."", "'"" &c. the f'unctions
d
d'
d'
we have first • - "

at"" iR""
+ b.J: + fda:Jck .,;

two functions of t.

We can then put f'or

df,""

&c.,

"and b here represent any

", + b,z+
and for. II its value all +
substitutions

Jlkflk

fJ

its value

fill;

b,,:1:+ Jd~Jk"IiI' and

80

on. Bycontinucd

-a+ba:+ fiz f~(a,+1J,z +fafufJlI)
- a+bz+ fda: fda: [a, +b,z + Ja ftk( a" + b"z + fdr Jdzv",)]

'\
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NUMBER OF ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS.

tI

a:.

II:'

= a + l! a, + ~ all + ~ am + &c.
II:'

a!'

+ a;b + I! b, + ~ b" + &c •..•.•...••..... .. (X).
In this series, a and b denote two arbitrary functions of t.
If in tbe series given by equation (X) we put, instead of
a aud b, two functions 4> (t) and
(f), and develope them according
to a.scending powers of t, we find only a single arbitrary function
of a;, instead of two functions a and b. We owe this remark to
M. Poisson, who has given it in Volume VI. of the Memoires de
r Ecole Polyt6chnique, page 110.

+

Reciprocally, if in the series expressed by equation (T) we develope the function 0 according to powers of ~, arranging tbe
result with respect to the same powers of a;, the coefficients of
these powers are formed of two entirely arbitrary functions of t;
which can be easily verified on making the investigation.
400. The value of tI, developed according to powers of t,
ought in fact to contain only one arbitrary function of a: j for the
differential equation (a) shews clearly that, if we knew, as a
function of~, the value of tI which corresponds to t == 0, the .
other values of the function tI which correspond to subaequent
values of t, would he determined by this value.
It is no less evident that the function tI, when developed
according to a.scending powers of a:, ought to contain two completely arbitrary functions of the variable t. In fact the differential

equation :::; ==:: shews that, if we knew as a function of

e the

value of tI which corresponds to a definite value of a:, we could
not conclude from it the values of tI which correspond to all the
other values of a;. It would be necessary in addition, to give 88
a function of t the value of tI which corresponds to a second value
of :D, for example. to that which is infinitely near to the first. All
the other states of the function tI. that is to say those which correspond to all the other values of ~, would then be determined. The
-differential equation (a) belongs to a curved surface. the vertical
ordinate of any point being tI, and the two horizontal co-ordinates
~a

U
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and and t. It follows evidently from this equation (a) that the
form of the surface is determined, when we give the form of the
vertical section in the plane which passes through the axis of ~:
and this follows also from the physical nature of the problem; for
it is evident that, the initial state of the prism being given, all the
subsequent states are determined. But we could not construct
the surface, if it were only subject to passing through a curve
traced on the first vertical plane of t and v. It would be nece.c;sa.ry
to know further the curve traced on a second vertical plane
parallel to the first, to which it may be supposed extremely near.
The same remarks apply to all partial differential equations, and
we see that the order of the equation does not determine in all
cases the number of the arbitrary functions.

III

401. The series (T) of Article 399, which is derived from the
equation
dv d'v
dt = d.cl ............................ .. (a),

may be put under the form ,,- etg I/> (~).

Developing the ex-

ponential according to powers of D, and writing

;~ instead of U.

considering i as the order of the differentiation, we have

d'

tJ -

4> (x) + t dxl 4> (~) +

fd'
t'd'
(fa;' 4> (3:) + @da! 4> (x) + &c.

l!

Following the same notation, the first pa.rt of the series (X)
(Art. 399), which conta.ins only even powers of x, may be expressed
under the form cos (x J- D) 4> (t). Develope according to powers
of x, and write

~: instead of D

I,

considering i as the order of the

differentiation. The second part of the sel;es (X) can be derived
from the first by integrating with respect to ~, and changing the
function 4> (t) into another arbitrary function '+ (t). We have'
therefore

v= cos (:r.J- D) cfJ (t) + Tv,
and

w= tr:d.rcos (;rJ -

D)} '+ (t).
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This known abridged notation is derived from the analogy
which exists between integrals and powers. As to the use made
of it here, the object is to express series, and to verify them
without any development. It is sufficient to differentiate under
the signs which the notation employs. For example, from the
equation tJ == etJJl ~ (~), we deduce, by differentiation with respect
to eonly,

which shews directly that the series satisfies the differential
equation (a). Similarly, if we consider the first part of the series
(X), writing
tJ

= cos (~J- D) ~ (t),

we have, differentiating twice with respect to :c only,

tPtJ
d"
iJi:i
== Dcos (:c J- D) ~ (t) = DtJ == de •
Hence this value of tJ satisfies the differential equation (a).
We should find m the same manner that the differential
equation
d'v d'v
d:r,' + dy==O .............................. (b),
gives as the expression for
increasing powers of y,
11

tJ

in a series developed according to

== cos (J;D) ~ (~).

We must develope with respect to y, and write

!

instead of

D: from this value of tJ we deduce in fact,
d'v

d'

dll == - D' cos (yD) ~ (:c) =- D'v == - fli' v.

+

The value sin (J;D) (~) satisfies also the differential equation;
hence the general va.lue of v is

,,== cos (J;D) ~ (~) + W, where

W == sin (yD)

+(tc).
26-2

q
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402. If the proposed differential equation is
d'.
d'"
Jt == d'"
d:J! + d(····· ...................... (c),
and if we wish to express " in a series arranged according to
powers of I, we may denote by ~ the function

d'
d'
d.z:' '" + dy'''' j
and the equation being ~ ==])v, we have
.... cos (e J - D) '" (.x, g).
From this we infer that

d'tJ

d'"

d'"

dt == Dr = d:e' + iii"

We must develope the preceding value of. according to powers
of t. write

(fz- + :.y. instead

of 11, and then regard i as the order

of differentiation.
The following value Jdt cos (eJ- D) '+' (:.:,g) satisfies the same
condition; thus the most general value of tI is
,,:: cos (eJ- D) '" (.x, g) + W;
and

W==Jdtcos{IJ-D) '+' (.x,g);

" is a function f(.x, g, ,) of three variables. If we make t == 0, we
have f == (.x, g, 0) == '" (:.:, g); and denoting

~f(z, g, ,) by f

(.x, I, e),

we have f (z, y, 0) == '+' (z, y).
If the proposed equation is

d'" + d:J;.==0
tJ,4"
dt'
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (d),
the value of" in a series arranged according to powers of e will
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A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION.

be tI:= cos (tD') ~ (:z:.y),

denoting~ by

Dj for we deduce from

this value

The general value of tI, which can contain only two arbitrary
functions of :z: and y. is therefore .
tI:= cos (to) ~ (:z:, y) + W,

w == f:dt cos (to) +(:z:, y).

and

Denoting , by I(:z:. y, e), and :: by

f

(:z:. y, t), we have to

determine the two arbitrary functions.
~

(x, y) ==I(:z:, y, 0), and

+(:z:. y) ==f

(:z:. y, 0).

403. If the proposed ditl'erential equation is
d'v

d'tJ

tIt"

tIt"

tit + (ki + 2 da!' d!l + iJ:ii == 0 ............... (6).
. a-",

we may denote by ~ the function da!'
or

D'~

d'~

+ d!l'

can be formed by raising the binomial

second degree, and regarding the exponents
tiation. Equation (6) then becomes

88

80

that DD~

(t;.+ t;) to the

orders of differen-

~ + Uv == 0;

and the value

of v. arranged according to powers of t, is cos (tD) ~ (:z:, y) j for
from this we derive

.4

d'f1
d'v a,t.
a,tv
(],I"
dJ! == - U?J, or df +
:t 2 da:' d!l + dy4 .... O.
The most general value of tI being able to contain only two
arbitrary functions of a: and '!I, which is an evident consequence of
the form of the equation, may be expressed thus:

f

v:= cos (tD) ~ (:z:, y) + dt cos (tD) ",. (~ y).
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The functions «/> and ", are determined as follows, denoting the
.
.
d
functIOn tI by f(:c, y, t), and di l (:c, y, t) by f. (:c, y, '),
«/> (z, y)

=1 (:Il, y, 0),

", (:c, y) = fa (:c, 'I, 0).

Lastly, let the proposed differential equation be
d'"
as" a-"
at = a O!V
da:' + b tk' + C rk8 + d dz' + &c.............. ··(/),

dv

the coefficients a, b, c, d are known numbers, and the order of the
equation is indethiite.
The most general value of tI can only contain one arbitrary
function of z; for it is evident, froID the very form of the equation, that if we knew, as a function of z, the value of " which
corresponds to t = 0, all the other values of ", which correspond to
successive values of t. would be determined. To express fl. we
should have therefore the equation 11 =e tD «/> (z).
We denote by D«/> the exp~ion
O!«/>
d'«/>
O!cf,
a drJ! + b dz' + c do! + &c.;

that is to say, in order tt> form the value of
according to powers of t. the quantity

fl.

we must develop

e'(aal +6a'+ea'+d&'+ac.)•

and then write

!

instead of a, considering the powers of Cl as orders

of differentiation. In fact, this value of
with respect to t only, we have
dv
dt

detD

=at

«/> (:c)

d'"

d'"

11

being differentiated

a-"

.

=Dv= a dzI+bd.c' +c do! +&c.

It would be useless to multiply applications of the same process.
For very simple equations we can dispense with abridged expressions; but in general they supply the place of very complex investigations. We have chosen, as examples, the preceding equations, because they all relate to physical phenomena whose analytical
expression is analogous to that of the movement of heat. The two
first., (a) and (b), belong to the theory of heat.; and t.he three
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following (e), (d), (e), to dynamical problems; the last (f) expresses what the movement of heat would be in solid bodies, if
the instantaneous transmission were not limited to an extremely
small distance. We have an example of this kind of problem in
the movement of luminous heat which penetrates diaphanous
media.
404. We can obtain by different means the integrals of these
equations: we shall indicate in the first place that which results
from the use of the theorem enunciated in Art. 361, which we
now proceed to recal.
If we consider the expression

J+co
_co &z 4> (tz) _codl/> cos (pz J+CO

p2), .................. (a)

we see that it represents a function of :r:; for the two definite
integrations with respect' to IZ and p make these variables disappear, and a function of :r: remains. The nature of the function
will evidently depend on that which we shall have chosen for
4> (tz). We may ask what the function 4> (2), ought to be, in order
that after two definite integrations we may obtain a given function
I (x). In general the investigation of the integrals suitable for
the expression of different physical phenomena, is reducible to
problems similar to the preceding. The object of these problems
is to determine the arbitrary functions under the signs of the
definite integration, so that the result of this integration may be
a given function. It is easy to see, for example, that the general
integral of the equation
dv
d'v
d·v
dt = a d.i' + b

fi8v

diu

ax. + C dflf + d d:.t! + &c...... ..·...... ·{f)

would be known if, in the preceding expression (a), we could
determine I/> (tz), so that the result of the equation might be a
given functionf (Ir). In fact, we form directly a particular value
of v, expressed thus,
v = e-".t cos px,
and we find this condition,
m = ap'

+ IIp· + cp~ + &c.
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We might then also take

,,== 6-- cos (p - p2),
giving to the constant «any value.
11 ==

We have similarly

JdJ. '" (.() e -t(OIJI"+&p4+epI+aclcos (p:x: - PJ)·

It is evident that this value of " sa.tisfi~s the differential equation
<I); it is merely the sum of particular values.
Further, supposing t = 0, we ought to find for " an arbitrary
function of z. Denoting this function by f (:x:), we have

1 (Ie) == JdJ ~ (cz) Jap cos (pol: -

p2).

Now it follows frolU the form of the equation (1), that the most
general value of " can contain only one arbitrary function of z.
In fact, this equation shews clearly that if we know as a function
of :lJ the value of " for a given value of the time t, all the other
values of " which correspond to other values of the time, are
necessarily determined. It follows rigorously that if we know,
as a function of t and 11:, a value of tI which satisfies the differential
equation; and if further, on making t == 0, this function of:lJ and t
becomes an entirely arbitrary function of :z:, the function of :lJ and
t iu question is the general integral of equation (f). The whole
problem is therefore reduced to determining, in the equation
above, the function ~ (a.), 80 that the result of two integrations
lUay be a given functionf(:x:). It is only necessary, in order that
the solutiou may be geneml, that we should be able to take for
fez) an entirely arbitrary and even discontinuous function. It is
merely required therefore to know the relation which must always
exist between the given function I(:x:) and the unknown function
'" (<<). Now this very simple relation is expressed by the theorem
of which we are speaking. It consists in the fact that when the
integrals are taken between infinite limits, the function ~ (2) is
1
271.f (<<); that is to say, that we have the equation

1(:1:) ==

i7r [!2/(CZ) Lap cos (pox - ptz) ............(B).
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From this we conclude as the general integral of the proposed
equation (f),
1
2'71'

tJ= -

[aodJ.j('J.) [aodp e-I(tJpI+brJ'+CP"+ac) cos (PIol:-p2) ...(c).
-ao
-ao

405. If we propose the equation

d'tJ d'v
dt!' + d:J;4 = 0 ........................ .. (d),
which expresses the transverse vibratory movement of an elastic
plate ', we must consider that, from the form of this equation, the
most general value of tJ can contain only two arbitrary functions
of 101:: for, denoting this value of tJ by j (101:, t), and the function

;,j(a:, t) by f

(101:,

t), it is evident that if we knew j(a:, 0) and

f (a:, 0), that is to say, the values of tI and :: at

the first instant,

all the other values of tI would be determined.
This follows also from the very nature of the phenomenon. In
fact, consider a rectilinear elastic lamina in its state of rest: a: is
the distance of any point of this plate from the origin of coordinates j the form of the lamina is very slightly changed, by
drawing it from its position of equilibrium, in which it coincided
with the axis of 101: on the horizontal plane j it is then abandoned to
its own forces excited by the change of form. The displacement is
supposed to be arbitrary, but very small, and such that the initial
form given to the lamina is that of a curve drawn on a vertical
plane which passes through the axis of 101:. The system will successively change its form, and will continue to move in the vertical
plane on one side or other of the line ,of equilibrium. The most
general condition of this motion is expressed by the equation

,p"
df}'

d',,'

+ d:J;4 = 0 ........................(d).

Any point m, situated in the position of equilibrium a.t a
distance 101: from the origin 0, and on the horizontal plane, has, at
1 An investigauon of the general equauon for the lateral vibrauon of a thin
elastio rod, of which (Ii) is a partioular case corresponding to no permanent
internal tension, the angular mouons of a lIeOuon of the rod being also neglected,
will be found in Dl·nkin'B ~cou'tic., Chap. IX. §§ 16\1-177. [A-F.]
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the end of the time t, been removed from its place through the
perpendicular height t1. This variable flight t1 is a function of
z and t. The initial value of v is arbitraryj it is expressed by any
function ~ (z). Now, the equation (d) deduced from the fundamental principles of dynamics shews that the second fluxion
of v, taken with respect to t, or ~;, and the fluxion of the fourth
order taken with respect to z, or

!!

are two functions of z and t.

which differ only in sign. We do not enter here into the special
question relative to the discontinuity of these functions; we have
in view only the analytical expression of the integral.
We may suppose also, that after having arbitrarily displaced
the different points of the lamina, we impress upon them very
small initial velocities, in the vertical plane in which the vibrations
ought to be accomplished. The initial velocity given to any
point m has an arbitrary value. It is expressed by any function
",. (z) of the distance z.
It is evident that if we have given the initial form of the
system or ~ (0$) and the initial impulses or ",. (z), aU the subsequent states of the system are determinate. Thus the function
v or fez, t), which represents, after any time t, the corresponding
form of the lamina, contains two arbitrary functions '" (0$)
and",. (z).
To determine the function sought fez, t), consider that in the
equation
d,'v d'v
dt" + d:Jc. = 0 ......................... ....(d)
we can give to

t1

the very simple value

" = cos tt cos 9.z ,
" == cos rft cos (gz - gil) ;

or else

I

denoting by g and II any quantities which contain neither z nor
We therefore also have

f

,,== a2 F(a.) Jdq cos flit cos (qz -

•

rp),
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F(a) being any function, whatever the limits of the integrations
may be. This value of 11 is merely a sum of particular values.
Supposing now that t= 0, the value of 11 must necessarily
be tha.t which we have denoted by I(x, 0) or ", (x). We have
therefore

", (x)

=jd~F (a) jclqcos (qx -

g2).

The function F(a) must be determined so that, when the two
integrations have been effected, the result shall be the arbitrary
function", (x). Now the theorem expressed by equation (D) shews
that when the limits of both integrals are - 00 and + ex>, we
have
1

F('J.) =211'''' (a).
Hence the value of u is given by the following equation:
U

1

== 211'

[oo_ood~'" (a) J+oo-oodq cos fit cos (qx -ga).

If this value of IS were integrated with respect to t, the ", in
it being changed to ,y, it is evident that the integral (denoted
by W) would again satisfy the proposed differential equation (d).
and we should have

J

W == ;11' d4 ,y (a) j clq? sin t/t cos (gx -g2).
This va.lue W becomes nothing when t == 0; and if we take the
expression
dW 1 f+OO
at == 211' _ooda,y (a) _..clq cos qlt cos (gx -ga),

roo

we see that on making t == 0 in it, it becomes equal to ,y (x).
. not t he case WIt
. h t he expressIOn
. du
. becomes
The same 18
at; It
nothing when t == 0, and u becomes equal to ", (x) when t == O.
It follows from this that the integral of equation (d) is

[00d«", (a.) J+OD_..tU.J. cos qlt cos (gx -ga) + W== u + W,
and
1[00
W == 2On.,y (a) [ ..dq q1 sin q't cos (gx - tp).
11'
11

1
== 211'

_OD

"I

-00

-,.

/
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In fact, this value of t1 satisfies the differential equation (d);
also when we make t = 0, it becomes equal to the entirely arbitrary
function 4>. (:1:); and when we make t == 0 in the expression ::.
it reduces to a second arbitrary function ",. (~). Hence the value
of t1 is the complete integral of the proposed equation, and there
cannot be a more general integral.
406. The value of t1 may be reduced to a simpler form by
effecting the integration with respect to q. This reduction. and
that of other expressions of the same kind, depends on the two
results expressed by equations (1) and (2), which will be proved
in the following Article•

.[~COB fit COB q. == ~f sin (i + ~). .............. (1).

r.

dq sin rJt cos qa == ~~ sin

(i - ~) ............... (2).

From this we conclude
u == 2
Denotin~

1 f.3
. {'It' (~ - «)1
J7it
a2 4> (<<) BIn "4 + --"'"'4t .....•..•.•.• (8).

tl-Z

-r; by another unknown "., we have

2..,t

a. == It + 2p. J~ dtz = 2dp. Jt
Putting in place of sin

(i + p.t) its value

1 .

,1

,

J2 sin". + J2 cos p. ,
we have
U=

1 [..
J'>..7r _ ..dp. (sin ,,'+ cos".') 4> (a.+2p.Jt) •••••••. (tr) •

We have proved in a special memoir that (8) or (8'), the
integrals of equation (d), represent clearly and completely the
motion of the different parts of an infinite elastic lamina. They
contain the distinct expression of the phenomenon, and readily
explain all its laws. It is from this point of view chiefly that we
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have proposed them to the attention of. geometers. They shew
how oscillations are propagated and set up through the whole
extent of the lalQina, and how the effect of the initial displacement, which is arbitrary and fortuitous, alters more and more as
jt recedes from the origin, soon becoming inllflnsible, and leaving
~nly the existence of the action of forces proper to the system, the
forces namely of elasticity.
407. The results· expressed by equations (1) and (2) depend
upon the definite integrals

Jda: cos zI,

J

and da: sin zI;

J::

9=

let

da: cos zI, and II, =

J::

da: sin zI;

and regard 9 and A as known numbers. It is evident that in the
two preceding equations we may put y + b instead of z, denoting
by b any constant whatever, and the limits of the integral will be
the same. Thus we have

g= J::dycos Cll+2by

+b'),

=Jd { c~s Y ~ 21m cos bl
. 9 . Y - SlO Y am 2by cos bl

h=f:: dysin (y+ 2by+ b,),
-

C?s Y siB 2by s~n h'l •
Sln y cos 2bYSlD b'J

Now it is easy to Bee that all the integrals which contain the
factor sin 2by are nothing, if the limits are - ex> and + ~; for
sin 2by changes sign at the same time as y. We have therefore

Jaycosycos 2by- sin b Jdy sinycos 2hy......... (a).

g=cos bl

l

The equation in II, also gives
II, =

Ja: {

sin !II cos 2by cos bl + cos Y cos 2by sin bl } •
y + cos y sin 2by cos 11 - sin y sin 2by sin b' ,

and, omitting also the terms which contain sin 2by. we have
II,

= cos b

l

Jdy sin

yl

cos 2by + sin b' J dy cosy cos 2by........ (b).
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The two equations (a) and (b) give therefore (or 9 and II. the
two integrals

Jd!/sin!l cos 2b!/ and Jd!/ cos!l cos 2by.
which we shall denote respectively by .A and B . . We may now
make

!I = P",

and 2by = p.; or y == p";t,

•

b=--:
2";t

we have therefore

J

J sin

Vi

..;t dp cos pte cos p. == .A,

dp

p't cos pz = B.

The values' o( 9 and h are derived immediately from the known
result
.

J::

..;; =

tk 6-~.

The last equation is in fact an identity. and consequently does
not cease to be 80, when we substitute (or :z: the quantity

Ye+~)·
The substitution gives
-hi-:
1 = l+J-lj
·rr=Tf = l+J'-lJ
J 2 d9 6 -..-.----:/2- dy(cos!l-"-1siny'.

Thus the real part o( the second member o( the last equation
is J; and the imaginary part nothing. Whence we conclude

1

More readily from the mown results given ill § 360,

r. ..r-

du sin , , { ;

r.
So

= 'V i'

o

Let" =zI, i

duillzl=l

vI· f:.

•

l"dUCOBU

for the

COIIllle

from

and

0

J"

co

m.~

du

../U =rl~, then

duina'=2 [ . dasina'=

'V{;i.

.J~.

[R. L. E.]
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o = Jay cos!J' -

and

Ja!J sin!J',

J_..dycosy'=g=Vfir2"' Jaysiny'=h=V;·
+..

or

It remains only to determine, by means of the equations (a)
and (h), the values of the two integrals

f

J

dy cos y' cos 2by

and dy sin y' sin 2h!J.

They can be expressed thus:

A

=Jdg cos y' cos 2by =II, sin h' +9 cos b

l,

J

B = dysiny'cos2hg=hcosb'-gsin b';
wbence we conclude

Jdp cosp't cos pIS = ~~ 32 (cos:; + sin ~) ,
1 (
z' . z~
Ja::p sm. p't cospz = Jir
Ji J2
cos -it - sm 4;) ;

. '4'
It'

writing

8ID

f
and

'It'.

or cos 4 mste

dp cosptt cospz =

fa .

I

~smpt

cospz=

adf
0

Vli2' we have

~~ sin (i + ie) ..................(l)
v;
. ('I4t' 4t)
z~ ....................( 2.
)
vi sm

408. The proposition expressed by equation (B) Article 404,
or by equation (A') Article 361, whicb bas served to discover the
integral (8) and the preceding integrals, is evidently applicable to
a very great number of variables. In fact, in tbe general equation

J+"

J+"

1 _.. da.f(2) _.. dp cos (pz- pa),~
f(x) = 2'1t'
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we can regard fez) as a function of the two variables :I: and y.
The function/(<<) will then be a function of II and y. We shall
now regard this function /(<<. y) as a function of the variable y.
and we then conclude
the same theorem (B). Article 404.

from

I(<<.y) = 2~rj(~ IJ)

t.hat

Jdf cos {fJy- ilJ).

We have therefore. for the purpose of expressing any function
whatever of the two variables II: and !I. the following equation

)11_r-...d2 f+_..dfJ/(a.fJ) f+_..apcos(pz-pl)

1
/(:I:,y)=(271"

[~cos (qy -

qlJ) ••• (BB).

We fonn in the same manner the equation which belongs to
functions of three variables. namely.

/(Z.Y. -) == (2~rJda JdlJ Jdty/(II.IJ,'Y)

Jdp cos (pz - pl) Jdf cos (fJ.y - qlJ) Jdr cos (r. - rry) •••••(BBB).
each of the int.3grals being taken between the limits - co
and +00.
It is evident that the same proposition extends to functions
which include any number whatever of variables. It rem8.ins to
show how this proportion is applicable to the discovery of the
integrals of equations which contain more than two variables.
409. For example. the differential equation being

d't; d'" d'v
dt' == d:I! + (lui •••••••••••••••••••.•••••• (c).
we wish to ascertain the value of " as a function of (:I:. !I, t), such
that j 1st. on supposing t == 0, "or fez. y, t) becomes an arbitrary
function ", (z. y) of z and Yi 2nd. on making t == 0 in the valuo
of

~:.

or f (z, y, t), we find a second entirely arbitrary function

",. (.1", y).
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From the form of the differential equation (c) we can infer
that the value of v which satisfies this equation and the two preceding conditions is necessarily the general integral. To discover
this integra.l, we first give to v the particular value

v = cos me cos pa: cos qy.
The substitution of v gives the condition m =

jp' + t.

It is no less evident that we may write

v = cosp (a: - 0.) cos q (y - {3) cos tJp' + rj,
or

v=Jda. Ja{3 F(2, {3) Japcos (pol: - pl) Jdq cos (qy- 'l{3) cos tJp·+t/,
whatever be the quantities p, q, a, {3 and F (2, {3), which contain
neither x, y, nor t. In fact this value of t is merely the sum of
particular values.
If we suppose t
therefore

=0, v necessarily becomes 4> (a:, y).

We have

4> (a:, y) = Jd2 Jd{3 F(2,{3) Jap cos (pa:- p:l) Jdqcos (qy-q{3).
Thus the problem is reduced to determining F (a, {3), so that
the result of the indicated integrations may be c!> (a:, y). Now, on
comparing the last equa.tion with equation (BB), we find

Hence the integral may be expressed thus:
tI=

(2~) IJd). Jd{3C!> (2, {3)JdpCOS(P:C-Pl)Jdqcos(qy-'l{3)costJp'+'lI~

We thus obtain a first part u of the integral; and, denoting
by W the second part, which ought to contain the other arbitrary
function (.x, y), we have

+

tI=u+w,
F. H.

27
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and we must take W to be the integral Judt, changing only 4>
into 't. In fact, u becomes equal to 4> (x, y), when t is made
== 0; and at the same time W becomes nothing, since the integration, with respect to t, changes the cosine into a sine.
Further, if we take the value of

~:,

and make t == 0, the first

part, which then contains a sine, becomes nothing, and t1le
second part becomes equal to 't (x, y). Thus the equation
t.I == U + W is the complete integral of the proposed equation.
We could form in the same manner the integral of the
eq1lation

It would be sufficient to introduce a ncw factor
1

2'7T cos (rll - rry) ,
an«;l to integrate with respect to r and "I.
·
be d:v d'/1 d'v 0 . .
410. Le t t h e proposed equat lon
~ + dt + di' == ; It 18

required to express vasa function f(x,y, z), such that, lst,
(x, y, 0) may be an arbitrary function 4> (x, y); 2nd, that on

f

making 11=0 in the function

!f

(.1:, y, z) we may find a second

arbitrary function 't (oT, y). It evidently follows, from the form of
the differential equation, that the function thus determined will
Le the complete integral of the proposed equation.
To discover this equation we may remark first that the eqnation is satisfied Ly writing v == cos pz cos qyetU, the exponents
p anli q Leing any nurubers whatever, and the value of m being

± Jp.+q'.
We might then a.lso write
v = cos (p:r - p2) cos (qy - qfJ) (e'vP'+'l" + e- zVpI +ql),
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or

v = Jd% Jdl3 F(2,

P) Jdp Jdq cos (p:t:-pl) cos ('19- ql3)
(e''''p1+-ql + e-....".+'I·).

If z be made equal to O. we have. to determine F(-z,I3). the
following condition

'" (:t:, y) = Jd2 Jdl3 F (a, f3) Jdp Jdq cos (p:t:-pa) cos (q!l-ql3);
and, on comparing with the equation (BB). we see

F(a,l3) =

t~at

(2~r '" (a, 13);

we have then, as the expression of the first part of the integral,
U=

(2~),Jd2 Jdl3 '" (2,13) Jdpcos (pZ-p2) jdqcos ('19- gS)

•

(e,vp'+q' + e-''''P'+q'.
The value of tit reduces to '" (:t:, y) when z = 0, and the same
sub;titution makes the value of

;t nothing.

We might also integrate the value of tit with respect to z, and
give to the integral the following form in which ",. is a new
arbitrary function:

W=

(2~)' jda Jdl3"" (II, 13) Jdp cos (1'4'- pl) jdqcos (qy- q(3)
e' vpt+fi - e-,Vp4iji

Jp' + g.
The value of W becomes nothing when z = 0, and the same
substitution makes the function dd: equal to ",. (z, y). Hence
the general integral of the proposed equation is v = u + W.
411.

Lastly. let the equation be
d'v d'"
,r"
d'v
dt- + dol;4 +2 da! d91 + dl = O............... (e).

27-2
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it is required to determine vasa Cunctionf(a:, y, t), which satisfies
tl;te proposed equation (6) and the two following conditions:
namely, lst, the substitution t = 0 in f(;x, y, t) must give an
arbitrary function tf> (a:, y); 2nd, the same substitution 10

~tf (a:, y, t) must give a second arbitrary function",. (z, y).
It evidently follows from the form of equation (6), and from
the principles which we have explained above, that the function tI,
when determined so as to satisfy the preceding conditions, will be
the complete integral of the proposed equatiou. To discover this
function we write first,

v = cos p.x cos 'lY cos mt,
whence we derive
d'v
I
df ==-m v,

4
d
d.r:"t == P• v,

We have then the condition m == pi + ql. Thus we can write

or

tI

== cos pz cos 'lY cos t (PI + q"),

tI

== cos (px - p2) cos (qy - '1fJ) cos (pte +q't),

tI== jdljJIJF(a, fJ) Jap jag cos (pz - p'l) cos ('lY - glJ)

or

cos (PI, + '1't).
When we make t == 0, we must have

tI

== tf> (z, y); which serves

to determine the function F (2, fJ). If we compare this with the
general equation (BB), we find that, when the integrals are taken
between infinite limits, the value of F(a, fJ) is (2~Y tf> (2, IJ). We
have therefore, as the expression of the first part
integral,
u ==

II

of the

(2:)' ja2 jdfJtf> (2, IJ) jap Jdgcos (pZ-p2) cos (qy- glJ)

cos (pIt + glt).
Integrating the value of u with respect to t, the second arbitrary function being denoted by",., we shall find the other part
Wof the integral to be expressed thus:
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JV = (~)'fda fdfJ

t

(7,

421

fJ) fdp fdqcOs (px- p7.) COS (,qy-gfJ)
sin (p~t + q't)
pi + g~

If we make t = 0 in u and in W, the first function becomes
equal to t/> (x, y), and the second nothing; and if we also make
t = 0 in

!

u and in

~ W,

the first function becomes nothing,

and the second becomes equal to '+' (m, y): hence tI =
general integral of the proposed equation.

U

+W

is the

412. We may give to the value of u a simpler form by effecting the. two integra.tions with respect to p and g. For this
purpose we use the two equations (1) and (2) which we have
proved in Art. 407, and we obtain the following integral,
u = -~- [d2 f+dfJ t/> ('l fJ) !. sin (m - 7.)' + (y - fJ)'
271" _00
_..
'4t
4t
•
Denoting by u the first part of the integral, and by W the
second, which ought to contain another arbitrary function, we
have
W=

f:

dt u and v = u + ll':

If we denote by p. and
have

JI

two new unknowns, such that we

and if we substitute for tt, fJ, dz, dfJ their values
m+ 2p.

Jt,

y

+ 2J1 ,ft,

2d,.,. Ji,

2dJl ji,

we have this other form of the integral,
tI

=;;:IJ+'"
_..dp. f+"
_..dll sin (PI + II') t/> (x + 2p. ji.

'!I + 2J1 Ji)

+ W.

We could not multiply furtber these applications of our
formulm without diverging from our chief subject. The preceding
examples relate to physic~.l phenomena, whose laws were unknown and difficult to discover; and we have chosen them because·
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the integrals of these equations, which have hitherto been
fruitlessly sought for, have a remarkable analogy with those which
express the movement of heat.
413. We might also, in the investigation of the integrals,
consider first selies developed according to powers of one variable,
and sum these series by means of the theorems expressed by the
equations (B), (BB). The following example of this analysis,
taken from the theory of heat itself, appeared to us to be
wl>rthy of notice.
.

We have seen, Art. 399, that the general value of u derived
from the equation
dv d'v
dt = dz!···· ............... .......... (a).
developed in series, according to increasing powers of the variable
e, contains one arbitrary function only of 11:; and that when developed . in series according to increasing poweJ'fl of 11:, it contains
two completely arbitrary functions of t.
The first series is expressed thus :
t1

d'
t' d'
= 4> (:1:) + t fk'
4> (:1:) + 1! d.1:,4> (:1:) + &c•.....•••• (T).

The integral denoted by (fJ). Arl. 397, or

tI=2~fd24> (<<) fdp e-J>It cos (p;e-.P2),
represents the sum of this series, and contaiI1s the single arbitrary
function 4> (:1:).
The value of v. developed according to powers of te. contains
two arbitrary functionsf(t) and F(e}. and is thus expressed:
g:' d
te' d'
J(t) + ~ (Itf(t) + ~ d,a/(t) +&c.,

,,=

g:' d
+:1:F(t) + t] dt F (t)

11:1

d'

+ @ dtl F(t) +&c.....•.. (X).

There is therefore, independently of equation (fJ). another
form of the integral which represents the sum of the last series.
and which contains two arbitrary functions, J(t) and F(t).
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SECONDARY INTEGRAL OF LINEAR EQUATION.

It is required to discover this second integral of the proposed
equation, which cannot be more general than the preceding,
but which contains two arbitrary functions.
We can arrive at it by summing each of the two series which
enter into equation (X). Now it is evident that if we knew, in
the form of a function of {I; and t, the sum of the first series which
containsJ(t), it would be necessary, after having multiplied it by
to take the integral with respect to :e, and to change J(t) into
F (t). We should thus find the second series. Further, it would
be enough to ascertain the sum of the odd terms which enter into
the first series: for, denoting this sum by /1-, and the sum of all
the other terms by 11, we have evidently

d;c,

11

=J:cl;c J:d;c: .

It remains then to find the value of p.. Now the function
J(t) may be thus expressed, by means of the general equation (H),

J

J

jet) = 2~ d2 f('l) dp cos (pt-pz) ......... (B).
It is easy to deduce from this the values of the functions
cl'
d'
d'
df/(t), dt,/(t), df/(t), &c.

It is evident that differentiation is equivalent to writing in

the second member of equation (B), under the sign
respective factors _pi,

Jdp,

the

+p', - p', &c.

We have then, on writing once the common factor cos (pt-p2),

1 fd2f(a)
P.=27f'

f

dpCOS(pt-p2)

('(IJ'
l-i! +p~'a:' -&c.•)

Thus the problem consists in finding the sum of the series
which en~ers into the second member, which presents no difficulty.
In fact, if !I be the value of this series, we conclude

cIty

d.J;' = - p

I

p':e'

+ IT -

p'J!

d'1/,

~ + &c., or (J2 = -TJ y.
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Integratin5 this linear equation, hnd determining the arbitrary
constants, so that, when:x: is nothing, y may be I, and

d." d'y
doe' ilz"

tr.I,

a,.;;"

may be nothing, we find, as t110 sum of the series,
y

= ~ (/J~ +e-"J~) cosx~.

It would be useless to refer to the details of this investigation;
it is sufficient to state the result, which gives, as the integral
sought,

,,= !Jdl/(l) Jrlq 'l {cos 2'1' (t -

a) (t'qz + e-q.r) cos 'lx

- sin 2q' (t - a) (IfF - e-q.r) sin qx} + W .•.... (fJP).
The term W is the second part of the integral; it is formed by
integrating the first part with respect to :1', from :I: = 0 to :I: = x,
and by changing / into F. Under this form the integral contains
two completely arbitrary functions/(t) and F (t). If, in the value
of'll, we suppose :I: nothing, the term W becomf>s nothing by
bypothesis, and the first part u of the integral becomes f(t). If
we make the same substitution
evident that the first part
second,

~:,

~:

:I:

= 0 in the value of

~

it is

will become nothing, and that the

which differs only from the first by the function

F being pubstituted for f, ,,"ill be reduced to F (t). Thus the
integral expressed by equation (fJfJ) satisfies all the conditions,
and represents the sum of the two series which form the second
memb9r of the equation (.A.j.
This is the form of the integra] which it is necessary to select
in several problems of the theory of beat t; we see that it is very
different from that which is expressed by equation (fJ), Art. 397.
t See the article by Sir W. Thomson, II On the Linear Motion of Heat," Part
Art. 1. Camb. Math. Journal, Vol. fil. pp. 206--8. [A. F.]
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sEiuES EXPRESSED BY DEFINITE INTEGRALS.

414. We may employ very different processes of investigation.
to express, by definite integrals, the sums of series which represent the integrals of differential equations. The form of these
expressions depends also on the limits of the definite integrals.
We will cite a single example of this investigation, recalling the
result of Art. 311. If in the equation which terminates that
Article we write fC + t sin u under the sign of the function 4>,
we have

~ [dU4>(fC+ tsin u) = 4> (x) + ~ 4>" (x) + 22~4,4>\Y (.r)
t8

+ 2".4"-:-6t 4>Yi (x) + &c.
Denoting by v the sum of the series which forms the second
member, we see that, to make one of the factors 2',4',6', &c.
disappear in each term, we must differentiate once with respect
to t, multiply the result by t, and differelltiate a second time with
respect to t. We conclude from this that v satisfie3 the partial
differential equation
d'v 1 d ( dv)
d'v d'v 1 dv
d:c" = t dt t dt ' or d.c" = tIt' + t dt'

We have therefore, to express the integral of this equation,
t1

= -'1r11--0 du 4> (x + t sin u) + lV.

The second part W of the integral contains a new arbitrary
function.
The form of this second part W of the integral differs very
much from that of the first, and may also be expressed by definite
integrals. The resulttl, which are obtained by means of definite
integrals, vary according to the processes of investigation by which
they are derived, and according to the limits of the integrals.
415. It is necessary to examine carefully the nature of the
general propositions which serve to transform arbitrary functions:
for the use of these theorems is very extensive, and we derive
ftom them directly the solution of several important physical
problems, which could be treated by no other method. The
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following proofs, which we gave in our first researches, are very
suitable to exhibit the truth of these propositions.
In the geueral equation

1[.0

j (z) = daf (a) j~'
dp cos (P2 - pz),
'1f' -..
0
which is the same as equation (B), Art. 404, we may effect the integration with respect to p, and we find

fez)

=! [fIOdaf(a) sin (pa -

pz) .

'1f'
a - a:
We ought then to give to p. in the last expression, an infinite
value; and, this being done, the second member will express the
value of f(a:). We shall perceive the truth of this result by
means of the following condtruction. Examine first the definite
-flO

integral

f-tJa:
sin a:, which we know
o

to be equal to t'1f', Art. 356.

1&

It' we construct above the axis of a: the eurve whose ordinate is
sin a:, and that whose ordinate is !, and then multiply the ordinate
a:
of the first curve by the corresponding ordinate of the second, we
may consider the product to be the ordinate of a third curve
whose form it is very easy to ascertain.
Its first ordinate at the origin is I, and the succeeding ordinates
become alternately positive or negative; the curve cuts the axis
at the points where a: = '1f', 27r, 37r, &c., and it approaches nearer
and nearer to this axis.

A second branch of the curve, exactly like the first, is situated
to the left of the axis of y. The integralj""az ~n a: is the area
o
a:
included between the curve and the axis of a:, and reckoned from
a: = 0 up to a positive infinite value of 1&.
The definite integral f""a.x: sin Pz , in which p is supposed to be
J0
a:
any positive number, has the same value as the preceding. In
fact, let pa: = a; the proposed integral will become

jda
sin a, and,
o
6

consequently, it is also equal to t'1f'. This proposition is true,
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whatever positive number p may be. If we suppose, for example,
. sin lOa: h
.
. .
·
p = 10,th e curve wh ose ordmate IS - - - as SlDu08lttes very
IlJ

much closer and shol·ter than the sinuosities whose ordinate is
sin .l: j but the whole area from a: = 0 up to
a:

III

= QO

is the same.

Suppose now that the number p becomes greater and greater,
and that it increases without limit, that is to say, becomes infinite.
'
"
,sin pa: are m
'fi'
The SInUOSities
0 f th e curve wh ose ord'mate IS
mteIy
a:
Their base is an infinitely small length equal to !', That
p
btling so, if we compare the positive area which rests on one

near,

of these intervals! with the negative area which rests on the
p
following interval, and if we denote by X the finite and sufficiently
large abscissa which answers to the beginning of the first are,
we see that the abscissa 1lJ, which enters as a denominator into
,sin
pa: 0 f t h e ord'mate, h
. , 1D
,
t h e expresSlon
-as 'no sensl'ble vanatlon
IlJ

the double interval

which serves as the base of the two areas.
p
Consequently the integral is the same as if a: were a constant
quantity, It follows that the sum of the two areas which succeed
each other is nothing.
271',

The same is not the case when the value of

IlJ

is infinitely

small, since the interval 271' has in this case a finite ratio to the

p

value of a:.

r"

. 10tk

We know from this that the integral

sin pa:, in
IlJ

which we suppose p to be an infinite number, is wholly formed out
of the sum of its first terms which correspond to extremely small
values of a:, When the abscissa has a finite value X, the area
does not vary, since the parts which compose it destroy each othel'
two by two alternately, We express this result by writing

f

"d sin pa: _
tl: - - o
tl:

f-..
0

sin PIll

1Uofi -

IlJ

-

1

-

2'71',
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The quantity OJ. which denote3 the limit of the second integral,
has an infinitely small value; and the value of the integral is the
same when the limit is OJ and when it is co.
416.

This assumed, take the equation
I(x) =

!f+OD d1.f(l) ~in p (2 -:- x),
«-x

'IT' _.,

(p = co ).

Having laid down the axiR of the abscissre a, construct above
tllat axis the curve ff, whose ordinate is 1 (a). The form of
tl.is curve is entirely arbitrary; it might have ordinates existing
only in one or Reveral parts of its course, all the other ordinates
being nothing.
ConstnlCt also ahove the same axis of abscissre a curved line
whose ordinate is SID)~,

z

Z

S8

denoting the abscissa and p a very

great positive number. The centre of this curve, or the point
which corresponds to the greatest ordinate p. may be placed at the
origin 0 of the abscissre a, or at the end of any abscissa whatever.
We suppose this centre to be successively displaced, and to be
transferred to all points of the axis of a, towards the right, departing from the point O. Consider what occurs in a certain position
of the second curve, when the centre has arrived at the point :1:,
which terminateR an abscissa z of the first curve.
The value of z being regarded as constant, and « being the
only variable, the ordinate of the Recond curve becomes
sin p (l-:.a:)

«-z
If then we link together the two curves, for the purpose of
forming a third, that is to say. if we multiply each ordinate of the
second, and represent the product by an ordinate of a third curve
drawn above the axis of «, this product is
1('1.) sinp~Sl-=-~~.

«-z

The whole area of the third curve, or the area included between
this curve and the axis of abscissre, may then be expressed by

r"'dzf("J.) siul!(a-z).
a-z

L",
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Now the number p being infinitely great, the s~cond curve has
all its sinuosities infinitely near; we easily see that for all points
which are at a finite distance from the point x, the definite
integral, or the whole area of the third curve, is formed of equal
parts alternately positive or negative, which destroy each other two
by two. In fact, for one of these points situated at a certain distance from the point :c, the value of f (2) varies infinitely little
when we increase the distance by a quantity less than
same is the case with the denominator a -

fe,

~~. The

p
which measures that

distance. The area which corresponds to the interval 271' is therep

fore the same as if the quantitiesf(a) and a -fe were not variables.
Consequently it is nothing when a - fe is a finite magnitude.
Hence the definite integral may be taken between limits as ncar
as we please, and it gives, between those limit8, the same result as
between infinite limits. The whole problem is reduced then to
taking the integral between points infinitely near, one to the left,
the other to the right of that where a - fe is nothing, that is to say
from a = Z - I» to a = fe + 1», denoting by I» a quantity infinitely
small. In this interval the function f (a) does not vary. it is
equal to f(:c), and may be placed outside the symbol of integration. Hence the value of the expression is the product ofJ(oE) by

fd~ sin pa-(2 II':- x) '
taken between the limits a - fe = - 1», and a - fe = 1».
N ow this integral is equal to 'If', as we have seen in the preceding article j hence the definite integral is equal to 'If'f (z), whence
we obtain the equation
1

f(x)="l.71'

J+" dJ.f(a) 2sinp{:t-x)
-~- a-z-~'
-

..

J+'"

1
= ~r
71' __ dJ.f('J.)

(p=oo)

['" dp cos (pa; - pJ.) ...... (B).
_CO)

417. The preceding proof supposes that notion of infinite
quantities which has -always been admitted by geometers. It
would be easy to offer the same proof under another form, examiuing the changes which result from the continual increase of the
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factor p under the symbol sin p (/I - z). These considerations arc
too well known to make it necessary to recall them.
Above all, it must be remarked that the function f (x), to which
this proof applies, is entirely arbitrary, and not subject to a continuous law. We might therefore imagine that the enquiry is
concerning a function such that the ordinate which represents it
has no existing value except when the abscissa is included between
two given limits a and b, all the other ordinates being supposed
notbing; 80 that the curve has no form or trace except above the
interval from z = a to :c = b, and coincides with the axis of ex in
all other parts of its course.
The same proof shews that we are not considering here infinite
values of z, but definite actual values. We might also examine on
the same principles the cases in which the function f (:c) becomes
infinite, for singular values of z included between the given limits;
but these have no relation to the cbief object which we have in
view, which is to introduce into the integrals arbitrary functions;
it is impossible that any problem in nature should lead to the
supposition that the function f(:c) becomes infinite, when we
give to z a singular value included between given limits.
In general the function f (x) represents a succession of values
or ordinates each of which is arbitrary. An infinity of values being
given to the abscissa z, there are an equal number of ordinates
l (x). All have actual numerical values, either positive or negative
or nul.
We do not suppose these ordinates to be subject to a common
law; . they succeed each other in any manner whatever, and each of
them is given as if it were a bingle quantity.
It may follow from the very nature of the problem, and from
the analysis which is applicable to it, that the passage from one
ordinate to the following is effected in a continuous manner. But
special conditions are tben concerned, and the general equation (B),
considered by itself, is ind~pendent of these conditions. It is
rigorously applicable to discontinuous functions.
Suppose now that the function fez) coincides with a certain
or tfJ (x), when we give to
analytical expression, such as sin x,
x a value included between the two limit.~ a and h, and that all

,-lt

l

,
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the values of feZ) are nothing when a: is not included between a
and h; the limits of integration with respect to a, in the preceding
equation (B), become then a = a, a = h; since the result is the same
as for the limits a = - QC) , a = QC) , every value of cf.! (2) being nothing
by hypothesis, when a is not included between a and h. We have
then the equation

f(.x)

= 2~

r.

d2cf.!(a,)

r:

dpcos (pz-p'}.) ............. (B).

The second member of this equation (11) is a function of the
variable Zj for the two integrations make the variables a and p dis"
nppear, and Z only remains with the constants a and h. Now the
function equivalent to the second member is such, that on substituting for z any value included between a and h, we find the same
result as on substituting this value of z in cf.! (x) ; and we find a nul
result if, in the second member, we substitute for z any value not
included between a and b. If then, keeping all the other quantities
which form the second member, we replaced the limits a and h
by nearer limits a' and h', each of which is included between a and
h, we should change the function of a: which is equal to the second
member, and the effect of the change would be such that the
second member would become nothing whenever we gave to z a
value not included between a' and h'; and, if the value of a: were
included between a' and 1/, we should have the same result as
on substituting this value of z in cf.!(a:).
We can therefore vary at will the limits of the integral in the
second member of equation (B'). This equation exists always for
values of a: included between any limits a and h, wbich we may
have chosen; and, if we assign any other value to z, the second
member becomes notbing. Let us represent q,(x) by the variable
ordinate of a curve of which :c is the abscissa; the second member,
whose value is f(x), will represent the variable ordinate of a second
curve whose form will depend on the limits a and h. If these
limits are - QC) and + QC), the two cur\,es, one of which has cf.!(z) for
ordinate, and the other f(z), coincide exactly through the whole
extent of their course. But, jf we give other values a and h to these
limits, the two curves coincide exactly through every part of their
course which corresponds to the interval from z=a to z= h. '1'0
right and left of this interval, the second curve roincilips precil:ely
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at every point with the axis of z. This result is very remarkable,
and determines the -true sense of the proposition expressed by
equation (B).
418. The theorem expressed by equation (n) Art. 234 must
be considered under the samo point of view. This equation
serves to develope an arbitrary function/(x) in a series of sines or
cosines of multiple arcs. The function I(x) denotes a function
completely arbitrary, that is to say a succession of given values,
subject or not to a common law, and answering to all the values of
:r included between 0 and any magnitude X.
The value of this function is expressed by the following
equation,
_ 1 ~fb
2i.".
g dl.l('J.) cosX - (.I: - a) ..........•.(A).

f(.c) - t.7r -

The iotc·gral, with respect to at must be taken bptween the
limits a = a, and a = b; each of these limits a and b is any quantity
whatever included between 0 and X The sign ~ aft"t:cts the
integer number i, and indica.tes that we must give to i every
integer value negative or positive, namely,
... - 5, - 4, - 3, - 2, - 1, 0,

+ 1, + 2, + 3, + 4, + 5, ...

and must take the sum of the terms arranged under the sign ~.
After these integrations the second member becomes a function of
the variable :r; only, and of the constants a and b. The general
proposition consists in this: 1st, that the value of the second
member, which would be found on substituting for :r a quantity
included between a and b, is equal to that which would be obtained
on substituting the same quantity for :r in the function I(.r); 2nd,
every other value of:r; included between 0 and X, but not included
between a and h, being substituted in the second member, gives a
nul result.
Thus there is no function /(.r), or part of a function, which
ca.nnot be expressed by a trigonometric series.
The value of the second member is periodic, and the interval
of the period is X, that is to say, the value of the second member
does not change when :r + X is written instead of x. All its
values in succession are renewed at interV'als X.
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The trigonometrical series equal to the second member is
convergent; the meaning of this statement is, that if we give to
the variable a: any value whatever, the sum of the terms of the
series approaches more and more, and infinitely near to, a definite
limit. This limit is 0, if we have substituted for x a quantity
included between 0 and X, but not included between a and hj
but if the quantity substituted for a: is included between a and b,
the limit of the series has the same value as f (x). The last
function is subject to no condition, and the line whose ordinate it
represents may have any form; for example, that of a contour
formed of a series of straight lines and curved lines. We see by
this that the limits a and b, the whole interval X, and the nature
of the function being arbitrary, the proposition has a very extensive signification; and, as it not only expresses an analytical
property, but leads also to the solution of several important
problems in nature, it was necessary to consider it under different
points of view, and to indicate its chief applications. We have
given several proofs of this theorem in the course of this work.
'fhat which we shall refer to in one of the following Articles
(Art. 424) has the advantage of being applicable also to nonperiodic functions.
If we suppose the interval X infinite, the terms of the series
become differential quantities; the sum indicated by the sign ~
becomes a definite integral, as was seen in Arts. 353 and 355. and
equation (A) is transformed into equation (E). Thus the latter
equation (B) is contained in the former, and belongs to the case
in which the interval X is infinite: the limits Q and h are then
evidently entirely arbitrary constants.
419. The theorem expressed by equation (B) presents also
divers analytical applications, which we could not unfold without
quitting the object of this work; but we will enunciate the
principle from which these applications are derived.
We see that. in the second member of the equation
1
I(a:) = 2'7T'

f"d'1.f(a.) I+IDdpcos (px-tn)··················(B).
•

_.

the function f(x) is so transformed, that the symbol of the
function f affects no longer the variable a:. but an auxiliary
~a

~
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variable a. The variable ~ is only affected by the symbol cosine.
It follows from this, that in order to differentiate the functionf(z)
with respect to IE, as many times as we wish, it is sufficient to
differentiate the second member with respect to IE under the
symbol cosine. We then have, denoting by i any integer number
whatever,

;;J(a:) -

±j d2 f(tl) jdppliCOS(F-tn).

We take the upper sign when i is even, and the lower sign
when i is odd. Following the same rule relative to the choice
of sign

:;;:If(lE) = +2~ jihf(tl} jdp pli+lain Cpa: - p2).
We can also integrate the second member of equation (B)
several times in succeBBion, with respect to IE; it is sufficient to
write in front of the symbol sine or cosine a negative power
ofp.
The same remark applies to finite differences and to summations denoted by the sign I, and in general to analytical o~rations
which may be effected upon trigonometrical quantities. The chief
characteristic of the theorem in question, is to transfer the general
sign of the function to an auxiliary variable, and to place the
varia.ble a: under the trigonometrical sign. The function I(a:)
acquires in a manner, by this transformation, all the properties of
trigonometrical quantities; differentiations, integrations, and summations of series thus apply to functions in general in the same
manner as to exponential trigonometrical functions. For which
reason the use of this proposition gives directly the integrals
of partial differential equations with constant coefficients. In
fact, it is evident that we could satisfy these equations by particular exponential values; and since the theorems of which we
a.re speaking give to the general and arbitrary functions the
character of exponential quantities, they lead easily to the expression of the complete integrals.
The same transformation gives also, as we have seen in
Art. 413, an easy means of summing infinite series, when these
series contain successive differentials, or successive integrals of the
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same function; for the summation of the series is reduced, by
what precedes, to that of a series of algebraic terms.
420. We may also employ the theorem in question for the
purpose of sUbstituting under the general form of the function a
binomial formed of a real part and an imaginary part. This
analytical problem occurs at the beginning of the calculus of
partial differential equations; and we point it out here since it
has a direct relation to our chief object.

If in the function I(z) we write p. + JlJ -1 instead of fIJ, the
result consists of two parts '" + ./="'1 y. The problem is to
determine each of these functions '" and ",. in terms of II- and JI.
We shall readily arrive at the result if we replace j(fIJ) by the
expression

for the problem is then reduced to the substitution of II- + JI J - 1
instead of te under the symbol cosine, and to the calculation of the
real term and the coefficient of J - 1. We thus have

j(te) ==/(p.+ JlJ -1) == 2~ fll« (fA) fdpcos [p (P-fl) +PPJ -1]

==

! f d2 /(a) fdp

{cos (pp. - p2) (,,,,, + e-"")

+J -1 sin (pp.-pa) (e"" hence

'" =

y=

,-JW)};

1;,. fda/ (a) Jdp cos (pp.- p2) (e"" + e-JW),

! fda/(fA) fdpsin {pp.-

p2} (e"" - e-"").

Thus all the functions /(z) which can be imagined, even those
which are not subject to any law of continuity, are reduced to the
form M +NJ-l, when we replace the variable fIJ in them by the
binomial p. + JI J - 1.

28-2
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421. To give an example oC the use oC the last two CormullB.
let us consider the equation

~ + ~; = 0,

which relates to the

unif'orm movement oC heat in a rectangular plate. The general
integral oC this equation evidently contains two arbitrary Cunctions. Suppose then that we know in terms oC a: the value of t1
when y = 0, and that we also know, as another function oC :x:, the
value oC

~; when y-O, we can deduce the required

integral from

that oC the equation

which has long been known; but we find imaginary quantities
under the Cunctional signs: the integral is
v - cfJ(a:+yJ-I) + cfJ (a:- yJ-I) + w:

The second part W oC the integral is derived from the first by
integrating with respect to y, and changing cfJ into ",..
It remains then to transCorm the quantities cfJ (a: + y J - I) and
cfJ(a:-yJ-I), in order to separate the real parts from the imaginary parts. Following the process oC the preceding Article we
find Cor the first part U oC the integral,

u-

2~ [

da.f(a.) [

dp

COB

CPa: -pta) (6" + eOW),

and consequently

The complete integral oC the proposed equation expressed in
real terms is thereCore ,,- U + W; and we perceive in fact,
1st, that it satisfies the differential equation; 2nd, that on making
y ... 0 in it, it gives ,,- /(a:); 3rd, that on making y- 0 in the
function

~;, the result is F(a:).
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422. We may also remark that we can deduce from equation
(B) a very simple expression of the differential coefficient of the

d'
,'til order, tk.!(:r:),
or of the integral

J'd:c'f(:r:).

The expression required is a certain function of :r: and of the
index i. It is required to ascertain this function under a form
a
such that the number i may not enter it as an index, but
quantity, in order to include, in the same formula, every case in
which we assign to i any positive or negative value. To obtain it
we shall remark that the expression

as

cos

(r+i i),

i7r •
. i7r
cosrcos"2-smrsm 2'

or

becomes successively
- sin r,

- cos r, + sin r, + COB r, - sin r, &c.,

if the respective values of i are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &C. The same results
recur in the same order, when we increase the value of i. In the
second member of the equation

f(a:)

= 2~ jclaf(a) fdp cos CPa: - ~),

we must now write the factor pi before the symbol cosine, and
add under this symbol the term

+ ii.

We shall thus have

The number i, which enters into the second member, may be
any positive or negative integer. We shall not press these applications to general analysis; it is sufficient to have shewn the use of
our theorems by different examples. The equations of the fourth
order, (d), Art. 405, and (e), Art. 411, belong as we have said to
dynamical problems. The integrals of these equations were not
yet known when we gave them in a Memoir on the Vibrations of
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Elastic Surfacu. read at a sitting of the Academy of Sciences l •
6th June. 1816 (Art. VL §§ 10 and 11, and Art. VD. §§ 13 and 14).
They consist in the two formulm 8 and 8', Art. 406, and in the two
integrals expressed, one by the first equation of Art. 412, the other
by the last equation of the same Article. We then gave several
other proofs of the same results. This memoir contained also the
integral of equation (c), Art. 409, under the form referred to in
that Article. With regard to the integral (JJfI) of equation (a),
Art. 413, it is here published for the first time.
423. The propositions expressed by equations (A) and (8).
Arts. 418 and 417, may be considered under a more general point
of view. The construction indicated in Arts. 415 and 416 applies
not only to the trigonometrical function sin (1'« - px); but suits
A-a:
all other functions, and supposes only that when the number p
becomes infinite. we find the value of the integral with respect to
IZ, by taking this integral between extremely near limits. Now
this condition belongs not only t.o trigonometrical functions. but is
applicable to an infinity of other functions. We thus arrive at
the expression of an arbitmry function f(a:) under different very
remarkable forms; but we make no use of these tmnsf'ormations
in the special investigations which occupy us.
With respect to the proposition expressed by equation (A),
Art. 418,- it is equally easy to make its truth evident by constructions, and this was the theorem for which we employed them
at first. It will be sufficient to indicate the course of the proof:
1 The date is iDaocurate. The memoir was read on lune 8th, 1818, as appeua
from an abstraci ofiigiven in the Bulletin tit, Sciencu par fa Socitu PIUw-tique,
September 1818, pp. 129-186, enUiled, Note relatille aU.t: lIilwatiOlll du nrfactl
tlaltique, et au moulltllltflt de, 0fIdu, par M. Fourier. The reading of the memoir
further appears from the .Anal"e de, trallaw: de 1'.Acadimit de, Scitflcu ptIICIatd
l'annte 1818, p. xiv, and its noi having been published except in abshaci, from a
remark of Poisson ai pp. 160-1 of biB memoir Sur ltI tquationl alIoS difflrtRu,
partieUt" prinied in the JUmoiru de r .Acadi1llie de, SCUnctl, Tome IlL Clear 1818),
Paris, 1820. The Uile, Mhioire "'" ltI lIibrationl del lUrjactl IlaItiqutI, JlGr
M. Fourier, is given in the .Anal,,,, p. xiv. The object, I I to inksrate several
pariial di1ferenUal equations and to deduoe from the iniegrals ihe knowledge of the
physioal phenomena to which these equaUons refer," is stated in the BMllelill,
p. 1211. [A. F.}
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In equation (.A), namely,
1

I(a:) == -2

J+X a«/(a) ~+- cos 2i7r a--Xa: ;

-x
-we can replace the sum of the terms arranged under the
sign ~ by its value, which is derived from known theorems.
We have seen different examples of this calculation previously,
Section m., Chap. IlL It gives as the result if we suppose,
in order to simplify the expression, 27r == X, and denote 11- tIJ
by r,
+J.
• • • sin r
~ cos J1' == COS)1' + SlOp'
.
•
-J
versmr
7r

We must then multiply the second member of this equation
by dal(a), suppose the number j infinite, and integrate from
II == - 7r to a == + 7r. The curved line, whose abscissa is a and
ordinate cosjr, being conjoined with the line whose abscissa is
a and ordinate I (a), that is to say, when the corresponding
ordinates are multiplied together, it is evident that the area of
the curve produced, taken between any limits, becomes nothing
when the number j increases without limit. Thus the first term
cosjr gives a nul result.
The same would be the case with the term sinjr, if it were

si~ r ; but on comparing the
versmr
three curves which have a common abscissa a, and as ordinates
not multiplied by the factor

sinjr,

si~ l'

versm l'

,/(a), we see clearly that the integral

si~ r
frl4 /(a) sin'r) versmr
has no actual values except for certain intervals infinitely small,
namely, when the ordinate si~ ,. becomes infinite. This will
. versm r
take place if r or a - tIJ is nothing; and in the interval in which
II differs infinitely little from a:, the value of I(a.) coincides with
I(a:). Hence the integral becomes

2/(a:)

J:

drsinj1' ;~, or 4/(a:)

r:a:

sinjr,
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,,·hich is equal to 2."./(:&), Arts. 415 and 356. Whence we conclude the previous equation (..4).
When the variable :Xl is exactly equal to - '11' or +."., the CODstruction shews what is the value of the second member of the
equation (..4), [i/(-'I1') or i/('I1')].
If the limits of integrations are not - '11' and + '11', but other
numbers a and b, each of which is included between - '11' and
+ '11', we see by the same figure what the values of:z: are, for which
the second member of equation (A) is nothing.
If we imagine that between the limits of integration certain
values of /(a.) become infinite, the construction indicates in what
sense the general proposition must be understood. But we do
not here consider cases of this kind, since they do not belong
to physical problems.
If instead of restricting the limits - '11' and + '11', we give
greater extent to the integral, selecting more distant limits 0:
and b', we know from the same figure that the second member
of equation (..4) is formed of several terms and makes the result
of integration finite, whatever the function/(:&) may be.
We find similar results if we 'Write

2'11' IX

X instead of r, the
:Xl

limits of integration being - X and + X.
It must now be considered that the results at which we
have arrived would also hold for an infinity of different functions
of sinjr. It is sufficient for these functions to receive values
alternately positive and negative, so that the area may become
nothing, when j increases without limit. We may also vary
sin r
li .. 0 f·lDtegratlOn,
.
as weU as t h emIts
and we
t h e Iiactor --.-,
verslnr
may suppose the interval to become infinite. Expressions of
this kind are very general, and susceptible of very different forms.
We cannot delay over these developments, but it was necessary
to exhibit the employment of geometrical constructions; for
they solve without any doubt questions which may arise on the
extreme values, and on singular values; they would not have
served to discover these theorems, but they prove them and guide
all their Rppli('a.tions.
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424. We have yet to regard the same propositions under
another aspect. If we compare with each other the solutions
relative to the varied movement of heat in a ring, a sphere, a
rectangular prism, a cylinder, we see that we had to develope
an arbitrary function /(:£) in a series of terms, such as
a l4> (PIa:) + a l4> (P~) + a.4> (P.:£)

+ &c.

The function 4>, which in the second member of equation
(A) is a cosine· or a sine, is replaced here by a function which
may be very different from a sine. The numbers Jl-I , Jl-., Jl-., &c.
instead of being integers, are given by a transcendental equation,
all of whose roots infinite in number are reaJ.
The problem consisted in finding the values of the coefficients
. ai' ai' a.... a.; they have been arrived at by means of definite
integrations which make all the unknowns disappear, except one.
We proceed to examine specially the nature of this process, and
the exact consequences which flow from it.
In order to give to this examination a more definite object,
we will take as example one of the most important problems,
namely, that of the varied movement of heat in a solid sphere.
We have seen, Art. 290, that, in order to satisfy the initial distribution of the heat, we must determine the coefficients ai' ai'
a• ... a., in the equation

mF(m) == alsin (PI:£) + a. sin (PIa:) + a. sin (PIa:) + &c.... ... (e).
The function F(:£) is entirely arbitrary; it denotes the value
of the given initial temperature of the spherical shell whose
radius is a:. The numbers Jl-I , Jl-•••• Jl-. are the toots p., of the
transcendental equation
p.X
tan Jl-X == 1- hX ........................ (/).

t1

X is the radius of the whole sphere; h is a known numerical coefficient having any positive value. We have rigorously proved in
our earlier researches, that all the values of Jl- or the roots of the
equation (f) are reaP. This demonstration is derived from the
I The Mlmoiru til 1'.detuUmie tlIa Seiefteu, Tome s, Pari, 1881, pp.119-U8,
coDtain Rtmarqll~' ulfrlralt' fUr rapplieati01l du principu til Z'analll,e algibriqve
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general theory of equations, and requires only that we should
suppose known the form of the imaginary roots which every equatiun may have. We have not referred to it in this work, since its
place is supplied by constructions which make the proposition more
evident. Moreover, we have treated a similar problem analytically,
in determining t.he varied movement of heat in a cylindrical body
(Art. 308). This arranged, the problem consists in discovering
numerical values for ai' ai' a., ... a" &c., such that the second
member of equat.ion (e) necessarily becomes equal to :l:F(:z:), when
we substitute in it for 1& any value included between 0 and the
whole length X.
To find the coefficient a" we have multiplied equation (e) by
d:z: sin P.IX, and then integrated between the limits 1&'" 0, 1& = X,
and we have proved (Art. 291) that the integral

J:

ck sin p.p: sin p.;r.

has a null value whenever the indices i and j are not the same;
that is to say when the numbers p., and P.I are two different roots
of the equation (I). It follows from this, that the definite integration making all the terms of the second member disappear,
except that which contains a" we have to determine this coefficient,
the equation

J:

d.l: [:I: F(:I:) sin p.p:] - a,

J:

d:z: sinp.p: sin p.p:.

Substituting this value of the coefficient a, in equation (e). we
derive from it the identical equation (E).

1&

F (x) - I sin (pp:)

lId«.
J\

«F(a) sinp.,a.

d{3 sin p.,/J sin

o

(E).
.............
..
p.,/J

aw: lquatiolll tTafilctruiaftu., by Fourier. The author sh8WII that the imaginary
roots of soc :.:=0 do not satisfy the equation tan :.:=0, since for them, tan:.:=
The equation tan 1I = 0 is satisfied only by the roots of sin :.: = 0, which are all real.
It may be shewn also that the imaginary roots of sec :c=0 do not satisfy the equation
III-m tan:c=O, where m is less than I, but this equation is satis6.ed only by the
roots of the equation fez) =:.: cos :.: - m sin:c = 0, which are all real. For if
I"H (:c), I.(z), /.-1 (:.:), are three successive differential coeffioients of I (fIl), the values
of II: which make I. (z) =0, make the signs of I'H (z) and I'-I (z) differenl Hence
by Fourier's Theorem relative to the number of changes of sign of I(te) and itl
luooesaive derivatives, fez) can have no imaginary root.. [Ao F.]

Fl.
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WHAT TERlrIS MUST BE INCLUDED.

In the second member we must give to i all its values, that is to
say we must successively substitute for p.., all the roots p. of the
equation (f). The integral must be taken for cr from a = 0 to
a = X, which makes the unknown a disappear. The same is the
case with 11, which enters into the denominator in such a manner
that the term sin p.p: is multiplied by a coefficient a. whose value
depends only on X and on the index i. The symbol I denotes
that after having given to i its different values, we must write
down the sum of all the terms.
The integration then offers a very simple means of determining
the coefficients directly; but we must examine attentively the
origin of this process, which gives rise to the following remarks.
1st. If in equation (e) we had omitted to write down part of
the terms, for example, all those in which the index is an even
number, we should still find, on multiplying the equation by
d:e sin p.;e, and integrating from :x; = 0 to :x; = X, the same value of
au which has been already determined, and we should thus form
an equation which would not be true; for it would contain only
part of the terms of the general equation, namely, those whose
index is odd.
2nd. The complete equation (e) which we obtain, after having
determined the coefficients, and which does not differ from the
equation referred to (Art. 291) in which we might make t= 0 and
t1 = f(:e), is such that if we give to :D any value included between
o and X, the two members are necessarily equal; but we cannot
conclude, as we have remarked, that this equality would hold, if
choosing for the first member :x; F (:e) a function subject to a continuous law, such as sin:x; or cos:x;, we were to give to :x; a value
not included between 0 and X. In general the resulting equation
(e) ought to be applied to values of:e, included between 0 and X.
Now the process which determines the coefficient a. does not
explain why all the roots p.. must enter into equation (6), nor
why this equation refers solely to values of :x;, included between 0
andX.
To answer these questions clearly, it is sufficient to revert to
the principles which serve as the foundation of our analysis.
We divide the interval X into an infinite number n of parts
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equal to dtc. 80 that we have nda: == X. and writing I (~) instead of
~F(fI:}. we denote by /,../.,/. ••• /, .../.. the values of/(fI:). which
correspond to the values dtc, 2da:, 3da:, ••. Uk ... ndtc. assigned to
~; we make up the general equation (e) out or a number " of
terms; 80 that n unknown coefficients enter into it. a1 • al' a•• •..
a•... a.. This arranged. the equation (e) represents" equations
of the first degree. which we should form by substituting successively for ~. its n values da:. 2dz, 3d.x, ••. nda:. This system of n
equations contains /,. in the first equation. /. in the second. I. in
the third. I. in the nth. To determine the first coefficient a 1 • we
multiply the first equation by 0',. the second by 0'.' the third by
0'., and so on. and add together the equations thus multiplied.
The factors 0',.0'.,0'" ... 0'. must be determined by the condition,
that the sum of aU the terms of the second members which contain
a. must be nothing, and that the same shall be the case with the
following coefficients a•• a, •... a.. All the equations being then
added, the coefficient a 1 enters only into the result. and we have
an equation for determining this coefficient. We then multiply
all the equations anew by other factors Pl' PI' P..... P. respectively,
and determine these factors so that on adding the n equations. all
the coefficients may be eliminated, except a.. We have then an
equation to determine a.. Similar operations are continued. and
choosing always new factors, we successively determine all the
unknown coefficients. Now it is evident that this process of elimination is exactly that which results from integration between the
limits 0 and X. The series 0'" 0'•• 0'..... 0'. of the first factors is
da: sin (Plda:). dz sin (P12dx), ck sin (P,3dx) ... dx sin (Plnd:e). .In
general the series of factors which serves to eliminate all the c0efficients except a,. is dx sin (piJ,x). dz sin (}I.,2dx), dx sin (P. Sdz) ...
tUsin (,u.ndfl:); it is represented by the general term dzsin (p,fI:),
in which we give successively to ~ all the values

d.e,

2da:,

Sdx.... ndx.

We see by this that the process which serves to determine these
coefficients. differs in no respect from the ordinary process of elimination in equations of the first degree. The number n of equations
is equal to that of the unknown quantities a1 • a•• a.... a•• and is
the same as the number of given quantities /,../../. ... /.. The
values found for the coefficients are those which must exist "in
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order that the n equations may hold good together, that is "to say
in order that equation (e) may be true when we give to t» one of
these n values included between 0 and X; and since the number
n is infinite, it follows that the first member / (x) necessarily coincides with the second, when the value of :D substituted in each
is included between 0 and X.
The foregoing proof applies not only to developments of the
form

a1sin (PIX) + a. sin (P.x) + a. sin (P.t») + ... + a. sin II-P:.
it applies to all the functions 4> (Pp:) which might be substituted
for sin (Pre). maintaining the chief condition, namely. that the
integral

J:

ck4> (PP:) 4> (Pp)

has a nul value when i and j are

different numbers.

If it be proposed to develope/(a;) under the form

a1 cos a;

a. cos 2J:

a. cos ia:

lea;) - a + b'
• 2a: + ... + b.cos'&!»
. + &c.•
lSlna; + bIsm
the quantities 11-1'11-.'11-.... 11-,. &c. will be integers, and the condition

J:

ck cos ( 2m

i) sin ( 27rj i) - o.

al\vays holding when the indices i an 1j are different numbers. we
obtain. by determining the coefficients a.. b.. the general equation
(IT). page 206, which does not differ from equation (A) Art. 418.
425. If in the second member of equation (6) we omitted one
or more terms which correspond to one or more roots 11-, of the
equation (f). equation (e) would not in general be true. To
prove this. let us suppose a term containing 11-1 and al not to be
written in the second member of equation (6). we might multiply
the n equations respectively by the factors

a:" sin (PJdo:). do: sin (P/2dx). a:" sin (1l/ 3dz) ••• do: sin (p,ndx) ;
and adding them. the sum of all the terms of the second members
would be nothing. so that not one of the unknown coefficients
would remain. The result. formed of the sum of the first members,
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that is to say the RUm of the values
respectively by the facton

I.. /.. /. ...1.,

multiplied

dz sin (Pi/or), dz sin (P12iz). tk sin (PJ3dz) .•• dz sin (P"uk).
would be reduced to zero. This relation would then necessarily
exist between the given quantitiesl..!../. ..•!..; and they could not
be considered entirely arbitrary. contrary to hypothesis. If these
quantities I../../. ...!. have any values whatever. the relation in
question cannot exist. and we cannot satisfy the proposed conditions by omitting one or more terms, such as aJ sin (PJz) in
equation (e).
Hence the function I(z) remaining undetermined. that is to
say. representing the system of an infinite number of arbitrary
constants which correspond to the values of z included between 0
and X, it is necessary to introduce into the second member of
equation (e) all the terms such as 01 sin CPr), which satisfy the
condition

J:

tk sin II-Il' sin II-r:= 0.

the indices i and j being different; but if it happen that the
function I(z) is such that ~e n magnitudes f../../. ... f. are
connected by a relation expressed by the eqoation

f:

tk sin II-pl(z) = 0,

it is evident that the term alsin 11-,6# might be omitted in the equation (e).
Thus there are several classes of functions I (11:) whose development. represented by the second member of the equation (e), does
not contain certain terms corresponding to some of the roots p..
There are for example cases in which we omit all the tenus
whose index is even; and we have seen different examples of this
in the course of this work. But this would not hold, if the function I(z) had all the generality possible. In all these cases. we
ought to suppose the second member of equation (II) to be complete. and the investigation shews what terms ought to be omitted,
since their coefficients become nothing.

"

\
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426. We see clear1y by this examination that the function 1 (z)
represents, in our analysis, the system of a number n of separate
quantities, corresponding to n values of a: included between 0 and
X, and that these n quantities have values actual, and consequently
not infinite, chosen at will All might be nothing, except one,
whose value would be given.
It might happen that the Beries of the fa values h,!.,!. ... 1.
was expressed by a function subject to a continuous law, such as
a: or aI', sin a:, or cos a:, or in general cfJ (a:); the curve line 000,
whose ordinates represent the values corresponding to the abscissa
a:, and which is lIituated above the interval from a: = 0 to :z: = X,
coincides then in this interval with the curve whose ordinate is
~ (a:), and the coefficients "1' ".' " .... ". of equation (6) determined
by the preceding rule always satisfy the condition, that any value
of a: included between 0 and X, gives the same result when substituted in cfJ (a:), and in the second member of equation (e).

F(a:) represents the initial temperature of the spherical shell
whose radius is:z:. We might suppose, for example, F(a:) = ba:,
that is to say, that the initial heat increases proportionally to the
distance, from the centre, where it is nothing, to the surface
where it is bX In this case a:F(a:) or f(a:) is equal to bal'j and
applying to this function the rule which determines the coefficients, ba! would be developed in a series of terms, such as

"1 sin (Pl:Z:) + ". sin (PIa:) + a. sin (P.:z:) + ... +". sin (P.:z:).
Now each term sin (p,:z:), when developed according to powers
of :z:, contains only powers of odd order, and the function bal' is
a power of even order. It is very remarkable that this function
bal, denoting a series of values given for the interval from 0
to X, can be developed in a series ofterms, such as ",sin (P,:z:).
We have already proved the rigorous exactness of these
results, which had not yet been presented in analysis, and we
have shewn the true meaning of the propositions which express
them. We have seen, for example, in Article 223, that the
function cos a: is developed in a series of sines of multiple arcs,
80 that in the equation which gives this development, the first
member contains only even powers of the variable, and the second
contains only odd powers. Reciprocally, the function sin:z:, into
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which only odd powers enter, is resolved, Art. 225, into a series
of cosines which contain only even powers.
In the actual problem relative to the sphere, the value of
is developed by means of equation (e). We must then,
as we see in Art. 290, write in each term the exponential factor,
which contains t, and we have to express the temperature 17,
which is a function or ~ and t, the equation
~F(a:)

jXdzsin (p.,2) aF(r..)

~ == I sin (P,x) (rJ4&lt

.

f1dfJ sin (P.fJ) sin (P,{J) ........ (E).

o
The general solution which gives this equation (E) is wholly
independent of the nature or the function F(a:) since this function
represents here only an infinite multitude of arbitrary constants,
which correspond to as many values of :e included between 0
andX.
If we supposed the primitive heat to be contained in a part
only of the solid sphere, for example, from ~ == 0 to ~ == l X.
and that the initial temperatures of the upper layers were nothing,
it would be sufficient to take the integral

fda sin (p,a. )/(2),
between the limits:e== 0 and ~==lX.
In general, the solution expressed by equation (E) suits all
cases, and the form of the development does not vary according to
the nature of the function.
Suppose now that having written sin ~ instead of F(:e) we have
determined by integration the coefficients a" and that we have
formed the equation
:e sin ~ == a 1 sin P.l~ + a. sin p..:e + a. sin p.iJ: + &c.

.

It is certain that on giving to ~ any value whatever included
between 0 and X, the second member of this equation becomes
equal to :e sin ~; this is a necessary consequence of our process.
But it nowise follows that on giving to ~ a value not included
between 0 and X, the same equality would exist. We see the
contrary very distinctly in the examples which we have cited, and,
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particular cases excepted, we may say tha.t a function subject to a
continuous law, which forms the first member of equations of this
kind, does not coincide with the function expressed by the second
member, except for values of x included between 0 and X.
Properly speaking, equation (e) is an identity, which exists
for all values which may be assigned to the variable x; each
member of this equation representing a certain analytical function
which coincides with a known function f(x) if we give to the
variable x values included between 0 and X. With respect to the
existence of functions, which coincide for all values of the variable
included between certain limits and differ for other values, it is
proved by all that precedes, and considerations of this kind are a
necessary element of the theory of partial differential equations.
Moreover, it is evident that equations (e) and (E) apply not
only to the solid sphere whose radius is X, but represent, one the
initial state, the other the variable state of an infinitely extended
solid, of which the spherical body forms part; and when in these
equations we give to the variable x values greater than X,
thE'Y refer to the parts of the infinite solid which envelops the
sphere.

~

This remark applies also to all dynamical problems which are
solved by means of partial differential equations.
427. To apply the solution given by equation (E) to the case
in which a single spherical layer has been originally heated, all
the other layers having nul initial temperature, it is sufficient to

J

take the integral cl.( sin (pp.) aF (a) between two very near limits,

= r, and a =r + u, r being the radius of the inner surface of the
heated layer, and u the thickness of this layer.

IX

We can also consider separately the resulting effect of the
initial heating of another layer included between the limits r + u
and r + 2"; and if we add the variable temperature due to this
second cause, to the tetnperature which lte found when the first
layer alone was heated, the sum of the two temperatures is that
which would arise, if the two layers were heated at the same time.
In order to take account of the two joint causes, it is sufficient to .
F.H.
29
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take the integral Jd%Sin <P/l.) rJ'(a.) between the limits

IX

== rand

= r + 2u. More generally, equation (E) being capable of being
put under the form

1.1

{:r
dz.rJ'(a.)sinp.~I
o
:e

11- 11

1:td/3sin sin p.f3e-x,..'tsin p.f3 '
PIC

o

we see that the whole effect of the heating of different layers is
the sum of the partial effects, which would be determined separately,
by supposing each of the layers to have been alone heated. The
same consequence extends to all other problems of the theory of
heat; it is derived from the very nature of equations, and the fonn
of the integrals makes it evident. We see that the heat contained in each element of a solid body produces its distinct eftect,
as if that element had alone been heated, all the others having
nul initial temperature. These separate states are in a manner
superposed, and unite to form the general system of temperatures.
For this reason the form of the function which repreljents the
initial state must be regarded as entirely arbitrary. The definite
integral which enters into the expression of the variable temperature, having the same limits as the heated solid, shows expressly
that we unite all the partial effects due to the initinl heating of
each element.
428. Here we shall terminate this section, which is devoted
almost entirely to analysis. The integrals which we have obtained
are not only general expressions which satisfy the differential equations; they represent in the most distinct manner the natural effect
which is the object of the problem. This is the chief condition which
we have always had in view, and without which the results of investigation would appear to us to be only useless transformations.
When this condition is fulfilled, the integral is, properly speaking,
the equation of the phenomenon; it expresses clearly the character
and progress of it, in the same manner as the finite equation of a
line or curved surface makes known all the properties of those
forms. To exhibit the solutions, we do not consider one form only
of the integral; we seek to obtain directly that which is suitable
to the problem. Thus it is that the integral which expresses the
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movement of heat in a sphere of given radius. is very different
from that which expresses the movement in a cylindrical body. or
even in a sphere whose radius is supposed infinite. Now each of
these integrals has a definite form which cannot be repw:ed by
another. It is necessary to make use of it. if we wish to ascertain
the distribution of heat in the body in question. In general. we
could not int.roduce any change in the form of our solutions, without making them lose their essential character. which is the representation of the phenomena.
The different integrals might be derived from each other,
since they are co-extensive. But these transformations require
long calculations, and almost always suppose that the form of the
result is known in advance. We may consider in the first place,
bodies whose dimensions are finite, and pass from this problem to
that which relates to an unbounded solid. We can then substitute a
definite integral for the sum denoted by the symbol I. Thus it is
that equations CCI) and ({3), referred to at the beginning of this
section, depend upon each other. The first becomes the second.
when we suppose the radius R infinite. Reciprocally we may
derive from the second equation (fJ) the solutions relating to
bodies of limited dimensions.
In general, we have sought to obtain each. result by the shortest
way. The chief elements of the method we have followed are
these:
1st. We consider at the same time the general condition given
by tho partial differential equation, and all the special conditions
which determine the problem completely, and we proceed to form
the analytical expression which satisfies all these conditions.
2nd. We first perceive that this expression contains an infinite
number of terms, into which unknown constants enter, or that
it is equlll to an integral which includes one or more arbitrary
functions. In the first instance, that is to say, when the general
term is affected by the symbol I, we derive from the special conditions a definite transcendental equation, whose roots give the
values of an infinite number of constants.
The second instance obtains when the general term becomes an
iftfinitely small quantity; the sum of the series is then changed
into a definite integral.
29-2
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3rd. We can prove by the fundamental theorems of algebra,
or even by the physical nature of the problem, that the transcendental equation has all its roots real, in number infinite.
4th. In elementary problems, the general term takes the form
of a sine or cosine j the roots of the definite equation are either
whole numbers, or real or irrational quantities, each of them included between two definite limits.
In more complex problems, the general term takes tIle form of
a function given implicitly by means of a differential equation
integrable or not. However it may be, the roots of the definite
equation exist, they are real, infinite in number. This distinction
of the parts of which the integral must be composed, is very
important, since it shews clearly the form of the solution, and the
necessary relation between the coefficients.
5th. It remains only to determine the constants which depend
on the initial state; which is done by elimination of the unknowns
from an infinite number of equations of the first degree. We
multiply the equation which relates to the initial state by a
differential factor, and integrate it between defined limits, which
are most commonly those of the solid in which the movement is
effected.
There are problems in which we have determined the c0efficients by successive integrations, as may be seen in the memoir
whose object is the temperature of dwellings. In this case we
consider the exponential integrals, which belong to the initial
state of the infinite solid: it is easy to obtain these integrals1.
It follows from the integrations that aU the terms of the second
member disappear, except only that whose coefficient we wish to
determine. In the value of this coefficient, the denomina.tor becomes nul, and we always obtain a definite integral whose limits
ate those of the solid, and one of whose factors is the arbitrary
function which belongs to the initial state. This form of the result
is necessary, since the variable movement, which is the object of
the problem, is compounded of all those which would have existed
separately, if each point of the solid had alone been heated, and
the temperature of every other point had been nothing.
1 See section 11 of the sketch of this memoir, given by the author in the
Bulletin du Scieflce. par la SocUtt Pllilomatique, 1818, pp. 1-11. [A. F.]
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When we examine carefully the process of integration which
serves to determine the coefficients, we see that it contains a
complete proof, and shews distinctly the nature of the results,
80 that it is iD no way p.ecessary to verify them by other investi..
ptions.
The most remarkable of the problems which we have hitherto
propounded, and the most suitable for shewing the whole of our
analysis, is that of the movement of heat in a cylindrical body.
In other researches, the determination of the coefficients would
require processes of investigation which we do not yet know. But
it must be remarked, that, without determining the values of the
coefficients, we can always acquire an exact knowledge of the
problem, and of the natural course of the phenomenon which is
its object; the chief consideration is that of simple moV6ments.
6th. When the expression sought colltains a definite integral,
the unknown functions arranged under the symbol of integration
are determined, either by the theorems which we have given for
the expression of arbitrary functions in definite integrals, or by
a more complex process, several e~aIllples of which will be found
in the Second Part.
These theorems can be extended to any number of v&:riables.
They belong in SOme respects to a.n inverse method of definite
integration; since they serve to determine under the symbols

Jand ~ unknown functions which must be snch that the result of
integration is a given functioQ.
The same principles are applicable to different other .problema
of geometry, of general physics, or of analysis, whether the equa,..
tions contain finite or infinitely small differences, or whether they
contain both.
The solutions which are obtained by this method are complete,
and consist of general integrals. No other integral can be more
extensive. The objections which have been made to this subject
are devoid of all foundation; it would be superfluous now to discuss
them.
7th. We have said that each of these solutions gives the equation. proper to ths ph3n0m6l)On, since it represents it distinctly
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throughout the whole extent of its course, and serves to determine
with facility all ita results numerically.
The functious which are obtained by these solutions are then
composed of a multitude of terms, either finite or infinitely small :
but the form of these expressions is in no degree arbitrary; it is
determined by the physical character of the phenomenon. For
this reason, when the value of the f~nction is expressed by a series
into which exponentials relative to the time enter, it is of
necessity that this should be so, sinoe the natural effect whose
laws we seek, is really decomposed into distinct parts, corresponding to the different terms of the series. The parts express
so many simpls mONments compatible with the special conditions;
for each one of these movements, all the temperatures decrease,
pr~erving their primitive ratios. In this composition we ought
not to see II> result of analysis due to the linear form of the
differential equations, but lion actual effect which becomes sensible
in experiments. It appelmJ also in dynamical problems in which
we consider the causes which destroy lIlotion; but it belongs
necessarily to all problems of the theory of heat, and determines
the nature of the method which we have followed for the solution
of them.
8th. The lIlatbematica1 theory of he/1t includes: first, the exact
definition of all the elements of the analysis; next, the differential
equations; lastly, the integrals appropriate to the fundamental
problems. The equations can be arrived at in several ways; the
same integrals can also be obtained, or other problems solved, by
introducing certain changes in the course of the investigation.
We consider that these researches do not constitute a method
different from our own; but confirm and multiply its results.
9th. It has been objected, to the subject of our analysis, that
the transcendental equations which determine the exponents having
imaginary roots, it would be necessary to employ the terms which
proceed from them, and which would indicate a periodic character
in part of the phenomenon; but this objection has no foundation,
since the equations in question have in fact all their roots real, and
DO part of the phenomenon can be periodic.
10th. It has been alleged that in order to solve with certainty
problems of this kind, it is necessary to resort in all cases to a
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certain form. of the integral which was denoted as general; and
equation ("() of Art. 398 was propounded under this designation; but this distinction has no foundation, and the use of a
single integral would only have the effect, in most cases, of complicating the investigation unnecessarily. It is moreover evident
that this integral ("() is derivable from that which we gave in 1807
to determine the movement of heat in a ring of definite radius R ;
it is sufficient to give to R an infinite value.
11th. It has been supposed that the method which consists in
expressing the integral by a succession of exponential terms, and
in determining their coefficients by means of the initial state,
does not solve the problem of a prism which loses heat unequally
at its two ends; or that, at least, ~t would be very difficult to
verify in. this manner the solution derivable from the integral ("()
by long calculations. We shall perceive, by a new examination,
that our method applies directly to this problem, and that a single
integration even is sufficient t.
12th. We have developed in series of sines of multiple arcs
functions which appear to contain only even powers of the variable,
cos a: for example. We have expressed by convergent series or
by definite integrals separate parts of different functions, or functions discontinuous between certain limits, for example that which
measures the ordinate of a triangle. Our proofs leave no doubt
of the exact truth of these equations.
13th. We find in the works of many geometers results and prOcesses of calculation analogous to those which we have employed.
These are particular cases of a general method, which had not yet
been formed, and which it became necessary to establish in order
to ascertain even in the most simple problems the mathematical
laws of the distribution of heat. This theory required an analysis
appropriate to it, one principal element of which is the analytical
expression of 8eparate junctions, or of parts ofjuncti(ffIJJ.
By a separate fonction, or part ~j a junctton, we understand a
function j (~) which has values existing when the variable a: is
included between given limits, and whose value is always nothing,
if the variable is not included between those limits. This function measures the ordinate of a line which includes a finite arc of
1

See the Memoir referred to in note 1, p. 12. [.\. F.]
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arbitrary form, and coincides with the uis of abscissm in all the
rest of its course.
Tbis motion is not opposed to the general.principles of analysis;
we might even find the first traces of it in the writings of Daniel
Bemouilli, of Cauchy, of Lagrapge and Euler. It had always been
regarded as manifestly impossible to express in a series of sines
of multiple arcs, or at least in a trigonometric convergent series.
a function which has no existing values unless the values of the
variable are inoluded between certain limits, all the other values
of the function being nul. But this point of analysis is fully
cleared up, and it remains incontestable that separate functioDs,
or paN of functions, are exactly expressed by trigonometric convergent series, or by definite integrals. We have insisted on this
consequence from the origin of our researches up to the present
time. since we are not concerned here with an abstract and isolated
problem, but with a primary consideration intimately connected
with the most useful and extensive considerations. Nothing has
appeared to qs more suitable than geometrical constructions to
demonstrate the truth of these new results, and to render intelligible the forms which analysis employs for theif expression.
14th. The principles which have served to establish for us the
.analytical theory of heat, apply directly to the investigation of the
movement of waves in fiuids, a part of which has been agitated.
They aid also the investigation of the vibrations of elastic lamirue,
of stretched fiexible surfaces, of plane elastic surfaoes of very great
dimensions, and apply in general to problems which depend upon
the theory of elasticity. The property of the solutions which we
derive from these principles is to render the numerical applications
easy, and to offer distinot and intelligible results, which really
determine the object of the problem, without making that knowledge depend upon integrations or eliminations which cannot be
efftlcted. We regard as superfluous every transformation of the
results of analysis which does not satisfy this primary condition.
429. 1st. We shall now make some remarks on the differential equations of the movement of heat.
at

If two molecules of the same body are e:etremely near, and are
unequal temperatures, that which is the most heated communicates
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directly to the other during one instant a certain quantity of heat j
which quantity is prop()1'tional to the extremely smaU difference of
the temperatu'l'e8: that is to say, if that difference became double,
triple, quadruple, and all other conditions remained the same, the
h~t communicated would be double, triple, quadruple.

This prop6sition expresses a general and constant fact, which
is sufficient to serve as the foundation of the mathematical theory.
The mode of transmission is then known with certainty, independently of every hypothesis on the nature of the cause, and
cannot be looked at from two different points of view. It is
evident that the direct transfer is effected in all directions, and
that it has no existence in fluids or liquids which are not diathermanous, except between extremely near molecules.
The general equations of the movement of heat, in the
interior of solids of any dimensions, and at the surface of these
bodies, are necessary consequences of the foregoing proposition.
They are rigorously derived from it, as we have proved in our
first M.emoirs in 1807, and we p.&silyobtain these equations by
means of lemmas, whose proof is not less exact than that of the
elementary propositions of mechanics.
These equations are again derived from the same proposition,
by determi~iug by means of integrllotions the whole quantity of
heat which one molecule receives from those wh;ich surround it.
This investigation is subject to no difficulty. The lemmas in
question take the place of the integrations, since they give directly
the expression of the flow., that is to say of the quantity of heat,
which crosses any section. },loth calculations ought evidently to
lead to the same result; and since there is no ditference in the
principle, there cannot be any difference in the consequences.
2nd. We gav~ ill 1811 the gelleral equation relative to the
surface. It has not been deduced from particular cases, as has
. been supposed without any foundation, and it could not be; the
proposition which it expresses is not of a nature to be discovered
by way of induction; we cannot ascertain it for certain bodies and
ignore it for others; it is necessary for all, in order that the state
of the surface may not Buffer in a definite time an infinite change.
In our Memoir we have omitted the details of the proof, since
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they consist solely in the application of known propositions. It
was sufficient in this work to give the principle and the result, as
we have done in Article 15 of thp. Memoir cited. }t'rom the same
condition also the general equation in question is derived by determining the whole quantity of heat which each molecule situated
at the surface receives and communicates. These very eomplex
calculations make no change iu the nature of the proof.
In the investigation of the differential equation of the movement of heat, the mass may be supposed to be not homogeneous,
and it is very easy to derive the equation from the analytical
expression of the flow; it is sufficient to leave the coefficient which
meallures the conduciLility under the sign of differentiation.
3rd. Newton was the first to considor the law of cooling of
bodies in air; that which he has adopted for the caae in which the
air is carried away with constant velocity accords more closely
with observation as the difference of temperatures becomes less;
it would exactly hold if that difference were infinitely small
Amontons has made a remarkable experiment on the establishment of heat in a prism whose eJttremity is submitted to a definite
temperature. The logarithmic law of the decrease of the temperatures in the prism was given for the first time by Lambert, of the
Academy of Berlin. Biot and Rumford have confirmed this law
by experiment"
1 Newton, at the end of his Scala graduum calom et Jrigoru, PhilolOphical
Transactions, April 1701, or OptUcula ed. CastillioneU8, Vol. lI. implies that when
a plate of iron cools in a ourrent of air flowing uniformly at constant temperature.
equal quantities of air come in contact with the metal in equal times and carry
oJf quantities of heat proportional to the excess of the temperature of the iron
over that of the air; whence it msy be inferred that the excess temperatlU'es of
the iron form a geometrical progression at times which are in arithmetic progression. as he has stated. By placing various BUbstanoes on the heated iron, he
!)btained their melting points as the metal cooled•
..!montons, Mimoire. de Z''&cadimie [1703]. Paris, 1705, pp. 205-6, in hiB
Rlmarquu BUr la Table de degre. de Chaleur e:r.traite de. Transactioru Phiw,ophique. 1701, states that he obtained the melting points of the substances experimented
on by Newton by placing them at appropriate points along an iron bar, heated to
whiteness at one end; but he has made an erroneons aBBumption as to the law
of decrease of temperatlU'e along the bar.
Lambert, Pyromeerit, Berlin, 1779, pp. 185-6, combining Newton's aalcnlaW
iemperatlU'8B with ..!montons' measlU'ed distances, detected the exponential law
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To discover the differential equations of the variable movement
of heat, even in the most elementary case, as that of a cylindrical
prism of very small radius, it was necessary to know the mathematical expression of the quantity of heat which traverses an
extremely short part of the prism. This quantity is not simply
proportional to the difference of the temperatures of the two
sections which bound the layer. It is proved in the most rigorous
manner tbat it is also in the inverse ratio of the thickness of the
layer, that is to say, that if two layer8 of the 8ame pri8m were unequally thick, and if in the fir8t the difference of the temperature8 of
the two ba8e8 Was the 8ame a8 in the 8econd, the quantitie8 of heat
traver8ing the layer8 during the 8ame instant would be in the inver8e
ratio of the thiclcne88e8. The preceding lemma applies not only to
layers whose thickness is infinitely small; it applies to prisms of
any length. This notion of the flow is fundamental; in so far as
we have not acquired it, we cannot form an exact idea of the
phenomenon and of the equation which expresses it.
. It is evident that the insta.nt::t.neous increase of the temperaof temperatures in a long blU' heated at one end. Lamberi's work oonta.ina a
most complete account of the progress of thermal measurement up to that time.
Riot, Journal M' Mina, faris, 1804, XVII, pp. 208-224. Rumford, M4moirel
M "]",titut, Soieuces Mitth. et Phys. Tome VI. Paris, 1805, pp. 106-122.
Ericeson, Nature, Vol, VI. pp, 106.-8, desoribes some experiments on cooling
in vacuo which for a limited range of eXQess temperature, 100 to 1000 Fah. shew
• very close approach to Newton's law of cooling in a current of air. These
experiments are insu#Jioient to discredit the law of cooling in vacuo derived by
M. M. Dulong and Petit (Journal Polyuchnipe, Tome ~. or ,,(nn. M Ch. et
MPh. 1817, Tome VII.) from their CIlrefully devised and more extensive range
of experiments. Rut other experiments lPade by Ericsson with an ingeniously
contrived calorimeter (Nature, Vol. v. pp. 005-7) on the emissive power of molten
iron, Beem to shew that the law of Dulong and PetU, for cooling in vacuo, is
very far from being applicable tp m~sses at exceedingly high temperatures giving
off heat in free air, though their law for such conditipns is reducible to the former
law.
Fourier has published some remarks on Newton's law of cooling iJ1 his
Quelti01ll mr la tMorit phyBique de la Chauur rayonnante, ,,( nn. M Chifllu et M
Phll.iqut, 1817, Tome VI. p. 298. He distinguishes between tho surface conduction
and radiation to free air.
Newton's original statement in the Scala graduum il II Calor quem ferrum
calefactum corporibus frigidis sibi contiguis dato tempore communicat, hoc est
Calor, quem ferrum dato tempore amittit, est ut Calor,totus ferri." This supposes
the iron to be perfectly conducible, and the surrounding masses to be at zero
temperature. U can only be interpreted by his subsequent explanation, as above.
[A- F.)
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ture of a point is proportional to the excess of the quantity of heat
which that point receives over the quantity which it has lost, and
that a partial differential equation must express this result: but
the problem does not consist in enunciating this proposition which
is the mere fact; it consists in actually forming the differential
equation, which requires that we should consider the fact in its
elements. If instead of employing tho exact expression of the
flow of heat, we omit the denominator of this expression, we
thereby introduce a difficulty which is nowise inherent in the
problem; there is no mathematical theory which would not offer
similar difficulties, if we began by altering the principle of the
proofs. Not only are we thus unable to form a differential equation; hut there is nothing more opposite to an equation than a
proposition of this kind, in which we should be expressing the
equality of quantities which could not be compared. To avoid
this error, it is sufficient to give some attention to the demonstration and the consequenoes of the foregoing lemma (Art. 65.
66, 67. and Art. 75).
4th. With respect to the ideas from which we have deduced
for the first time the differential equations, they are those which
physicists have always admitted. We do not know that anyone
has been able to imagine the movement of hea.t as being produced
in the interior of bodies by the simple contact of the surfaces
which separate the different parts. For ourselves such a proposition
would appear to be void of all intelligible meaning. A surface of
contact cannot be tbe subject of any physical quality; it is neither
heated, nor coloured, nor heavy. It is evident that when one
part of a body gives its heat to another there are an infinity
of material points of the first which act on an infinity of points of
the second. It need only be added that in the interior of opaque
material, points whose distance is not very small cannot communicate their heat directly; that which they send out is intercepted
by the intermediate molecules. The layers in contact are the only
ones which communicate their heat directly, when the thickness
of the layers equals or exceeds the distance which the heat sent
from a point passes over before being entirely absorbed. There is
no direct action except between material points extremely near,
and it is for this reason that the expression for the flow has the
form which we assign to it. The flow then results from an infinite
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multitude of actions whose effects are added; but it is not from
this cause that its value during unit of time is a finite and
measurable magnitude, even although it be determined only by
an extremely small difference between the temperatures.
When a heated body loses its heat in an elastic medium, or in
a space free from air bounded by a solid envelope, the value of the
outward flow is assuredly an integral; it again is due to the action
of an infinity of material points, very near to the surface, and we
have proved formerly that this concourse determines the law of
the external radiation 1 • But the quantity of heat emitted during
the unit of time would be infinitely small, if the difference of the
temperatures had not a finite value.
In the interior of masses the conductive power is incomparably
greater than that which is exerted at the surface. This property,
whatever be the cause of it, is most distinctly perceived by us,
since, when the prism has arrived at its constant state, the
quantity of heat which crosses a s~ction during the unit of time
exactly balances that which is lost through the whole part of the
heated surface, situated beyond that section, whose temperatures
exceed. that of the medium by a finite magnitude. When we take
no account of this primary fact, and omit the divisor in the
expression for the flow, it is quite impossible to form the differential equation, even for the simplest case; a fortiori, we should be
stopped in the investigation of the general equations.
5th. Further, it is necessary to know what is the influence of
the dimensions of the section of the prism on the values of the
acquired temperatures. Even although the problem is only that
of the linear movement, and all points of a section are regarded
as having the same temperature, it does not follow that we can
disregard the dimensions of the section, and extend to other prisms
the consequences which belong to one prism only. The exact
equation cannot be formed without expressing the relation
between the extent of the section and the effect produced at the
extremity of the prism.
We shall not develope further the examination of the principles
which have led us to the knowledge of the differential equations;
1 Mlmoirt. de l'Aeadlmit dt. Scienct•• Tome v. pp. 204-8. Communicated
in 1811. [A. F.]
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we need only add that to obtain a profound conviction of the usefulness of these principles it is necessary to consider also various
difficult problems; for example, that which we are about to indicate, and whose solution is wanting to our theory, as we have
long since remarked. This problem consists in forming the differential equations, which express the distribution of heat in fluids
in motion, when all the molecules are displaced by any forces,
combined with the changes of temperature. The equations which
we ga,'e in the course of the year 1820 belong to general hydrodynamics; they complete this branch of analytical mechanics I.
430. Different bodies enjoy very unequally the property which
physicists have called conductibility or conducibility, that is to say,
the faculty of admitting heat, or of propagating it in the interior
of their masses. We have not changed these names, though they
I

See Mimoiru

,u r ..4.c/Jdllllie de. ScinJeu, Tome DJ. Paris, 1883, pp. 615-SSO.

In addition to the three ordinary equations of motion of an incompressible
ftuid, and the equation of continuity referred to rectangular axee in direction of
which the velocities of a molecule passing the point :J; y, • at time , are .. '"
its temperature being " Fourier has obtained the equation

(tIl'

til,

tIl') - C (di(ul)
d + d,("')
tl
II) ,
+ died)

C d'
de = K dzt + tIl,
ilJi + fk'

in which K is the conductivity and C the speciftc beat per 1IIlit volume, as
follows.
Into the parallelopiped whose oppoaits comers are (z, y, :), (z + A:e, ,,+ A", I + AI),
the quantity of heat which would fiow by condoction acroBB the lower face A:eAy,
if the ftuid were at real, would be -

convection

+ CID liz A, At i

K::

A:e Ay Ae in time At, and the gain by

there is a corresponding los8 at the upper face A:e Ay;

hence the whole gain is, negatively, the variation of (- K~+ CIC(I) A:eAyAtwith
respect to

I,

that is to say, the gain is equal to

(K :~ -C~ (d») A:e Ag AI At.

Two similar expressions denote the gains in direction of y and : i the sum of the
three is equal to C ~ At A:e AU AI, which is the gain in the volume A:e Ay AI

in time A': whence the above equation.
The eoefticients K and C vary with the temperature and pressure but are
usu&Ily treated as constant. The density, even for ftuida denominated incom.
preBBible, is sobject to a smalllemperature variation.
n may be noticed that when the velocities ti, II, til are nul, the equation
reduces to the equation for Bow of heat in a solid.
n may also be remarked that when K is so small as to be negligible, the
equation has the same form as the equation of continuity. CA. F.]
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do not appear to us to be exact. Each of them, the first especially,
would rather express, according to all analogy, the faculty of being
conducted than that of conducting.
Heat penetrates the surface of different substances with more
or less facility, whether it be to enter or to escape, and bodies are
unequally permeable to this element, that is to say, it is propagated
in them with more or less facility, in passing from one interior
molecule to another. We think these two distinct properties
might be denoted by the names penetrability and permeabilit!/.
Above all it must not be lost sight of that the penetrability or
a surface depends upon two different qualities: one relative to the
external medium, which expresses the facility of communication by
contact; the other consists in the property of emitting or admitting radiant heat. With regard to the specific permeability, it is
proper to each substance and independent of the state of the
surface. For the rest, precise definitions are the true foundation
of theory, but names have not, in the matter of our subject, the
same degree of importance.
431. The last remark cannot be applied to notation.'!, which
contribute very much to the progress of the science of the Calculus.
These ought only to be proposed with reserve, and not admitted
but after long examination. That which we have employed re·
duces itself to indicating the limits of the integral above and below
the sign of integration

J;

writing immediately after this sign the

differential of the quantity which varies between these limits.
We have availed ourseh-es also of the sign I to express the
sum of an indefinite number of terms derived from one general
term in which the index i is made to vary. We attach this index
if necessary to the sign, and write the first value of i below, and
the last above. Habitual use of this notation convinces us or
1 The coefficients of penetrability and permeability, or of exterior and interior
eonduction (II, K), were determined in the first instance by Fourier, for ilie case
of oast iron, by experiments on the permanent temperatures of a ~g and on ilie
A
'Varying temperatnres of a sphere. The 'Value of Ii by the method of Art. 110,

and the 'Value of 11 by that of Art. 297. Jlem. de ",A cad. d. Se. Tome 'V. pp.
165, 220, 228. [A. F.]
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the usefulness of it, especially when the analysis consists of definite integrals, and the limits of the integrals are themselves the
object of investigation.
432. The chief results of our theory are the differential equations of the movement of heat in solid or liquid bodies, and the
general equation which relates to the surface. The truth of these
equations is not founded on any physical explanation of the effects
of heat. In whatever manner we please to imagine the ~ture of
this element, whether we regard it as a distinct material thing
which passes from one part of space to another, or whether we
make heat consist simply in the transfer of motion, we shall always
arrive at the same equations, since the hypothesis which we form
must represent the general and simple facts from which the
mathematical laws are derived.
The quantity of heat transmitted by two molecules whose
temperatures are unequal, depends on the difference of these
temperatures. H the difference is infinitely small it is certain
that the heat communicated is proportional to that difference; all
experiment concurs in rigorously proving this proposition. Now
in order to establish the differential equations in question, we
consider only the reciprocal action of molecules infinitely near.
There is therefore no uncertainty about the form of the equations
which relate to the interior of the mass.
The equation relative to the surface expresses, as we have said,
that the flow of the heat, in the direction of the normal at the
boundary of the solid, must have the same value, whether we calculate the mutual action of the molecules of the solid, or whether
we consider the action which the medium exerts upon the envelope.
The analytical expression of the former value is very simple and
is exactly known j as to the latter value, it is sensibly proportional
to the temperature of the surface, when the excess of this temperature over that of the medium is a sufficiently small quantity. In
other cases the second value must be regarded as given by a series
of observations j it depends on the surface, on the pressure and
on the nature of the medium; this observed value ought to form.
the second member of the equation relative to the surface.
In several important problems, the equation last named is re-
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placed by a given condition, which expresses the state of the
surface, whether constant, variable or periodic.
433. The differential equations of the movement of heat are
mathematical consequences analogous to the general 'equations of
equilibrium and of motion, and are derived like them from the
most constant natural facts.
The coefficients 0, h, le, which enter into these equations, must
be considered, in general, as variable magnitudes, which depend
on the temperature or on the state of the body. But in the application to the natural problems which interest us most, we may
assign to these coefficients values sensibly constant.
The first coefficient 0 varies very slowly, according as the temperature rises. These changes are almost insensible in an interval
of about thirty degrees. A series of valuable observations, due to
Professors Dulong and Petit, indicates that the value of the specific
capacity increases very slowly with the temperature.
The coefficient h which measures the penetrability of the surface'is most variable, and relates to a very-composite state. It
expresses the quantity of heat communicated to the medium,
whether by radiation, or by contact. The rigorous calculation of
this quantity would depend therefore on the problem of the movement of heat in liquid or aeriform media. But when the excess
of temperature is a sufficiently small quantity, the observations
prove that the value of the coefficient may be regarded as constant.
In other cases, it is easy to derive from known experiments a
correction which makes the result sufficiently exact.
It cannot be doubted that the coefficient le, the measure of the
permeability, is subject to sensible variations j but on this important subject no series of experiments has yet been made suitable
for informing us how the facility of conduction of heat changes with
the temperature l and with the pressure. We see, from the observations, that this quality may be regarded as constant throughout
a very great part of the thermometric scale. But the same observations would lead us to believe that the value of the coefficient
in question, is very much more changed by increments of temperature than the value of the specific capacity.
Lastly, the dilatability of solids, or their tendency to increase
1

Beferenoe is given to Forbes' experiments in the Dote, p.

F.B.

8'.

[A. F.l
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in volume, is not the same at all temperatures: but in the problems
which we have discussed, these changes cannot sensibly alter the
precision of the results. In general, in the study of the grand
natural phenomena which depend on the distribution of heat, we
rely on regarding the values of the coefficients as constant. It is
necessary, first, to consider the consequences of the theory from
this point of view. Careful comparison of the results with those
of very exact experiments will then shew what corrections must be
employed, and to the theoretical researches will be given a further
extension, according as the observations become more numerous
and more exact. We shall then ascertain what. are the causes
which modify the movement of heat in the interior of bodies,
and the theory will acquire a perfection which it would be impossible to give to it at present.
Luminous heat, or that which accompanies the rays of light
emitted by incandescent bodies, penetrates transparent solids and
liquids, and is gradually absorbed within them after traversing an
interval of sensible magnitude. It could not therefore be supposed
in the examination of these problems, that the direct impressions
of heat are conveyed only to an extremely small distance. When
this distance has a finite value, the differential equations take a
different form; but this part of the theory would offer no useful
applications unless it were based upon experimental knowledge
which we have not yet acquired.
The experiments indicate that, at moderate temperatures, a
very feeble portion of the obscure heat enjoys the same property as
the luminous heat; it is very likely that the distance, to which is
conveyed the impression of heat which penetrates solids, is not
wholly insensible, and that it is only very small: but this occasions
no appreciable difference in the results of theory; or at least the
difference has hitherto escaped all observation.
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